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Preface 
 

Third International Conference on Soft Computing, Artificial Intelligence (SAI-2014) was held in 

Dubai, UAE, during November 07 ~ 08, 2014. Third International Conference of Data Mining & 

Knowledge Management Process (CDKP-2014), Third International Conference on Advanced 

Information Technologies & Applications (ICAITA-2014), Sixth International Conference on 

Networks & Communications (NeCoM-2014), Third International Conference on Software 

Engineering and Applications (SEAS-2014), Third International Conference on Control, Modeling, 

Computing and Applications (CMCA-2014), Fifth International Conference on Ad Hoc, Sensor & 

Ubiquitous Computing (ASUC-2014) and International Conference on Signal and Image Processing 

(Signal 2014) were collocated with the SAI-2014. The conferences attracted many local and 

international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.  

 

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and 

industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new 

collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles 

that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant 

advances in all areas of computer science and information technology. 

 

The SAI-2014, CDKP-2014, ICAITA-2014, NeCoM-2014, SEAS-2014, CMCA-2014, ASUC-2014, 

Signal 2014 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, 

engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This 

effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level 

researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert 

reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and 

external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their 

contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the 

submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by 

the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical 

conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate 

and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and communications 

research. 

In closing, SAI-2014, CDKP-2014, ICAITA-2014, NeCoM-2014, SEAS-2014, CMCA-2014, ASUC-

2014, Signal 2014 brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to 

exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main 

workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions 

adopted. The book is organized as a collection of papers from the SAI-2014, CDKP-2014, ICAITA-

2014, NeCoM-2014, SEAS-2014, CMCA-2014, ASUC-2014, Signal 2014. 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 

Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 

sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 

success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 

dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the 

event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to 

come.  

         David C. Wyld 

                                            Jan Zizka 
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ABSTRACT 

 
With the development growing of network technology, computer networks became increasingly 

wide and opened. This evolution gave birth to new techniques allowing accessibility of networks 

and information systems with an aim of facilitating the transactions. Consequently, these 

techniques gave also birth to new forms of threats. In this article, we present the utility to use a 

system of intrusion detection through a presentation of these characteristics. Using as 

inspiration the immune biological system, we propose a model of artificial immune system 

which is integrated in the behavior of distributed agents on the network in order to ensure a 

good detection of intrusions. We also present the internal structure of the immune agents and 

their capacity to distinguish between self and not self. The agents are able to achieve 

simultaneous treatments, are able to auto-adaptable to environment evolution and have also the 

property of distributed coordination.  

 

KEYWORDS  

 
 Intrusion Detection System, Artificial Immune System, Multi-Agents System. 

 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Networks safety and the intrusion detection systems are the subject of several works; first models 
goes back to1984, they are focused on statistical analysis, expert system, and classification rules 
(IDES [5, 13], Nides[3,13], MIDAS[8], DIDS [15], NADIR [9], ADAM [4]). These models are 
already based on the attacks indexed in knowledge base. However, with the networks widening 
they generate much false alarm, and became less and less reliable to new attack’s forms. To 
overcome difficulties met by these models, new research works are interested in multi-agents 
systems and immunology principles such as (MAAIS [19], NIDIMA [14], DAMIDAIS [11], 
IMASNID [7], etc). These systems succeed in decreasing the false alarm rate thanks to the 
processes employed; namely communication process between the agents and the distinction 
process between self and not-self. 
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That is why, we present in this document a new model a Multi-Agents System (MAS) inspired by 
an Immune algorithm for the Intrusion Detection. Our choice is justified by the distributed and 
opened character of networks. Given the failure of the exist methods to detects new attacks; we 
integrate into our agents the artificial immune system mechanism. Artificial immune systems are 
inspired by the coordination principles and the parallel functioning of the biological immune 
system (life cycle, immunizing, immature tolerance, mature and memory lymphocyte).  

 

2. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

 
To neutralize in real time illegal intrusion attempts, intrusions detection system must be executed 
constantly in the host or in the network.  
 
The major inconveniences of the existing IDS [6] are:  
 

1. Their difficulties to adapt oneself to the changes of the network architecture and    
 especially how to integrate these modifications in the detection methods. 

2. Their high rate of false-positives (false alert). 
 

The intrusion detection system is effective if it has the following characteristics [12]: 
 

� Distribution: to ensure the monitoring in various nodes of the network the analysis task 
must be distributed.  

� Autonomy: for a fast analysis, distributed entities must be autonomous at the host level.  
� Delegation: each autonomous entity must be able to carry out its new tasks in a 

dynamical way. 
� Communication and cooperation: complexity of the coordinated attacks requires a 

correlation of several analyses carried out in network nodes.  
� Reactivity: intrusion detection major goal is to react quickly to an intrusion.  
� Adaptability: an intrusions detection system must be open to all network architecture 

changes. 
 
Concepts of robustness, emergence, auto-organization, adaptability, and communication and 
cooperation are part of the basis fundament of the multi-agents systems .For this purpose we 
judged that the multi-agents systems (MAS) are very suitable to answered to these characteristics. 
 

3. ARTIFICIAL MULTI-AGENTS IMMUNE SYSTEM 

 
3.1 Multi-Agent System 
 

The agents are able to achieve simultaneous treatments, are able to auto-adaptable to the 
evolution of environment and have also the property of distributed coordination. 
 
The Multi-agents systems can be viewed as a collection of autonomous artificial entities able to 
perform various tasks through interaction, coordination, communication, collective intelligence 
and emergence of patterns of behavior. 
 
Artificial immune system (AIS) is a set of algorithms inspired by biological immune system 
principles and functions. This last exploits the characteristics of natural immune system,   as 
regards the learning and the memorizing in order to solve complex problems in artificial 
intelligence field. 
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The biological immune system is a robust and powerful process, known for its distributed 
simultaneous treatment orders of the operations and adaptive within the limit of its function [17]. 
Biological and multi-agents systems have common characteristics.  
 
Biological cells are modeled by the agents; each agent is equipped with a set of receiver in its 
surface and has an internal behavior. Agents are submitted to environment rules and also to other 
agent’s influence [18]. This is why it seems natural to model an intrusion detection system by the 
MAS based on biological immune systems principles. 
 

Table 1. IB and AI common points  
 

Biological immune system 

(IB) 
Immune Agent 

(AI) 
Antibody Detector Agent 

Antigen 
The binary string 

From ip frame 

Immune memory memory Agent 

The binding between    
antibody and antigen 

Any intervals 
matching rule 

Immune cells Lifecycle 
detector agent                        

Time- life 

antibody/antigen Affinity 
frame/ agent-detector 

Affinity 
 

 
Table1 summarizes the main common points between biological immunity and the immunity 
agents in our model. 
 

4. IMMUNE COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

 
In this section, the principal immune components which are used in our architecture will be 
defined. 
 
Antigens: they are considered in different approaches [7][11]  as bit strings extracted from ip-
packets, including ip address, port number, protocol type. Set U={0,1}L (L>0), and Ag ⊂  U, and 
the set U can be divided into self and notself. The self indicates normal network behavior; on the 
other hand, notself indicates the abnormal network [16].  
 
Antibodies: correspond to bit strings, they have the similar length as antigens; antibodies are 
constantly in search of antigens in order to match them and also to increase their lifespan.  
 
Set AB={ab/ab=<b,t,ag>, b,ag ∈  U ∧  t ∈  N}.  
 
Where ‘b’ is the antibody bit string whose length is L, ‘ag’ is the antigen detected by the antibody 
and‘t’ is the antigen number matched by antibody[2]. There exist three states for antibodies: 
immature, mature and memory. Antibodies are able to detect an intrusion, in our architecture they 
are represented by D-agents.  
 
Immature stage: Correspond to the first stage of our cell. In this stage, the immature Antibodies 
(Imb) are randomly generated by the generator detector. Immature immunocytes set is : 
 
Imb={<b,t,ag>∈Match /b∈U, t<θ, ag=Ø } and Match={<x,y>/x,y∈U, f match (x,y) = 1}, which 
will evolve into Imb through self-tolerance.   If an Antibody is not matched with notself for step 
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evolution; then it will die after a certain period of time.   
 
Mature stage: Correspond to the second stage of our cell. In this stage the mature Antibodies 
(Mab) have failed to match with notself during activation and evolution;  
 
Mature immunocytes set is   
Mab={<b,t,ag>∈Match/ b∈U, θ<t<θ’, ag ≠Ø} and  
Match={<x,y>/x,y ∈  U, f match (x,y) = 1}.  
 
In our work, if a Mab is not matched with notself after certain period of time then they will die. 

Let us note that, dead is formulate by: Abdead ={<b,t,ag >∈Match / b,ag ∈U, t ∧ θ≤   }  
 
Memory Stage: Correspond to the final stage of our cell. In this stage the memory antibodies 
(Meb) are the results of activation and evolution of the mature antibodies. Memory immunocytes 
set is    
 
Meb= {<b,t,ag>∈Match/b∈U,t>θ’,ag=(ag1, ....agn)}  
and Match= {<x,y>/x,y ∈  U, f match (x,y) = 1}.  
 
They have significant lifespan as long as they succeed matching with not-self.  
 
Affinity characterizes the correlation between Antigens and Antibodies is to determinate the. 
According to Hamming Distance (HD) this major element is evaluated. 
 
The calculation formula is evaluated according to Hamming Distance (HD).  
 
Let us consider xi (i=1...L) the bit string of length L and yi (i=1...L) another bit string of the same 

length L. xi represents Antigen and yi represents an Antibody. α is the affinity matching 
threshold value and HD (x,y) is the different sum of the bits in the two strings.  
 
The affinity function is calculated as follows: 
 



 ≥

otherwise

yxHD

,0

),(,1 α

and           DH(x,y)= 
∑=

L

i

α1
with 1=α if xi ≠ yi, 0=α else 

 

5. RELATED WORKS 
 
The idea of using, the artificial immune systems for intrusion detection, in distributed networks, 
appears recently; to our knowledge, on of the first work, was develop by Hofmeyer and Forest in 
1999 [1]. Their model is implemented on distributed network architecture and in each host, a 
frame which is received is represented by a binary string non-self.  
 
This string is analyzed by another binary string self of the same size L. The self represent the 
immune detectors which are randomly generated by the system, and which must match with not-
self, in order to evolve and to change state (immature / mature & naive, or death); after the mature 
detector is activate and had a co stimulation it become a memory detector with an infinite 
lifespan. This technique is responding quickly to a possible intrusion of the same type. But the 
communication between the host different network is not existing.  
 
Another architecture is proposed by Sunjun, the Immune Multi-agent Active Defense Model for 
Network Intrusion (IMMAD) in 2006[16]. This model is built for monitoring multilayer of 
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network, by a set of agents that communicate and cooperate at different levels. The immune agent 
(IMA) is the security state of computers monitoring, is installed in each network node, and 
consists of self, immature or mature antibodies, memory antibodies, etc. This immunological 
mechanism permits him to detect an intrusion and send the message to Local Monitor Agent 
(LMA). LMA analyzes the state of the local area network, and vaccinate all the nodes in the same 
segment, after having evaluated the risk of intrusion, and it informs Central Monitor Agent 
(CMA) of the new type of intrusion. CMA supervises the whole of the network and increase 
security across the network.  
 
Another architecture which seem to us interesting, is proposed by NianLiu in 2009. This 
architecture is called Network Intrusion Detection Model Based on Immune Multi-Agent 
(NIDIMA)[4]. This model ensures the security in the distributed networks against intrusions. In 
this architecture, each agent Security situation is composed of several agents immune (IA). The 
IA are distributed on each node of the network, they are the firsts to identify the events of 
intrusion and are blocking them. If the attacks are not known through learning and memory, it 
sends information to the agent SMC. The agent SMC analyzes the intrusion, which it received by 
each AI in network segments and it surfs at network segments to vaccinate them against another 
intrusion. Agent security situation evaluation gathers information of subnets and host from each 
agent security situation, and evaluates the risks to integrated the whole network. This information 
includes the type, quantity, strength and harmfulness of the attacks. 
 
There exist many other models, but we decided to present those which seem to us closest to our 
architecture. Let us recall that our aim is to increase immunity and to decrease the rate of false 
alarm. 

 

6. ARCHITECTURE OF MODEL 

 
In this article, we employed a new model, based on Multi-Agent paradigm and Immune algorithm 
for Intrusion Detection. We describe a model through the dynamic behavior of immune agents, 
the distinction between self and notself. We expose the architecture of the distributed model, the 
agents’ behavior for insuring the network security, in order to avoid false alert triggering. The 
system is installed in each Host/Server, and the system agents cooperate and communicate for 
best and more reliable intrusion detection.  
 

6.1. The behavior of immune agent in this architecture 

 
Detector agent (D-agent) is the principal component for the distinction between self and non self 
through the sensor/analyzer, which identifies the frame (these agents are in immature state). 
 
The sensor /analyzer is composed of two bit strings: a random bit string which analyses frame by 
calculating the Hamming Distance (HD); and a stationary bit string which includes host and 
network information; the stationary part is identical in all D-agents of the same host. To avoid 
any false alarm, D-agent sends its 1st report (if HDint > Val) to Alert agent (A-agent) when it 
detects an anomaly.  
 
A-agent will evaluate the intrusion importance according to the results obtained. However, it can 
not trigger the alarm, while it has not received any confirmation from several D-agents, within the 
same host or from other A-agent within the network [13]. (See Figure1). 
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Figure1. Immune Agents Cooperation  
 

Intrusion assessment allows to the A-agent to ignore warning message when the evaluation is 
tiny; or to be under-monitoring where the evaluation is important.  
 
In this case, the A-agent sends to all D-agents the order to execute the analysis stage (2) for all 
treated frames.   
 
When D-agent receives this order, a semi-sensor is generated at random, on the basis of the code 
of D-agent which has detected the anomaly. Thus all frames will be first analyzed by the 
sensor/analyzer, then by the semi-sensor in each analysis, a new Hamming distance (HD') is 
evaluated (mature state). 
 
The D-agents which detect (HD'>HDint), send their reports to their A-agents and increase 
lifespan (Memory Phase), the other D-agents decrease their lifespan and when they reached a 
threshold they kill themselves.  D-agents exchange between them the second analysis results, they 
trigger also the alert if the risk assessment is the same; (See Figure2).  
 
This parallel analysis technique’s allows a best management of false alarm and a better network 
supervision against the intrusion. 
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Figure 2. Dynamic evolution of Agent-D 

 

6.2 Analysis process  

 
Immune agents present in our model analyze the incoming IP-packet in by D-agent (memory) in 
order to detect intrusions known by the system (acquired immunity).   
 
State Analyses by D-agent (memory):   
 

� When an anomaly is detected the D-agent (memory) blocks the frame, and   
� If not, IP-packet is transferred to a second analysis (D-agent (mature)). 

 

D-agent (mature) State Analyses  

 
In this stage, D-agent (mature) analyses the IP-packet by the (sensor/ analyzer). Two cases could 
occur:   
 
 Case 1: When an anomaly is detected,   
 

� D-agent sends its 1st report to A-agent if (HDint> Val).  
According to the results obtained A-agent will evaluate the intrusion importance. This evaluation 
is considered as important if the intrusion is detected by several D-agents, from the same host.  
 
Intrusion assessment allows A-agent   
 

� To ignore the warning message if this evaluation is insignificant or; 
� To Activate all D-agents (mature) to execute (semi-sensor) 
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When D-agents receive this order, they generate at random a semi-sensor on the basis of D-agent 
code (which has detected the anomaly).Thus IP-packets will be first analyzed by the 
sensor/analyzer, then by the semi-sensor in each analysis, and a new Hamming distance (HD') is 
evaluated.  
 
The D-agents which will detect (HD'>HDint),   
 

� Send their report to their A-agents   
� Block this ip-packet and increase their lifespan. When their life time reached (Tm=θ’), 

they become memory D-agents (with Tm=Te).  
 

 The other D-agents decrease their lifespan, they kill themselves when the threshold becomes null 
(Tm=0). 
 
 A-agents exchange between them analysis results and they trigger the alert if the risk assessment 
is similar (see Figure3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. IP-Packet analysis Process 
 

Case-2: if no anomaly is detected   
� IP-packet is transferred to the D-agents (Immature) (fourth analysis stage). 

 
Immature D-agent State Analyses  

 
In this state the D-agent (Immature) analysis the IP-packet,    

� if no anomaly is detected , IP packet is  authorized to pass,   
� if an anomaly is detected by this agent, it sends alert to A-agents. Thus, two cases could 

occur:  
 

  Case-2.1: A-agent rejects this alert   
� Then IP-packet is authorized  to pass  
� The D-agents (Immature) concerned by this alert decrease their lifespan, when they 
arrived at a threshold they kill themselves (see figure 2 & 3).  
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 Case2.2: A-agent accepts this alert, 
� D-agents (mature) state analysis is activated.  
� If the analyses by semi-sensors detect an anomaly,  
�    D-agents (mature) send alert to their A-agents and Block this IP-packet 

furthermore they increase their lifespan.   
� A-agent sends message to all D-agents (Immature)  concerned by this detection   
� D-agents (Immature)  increase their lifespan; When their time-life  is  (Tm=  θ’),  

they became   D-agents (mature) with TI=Tm  
� The other D-agents (immature, mature, memory) decrease their lifespan and 

when D-agents (Immature) lifespan arrived at a threshold they kill themselves.  
 

� If the analyses by semi-sensor do not detect any anomaly    

• D-agents (mature) conclude  that it is a false alarm and send message to their A-

agents  

• D-agents (mature) authorize IP-packet to pass   

• A-agent sends message (false alert) to D-agents (Immature)  

• D-agents (Immature) decrease their lifespan and when arrived at a threshold they kill 
themselves   
 

This model is based on collective decisions result of D-agents from the same host and A-agent in 
the networks.  
 

7. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 

 
The experiment applies part of the data from KDDCUP99 in MIT LINCOLN lab,  The KDD cup 
1999 is a dataset used for benchmarking in order to evaluate different feature selection method 
for Intrusion detection system. The training set is normal network data without any attack, and 
test set includes normal data and attack data. The attack data is classified into 4 categories 
(Probing, Denial of Service (DoS), User to Root (U2R), and Remote to Local (R2L)) . In our 
experiment, we only used 10 percent of the raw training data (kddcup.data_10_percent)  for 
training and the test data set for testing.  For each connection, there are 41 features. The immune 
agents are created by Jade platform and Tool - NetBeans.We simulate the attacks of 10 
simultaneous PC  case study the known attacks by this model and new unknown attacks 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure4 Simulation detection of attack type 
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Figure 5 communication between immun-agents in jade 

 

8. CONCLUSION  

 

In this paper we raised problems involved in existing intrusion detection system to cope with the 
techniques employed by the Hackers. These techniques consist in circumventing the 
measurements of security by fraudulent behaviors in spread networks; consequently networks 
became more vulnerable to new types of attacks.  A good intrusion detection system must take 
into account complexity and increasing dynamicity of networks. We proposed a new model of 
artificial immune system for intrusion detection based on multi-agents systems.   
 
 This model is inspired from biological immune principles, by the cooperation of immature D-
agent, mature D-agent and memory D-agent.   
 
The D-agent structure allows him to accomplish a double analysis for all frames. This analysis 
technique permits accelerating the immune response and detecting the intrusion to the shared 
resources. Furthermore, this distributed analysis mobilized several kind of agent in order to 
analyze the different sort of intrusion.  
 
Our system adapts to the growing change of the environment of the network thus, it answers 
favorably at problematic.   
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ABSTRACT 

 
Field oriented control and direct torque control are the most popular methods in high 

performance industrial control applications for induction motors. Naturally, the strengths and 

weaknesses of each control method are available. Therefore, the selection of optimum control 

method is vitally important for many industrial applications. So, the advantages and the 

disadvantages of both control methods have to be well defined. In this paper, a new and 

different perspective has been presented regarding the comparison of the inverter switching 

behaviours on the FOC and the DTC drivers. For this purpose, the experimental studies have 

been carried out to compare the  inverter switching frequencies and torque responses of 

induction motors in  the FOC and the DTC systems. The dSPACE 1103 controller board has 

been programmed with Matlab/Simulink software. As expected, the experimental studies have 

showed that the FOC controlled motors have had a lessened torque ripple.  On the other hand, 

the FOC controlled motor switching frequency has about 75% more than the DTC controlled.  
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Induction motor; machine vector control; motor drives; switching frequency 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, induction motors have wide range use in many industrial applications with its simple 

and robust structure, low costs and reliable operation. Furthermore, the induction motors can be 

easily controlled due to development of new control methods in the last few decades. There are 

two well-known control methods in high performance control of induction motors: Field oriented 

control (FOC) and direct torque control (DTC).  

 

FOC was first introduced by Blaschke in the 1970s. It was unrivalled in industrial induction 

motor drivers until DTC was introduced by Takahashi in the 1980s. Since that time, there have 

been continual discussions and studies in scientific and industrial arenas regarding which one is 

the best for the high performance control of induction motors [1-3]. 

 

The basic idea of vector control is the control of motor flux and torque separately as DC motors. 

For this aim, motor currents have converted two phase vector components using park or Clarke 
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transformations. One of these is related with the component controlled flux vector, and the other 

one is related with the controlled torque vector. The main difference between these two methods 

is that the FOC controls by a rotor or stator field orientation, while the DTC controls by a stator 

field observation [4]. Depending on this difference, the structural differences in the two control 

strategies are that the FOC uses park transformation, more machine parameters, and current 

regulators, while the DTC uses Clarke transformation, fewer machine parameters, and any current 

regulators. Thus, comparative studies between the two methods show that the DTC is simplicity, 

a fast dynamic response, and is robust to parameter changes. Despite all these advantages, the 

DTC also has some handicaps: the most important of them being high torque and current ripples. 

Evidently all users have to take into account all these advantages and disadvantages when 

deciding on which method they will use on the motor drivers [5]. There are some comparative 

studies regarding comparison of the both methods, which address the motors speed and torque 

behaviours. Thanks to this research, it is now known that despite a high torque ripple, the DTC 

has a fast dynamic response [6-7].  

 

In this study, we aimed to give a new and different perspective regarding the comparison of the 

FOC and the DTC drivers. We compared voltage source inverter switching frequencies on both 

the FOC and DTC systems. There is no doubt about the importance of switching frequency in 

motor driver systems because this directly affects switching losses and it means also affects 

indirectly the efficiency of the drivers. Experimental studies have been carried out to compare 

switching frequencies and the dSpace 1103 controller board has been programmed with 

Matlab/Simulink. 

 

2. BASICS OF FOC AND DTC 

 

FOC is the first vector control method developed for induction motors where it is mostly used to 

control the speed of the motor, not control of moment, due to its low level sensitivity [8]. 

 

In FOC, the parts of the motor have to be turned in a d-q reference frame, which then turns in a 

synchronous speed (park transformation). Thus, the position of the rotor flux needs to be well 

determined for the success of this transformation. Two basic approaches are used in determining 

the process of the rotor flux position. The first approach is to use flux sensors to determine the 

rotor flux position. The second approach is to measure the rotor position with an incremental 

encoder and calculate the angle between the axis of the rotor and the flux. The stator current d-q 

components are calculated by using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. 
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Where 
*

qsi  and 
*

dsi  are the stator current d-q components reference values, 
*

rλ  is the rotor flux 

reference value, and mL  is the mutual inductance, rL  is rotor inductance and p is motor pole 

pairs value in these equations.  

 

In Eq. 3., θ  indicates the rotor angular position, and can be obtained from the integration of the 

sum of the rotor angular speed ( rω ) and the sleep angular speed ( slω ) as given below. 
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( )dtslr∫ += .ωωθ          (3) 

 

and the sleep angular speed is obtained from Eq. 4. 
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The FOC control block diagram is created by using from Eq.1- Eq.4 and is shown in Fig. 1[9].  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Simulink block diagram of the FOC controller 

  

In DTC, the stator flux and the torque are directly controlled by the system with using measured 

currents and voltages.  

 

Instantaneous values of the flux and torque are calculated by using the transformation of the 

measured currents and the voltages of the motor. The stator flux is calculated as given in Eq.5-7 

in a stationary reference frame [10]. 

 

( )dtiRV s∫ −= αααλ          (5) 

 

( )dtiRV s∫ −= βββλ          (6) 

 

22

βα λλλ +=           (7) 

 

Where, αλ - βλ  are stator fluxes, 
αi - βi  are stator currents, αV - αV are stator voltages, βα −  

components and sR  is the stator resistance. Motor torque can be calculated as given in Eq.8. 
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( )αββα λλ iipTe −=
2

3
        (8) 

 

Where, p is the motor pole pairs. The stator flux vector region is an important parameter for the 

DTC, and it can be calculated as given in Eq.9: 
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The torque and flux errors, which are obtained by comparing the reference and observed values, 

are converted to control signals by hysteresis comparators. The switching table is used to 

determine the optimum switching inverter states, and it determines the states by using the 

hysteresis comparators outputs and the flux region data. The schematic view of the DTC system 

is given in Fig. 2 [10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulink block diagram of the conventional DTC 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

 
In order to compare the switching frequency between the DTC and the FOC systems, the 

experimental studies have been carried out by using the dSpace 1103 DSP (Digital Signal 

Processor) board. The board has been programmed in Matlab-Simulink Real-Time-Workshop 

environment for the tests.  

 

A new frequency measurement block has created to compare the switching frequency on both 

systems. The inverter has had three arms and each arm frequency has been measured separately. 

The inverter switching frequency has  been obtained by the addition of the arms switching 

frequencies, and then dividing the total by three. However, especially in the DTC, the switching 

frequency has a wide range, so the average switching frequency has been calculated with a 

different sampling time (100 ms) in the frequency measurement block to obtain healthy 

comparable results.  
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The results of the experimental tests obtained in this study are for the induction motor of 4 kW 

and the parameters of the motor, and the experiments are as given below. The machine model is 

implemented for the DTC and the FOC schemes using the Matlab/Simulink. The DTC and the 

FOC systems were tested at under no load conditions. The parameters of the three-phase 

induction motor, in the SI units are given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. The parameters of the three-phase induction motor 

 

Motor parameters (SI) 

Power (kW) 4 

Voltage (V) 380 

Current (A) 8.2 

cosφ 0.85 

Speed (rpm) 1425 

Frequency (Hz) 50 

Stator resistance (Ω)  7.2 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Torque responses of unloaded DTC controlled   motor 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Torque responses of unloaded FOC controlled motor 
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Fig. 5. Switching frequencies of unloaded DTC controlled motor 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Switching frequencies of unloaded FOC controlled motor 

 

The motor reference speed is constant at 1500 rpm over all the experimental tests. In the first part 

of the tests, the motor has been operated as unloaded.  The moment and switching frequency data, 

which has been calculated within the Simulink blocks, have been obtained by using the digital-

analogue converters of the dSPACE 1103 controller board. The torque response curves of the 

motor for the both systems are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for unloaded working conditions. 

As expected, it can be clearly seen that the DTC has much torque ripples when compared the 

FOC. 

 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show change on the switching frequencies of the motor for both systems. 

The switching frequency of the DTC controlled motor is about 900 Hz, while the FOC controlled 

motor is about 1600 Hz. Therefore, it can be stated that the FOC controlled motor switching 

frequency has been 75% more than the DTC controlled one. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
When designing an industrial application which includes electric motors, it is vitally important to 

choose motor drive method in order to operate the designed system efficiently. However, many 

times, it can be difficult to decide for any optimum control method for obtaining high 

performance regarding to induction motor drivers. Essentially, there are two options for the high 
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performance induction motor drivers: FOC and DTC. This paper has aimed to give fair 

comparison between two vector control schemes for induction motor drives. For this aim, 

experimental tests have been realized to compare of the motor performances on different 

conditions. 

 

After all experimental studies, it must be pointed out that the DTC method is preferable if the fast 

dynamic performance has primary importance whereas the FOC method might be a better option 

when high torque quality is demanded. In addition, a new frequency measurement block has been 

created to compare the switching frequency on both systems. The inverter switching frequencies 

have been investigated in the FOC and DTC systems to give a new criterion for the selection of 

optimum control strategy for induction motor high performance control. The experimental studies 

have been carried out to compare the switching frequencies in both methods under different load 

conditions. As a result, the FOC controlled motor switching frequency has been almost 75% more 

than the DTC controlled one under loaded and unloaded working conditions. The choosing of the 

DTC scheme will also provide high energy efficiency driver if the dynamic performance of the 

motor has primary importance.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this emerging trend, it is necessary to understand the recent developments taking place in the 

field of opinion mining and sentiment analysis (OMSA) as part of text mining in social networks, 

which plays an important role for decision making process to the organization or company, 

Government and general public.  In this paper, we present the recent role of OMSA in Social 

Networks with different frameworks such as data collection process, text pre-processing, 

classification algorithms, and performance evaluation results. The achieved accuracy level is 

compared and shown for different frameworks. Finally, we conclude the present challenges and 

future developments of OMSA. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Sentiment Analysis, Opinion Mining, Classification Algorithms, Social Media.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis (OMSA) plays a vital role in social media to get positive 

or negative sentiment and opinions expressed by the user’s or public using the mode of online 

feedback forms, emails and OSN websites such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, 

MySpace, Blogs and forums etc. Shusen Zhou et al. [14] states that OSN sites are one of the most 

important tools of the Web 2.0 to share or disseminate views. OMSA helps a lot to predict the 

product sales, service, quality, policy initiatives, Institutions, forecasting political opinions, and 

news contents for the company or organization, Government and general public. The main task of 

OMSA is used to classifying the polarity at the document, sentence, or feature / aspect, and which 

are expressed as positive, negative or neutral. The sentiment analysis research is also done at this 

polarity level. The general system architecture of OMSA is constructed as shown Fig. 1, and the 

main characteristics are analyzed like [1] educational data mining approach and reported 

performances [12]. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the recent developments 

in the field of OMSA with different frameworks and algorithms. Section 3 discusses the obtained 

results by using datasets and its volume. Section 4 states the challenges and future developments. 

Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.  
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2. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN OMSA  

 
This section presents the recent development of OMSA approach with different frameworks, 

methods, techniques, and algorithms. The main characteristics of OMSA approach is shown in 

Table 1, which gives the complete or overall reference to the researchers and the process is 

explained below. It is necessary to understand the present work to carry out future work without 

duplication. First, the various framework and algorithms in opinion mining with data collection 

approach, pre-processing stage and classification of polarity. Second, describes the various 

framework and algorithms in sentiment analysis with data collection approach, pre-processing 

stage and classification of polarity.  

 

2.1 Twitter Opinion Mining (TOM) Frame work and Polarity Classification 

Algorithm 
 

Farhan Hassan Khan et al. [5] proposed a new TOM framework to predict the polarity of words 

into positive or negative feelings in tweets, and to improve the accuracy level of this 

classification. TOM framework is constructed into three stages. First, data acquisition process, 

which is used to obtain the Twitter feeds with sparse features through Twitter streaming API from 

OSN. Twitter4J library has been used to extract only English language tweets. Second, pre-

processing, which process each tweets individually for the refinement operations such as 

detection and analysis of slangs/abbreviations, Lemmatization and correction, and stop words 

removal. Then the refined tweets pass into the classifier. Third, Polarity Classification Algorithm 

(PCA), it classifies the twitter feeds on basis of Enhanced Emoticon Classifier (EEC), Improved 

Polarity Classifier (IPC), and SentiWordNet Classifier (SWNC) by using set of emoticons, a list 

of positive and negative words, and SentiWordNet dictionary respectively. In this stage, reducing 

the number of neutral tweets is the major issue. For this problem, final classification is performed 

to indicate more accurate results than its predecessors based on the scores of EEC, IPC, and 

SWNC.     

 

2.2 Standard election prediction model by using User Influence factor  

 
Malhar Anjaria et al. [10] introduced a model to predict the election result by applying the user 

influence factor (re-tweets and each party garners) and extracting opinions using direct and 

indirect feature on the basis of the supervised algorithms such as NB (simple probabilistic model), 

MaxEnt (Uniform classification model), SVM (achieves maximum margin hyper plane), ANN 

(feed forward network), and SVM with PCA (dimension reduction). This model is built into 

several steps. Step1, data collection approach is used to collect tweets with Candidate’s name. 

Step2, normalization and feature reduction includes the refinement operations Internet acronyms 

and emoticons, duplicate tweets, candidate accounts, word expansion, URLs, repeated words and 

repeated characters for to get original sentence format into usable format of tweets. Step3, feature 

extraction and extended terms used for the purpose of unigram, bigram and a unigram + bigram. 

Step4, machine learning methods, in which the polarity based classification applied to 

independent features, and it fails to capture query specific sentiments so that the aforementioned 

text classification algorithms used for direct features. Setp5, incorporating sentiment analysis 

considers re-tweets into account for influence factor. In Step6, analyzing gender based votes 

based on term frequency. Finally, US Presidential Election result 2012 and Karnataka State 

Assembly Election 2013 results are shown that Twitter provides a reasonable accuracy. 
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2.3 Similarity shaped membership function  
 

Tapia-Rosero A et al. [15] employed a method to detect similarity shaped membership functions 

in group decision making process. This method is constructed by using the symbolic notation, 

similarity measure, and grouping membership functions by shape similarity. The symbolic 

notation has two component algorithms to get shape-string and feature-string which represent a 

sequence of symbols and sequence of linguistic terms respectively for each segment of 

membership functions. The similarity measure used the linguistic terms from extremely short to 

extremely long to obtain an overall similarity at unit interval. In a group decision making 

environment, the grouping membership functions by shape similarity aims to gather groups using 

similarity matrix.  
 

2.4 Three-level similarity method (TLSM) 
 

Jun ma et al. [8] stated a method to reduce the chance of applying inappropriate decisions in the 

multi-criteria group decision making (MCGDM). In this aspect, a Gradual Aggregation 

Algorithm (GAA) developed and established a TLSM. GAA faced two practical issues. First, 

how to handle missing values. Second, how to generate a decision dynamically in MCGDM?. To 

solve these issues, GAA is implemented in two ways, i.e., OGA (ordinary gradual algorithm) and 

WGA (weighted gradual algorithm). The OGA does not explicitly process the criteria weights and 

leaves it to the aggregation operator but the WGA does. TLSM will be measuring the similarity of 

two participants opinion at three sequence levels, i.e., assessment level, criterion level, and 

problem level. In Level-1, the term set will be divided into several semantic-equal groups for the 

criterion and then used HCFSM. In Leve-2, identifies an appropriate SUF for each criterion at 

PSA and PRW. In Level-3, each individual criterion provides a single perspective to observe 

similarity of two opinions.  
 

2.5 Unsupervised dependency analysis-based approach 
 

Xiaolin Zheng et al. [17] presented an unsupervised dependency analysis-based approach to 

extract AEP (Appraisal Expression Pattern) from reviews. The problem statement is defined at 

different terminologies such as domain, aspect word, sentiment word, background word, and 

review. Then the AEP is applied to represent the syntactic relationship between aspect and 

sentiment words by using Shortest Dependency Path (SDP), Confidence score (CS) and 

parameter inference. Finally, AEP-LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model is employed to 

jointly identify the aspect and sentiment words. It outperforms the base line method when 

compared to other supervised methods such as LDA, Local-LDA, Standard LDA, AEP-LDA (no-

AEP).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 General System Architecture of OMSA approach 
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2.6 SuperedgeRank algorithm 

 
Ning Ma et al. [11] introduced a SuperedgeRank algorithm to identify opinion leaders in online 

public opinion supernetwork model. This model is built up into three stages. First, data processing 

which identifies the main information from the public comments collected from internet and then 

applies the ICTCLAS for splitting sentence into words. Second, online public opinion 

supernetwork modeling includes four types of elements i.e., Social Subnetwork, Environment 

Subnetwork, Psychological Subnetwork, and Viewpoint Subnetwork to form four layers of 

supernetwork. Third, Indexes of online public opinion supernetwork includes Node Superdegree, 

Superedge Degree to identify opinion leaders and Superedge-superedge Distance, and Superedge 

Overlap to evaluate and verify the results. The aforesaid algorithm ranks the superedges in 

supernetwork by using the indexes: the influential degree of information dissemination, the 

transformation likelihood between different psychological types, and the similarity between 

keywords of viewpoints.  

 

2.7 Hybrid opinion mining framework for e-commerce application 

 
Vinodhini G et al. [16] introduced two frameworks by the combination of classifiers with 

principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension of feature set. First, PCA with 

Bagging which is used to construct each member of the ensemble, and to predict the combination 

over class labels. Second, Bayesian boosting model is employed using rapid miner tool. For data 

pre-processing, a word vector representation of review sentences is created for the aforesaid 

models. Finally, the results proved that the PCA is a suitable dimension reduction method for 

bagged SVM and Bayesian boosting methods.            

 

2.8 Opinion mining model for ontologies 

 
Isidro Penalver-Martinez et al. [7] presented an innovative method called ontology based opinion 

mining to improve the feature-based opinion mining by employing the ontologies in selection of 

features and to provide a new vector analysis-based method for sentiment analysis. The 

framework composed by four main modules namely, NLP module, Ontology-based feature 

identification module, polarity identification module, and opinion mining module. In module1, 

obtains the morphologic and syntactic structure of each sentence by including the pre-processing 

and POS. In module2, extract the features from the opinions expressed by users. In module3, 

provides the positive, negative and neutral values of nouns, adjectives and verbs. In module4, the 

vector analysis enables an effective feature sentiment classification. Each feature is represented 

using three coordinates. Finally, the results obtained in the movie review domain.  

 

2.9 Sentiment extraction and change detection 

 
Alvaro Ortigosa et al. [2] introduced a new method is called sentiment extraction and change 

detection. The method includes the operations for extracting sentiments from texts are pre-

processing, segmentation into sentences, tokenization, emotion detection, interjection detection, 

token score assignation (building the lexicon, removing the repetitive letters, spell checking), 

syntactical analysis, polarity calculation, and for sentiment change detection are building the user 

regular patter and then comparing weeks. In this aspect, a Facebook application is implemented in 

SentBuk, which obtains the data from Facebook with the following permissions: Offline_access, 

Read_stream, and User_about_me and using the user interface performs user regular pattern and 

combining weeks for classification. 
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2.10 Semi-supervised Laplacian Eigenmap (SS-LE)   
 

Kyoungok Kim et al. [9] presented SS-LE to reduce the dimensionality of the data points. The 

experimental process is taken into text cleaning, text refinement, vectorization, applying PCA, 

and applying SS-LE to reduce the dimension to 2 or 3. SS-LE constructs the graph by utilizing 

label information and without label information. From this two graphs, graph laplacian matrices 

are calculated separately, and then dimensionality reduction process used to minimize the 

distance between two data points and its neighbors by weights.    
 

2.11 Three ensemble methods with five learners in Facebook application 
 

Gang Wang et al. [6] conducted the comparative assessment to measure the performance of three 

ensemble methods i.e., Bagging, Boosting, and Random Subspace with five learners: NB which is 

a simple probabilistic classification method, MaxEnt doesn’t make any assumptions in relations 

between features, Decision Tree is a sequence model for a sequence of simple tests, K-Nearest 

Neighbor classifies majority of its vote of its neighbors, and SVM has ability to model non-

linearity. For the above mentioned three ensemble methods, the base learners are constructed 

from the training data set using random independent, weighted versions, and random subspaces of 

the feature space respectively. 

 

2.12 VIKOR and Sentiment Analysis framework 
 

Daekook Kang et al. [4] presented a new framework in two stages by combining the VIKOR 

approach and sentiment analysis for measurement of customer satisfaction in mobile services. 

VIKOR is a compromising ranking method for MCDM. First, data collection and pre-processing 

stages involves into the operations like preprocessing data from relevant website. Second, 

compiling dictionaries of service attributes and sentiment words, it combines the dictionary of 

attributes and dictionary of sentiment words, and then expressed in verb phrases, adjective 

phrases and adverbial phrases for sentiment words into positive, negative and neural polarity, at 

the last assigns score with WordNet. Third, the constructed keyword vectors of customer’s 

opinions with reference to the dictionaries. Fourth, the customer satisfaction is measured with 

respect to each service attribute. Finally, evaluates the customer satisfaction by considering all 

attributes. 

 

2.13 Fuzzy deep belief network 
 

Shusen Zhou et al. [14] constructed a two step semi- supervised learning method for the 

sentiment classification. In this sense, the general DBN is trained by using abundant unlabeled 

and labeled reviews, design a fuzzy membership function for each class of reviews, and then 

DBN maps each review into the output space for constructing the FDBN. In the first step, all 

unlabeled and labeled reviews trained by using the general DBN and estimate the parameters 

based on mapping results of all reviews. In second step, all unlabeled and labeled reviews trained 

based on membership functions. Also, AFD proposed by combining active learning with FDBN 

for labeling and uses them for training. 

 

2.14 Construction of constrained domain-specific sentiment lexicon 

 
Sheng Huang et al. [13] proposed an automatic construction strategy of domain specific sentiment 

lexicon based on constrained label propagation. In this method, each steps presented sequentially 

as follows. In step1, sentiment term extraction, which is used to detect and extract candidate term 

from the corpus. In this step, nouns and noun phrases are expressing objective states, adjectives, 
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verbs and their phrases are used for reviewed objects, adverbs and their phrases are used to 

enhance or weaken the adjectives and verbs opinions. In step2, sentiments seeds extraction, which 

maintains consistent sentiment polarities across multiple domains and it extracted from semi-

structured format i.e., Title, Pros, Cons, and Text. It describes rated aspect, positive and negative 

aspect (nouns and adjective-noun phrases) respectively. In step3, association similarity graph 

construction, which constructs similarity graph to propagate sentiment information. In step4, 

constraints definition and extraction focused two types of constraints called contextual constraint 

and morphological constraint. In contextual constraint, coherence or incoherence relations are 

used to maintain sentiment polarity directly or reversely. In morphological constraint, coherence 

or incoherence relations between sentiment terms and also maintains sentiment polarity directly 

or reversely. In step5, constraint propagation defines a matrix and encodes the direct and reverse 

constraints into pair-wise constraints. In step6, constrained label propagation in which each 

sentiment term receives sentiment information from its neighbors and retains its initial polarity 

label. 
 

Table 1. Main characteristics of OMSA approach published in 2014. 
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2.15 Ranked WordNet graph for sentiment polarity 

 
Arturo Montejo-Raez et al. [3] employed a method for sentiment classification by using weights 

of WordNet graph. In this method, the polarity of measurement consider in the interval [-1, 1] and 

defines a function where values over zero refers positive polarity, values below zero refers 

negative polarity and values to closer to zero refers neutral. This function is computed by 

expanding senses and final estimation. Expanding senses intends to expand few concepts in order 

to calculate the global polarity of the tweet by using the graph of WordNet according to random 

walk algorithm. The final estimation i.e., final polarity score is evaluated by the combination of 

SentiWordNet score and random walk weights. 

 

3. EVALUATION RESULTS OF OMSA APPROACH 
 

The OMSA approaches are demonstrated in particular resources with different datasets and its 

volume as stated in Table 2. Also, the evaluated classification performance was analyzed by using 

the feature selection process with the different types of metrics such as confusion matrices, 

precision, recall and F-measure, etc., and their key findings in all the OMSA approach as shown 

in Table 3. In this paper, we have used the Polarity Classification Algorithm (PCA) and 

evaluation procedure to verify the accuracy for the above mentioned approach by using the 

Sanders-Twitter Sentiment Corpus [18]. The corpus contained 5513 hand-classified tweets which 

are focused on the topic of the companies (Apple, Google, Microsoft and Twitter) and products. 

The tweet sentiments are labeled as positive, neutral, negative and irrelevant. The datasets count 

is given in Table 4.  These datasets has been measured with 43 trained tweets by using the 

confusion matrices (Table 5), precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy. The results are shown in 

Table 6 and Figure 2. In this analysis, the overall system accuracy is only considered and shown. 

 

 
Table 4. Dataset count 

 

Datasets No. of. Tweets 

Apple 1313 

Google 1381 

Microsoft 1415 

Twitter 1404 

 
Table 5. Confusion matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Precision P = tpP / (tpP+eQP+eRP+eSP), Recall P =  tpP / (tpP+ePQ+ePR+ePS), F-measure = 2 x 

(Precision x Recall) / (Precision + Recall), Accuracy = (True Positive + True Negative + True 

Neutrals + True irrelevant) / (True Positive + False Positive + True Negative + False Negative + 

True Neutrals + False Neutrals + True Irrelevant + False Irrelevant). Based on this results and 

observations, the accuracy level of the OMSA approach remains the same for the resources. 

 

 

 P Q R S 

P tpP ePQ ePR ePS 

Q eQP tpQ eQR eQS 

R eRP eRQ tpR eRS 

S eSP eSQ eSR tpS 
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Table 2. Results of OMSA approach with datasets and key findings 
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Table 6. Dataset calculation for confusion matrices, precision, recall and accuracy 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Comparing precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy with four different datasets 
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4. DISCUSSED CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN OMSA 
 

The challenges and future developments are discussed below for the above presented frameworks 

of OMSA approach published in 2014. It is one of the important tools to the aspirant researchers 

to focus on new innovative idea. Farhan Hassan Khan et al. [5] indicated that TOM framework 

faced challenges due to their short length and irregular structure of the content such as named 

entity recognition, anaphora resolution, parsing, sarcasm, sparsity, abbreviations, poor spellings, 

punctuation and grammar, incomplete sentences. Also, suggested to compare the proposed 

algorithm with TweetFeel and Sentiment 140 for further improvement of the accuracy. Malhar 

Anjaria et al. [10] mentioned that the presence of all entities in unbiased and equal manner was 

the biggest challenge to provide the accuracy in the standard election prediction model. But, there 

is a chance of increasing the accuracy level in future by including the more influential factors as 

age, educational background, employment, economic criterion, rural and urban and social 

development index.  

 

Tapia-Rosero A et al. [15] discussed that the group decision making process might be difficult 

under a supervision of mediator. This work could be extended to final objectives i.e., strategic 

planning, suitability analysis, and applications like fuzzy control, fuzzy time series to find the 

similarities. Jun ma et al. [8] indicated the major issues that to reduce the risk of putting an 

inappropriate decision making and measuring opinion similarity between the participants. In 

GAA, the integrating information according to group of inputs and missing value and unclear 

answers need to be studied in future. Xiaolin Zheng et al. [17] stated that to jointly identify aspect 

and sentiment word with comparison of other models. In future work, AEP-LDA model to 

assume at single sentence and extend at clause level and into aspect-based review summarization, 

sentiment classification, and personalized recommendation systems.  

 

Ning Ma et al. [11] discussed that online public opinion controlled by deleting long existing posts 

with rumor from negative opinion leaders. After identifying the opinion leaders, the further work 

should be focused on how to implement corresponding guidance and interference. Vinodhini G et 

al. [16] misclassification is reduced, and the classification accuracy of negative opinion to be 

improved. Isidro Penalver-Martinez et al. [7] addressed the present challenges that ontology-

based feature identification, and feature polarity identification. Alvaro Ortigosa et al. [2] 

demonstrated to extract information from user messages and detect emotional changes. Further, 

tests to be conducted to determine the values in each case for sentiment changes, and the 

threshold to distinguish between small changes on user sentiment and significant changes.  

 

Kyoungok Kim et al. [9] addressed the dimensionality reduction transformations into 2D or 3D 

by using term frequency matrices, and further work suggested that the weight of the edges in the 

label graph will be adjusted by using the sophisticated approach and to transform document into 

term frequency. Gang Wang et al. [6] evaluated the ensemble methods, and specified that large 

datasets need to be collected for validating the result in future i.e., improving the interpretability 

of ensembles is an important research direction. Daekook Kang et al. [4] indicated that the 

measurement of the customer satisfaction was conducted by surveys. It’s taken more time and 

effort to collect useful information. Further studies suggested that to incorporate more advanced 

techniques of sentiment analysis and validate the empirical results presented. 

 

Shusen Zhou et al. [14] discussed the issues that embed the fuzzy knowledge to improve the 

performance of semi-supervise based sentiment classification. Sheng Huang et al. [13] 

incorporated the contextual and morphological constraints between sentiment terms, and 

suggested the future works that incorporate more types of constraints knowledge between 

sentiment terms and to distinguish the aspect-specific polarities. Arturo Montejo-Raez et al. [3] 
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stated that how to deal with negation, and to study the context of a specific tweet among the time 

line of tweets from the particular user in order to identify publisher’s mood and adjust final score. 

 
Table 3. Performance Analysis of OMSA approach using feature extraction 

 

 
 

Based on this observation, OMSA approach is not following any single algorithm or technique or 

method for data collection process, pre-processing and classification, and to solve all issues in 

social media for extracting the user’s opinion. Therefore, the problem is defined with some 

specific application domain to estimate the polarity of the system. The OMSA approach is also 

dealt with various models as shown in Table 1 such as descriptive, predictive and statistical for 

the purpose of extracting opinions by using the applications of Fuzzy sets, grouping similarity 

measure, group decision making process, policy creation process, OSN sites, and symbolic 

notations. The analysis of result is very useful to overcome issues and to develop various new 

methods or techniques without duplication.         
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5. CONCLUSION 
 

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is emerging as a challenging field as part of text mining in 

social networks to an organization, Government and public. It has a lot of applications and 

developments that to predict people’s polarity towards their decision making process. In this 

paper, we conclude that the frameworks and algorithms of OMSA are presented with the data 

collection process, preprocessing methods, classification and performance evaluation results as a 

review.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Buffer Allocation Problem is an important research issue in manufacturing system design. 

Objective of this paper is to find optimum buffer allocation for closed queuing network with 

multi servers at each node. Sum of buffers in closed queuing network is constant. Attempt is 

made to find optimum number of pallets required to maximize throughput of manufacturing 

system which has pre specified space for allocating pallets. Expanded Mean Value Analysis is 

used to evaluate the performance of closed queuing network. Particle Swarm Optimization is 

used as generative technique to optimize the buffer allocation. Numerical experiments are 

shown to explain effectiveness of procedure. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Buffer Allocation Problem deals with allocation of optimal buffer slots among intermediate buffer 

locations of a manufacturing system to achieve a specific objective. The primary reason for 

having storage buffers is to reduce the idle time because of starving and blocking. Less idle time 

increases throughput rate of manufacturing system. Buffer needs additional capital investment and 

floor space. Work-In-Process increases because of buffering in the space available. So total buffer 

space should be as minimum or with available buffer space total throughput rate should be as 

maximum as possible. Throughput rate of manufacturing system is a function of service rates of 

machines and buffer sizes at various machines.  

 

Manufacturing system is combination of machines and queues. Manufacturing system can be 

shown as network of queues and it can be named as queuing network. A queuing network with 

constant work-in-process is known as closed queuing network. 
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2. BUFFER ALLOCATION PROBLEM 
 

BAP is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem in design of manufacturing system. In 

general three types of buffer allocation problem models can be found in the literature. 

 

Model 1: To find optimum buffer allocation in order to maximize throughput rate for a given 

fixed amount of buffers. 

 

Objective function: Maximize (Throughput rate) 

 

Subject to, Sum of buffers = Total space available. 

 

Model 2: To find optimum buffer allocation in order to minimize total buffer size with desired 

throughput rate. 

 

Objective function: Minimize (Total buffer size) 

 

Subject to, Throughput rate ≥ required (desired) throughput rate. 

 

Model 3: To find optimum buffer allocation in order to minimize Work-in-process inventory with 

desired throughput rate and total space available. 

 

Objective function: Minimize (Work-in-process inventory) 

 

Subject to, Throughput rate ≥ Desired throughput rate 

 

                  Sum of buffers ≤ Total buffer space available. 

 

2.1 General procedure to solve BAP 
 

Generative and evaluative methods can be used in cyclic manner to solve BAP as shown in 

Figure 1. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1. BAP solution process 

 

Evaluative methods are used to obtain the value of objective function. Generative methods are 

used to search for optimal solution. Evaluative methods can be classified into analytical methods 

and simulation methods. Further analytical methods can be classified into exact methods and 

approximate methods. Exact methods are suitable only for small size buffers. Simulation methods 

are time consuming methods. Generative methods are used to search optimum buffer sizes to 

optimize system performance. These methods can be classified into traditional and heuristic 

search algorithms. Sometimes traditional search algorithms cannot jump over local optimum 

solution in order to find global optimum solution. Meta heuristic methods are strategies to explore 

search space in order to find optimal or near optimal solutions. 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Daskalaki and Smith [1] attempted BAP, combined with routing in serial parallel queuing 

networks. An iterative 2-step method was used to solve BAP and routing problem. Expansion 

method was used as evaluative method and Powell’s algorithm was used as generative method. 

Generative  

Method 

Evaluative  

Method 
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Maximization of throughput and minimization of buffer size are the objective functions of this 

problem.  

 

Smith and Cruz [2] solved BAP for general queuing networks. Minimization of total buffer size is 

objective function of this problem. The Generalized Expansion Method was used as evaluative 

method and Powell’s algorithm was used as generative technique. Similar work was done by 

Smith et al. [3] for multi-server queuing networks.  

 

Cruz et al. [4] solved the BAP in an arbitrary queuing networks. Aim was to find minimum buffer 

size in order to achieve desired throughput. Generalized Expansion Method was used as 

evaluative method and Lagrangian relaxation method was used as generative method. 

 

Yuzukirmizi et al. [5] considered optimum buffer allocation for closed queuing networks. This is 

the first procedure to find optimum buffer allocation in closed queuing networks with general 

topologies and multiple servers. Expanded Mean Value Analysis was used to evaluate throughput 

of closed queuing network and Powell’s algorithm was used to find optimum buffer allocation. 

 

Cruz et al. [6] applied generalized expansion method and multi objective genetic algorithm to 

optimize throughput and buffer sizes for single server queuing network.  Similar work was 

extended to optimize buffer size, throughput and server rate by Cruz et al. [7]. 

 

Soe and Lee [8] presented solutions for tandem queuing networks. Explicit expression was 

developed as an evaluative method to BAP. 

 

4. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 

In the present work manufacturing system is considered as a closed queuing network with single 

server (machine) at each node. Buffer size includes the part being operated on machine. All 

servers are reliable. Maximization of throughput is objective function subjected to sum of buffers 

is constant. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.Two node closed queuing network  

 
 Two node closed queuing network is shown in Figure 2. Number of components in closed 

queuing network is constant. Therefore sum of buffers in manufacturing system i.e. work in 

process of system is constant. Expanded Mean Value Analysis proposed by Yuzukirmizi et al. [5] 

is used as evaluative method to calculate throughput of manufacturing system which is designed 

as closed queuing network. Particle Swarm Optimization is used as search method to optimize 

buffer sizes. 

 

4.1. Particle Swarm Optimization 
 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the metaheuristic search technique to find optimum 

solution. It is a nature inspired technique. Social sharing of information is main idea behind the 

implementation of PSO.  
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Pseudo code of general PSO algorithm is as follows: 

 

Initialize parameters 

Initialize population 

Evaluate  

 

Do {Find pbest (population best) 

Find gbest (global best) 

Update velocity 

Update position 

Evaluate 

               } While (Termination) 

 

Less complexity and economic computational cost are the main advantages of PSO algorithm. 

 

4.2 Proposed Algorithm 
 

Let 

 

M      Number of machines (Number of buffers) 

B      Total buffer space 

N      Number of particles 

Mu        Service rates of machines 

S            Number of servers 

P      Number of pallets 

Pbest      Particle best 

Gbest   Global best 

X          Buffer size 

 

Cp, Cg  Coeffecients (Constants) 
 

Step 1. Generate initial population with n number of particles. Each particle with M number of 

dimensions. 

Step 2. Generate initial velocity matrix (n X M) randomly. 

Step 3. Calculate throughput rate for each particle using EMVA algorithm as follows. 

Step 3.1. for P=1 to B 

 Compute throughput rate using Mu,S 

Step 3.2. Find maximum throughput and corresponding number of pallets 

Step 4. Find particle best and global best. 

Step 5. Calculate change in velocity.  

            Change in velocity = Cp * rand ( )*(Pbest – X) + Cg * rand ( ) *(Gbest – X). 

Step 6. New velocity = old velocity + change in velocity. 

Step 7.Prepare new population as follows. 

If new velocity is positive then increase buffer size by one. If new velocity is negative then 

decrease buffer size by one. Make adjustments to satisfy total buffer size. 

Step 8. Assign new velocity to old velocity. 

Step 9. If termination condition is satisfied go to step 10. Otherwise go to step3. 

Step 10. Finalize the best buffer allocation and total number of pallets. 
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5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

MATLAB code is written to find maximum throughput, optimum buffer allocation and optimum 

number of pallets in the queuing network. Total buffer size, number of machines, service rates of 

machines, Number of servers at each node and number of particles are inputs to the program. By 

executing this program optimum buffer sizes can be obtained. PSO parameters are considered as 

follows. 
Table 1.  PSO parameters. 

 
Parameter Value 

Velocity [-4,4] 

Cp 0.5 

Cg 0.5 

 

Experiment 1: Two nodes, Mu = [9,1], Total buffer size= 6, Number of servers =[1,2] 

 

Two machines are considered with service rates [9,1] and total buffer size 6. Different 

possibilities are verified for throughput calculation using Expanded Mean Value Analysis. 

Experiments were conducted and tabulated in table 2. Optimum buffer allocation using proposed 

algorithm is shown in table 3. It is coinciding with maximum throughput buffer allocation of 

complete enumeration calculation. Similar experiments with total buffer size  8 and 16 are shown 

tables from 4 to 9. 

 

Experiment1:  Total number of pallets=6, Mu= [9 1], Servers= [1,2] 

 
Table 2. Complete Enumeration for total number of pallets=6, Mu= [9 1], Servers= [1,2] 

 

Number of 

pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(1,5) (2,4) (3,3) (4,2) (5,1) 

1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

2 1.7822 1.7822 1.7822 1.7822 1.7822 

3 1.946 1.9527 1.9527 1.9527 1.9229 

4 1.9734 1.9881 1.9896 1.9829 1.919 

5 1.9779 1.9941 1.9959 1.9816 1.91 

6 1.9786 1.9947 1.9948 1.9767 1.9008 

 
Table 3.  Solution using proposed algorithm for total number of pallets=6, Mu= [9 1],  

Servers= [1, 2] 

 
Optimum Buffer Allocation Number of Pallets Maximum Throughput 

(3,3) 5 1.9959 

 

Experiment 2: Total number of pallets=8, Mu= [1, 2], Servers [1, 2] 
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Table 4. Complete Enumeration for total number of pallets=8, Mu= [1, 2], Servers [1, 2] 

 
Number  

of pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(1,7) (2,6) (3,5) (4,4) (5,3) (6,2) (7,1) 

1 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 

2 0.9231 0.9231 0.9231 0.9231 0.9231 0.9231 0.9231 

3 0.9376 0.9811 0.9811 0.9811 0.9811 0.9811 0.9699 

4 0.9349 0.9841 0.9953 0.9953 0.9953 0.9925 0.976 

5 0.9317 0.9822 0.996 0.9988 0.9981 0.9939 0.9766 

6 0.9289 0.9791 0.9955 0.9988 0.9985 0.994 0.9766 

7 0.9265 0.9757 0.9938 0.9984 0.9983 0.9939 0.9766 

8 0.9245 0.9687 0.9915 0.9979 0.9982 0.9939 0.9766 

 

 
Table 5.  Solution using proposed algorithm for total number of pallets=8, Mu= [1 2],  

Servers= [1, 2] 

 
Optimum Buffer Allocation Number of Pallets Maximum Throughput 

(4,4) 6 0.9988 

 

Experiment 3: Total number of pallets=8, Mu= [2, 1], Servers [1, 3] 

 
Table 6. Complete Enumeration for total number of pallets=8, Mu= [2, 1], Servers [1, 3] 

 

Number  

of 

pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(1,7) (2,6) (3,5) (4,4) (5,3) (6,2) (7,1) 

1 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 

2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 

3 1.4851 1.5789 1.5789 1.5789 1.5789 1.5789 1.5152 

4 1.5548 1.7042 1.7538 1.7538 1.7538 1.7204 1.5624 

5 1.5663 1.7267 1.8197 1.8483 1.8291 1.7395 1.5373 

6 1.5667 1.7087 1.8279 1.8749 1.8383 1.7095 1.5207 

7 1.5657 1.6826 1.7961 1.8498 1.8044 1.6812 1.5156 

8 1.5651 1.6486 1.7362 1.7971 1.7613 1.6611 1.5149 

 

 
Table 7.  Solution using proposed algorithm for total number of pallets=8, Mu= [2 1],  

Servers= [1, 3] 

 

Optimum Buffer 

Allocation 

Number of Pallets Maximum Throughput 

(4,4) 6 1.8749 

 

Experiment 4: total number of pallets=16, Mu= [0.2, 0.5], Servers [5, 3] 
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Table 8. Complete Enumeration for total number of pallets=16, Mu= [0.2, 0.5], Servers [5, 3] 

 

Number  

of 

pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(1,15) (2,14) (3,13) (4,12) (5,11) (6,10) (7,9) (8,8) 

1 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 

2 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 

3 0.4162 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 

4 0.5216 0.5667 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 

5 0.594 0.6912 0.7074 0.7086 0.7086 0.7086 0.7086 0.7086 

6 0.6256 0.7694 0.8135 0.82 0.8205 0.8205 0.8205 0.8205 

7 0.636 0.7887 0.8703 0.8898 0.8928 0.8931 0.8931 0.8931 

8 0.6449 0.7713 0.8819 0.9222 0.9317 0.9333 0.9335 0.9335 

9 0.6515 0.7484 0.8667 0.9308 0.9512 0.9565 0.9574 0.9575 

10 0.6547 0.7293 0.8392 0.9224 0.9571 0.9687 0.9718 0.9724 

11 0.656 0.7173 0.8086 0.9025 0.9522 0.9726 0.9795 0.9812 

12 0.6566 0.7114 0.7821 0.8749 0.9389 0.9695 0.9818 0.9854 

13 0.6568 0.7095 0.7636 0.844 0.9177 0.9599 0.9788 0.9852 

14 0.6568 0.7096 0.754 0.8148 0.8887 0.9423 0.9702 0.9808 

15 0.6568 0.7104 0.7516 0.7912 0.8531 0.9152 0.9551 0.9726 

16 0.6568 0.7111 0.7532 0.7752 0.8158 0.8792 0.9327 0.9608 

 
Number  

of 

pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(9,7) (10,6) (11,5) (12,4) (13,3) (14,2) (15,1) (9,7) 

1 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 

2 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 0.2857 

3 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4286 0.4235 0.4286 

4 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5702 0.5683 0.5494 0.5702 

5 0.7086 0.7086 0.7086 0.7086 0.7078 0.6996 0.6582 0.7086 

6 0.8205 0.8205 0.8205 0.8201 0.8162 0.7952 0.7281 0.8205 

7 0.8931 0.8931 0.8929 0.8909 0.8799 0.8416 0.7559 0.8931 

8 0.9335 0.9334 0.9322 0.9261 0.9042 0.8504 0.76 0.9335 

9 0.9575 0.9568 0.9531 0.94 0.9066 0.8449 0.7589 0.9575 

10 0.972 0.9697 0.9616 0.9404 0.8989 0.8379 0.758 0.972 

11 0.9802 0.975 0.9615 0.9339 0.89 0.8338 0.7577 0.9802 

12 0.9833 0.9748 0.9566 0.926 0.8838 0.8325 0.7576 0.9833 

13 0.9824 0.9712 0.9505 0.9196 0.8809 0.8326 0.7576 0.9824 

14 0.9786 0.9663 0.945 0.9157 0.8803 0.833 0.7577 0.9786 

15 0.9728 0.9613 0.9409 0.914 0.8808 0.8333 0.7577 0.9728 

16 0.9659 0.9566 0.9381 0.9136 0.8816 0.8334 0.7577 0.9659 

 
Table 9.  Solution using proposed algorithm for total number of pallets=16, Mu= [0.2, 0.5], Servers [5, 3] 

 
Optimum Buffer 

Allocation 

Number of Pallets Maximum Throughput 

(8,8) 12 0.9854 

 

Experiment 5: Total number of pallets=7, Mu= [2, 0.1, 1], Servers [1, 2, 1] 
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Table 10. Complete Enumeration for total number of pallets=7, Mu= [2, 0.1, 1], Servers [1, 2, 1] 

 

Number  

of 

pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(1,1,5) (1,2,4) (1,3,3) (1,4,2) (1,5,1) (2,1,4) (2,2,3) (2,3,2) 

1 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 

2 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 

3 0.1933 0.1938 0.1938 0.1938 0.1934 0.1933 0.1938 0.1938 

4 0.1974 0.1986 0.1987 0.1986 0.1976 0.1974 0.1986 0.1986 

5 0.1982 0.1996 0.1997 0.1995 0.1983 0.1982 0.1996 0.1995 

6 0.1982 0.1998 0.1999 0.1997 0.1984 0.1982 0.1998 0.1996 

7 0.1981 0.1998 0.1999 0.1997 0.1984 0.1981 0.1998 0.1997 

 
Number  

of pallets 

Buffer allocation 

(2,4,1) (3,1,3) (3,2,2) (3,3,1) (4,1,2) (4,2,1) (5,1,1) 

1 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.087 

2 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 0.1723 

3 0.1934 0.1933 0.1938 0.1934 0.1933 0.1934 0.1929 

4 0.1976 0.1974 0.1986 0.1976 0.1974 0.1976 0.1964 

5 0.1983 0.1982 0.1994 0.1983 0.198 0.1982 0.1968 

6 0.1984 0.1982 0.1995 0.1984 0.198 0.1983 0.1968 

7 0.1984 0.1981 0.1995 0.1984 0.1979 0.1983 0.1967 

 
Table 11.  Solution using proposed algorithm for total number of pallets=7, Mu= [2, 0.1, 1],  

Servers [1, 2, 1] 

 

Optimum Buffer 

Allocation 

Number of Pallets Maximum Throughput 

(1, 3, 3) 7 0.1999 

 

Experiment 6: Experiments were conducted for 3 node closed queuing network with various total 

buffer sizes. Results are shown in table 12. 

 
Table 12. Optimum solutions for 3 node network 

 

Total 

buffer 

space 

Service rates Number 

of 

servers 

Optimum 

Buffer 

Allocation 

Optimum 

number 

of pallets 

Maximum 

Throughput 

12 (0.3333,1,1) (3,1,1) (4,4,4) 10 0.7743 

15 (0.3333,0.5,0.3333) (3,2,3) (5,5,5) 13 0.8047 

15 (1,1.5,3) (2,2,1) (6,6,3) 11 1.9269 

 

Experiment 7: Experiments were conducted for 5 node closed queuing network with various total 

buffer sizes. Results are shown in table 13. 
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Table 13. Optimum solutions for 5 node network 

 

Total 

buffer 

space 

Service rates Number 

of servers 

Optimum 

Buffer 

Allocation 

Optimum 

number of 

pallets 

Maximum 

Throughput 

25 (0.8,0.8,0.8,0.8,0.8) (3,2,1,2,3) (1,1,10,11,2) 20 0.7998 

33 (4,1,3,2,1.5) (1,5,2,2,3) (8,9,3,4,9) 31 3.6758 

 

Experiment 8: Experiments were conducted for 8 node closed queuing network with various total 

buffer sizes. Results are shown in table 14. 

 
Table 14. Optimum solutions for 8 node network 

 

 
 

Present work is focused on multi server reliable machines. Work can be extended to solve merge, 

split, unreliable systems. Extension of this work is under progress by the authors. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Fuzzy clustering has been widely studied and applied in a variety of key areas of science and 

engineering. In this paper the Improved Teaching Learning Based Optimization (ITLBO) 

algorithm is used for data clustering, in which the objects in the same cluster are similar. This 

algorithm has been tested on several datasets and compared with some other popular algorithm 

in clustering. Results have been shown that the proposed method improves the output of 

clustering and can be efficiently used for fuzzy clustering.  

 

KEYWORDS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Data clustering is an important problem in data mining and knowledge discovery. The main 

objective of any clustering technique is grouping as set of objects in a number of clusters; in such 

a way that objects in one cluster are very similar and objects in different clusters are quite 

distinct.[1,2] One of the proper measures of similarity for data in K cluster is the distance between 

data and their cluster center (e.g. the Euclidean distance in fuzzy c-means algorithm proposed by 

[3]). In fact this unsupervised classification produce a K P optimum partition matrix  of 

the given dataset X, consisting of m data samples,  , where each   in 

the universe X is an p-dimensional vector of m elements or m features; and i=1, 2 ,…, m . the 

partition matrix can be represented as  , K=1, 2, …, k ,and  is the membership of 

object  to kth cluster. For fuzzy clustering of data, , (i.e.  denotes the degree of 

belonging of object  to the kth cluster.)  

 

Finding the optimum matrix,  , is difficult for practical problems, so the application of advance 

optimization techniques is required. Considering that, the clustering problem is NP-hard problem 

(when the number of data and number of cluster are exceeded), the application of metaheuristics 

method is necessary for partitioning data. [4] 

 

The metaheuristics algorithms can be classified in to different groups depending on the criteria 

being considered; the evolutionary algorithms (ES), (such as Genetic algorithm, Differential 
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Evolution) and Swarm intelligence algorithm (such as Particle Swarm Optimization, Ant Colony 

Optimization, and Artificial bee colony) are based on population criteria. Beside these 

algorithms,[5] there are some other algorithms which work on the principles of different natural 

phenomena, such as Harmony Search [6], Gravitational Search algorithm,[7] Teaching-Learning 

Based optimization. [8,9] 

 

The metaheuristic algorithms can solve large problem faster and can obtain robust algorithms, 

more over these algorithms are simple to design and implement [4]. Many of these algorithms 

have been introduced to solve clustering problems. [10-12] have been used Genetic 

Algorithm(GA) to optimizing a specified objective function related to solve the clustering 

problem. [13,14] proposed a Tabu Search based heuristic for clustering. [15] considered the 

problem of clustering and Simulated Annealing approach has been proposed for solving problem. 

[16] presented an Ant Colony clustering algorithm, which simulate the way real ants find the 

shortest path from their nest to food source and back. They compared the performance of this 

algorithm with other algorithms. [17] hybridized Particle Swarm Optimization whit K-means and 

Nelder-Mead simplex search method to improve the performance of algorithm for clustering 

problem.[18] presented an Artificial Bee Colony to optimally solve the clustering problem. The 

performance of this algorithm has been compared with other popular heuristics algorithm in 

clustering. [8,9] implemented Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) for automatic 

clustering and named it Auto-TLBO. This algorithm is evaluated on benchmark datasets and 

performance comparisons are made with some well-known clustering algorithms. 

 

Different algorithm requires common controlling parameters such as population size, number of 

generations and its own algorithm specific control parameters (e.g. mutation rate and cross over 

rate in GA algorithm; inertia weight and social and cognitive parameters in PSO). Among of all 

algorithms, [8,9] showed that TLBO algorithm does not requires any algorithm-specific 

parameters. TLBO algorithm simulates the teaching-learning phenomenon of a classroom, where 

a group of learners are considered the population and different subjects offered to the learners are 

similar to different design variables of optimization problem. The best solution in the entire 

population is considered as teacher.  

 

This algorithm has been improved by introducing more than one teacher for learners (i.e. 

increased the collective knowledge) and some other modifications. [19] 

 

Thereby, in this paper the Improved TLBO is proposed for fuzzy clustering problem; the 

objective function of fuzzy c-means algorithm is used as fitness function and Euclidian distance 

metric as a distance metric. The minimum amount of this objective shows the better clustering. 

Clustering results are reported for a number of real-life and artificial datasets.  The performance 

of algorithm compared with several other proposed clustering algorithms. This paper is organized 

as follows: the next section discussed the fuzzy c-mean algorithm. In section 3, the improved 

TLBO algorithm for data clustering is described. Section 4 presents the experimental results 

conducted on several data sets .Finally, section 5 concludes the article.    

 

2. FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
 

Let  be the profile data matrix, with m rows (set of m objects) and p columns (p-

dimensional), where each  corresponds to the jth real value feature (j=1, 2,… , p) of ith object 

(i=1, 2, …, m). Given  the goal of partitioned clustering algorithm is to find grouping or 

structures; such that objects which are assigned to the same cluster should be similar (i.e. 

Homogeneity), while objects which are assigned to different clusters should be different (i.e. 

Heterogeneity).  
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In most cases the data is in the form of real value vector. The Euclidean distance is a suitable 

measure of similarity for these datasets. The Euclidean id derived from Minkowski metric.(Eq.1) 

 
 

Fuzzy c-mean (FCM) is a widely used technique which allows a datum to belong to more than 

one cluster. (Eq.2), It is based on minimization of the following measure: 

 

 
 

Where p is the number of data objects, K represent number of clusters, u is the fuzzy membership 

matrix;   is the weighting exponent and controls the fuzziness of resulting clusters 

and   is euclidian distance from data  to cluster center. This criterion is based on the 

compactness of data in clusters.[3] 

 

3. ITLBO ALGORITHM BASED FUZZY CLUSTERING 
 

TLBO algorithm simulates the teaching-learning process that every individual tries to learn 

something from other individual to improve themselves. The algorithm simulates two 

fundamental modes of learning: Teacher phase and Learner phase. A group of learner is 

considered the population of algorithm and the results of learner are the fitness value of 

optimization problem, which indicates its quality. [8,9] 

 

In teacher phase, the learning of the learner through teacher is simulated. During this phase, a 

teacher conveys knowledge among the learners and makes an effort to increase the mean result of 

the class. At any iteration of algorithm, there are n number of learners (population size) and m 

number of subjects.  be the mean result of learners iv subject jth. The best overall result 

 is the result of the best learner. A teacher is the most experience person (the best 

learner) in the algorithm. The difference between the result of the teacher and the mean result of 

the learner in each subject in given by (Eq.3), 

 

 
 

Where  is the result of the teacher (best learner) in subject j.   is the teaching factor 

which decides the value of mean to be changed, and  is the random number in range  

Based on the  , the existing solution is updated in the teacher phase 

according to the following expression: 

 

 
 

Where  is the update value; accept it if it gives a better function value. These accepted 

values become the input to the learner phase. 

 

The learner phase of the algorithm simulates the learning of the learners; through interaction 

among themselves. The learners can also gain knowledge by interacting with other learners. A 

learner interacts randomly with other learners and learns new things if the other learner has more 

knowledge than him or her. Randomly select two learners P and Q, such that 
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  , (where these values are the updated value at the end of teacher 

phase). The following equations are for maximization problem. 

 

 
  

Accept   , if it gives a better function value. 

 

The algorithm stops with the criteria such as the maximum iteration and the minimum change of 

objective function. 

 

[19] improved the algorithm by introducing more than one teacher for learners and some 

modifications to adaptive teaching factor and self motivated learning; named it ITLBO. In this 

paper the ITBO proposed for clustering. 

 

Based on the mentioned statements, the steps of ITLBO algorithm with detailed description of 

each are as follows: 

 

Step 1: objective function; define the optimization problem as minimizing overall deviation of a 

partitioning or maximize compactness inside the clusters. This is simply computed as the overall 

summed distances between data items and their corresponding cluster center; (i.e. the objective 

function of fuzzy c- mean algorithm; Eq.2) the weighting exponent   in Eq.2 is set to 2, which 

is a common choice for fuzzy clustering. Considering that, TLBO algorithm does not require any 

algorithm-specific parameter; so, setting the control parameter value is not necessary. 

 

Step 2: Initialization; Initialize the population (N learner), in order to solve clustering, each 

candidate solution in the population consist of N number  matrix, where each elements of 

this matrix represents the degree of belonging objects to kth clusters. The fuzzy matrix  is 

generated randomly according to population size, then the center of each cluster is compute to 

find the distance between each data and the centroids of clusters (as Eq.2). In the experiment, we 

set the population size or the number of learner as 100. 

 

Step 3: Evaluation; evaluate the population, then select and assign the best solution as chief 

teacher to first rank (i.e.   ,  where    

Select the other teachers based on the chief teacher and rank them. , 

where s is the number of teacher as selected; (if the equality is not met, select the   closet 

to the value calculated above). We select four teachers in this algorithm. 

 

Step 4: Assignment; assign the learners to the teachers according to their fitness value as: 

 where    (in this paper  T=4) ;  

 

For   k= 1: (n-s) 

if   

assign the learner  to teacher 1 
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else, if , 

assign the learner  to teacher 2 

else, if , 

assign the learner  to teacher 3 

else, assign the learner  to teacher 4 

end 

 

Step 5: keep the elite solutions of each group; elitism is a mechanism to preserve the best 

individual from generation to generation. Therefore the system never loses the best individuals 

found during the optimization process. It can be done by placing one or more of the best 

individual directly in to the population for the next generation.  

 

Step 6: Updating; calculate the mean result of each group of learners in each subject  

and evaluate the difference given by Eq. 3. For each teacher, the adaptive teaching factor is as: 

 

 
 

Where    is the result of any learner,  is the result of teacher at the same 

iteration, i.  for each group, update the learners’ knowledge with the help of teacher’s knowledge, 

along with the knowledge acquired by the learners during the tutorial hours, according to: (where 

 
 

 
 

For each group, update the learner’s knowledge by utilizing the knowledge of some other 

learners, as well as by self learning, according to: 

 

 
 

Where = Exploration Factor = round (1+rand) 

 

Step 7: Replace the worst solution of each group with an elite solution 

 

Step 8: Eliminate the duplicate solutions; it is necessary to modify the duplicate solutions in order 

to avoid trapping in the local optima. These solutions are modified by randomly selected. 

 

Step 9: combine all groups. 
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Step 10: check the termination criteria; if the termination criterion is not satisfied, repeat the step 

3 to last step, otherwise stop the algorithm. In this experiment, the maximum iteration is 300 and 

the minimum improvement of objective function is  . 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

We tested the performance of the ITLBO algorithm for fuzzy clustering on three different real-

life datasets (Iris, Thyroid and wine datasets) and two artificial datasets;1 then the ability of 

algorithm has been compared with FCM [3], SA [15], TS [14], GA [10], ACO [16], PSO [17].   

The well-known datasets are described below: 

 

The Iris dataset: This dataset contains 3 clusters of  50 objects; where each cluster refers to a type 

of Iris plant as Setosa, Viginia and Versicolor. The data is four dimentional space(sepal length, 

sepal width, petal lengh and petal width). There is no missing attribute value. 

 

The wine dataset: this dataset contains 178 data points along with 13 continuous features derived 

from chemical analysis (e.g. Alchol, Malicacid, Ash) and it divided in to 3 clusters. 

 

The Thyroid dataset: this data set contains 215 samples of patients suffering from three human 

thyroid disease; each individual was characterized by five features of laboratory tests. 

 

Artificial dataset: this is a two dimensional data set consisting of 900 points. The data set has 9 

classes. The data set is shown in fig. 1. 

 

 

class1:[-3.3,-0.7] [0.7,3.3] 

class2:[-1.3,1.3] [0.7,3.3] 

class3:[0.7,3.3] [0.7,3.3] 

class4:[-3.3,-0.7] [-1.3,1.3] 

class5:[-1.3,1.3] [-1.3,1.3] 

class6:[0.7,3.3] [-1.3,1.3] 

class7:[-3.3,-0.7] [-3.3,-0.7] 

class8:[-1.3,1.3] [-3.3,-0.7] 

class9:[0.7,3.3] [-3.3,-0.7] 

 

 
Figure 1. Artificial dataset 

 

The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB Version 12 and the controlling parameters of other 

algorithms are set the same as their parameters on mentioned references. For maximize 

compactness inside the clusters, according to FCM algorithm, can calculate the overall summed 

distances between data and cluster centers, as defined in Eq. 1. Obviously the smaller objective 

function is, the higher quality of data clustering. 

 

From table 1 we can see that the ITLBO algorithm has achieved the best performance in terms of 

average compactness criteria. 

 

                                                
1
 These datasets are taken from: (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLResponsitory.html) 

(ftp://ftp.ics.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases) 
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Table1. Average of compactness index for some of popular algorithms 

 
Algorithms name Artificial 

dataset 

Iris 

dataset 

Wine 

dataset 

Thyroid 

dataset 

fuzzy c-mean (FCM) 253.32 605.58 17960.84 20642.59 

simulated Annealing (SA) 101.82 97.13 16530.53 10114.04 

Tabu Search (TS) 102.91 97.86 16785.46 10354.31 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) 100.76 125.19 16530.53 10128.82 

Ant Colony optimization (ACO) 98.90 97.17 16530.53 10112.13 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 97.83 96.67 16293.00 10109.70 

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) 93.51 78.94 16260.52 10104.03 

Improved Teaching Learning  Based 

Optimization (ITLBO) 

90.13 77.04 16070.63 10001.18 

 
From the above results, we can obtain that ITLBO algorithm performed better than other 

mentioned algorithms in terms of intra-cluster distance. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
This paper proposed an approach for data clustering based on Improved TLBO algorithm; this 

algorithm model the process of teaching-learning  that every individual to learn something from 

other individuals to improve themselves. TLBO algorithm does not require any algorithm-specific 

parameter; because of this advantage the application of algorithm is easier than other meta-

heuristics algorithm.   To evaluate the performance of this algorithm, it is compared with genetic 

algorithm, simulated annealing, ant colony, tabu search, artificial bee colony and particle swarm 

optimization. This algorithm was tested on several datasets.  

 

The experimental results over 4 dataset show that the proposed algorithm is efficient. The ITLBO 

algorithm performed better than other compared algorithms in terms of intera-cluster distance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, a modified  invasive weed optimization (IWO) algorithm is presented for 

optimization of multiobjective flexible job shop scheduling problems (FJSSPs) with the criteria 

to minimize the maximum completion time (makespan), the total workload of machines and the 

workload of the critical machine. IWO is a bio-inspired metaheuristic that mimics the 

ecological behaviour of weeds in colonizing and finding suitable place for growth and 

reproduction. IWO is developed to solve continuous optimization problems that’s why the 

heuristic rule the Smallest Position Value (SPV) is used to convert the continuous position 

values to the discrete job sequences. The computational experiments show that the proposed 

algorithm is highly competitive to the state-of-the-art methods in the literature since it is able to 

find the optimal and best-known solutions on the instances studied. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Flexible job shop scheduling problem, Multiobjective optimization, Metaheuristics, Smallest 

Position Value, Invasive Weed Optimization.   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Solving a NP-hard scheduling problem with only one objective is a difficult task. Adding more 

objectives obviously makes this problem more difficult to solve. In fact, while in single objective 

optimization the optimal solution is usually clearly defined, this does not hold for multiobjective 

optimization problems. Instead of a single optimum, there is rather a set of good compromises 

solutions, generally known as Pareto optimal solutions from which the decision maker will select 

one. These solutions are optimal in the wider sense that no other solution in the search space is 

superior when all objectives are considered. Recently, it was recognized that Invasive Weed 

Optimization (IWO) was well suited to multiobjective optimization.  

 

The invasive Weed Optimization algorithm developed by Mehrabian and Lucas [1] in 2006 is a 

newly stochastic optimization approach inspired from a common phenomenon in agriculture: 

colonization of invasive weeds. IWO is an appropriate competitor for other evolutionary 

algorithms. In fact, it is simple and easy to understand and program. It has strong robustness and 

fast global searching ability. 
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Some of the distinctive properties of IWO in comparison with other numerical search algorithms 

are the way of reproduction, spatial dispersal, and competitive exclusion. These properties are 

presented in details in section 3. Section 2 introduces and formulates the flexible job shop 

scheduling problem .The experiments are provided in section 4. Finally, brief conclusions and 

future perspectives are discussed in section 5. 

 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
 
The problem of flexible job shop scheduling (FJSSP) belongs to the NP-hard family [2]. It 

presents two difficulties. The first one is the assignment of each operation to a machine, and the 

second one is the scheduling of this set of operations in order to optimize our criteria. The result 

of a scheduling algorithm must be a schedule that contains the start times and allocation of 

resources to each operation. The data, constraints and objective of our problem are as follows: 

 

 2.1. Data 

 
• M  represents a set of m machines. A machine is called ( 1,..., )kM k m= , each 

kM  has a 

Workload called 
kW . 

• N  represents a set of n  jobs. A job is called ( 1,... )ij i n= , each job has a linear sequence 

of 
in operations. 

• ,i jO represents the operation number j of the job number i . The realization of each 

operation ,i jO requires a machine kM  and a processing time , ,i j kp . The starting time of 

,i jO is ,i jt  and the ending time is
,i jft . 

 

2.2. Constraints 

 
• Machines are independent of one another. 

• A machine can be unavailable during the scheduling (case of machine breakdown). 

• Jobs are independent of one another. 

• In our work, we suppose that: each job 
ij can start at the date 0t =  and the total number 

of operations to perform is greater than the number of machines. 

 

2.3. Criteria 

 
We have to minimize

1Cr , 
2Cr  and

3Cr : 

 

• The makespan: 
1Cr  

• The total workload of machines: 
2Cr  

• The workload of the most loaded machine: 
3Cr  

 

In this paper, the objective is to find a schedule which has a minimum makespan, a minimum 

total workload of machines and a minimum workload of the critical machine. The sum of these 

three objectives is taken as the objective function. To measure the quality of solutions found, we 

use the lower bounds ( 1BCr  for makespan, 2BCr for total machine workload, and 3BCr  for 

the workload of the most loaded machine) proposed in [3]. 
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3. INVASIVE WEED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR FJSSP 
 
The IWO algorithm was proposed by Mehrabian and Lucas [1] in 2006, and since then, it has 

been successfully utilized in different practical optimization problems such as optimal positioning 

of piezoelectric actuators [4], demanding a recommender system [5], Studying electricity market 

dynamics [6], Design of an E shaped MIMO antenna [7] and encoding sequences for DNA 

computing [8]. 

 

3.1. Invasive Weed Optimization Algorithm 

 
A weed is any plant growing where it is not wanted. Weeds have shown very robust and adaptive 

nature which turns them to undesirable plants in agriculture. A common belief in agronomy is 

that “The Weeds Always Win”. The harder people try, the better they get [1]. Recently, many 

studies are carried out with inspirations from ecological phenomena for developing optimization 

techniques. The new algorithm that is motivated by a common phenomenon in agriculture is 

colonization of invasive weeds. The flow chart of this algorithm is shown in Figure1 and the 

details of IWO are addressed as follows: 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Flow Chart of IWO  

 

3.1.1. Initialization 
 
A population of initial solutions (weeds) is randomly generated over the search space. 
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3.1.2. Evaluation 
 
The fitness of each weed in the population is calculated. 

 

3.1.3. Reproduction 
 
Each weed in the population is allowed to produce seeds depending on its comparative fitness in 

the population. In other words, a weed will produce seeds based on its fitness, the worst fitness 

and the best fitness in the population. In such way, the increase of number of seeds produced is 

linear. The number of seeds for each weed varies linearly between 
minS  for the worst plant and 

maxS  for the best plant. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure of reproduction. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Procedure of reproduction  

 

The equation for determining 
numWeed the number of seeds produced by each weed is presented in 

equation (1): 

 

min max min( ) worst

num

best worst

f f
Weed S S S

f f

−
= + −

−

        Equation (1) 

 

Where f is the fitness of the weed considered, 
worstf  and  

bestf are respectively the worst and the 

best fitness in the population. For better clarification, the application of equation (1) is shown in 

Figure 3. In this figure, it is assumed that weed5 and weed1 are the worst and best weeds between 

a population containing five weeds. So, the number of seeds around Weed5 is equal to minS and the 

number of seeds around Weed1 is equal to maxS . 
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Figure 3.  Schematic reproduction procedure for a problem with 5 weeds 

 

3.1.4. Spatial Dispersal 
 
This step ensures that the produced seeds will be generated around the parent weed, leading to a 

local search around each plant. The generated seeds are randomly spread out around the parent 

weeds according to a normal distribution with mean equal to zero and variance 2
σ . The standard 

deviation of the seed dispersion σ  decreases as a function of the number of iterations iter . The 

equation for determining the standard deviation for each generation is presented in equation (2): 

 

max

max

( )
( )

( )

n

iter initial final finaln

iter iter

iter
σ σ σ σ

−
= − +     Equation (2) 

 

Where 
maxiter is the maximum number of iterations. 

iterσ is the standard deviation at the current 

iteration and n is the nonlinear modulation index. Obviously, the value of σ defines the 

exploration ability of the weeds. Therefore, as iter  increases, the exploration ability of all weeds 

is gradually reduced. At the end of the optimization process, the exploration ability has 

diminished so much that every weed can only fine its position [9].   

 

3.1.5. Competitive exclusion 
 
After a number of iterations, the population reaches its maximum, and an elimination mechanism 

is adopted: The seeds and their parents are ranked together and only those with better fitness can 

survive and become reproductive. Others are being eliminated. 

 

3.2. Weed representation of FJJSP 

 
The original IWO is developed to solve continuous optimization problems, but it can not be 

applied to discrete problems directly: individuals must be encoded appropriately to solve 

scheduling problems. In this paper, we implement a coding that takes into account all the 

constraints and the specifities of the problem. For the ( n  jobs, m  machines, O  operations) 

FJSSP, each plant is represented by four components: each component contains 2 O×  number of 

dimensions. Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the solution representation of a weed 

corresponding to ( 3  jobs, 5  machines, 8  operations) FJSSP described in Figure 4. The 1st  and 

2
nd

 halves of the 1
st
 row of the weed (Figure 6 and Figure 7) represent operations as repetition of 

jobs (Figure 5). For example (
1J ,

1J ,
1J ) represents (

1,1O ,
1,2O ,

1,3O ), (
2J ,

2J ,
2J ) represents 

( 2,1O , 2,2O , 2,3O ), and so on. The 2nd  row of (Figure 6 and Figure 7) represents weed’s position. 

Each dimension of this row in Figure 6 maps one operation and each dimension of this row in 
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Figure 7 maps one machine. At this step, we use the Smallest Position Value (SPV) rule [10] to 

find the permutation of jobs. The smallest component of the weed’s position in Figure 6 is -8 

which corresponds to job number 1, thus 
1J (or the first operation of 

1J ) is scheduled first. The 

second smallest component of the weed’s position is -5,2 which corresponds to job number 2, 

therefore 2J (or the first operation of 2J )is the second in ordering, etc. The 2nd row of Figure 6 

contains a random number in the interval [0, ]m that indicates after being rounded to its nearest 

integer the machine to which an operation is assigned during the course of IWO. The 3rd row of 

Figure 6 indicates the sequence of jobs in the ordering and the 3
rd

 row of Figure 7 indicates the 

corresponding machines. Finally, the last row of Figure 6 indicates operations in the order and the 

last row of Figure 7 indicates starting times. In conclusion, the weed itself presents a solution as it 

shown in 3
rd

 and 4
th
 row of Figure 6 and Figure 7: First, the operation 1,1O  of job 1J  is executed 

by the machine 
1M at time 0t = , and then the operation

2,1O of job 
2J  is executed by the machine 

1M  at time 1t = , and so on. 

 

  
1M  2M  3M  4M  5M  

 
1,1O  1 9  3  7  5  

1J  1,2O  3  5  2  6  4  

 
1,3O  6  7  1 4  3  

 
2,1O  1 4  5  3  8  

2J  2,2O  2  8  4  9  3  

 
2,3O  9  5  1 2  4  

3J  3,1O  1 8  9  3  2  

 
3,2O  5  9  2  4  3  

 

 
Figure 4.  Example of ( 3 J ,5 ,M 8 O ) FJSSP  

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Weed representation 
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           Figure 6.  The first half of the weed                Figure 7. The second half of the weed 

 

3.3. Pseudo-code of solving FJSSP by IWO algorithm 

 
Begin{ 

• Initialize population of weeds, set parameters; 

• Current_iteration=1; 

   While (Current_iteration< Max_iteration)do 

   {  

• Compute the best and worst fitness in the population 

• Compute the standard deviation std depending on iteration 

     For each weed w in the population W 

     { 

• Compute the number of seeds for w depending on its 

fitness 

• Select the seeds from the feasible solutions around the 

parent weed w in a neighborhood with normal distribution 

having mean=0 and standard deviation=std; 

• Add seeds produced to the population W 

  If (|W|>Max_SizePopulation) 

    { 

• Sort the population W according to their fitness 

• W=SelectBetter(weed,seed,Max_SizePopulation) 

         }End if 

     }End for 

     Current_iteration=Current_iteration+1; 

   }End while 

}End 

 
 

Figure 8.  Pseudo code of IWO 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Our approach is implemented in C++ on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M370@2,40 GHz 

machine. The non deterministic nature of IWO algorithm makes it necessary to carry out multiple 

runs on the same problem instance in order to obtain meaningful results. We run our algorithm 

twenty times from different starting solutions and tested it on a number of instances from 
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literature. The convergence of IWO depends on the selection of three parameters: the initial 

standard deviation initialσ  , the final standard deviation finalσ   and the non linear modulation 

index n .The chosen parameters for IWO are given in table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Parameters of IWO. 

 

Parameters values 

Number of initial population 50 

Maximum number of population 200 

Maximum number of  iterations: maxiter  5000 

Maximum number of  seeds 5 

Minimum number of  seeds 1 

initialσ  10 

finalσ  0,5 

Non linear modulation index: n  3 

 

To illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the algorithm used in this paper, we choose 

different instances of the problem of flexible job shop scheduling problem taken from Kacem 

[11]. Solutions in the literature to the instances presented in table 2 are presented in table3. 

 
Table 2.  Instances of Kacem. 

 
Instances n(jobs) m(machines) 

Instance 1 3 5 

Instance 2 4 5  

Instance 3 10 7 

Instance 4 10 10 

Instance 5 15 10 

Instance 6 8 8 

 

From table 3, we conclude that the obtained solutions are generally of a good quality. This is 

noted while comparing them with the existing approaches in the literature (for example Xia 

approach[12]) and also while comparing obtained values of the criteria with the computed lower 

bounds [3]. In fact, for instance 1, instance 2 and instance 3 our value of makespan 1Cr  is near 

the lower bound 1BCr , our value of total machine workload 2Cr is near the lower bound 2BCr  

and our value of the workload of the critical machine 3Cr  is near the lower bound 3BCr . 

 
For instance 4, instance 5 and instance 6 our values of criteria are near lower bounds and similar 

or better (instance 4) than solutions found in [12]. 
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Table 3.  Solutions in Literature. 

 
Instances Lower 

Bounds 

Xia et al 

[12] 

IWO 

Instance 1 
1BCr  =4 

2BCr  =11 

3BCr  =2 

- 

- 

- 

 

1Cr  =5 

2Cr  =13 

3Cr  =5 
Instance 2 

1BCr  =11 

2BCr  =32 

3BCr  =6 

- 

- 

- 

 

1Cr  =11 

2Cr  =32 

3Cr  =10 
Instance 3 

1BCr  =11 

2BCr  =60 

3BCr  =8 

- 

- 

- 

 

1Cr  =11 

2Cr  =61 

3Cr  =11 
Instance 4 

1BCr  =7 

2BCr  =41 

3BCr  =4 

1Cr  =7 

2Cr  =44 

3Cr  =6 

1Cr  =7 

2Cr  =42 

3Cr  =6 
Instance 5 

1BCr  =10 

2BCr  =91 

3BCr  =9 

1Cr  =12 

2Cr  =91 

3Cr  =11 

1Cr  =12 

2Cr  =91 

3Cr  =11 
Instance 6 

1BCr  =12 

2BCr  =73 

3BCr  =9 

1Cr  =15 

2Cr  =75 

3Cr  =12 

1Cr  =14 

2Cr  =77 

3Cr  =12 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, the performance of the Invasive Weed Optimization technique is investigated for 

solving the multiobjective flexible job shop scheduling problem. The main highlighting features 

in IWO are: it is simple and easy to understand and program and it has strong robustness and fast 

global searching ability.  

 

Experimental results are encouraging since that the proposed algorithm is able to find relevant 

solutions minimizing makespan, total machine workload and the biggest machine workload on 

the studied instances. A more comprehensive study on a large number of instances should be 

made to test the efficiency of the proposed solution technique. Further investigation is needed to 

fully reveal the ability of IWO in tackling scheduling problems and solving other optimization 

problems. Future research should pay more attention to the hybridization of IWO and other 

metaheuristics in order to benefit from advantages of each algorithm. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In economical societies of today, using cash is an inseparable aspect of human life. People use 

cashes for marketing, services, entertainments, bank operations and so on. This huge amount of 

contact with cash and the necessity of knowing the monetary value of it caused one of the most 

challenging problems for visually impaired people. In this paper we propose a mobile phone 

based approach to identify monetary value of a picture taken from cashes using some image 

processing and machine vision techniques. While the developed approach is very fast, it can 

recognize the value of cash by average accuracy of about 95% and can overcome different 

challenges like rotation, scaling, collision, illumination changes, perspective, and some others. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Cash Identification Using Mobile, Visually Impaired Assistant, Iranian Cash Identification, 

Mobile Phone Extra Usage   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
From the beginning of human appearance on the earth, we always gain lots of information about 

our surrounding environment visually. As result, our developed technologies mostly are based on 

vision. Hence, human beings who have some kind of visually impairment always have suffered 

from that. One of the most common innovations of humans that proof this assertion is money. 

Visually impaired people have lots of difficulties to use money in daily transactions, unless they 

use a person or device as an assistant to help them. World Health Organization approximates 285 

million people are visually impaired worldwide, that 39 million of them are blind. According to 

the Health Organization of Iran, about 600 thousands Iranian have moderate or severe visual 

impairments that about a third of them are totally blind. This statistics show the importance of 

developing some efficient methods to assist this people in cash recognition. In this paper we 

develop a mobile phone based cash recognition system that helps visually impaired people to 

identify the current Iranian cash easily and accurately. 

 

Banknotes in different countries have texture, colour, size, and appearance differences [1], so 

feature extraction and identification approaches that is used in one country usually is not usable in 

other countries or does not work properly over there. Moreover, lots of previous work in concept 

of cash recognition is restricted to specific standard conditions. For example many of the 

developed approaches do not support rotation or noisy backgrounds [2-5], or in some other 

approaches the whole banknote must be visible in taken picture [1, 6]. By considering visually 
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impaired limitations to take pictures with special physical characteristics, these approaches are 

not user friendly enough. 

 

In this study we consider many complexity and variety for taken pictures and as a result the 

developed system can support rotation, scaling, complex or noisy background, camera angel 

changes, collision and even the variation of illumination. For explication we define this concept 

below and show some of them in Figure 1. 

 

• Rotation: the cash can have different rotation angle to the camera. 

• Scaling: the cash can poses in different distances from the mobile camera. 

• Complex background: the cash can be taken with any background except other cashes. 

• Perspective: the cash can poses in any camera angle. 

• Collision: the taken picture can be from a part of cash. It should only contain the digits 

of monetary value. 

• Variation of illumination: cash picture can be taken in different illumination. 

 

 
 

Figure1. Some possible varieties in taking picture (oldness,rotation, scaling and different illumination) 

 
In the developed approach, for robust and flexible cash recognition, we use value digits exist on 

cash. However, regarding the different conditions of taking pictures that was shown in Figure 1, 

these digits are not in a constant place for all the pictures. So, first of all we should find the place 

of these digits on the cash image. In this study, to localize the value digits on the image we apply 

a zero-finding algorithm on it. After that, we proceed to find the remained digit that can be 1, 2 or 

5, and try to identify this digit using a neural network. Besides that, we should count the number 

of zeroes. After these two steps we can identify the monetary value of that cash. 

 

The contributions of this paper include: section 2 reviews the state of the art on banknote 

recognition, section 3 explains the proposed approach for Iranian cash recognition, section 4 

evaluates the recognition results and section 5 conclude the whole paper. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
The existing cash recognition approaches in literature, mainly use image processing and neural 

network techniques.Moreover, there is some developed devices which use physical characteristics 

of cashes like size or colour. The most considerable point about cash recognition is that many 
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developed devices or methods for cash recognition in one country are not usable in other 

countries. In this section we will introduce some of these devices and methods. 

 

Money Talker [7] is a device that recognizes Australian bank notes electronically, using the 

reflection and transmission properties of light. This device uses the largely different colours and 

patterns on each Australian banknote. Different colour lights are transmitted through the inserted 

note and the corresponding sensors detect distinct ranges of values depending on the color of the 

note. Cash Test [8] is another device determines the value of banknote by a mechanical means 

relying on the different lengths of each notes. The downfall of the Cash Test is that it does not 

allow for the shrinking of notes with time nor the creases or rips that are common in our notes. 

Moreover, while Cash Test is cheap and extremely portable by the reports of users, it is 

inaccurate and difficult to use. Kurzweil reader [9], iCare [10] (uses a wearable camera for 

imaging and a CPU chip for computation) and some other devices have been developed too, each 

has their advantages and disadvantages, but the common property of them is that the user most 

carry a device everywhere. Some of them are bulky and expensive too. 

 

In [1], Hassanpour and Farahabadi proposed a paper note recognition method which uses Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM). This method models cashes using texture characteristics including size, 

colour and a texture-based feature from banknote and compares extracted vector with the instants 

in a data base of paper cashes. But the main purpose of this method is to distinguish national 

banknotes from different countries. In [11], Lui proposed a background subtraction and 

perspective correction algorithm using Ada-boost framework and trained it with 32 pairs of pixels 

to identify the bill values. This system uses video recording and works on snapshots. This method 

does not support rotation and noisy background and strongly relays on the white and straight 

edges of bill, so it is not usable for Iranian paper cash recognition because they do not have this 

required margins usually. 

 

In [12] Hassanuzzaman and Yang proposed a component based framework using SURF features. 

The proposed method achieved 100% accuracy for US dollars through various conditions. While 

the proposed framework is a robust and effective approach and is available to overcome 

challenges like image rotation, noisy background, collision, scaling and illumination changes, it is 

not a suitable method for Iranian banknote recognition. This disproportion refers to the texture 

difference of Iranian currency tissues and US dollars. For proving this unfitness we have applied 

this approach to Iranian cashes and checked it by extracting different components. But the output 

accuracy was extremely low which has convinced us that SURF is not a suitable approach for 

Iranian cash recognition. 

 

As we can see, while all these methods have their advantages, we cannot use them in a user 

friendly and accurate manner for Iranian cash recognition. So we are going to develop a user 

friendly method which is portable with no difficulties, have enough accuracy, and considering 

impaired people limitation for taking pictures in the next sections. 

 

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

 
In this section we will explain the developed system completely. As mentioned earlier, in this 

method we should provide a picture of the cash that contain the monetary digits. The taken 

picture must be from the side that contains Iranian digits. For satisfying this condition, photo 

taker should use face detection technology of his mobile phone. In front side of all Iranian cashes, 

there is a face of Imam Khomeiny. So if the user is taking picture from the front side his mobile 

will detect Imam’s face. But if he is taking picture from the back side his mobile would not detect 

any face, so he will understand that the cash must be turned back. We assume this picture is taken 

by a mobile phone camera, so it does not have high resolution and is taken by a visually impaired 
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person, so can have any position. Then this picture will be analysed by machine vision and image 

processing tools to extract the individual features of the cash and to recognize the value of that 

cash. After that, the identified monetary value will be revealed to the user. 

 

Feature extraction should be done by approaches that are robust to different environmental 

conditions that reviewed earlier including rotation, scaling, noisy background, collision, 

perspective, camera different angle, variance in illumination and any other possible situation. For 

this process we will have two main steps. The firs one is localization of monetary value digits. 

This step is carried out by means of some image processing methods and some innovation in 

interpreting appeared concepts. Second step is recognition of the monetary value of cash. In this 

step we will use neural network to identify the nonzero digit and identify the value of that cash. In 

the following we will explain these two steps. 

 

The mentioned face detection process, localization step for finding zeroes and counting them and 

identifying nonzero digits are shone in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Summary of main steps in proposed approach 

 

3.1. Localization of the Monetary Value 

 
In the first step, to find the place of monetary value digits, the RGB image of the cash should be 

changed to a grayscale one; it is because all the next processes for feature extraction and cash 

identification are supposed to be done on a mobile device, so it should not be time and CPU 

consuming. We apply a Wiener filter on the grayscale image to reduce the effect of oldness of 

cash or some noises on the image. This grayscale image then will be converted to a binary image. 

Since photo taker can use any mobile phone camera with any quality, and regarding to that the 

user can take picture in variant illumination and with different background, for conversion of 

grayscale image to a valid binary one we use a local adaptive approach for determining the 
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optimum threshold. The used approach is explained in [8]. In Figure 3(a) a sample of original 

picture taken by a mobile phone camera is shown. The binary image after grayscale conversion 

and using local adaptive threshold is shown in Figure 3 (b). As you see, in this picture we have a 

lot of black and white regions. We refer to these white regions as components. 

 

In some Iranian cashes, like 20000, 50000 and 100000 Ryials, because of existence of some huge 

white components near the zeroes, there is a possibility that after binarization, these zeroes and 

big components stick to each other. Moreover, we have this problem for zeroes in 100000 Ryails. 

For example in Figure 3 (c), a bigger region belongs to Imam’s face is stuck to zeroes. So, for 

separation of these two regions, we use a 3×3 median filter to delete some small components on 

image and to fill some small holes created on zeroes.  

 

 
 

Figure3. (a) A sample of original taken picture, (b) Binary image after applying local adaptive threshold (c) 

Corresponding image after applying median filter, erosion and dilation operators. (d) Corresponding image 

after elimination of regions that have a length to width ratio greater than 2 or number of white pixel to 

boundary rectangle area pixel ratio greater than two. 

 
In continuous, we are going to eliminate regions which cannot be a batch of zeroes because of 

their shapes. In Persian orthography the width and length of zeroes must be approximately the 

same. It means that the width and length of boundary rectangle of zeroes on cash or on the taken 

picture must be approximately equal. So we can omit regions which the ratio of their boundary 

rectangle length to its width is more than 2. So, components in a region with too different width 

and length can be omitted with a high reliability.  Moreover, while the shape of component are 

irregular, there are some component that the ratio of length and width of their boundary rectangle 

is less than 2, but if we calculate the ratio of their white pixel to the boundary rectangle area it is 

greater than 2. It means that these components cannot be zero too. So we can omit them again. 

The resulted image is shown in Figure 3(d). 

 

While the existing zeroes in the image of cash are near to each other, if we apply closing 

morphology operator to the image, these zeroes and some other components will stick to each 

other again. The result image is shown in Figure 4(a). 
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Figure4. (a) Corresponding image after using closing operator. (b) Elimination of regions with less than 3 

components. (c) Corresponding image after elimination of regions and components which are not belong to 

an acceptable line. (d) Keeping the region with the least difference between its components. 

 
The lowest number of zeroes on current Iranian cashes in is 3. So after applying closing operator, 

we can delete connected regions which are made up of less than 3 components. This will limit the 

number of questioned regions for being a batch of zeroes seriously. Resulted image is shown in 

Figure 4(b).We should notice that it is not correct to omit regions with more than 5 components 

(5 is the number of zeroes in 100000 Riyal) because some nonzero components might be 

connected to the zeroes too. 

 

According to the existence of zeroes on a unique line, we can find regions with more than 2 

components on a communal line and omit other regions and then in remained regions omit 

components which are not on the corresponding line. For this purpose, we extract a line in each 

connected region crossing gravity centres of any two components of that region. For example, if 

we have a region with 3 connected components, we should establish equation for 2 lines. The first 

one must cross gravity centre of the first and second components. The second one must cross 

gravity centre of the second and third components. After that, for each line we should test if it 

crosses other components of the connected regions or not. In the previous example, firstly we 

should test that the first line crosses the third component or not and then we should check if the 

second line crosses the first component or not. Notice that in this step existence of only one pixel 

of the component on that line is sufficient. For each connected regions we keep the line that have 

the most components on it. In addition, for each connected regions any other components which 

are not on the established line should be omitted because they cannot be zero. The result is shown 

in Figure 4(c). 

 

As it is shown in Figure 4 (c), it is possible that the algorithm keeps more than one line. Now we 

should expand a solution to find the right region that contains zeroes. For this purpose we notice 

the size of zeroes that should approximately be the same. So, for each region we get the size of all 

components. After comparing the size of all components in each region, we keep only the region 

that its components have the least difference and omit the other lines and regions. The result is 

shown in Figure 4 (d). 
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Figure 5. Obtaining the rotation angle 

 
Surprisingly we can compute the rotation angle of the cash by means of corresponding line of the 

last remained region which should be the batch of zeroes. It is just enough to obtain the angle of 

the line that crosses the centre of first and last zeroes as it is shown in Figure 5. We can compute 

the angle from (1). 

 
 

In this equation, y0 is central width of first zero, y1 is central width of last zero, x0 is central length 

of first zero and x1 is central length of last zero. Now if we rotate the image of Figure 3(b) by 

angle, the rotated image in Figure 6 will be generated. Then, we can easily count the number of 

zeroes. This count will be used for identifying the monetary value of image. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Corresponding image after rotation by angle 

 

3.2. Recognition of Monetary Value 

 
Till now, we could find place of zeroes and the rotation angle. Now we can fine the nonzero digit 

using place of zeroes. In this section we will discuss the features extracted for remained digit. To 

find the nonzero digit, we start moving to right and left from the most right zero and the most left 

one equally. We will stop when we find the first component. This component certainly is our 

nonzero digit. For extracting this digit from the image, we use the length of crossed line from first 

zero to the last. In all cashes the nonzero digit will be fixed in a square by size of L that L is 

obtained from (2): 
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One of the vertical sides of square is very close to last zero and the centre of this side is 

intersecting by the corresponding line crosses zeroes. The other vertical side of square is parallel 

with the first one and has distance of size L from it. According to this we can extract the nonzero 

digit of monetary value. Figure 7 shows an extracted digit using this approach. Probably we will 

have some small components in the extracted square but we remove them by keeping the largest 

connected component and delete remainders. So we will maintain only the nonzero digit. 

 

 
 

Figure7. Extracted nonzero digit 

 
Now it is time to identify the number exist in extracted square. As we mentioned earlier, 

remained digit always is 1, 2 or 5. So for identification of any digit remained after finding it, we 

must extract features that can classify these digits accurately, so we choose features as below: 

 

1. Ratio of digit pixels to boundary rectangle pixels. 

2. Ratio of height of digit to its width (it is computed as ratio of length to height of 

boundary rectangle for each digit) 

3. Ratio of left length to right length and ratio of top width to bottom width. 

4. Horizontal and Vertical Symmetry that compare corresponding features in top and down 

half and right and left half. 

 

For classification we used a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network with one hidden layer. 

For obtaining the best number of neurons in hidden layer, the network has been trained and tested 

with different number of hidden nodes and the best result has been achieved by 20 neurons in one 

hidden layer. 

 

4. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 
In this section we will demonstrate the accuracy and performance of our method. As we 

mentioned earlier, proposed approach is a two-phase method: 

 

1. Localization of monetary digits and counting the zeroes 

2. Identifying nonzero digit of the monetary value 

 

So for computing the accuracy of this method we must use conditional probability. It is because 

of dependence of second phase accuracy to the first phase. We suppose that the accuracy of 

correct localization and counting number of zeroes is a% and accuracy of identifying remained 

digit correctly is b%, so total accuracy of proposed method can be compute via the conditional 

probability of (3): 
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For testing proposed approach we collect a data set containing 3500 image of current Iranian 

cashes in different states and by a vast amount of variety (different environmental conditions we 

mentioned in the introduction). We took these pictures by different mobile phone cameras which 

have different resolution from 3 to 8 mega pixels.  The rate of accurate localization of zeroes and 

accurate count of them (first phase) for different cashes are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Accuracy of localizing monetary value and counting number of zeroes 

 
Cash Accuracy 

1000 Riyals 96.8% 

2000 Riyals 91.6% 

5000 Riyals 96% 

10000 Riyals 98.4% 

20000 Riyals 93.6% 

50000 Riyals 95.2% 

100000 Riyals 89.4% 

Average 94.43% 

 

As we mentioned earlier in 100000 Riyals cashes, the zeroes are near each other. Even in some 

cases they are stick to each other. Moreover, as you can see in Figure 8 in the case of 100000 

Riyals cashes, there is an edge around zeroes. After binarization, this edge creates some noises 

around the zeroes that cause to incorrect localization of zeroes. The decrease in detection of 

zeroes place in the case of 100000 Riyals in Table 1 is because of this issues. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: 100000 Riyal’s zeroes has stuck to each other 

 
As we mentioned earlier, we used MLP neural network with one hidden layer for identifying 

nonzero digit of monetary value. Number of neurons in the hidden layer is 20. Number of neurons 

in the input layer is 4 (the number of extracted features) and the number of neurons in the output 

layer is 3 (3 output including 1(1), 2(2) and 5(5) and we consider one neurons for each output). 

Transfer function for hidden layer is ‘logistic’ too. 

 

 
Table 2. Accuracy of nonzero digits identification 

 
Nonzero 

Digit 

Accuracy in 

Training Set 

Accuracy in 

Test Set 

1(1) 99.40% 98.83% 

2(2) 99.69% 99.28% 

5(5) 100% 100% 

Average 99.7% 99.37% 
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For training and test of neural network, we divide created data set into 2 distinct data sets 

randomly. 70% of samples should be in training data set and reminded 30% should be in test data 

set. Rate of correct identification or accuracy in this phase is shown in Table 2. 

 

Now by means of Table 1 and Table 2  and by using multiplying rule in equation (3), total 

accuracy will be obtained as what is shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 . Total accuracy for Iranian cash recognition 

 
Cash Total Accuracy 

1000 Riyals 95.67% 

2000 Riyals 90.94% 

5000 Riyals 96% 

10000 Riyals 97.25% 

20000 Riyals 92.93% 

50000 Riyals 95.2% 

100000 Riyals 88.35% 

Average 93.76% 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper we presented a fast and accurate method for recognizing Iranian monetary value of 

cashes. This proposed method is based on image processing and machine learning approaches. As 

input we need a picture taken by mobile phone camera. So the resolution can be very low. We 

take into account the limitation of visually impaired people for taking pictures. So this proposed 

approach is robust to rotation of input picture, different scale of the taken picture, different 

perspective of camera, variation of illumination, noisy background and collision. Moreover, this 

method is robust to different design of cashes. All this robustness is because of special component 

we focus on; all the processes in this method are on monetary value of cashes. 

 

In the first step of our method we fine the place of monetary value on the cash. This is down with 

a string of image processing procedures and operators. After finding the place of monetary value 

or more specially the place of zeroes we count the number of them, discover the rotation angle of 

input picture and extract the nonzero digit of monetary value. In second step we identify the 

nonzero digit by means of a MLP neural network with one hidden layer and 20 neurons in that 

layer. Outputs of this neural network are 1, 2 or 5 digits based on the input image. Based of 

accuracy of this step we could achieve total accuracy around 95%. 

 

While the accuracy of this work is high in the field of Iranian cash recognition, and while it is the 

only implemented method of Iranian cash recognition for visually impaired people, the accuracy 

is not enough for a reliable detection. So one of the most important planes for future work is 

increasing the accuracy by means of machine vision approaches or testing other methods for 

nonzero digit identification. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Qubit models and methods for improving the performance of software and hardware for 

analyzing digital devices through increasing the dimension of the data structures and memory 

are proposed. The basic concepts, terminology and definitions necessary for the implementation 

of quantum computing when analyzing virtual computers are introduced. The investigation 

results concerning design and modeling computer systems in a cyberspace based on the use of 

two-component structure <memory - transactions> are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Market feasibility of emulation of quantum computing methods to create virtual (cloud) 

computers (VC) in a cyberspace is based on the use of qubit data models, focused on parallel 

solving discrete optimization problems through significant increase in memory costs. We do not 

consider the physical basis of quantum computing, originally described in the works of scientists, 

focused on the use of non-deterministic quantum interactions within the atom. We do not address 

the physical foundations of quantum mechanics, concerning non-deterministic interactions of 

atomic particles [1-4], but we use the concept of qubit as a binary or multivalued vector for a 

concurrent definition of the power set (the set of all subsets) of the states for the discrete 

cyberspace area based on linear superposition of unitary codes, focused on parallel executing 

methods for analyzing and synthesizing cyberspace components. 

 

In the market of electronic technologies there is competition between basics of idea 

implementation [2]: 1) Soft implementation of the project related to the synthesis of interpretative 

model of the device or hardware implementation of programmable logic devices based on FPGA, 

CPLD. There are advantages in manufacturability design modifications, the disadvantages - low 

performance in the operation of a digital system. The advantages lie in the manufacturability of 

design modifications, the disadvantages – in low performance of a digital system. 2) Hard 

implementation is focused to the use of compilation models in developing  software applications 

or in the implementation of the project on the basis of VLSI chips. The advantages and 
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disadvantages of hard implementation are inverted with respect to soft projects: high performance 

and impossibility of modification. Given above mentioned four basic variants for the 

implementation of the idea below are represented quantum data structures, focused on raising the 

performance of flexible models of software or hardware project implementation. 

 

2. QUANTUM STRUCTURES FOR DESCRIBING DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

 
n-Qubit is a vector form of unitary encoding the universe of n primitives to specify the power set 

of states 
n22  by using 

n2  binary variables 

. 

For example, if n=2, then the 2-qubit sets 16 states by using 4 variables. If n=1, the qubit sets 4 

states on the universe of two primitives by using 2 binary variables ( 00,01,10,11 ) [5] . Herewith, 

the superposition (simultaneous existence) of 
n2  states in a vector is supposed. Qubit (n-qubit) 

allows using the logical operations instead of set-theoretic ones to significantly speed up the 

analysis of discrete systems. Further the qubit is identified by the n-qubit or vector if this does not 

prevent the understanding of presented material. As quantum computing is related to analysis of 

qubit data structures, further we use definition "quantum" for identifying technologies, based on 

two properties of quantum mechanics: concurrency of processing and superposition of states. 

When defining logical functionality the following synonym of qubit is used: Q-coverage (Q-

vector) [5] is used as a unified vector form for the definition of superposed output states 

corresponding to unitary codes of addresses for input variables of any logical function. 

 

Qubit of a digital system is a form for defining a structural primitive that is invariant to the 

technologies for implementing the functionality (hardware, software). Moreover, "quantum" 

synthesis of digital systems based on qubit structures is not rigidly tied to the Post’s theorem, 

defining the conditions for the existence of a functionally complete basis. At the proposed 

abstraction level n-qubit gives exhaustive and wider opportunities for vector defining any 

function of the set 
n2)f( =β . Format of the structural qubit component of the digital circuit 

)Y,Q,X(Q* =  involves interface (input and output variables), as well as qubit-vector Q, 

defining the functionality Y = Q(X), the dimension of which is defined by the power function of 

the number of input lines 
n2k = .  

 

Practically oriented novelty of qubit modeling lies in replacing truth tables of digital device 

components by vectors of output states. Such transformations can be simply demonstrated for the 

logic element. Let functional primitive has the following binary coverage: 

 

011

101

110

100

YXX

P

21

= , 

which can be transformed by unitary encoding input vectors based on the use of two-stroke 

alphabet [2, 5]. It was originally designed for a compact description of all possible transitions of 

automaton variables, as illustrated in Fig. 1 by corresponding graph and interpretation of symbols. 

 

Here symbols, their binary and unitary codes are presented (for instance, Q = 00 – 1000) for 

describing the two adjacent states of automatic variables. Structurally alphabet is the set of all 

subsets of the states on the universe of four primitives Y={Q,E,H,J}. A unitary code corresponds 
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to the format of the vector comprising two qubits by using which 16 symbols of two-stroke 

alphabet are generated. By using two-stroke alphabet any coverage of functional two-input logic 

primitive can be represented by two or even one cubes, given that they are mutually inverse: 

 

0111
00001

11110

0J

1V

0J

1H

1E

1Q

011

110

101

100

P →====  

 

000000
1111}11,10,01,00{

}J,H,E,Q{Y

1110}10,01,00{

}H,E,Q{V

1101}11,01,00{

}J,E,Q{L

1011}11,10,00{

}J,H,Q{F

0111}11,10,01{

}J,H,E{C

0110}10,01{

}H,E{P

1001}11,00{

}J,Q{S

0101}11,01{

}J,H{B

1100}01,00{

}E,Q{A

0101}11,01{

}J,E{I

1010}10,00{

}H,Q{O
000111J001010H010001E100000Q

→=∅
→=

==

→=

==

→=

==
→=

==

→=

==

→=

==

→=

==
→=

==

→=

==

→=

==

→=

==
→=→=→=→=

 

Figure 1. Two-stroke alphabet of automaton variables  

 
At first all the pairs are encoded by the symbols of two-stroke alphabet and then the union of the 

first three cubes is made according with the rule “co-edge” operator [3]: vectors differing in one 

coordinate are minimized in one vector. Further the resulting coverage of two cubes is encoded 

by qubit vectors, corresponding to the given symbols. For modeling fault-free behavior it is 

enough to have only one cube (zero or unit one), since the second one is always a complement to 

the first. Consequently, for example, if we choose the unit cube determining 1 in the output, we 

can remove the bit of output primitive status, reducing the dimension of the cube or primitive 

model up to the number of addressable primitive states of the element, where address is the vector 

composed of the binary values of the input variables, by which output state of the primitive is 

determined. By analogy any truth table can be led to the qubit functionality in the form of vector 

of output states of logic element of n inputs. 

 

The modeling procedure for Q-vector of the functionality is reduced to writing the bit status in the 

output variable Y; the bit address is formed by concatenation of values of input variables: 

)X*...X*...X*X(Q)X(QY kj21== . For modeling digital systems components of which are 

Q-primitives interrelated on the basis of M-vector of equipotential lines, the processing procedure 

is defined by the equation: )]X*...X*...X*X(M[Q)]X(M[Q)Y(M kj21== . Taken into 

account numbering of Q-primitives the universal procedure for modeling the current i-element 

has the following format: )]X*...X*...X*X(M[Q)]X(M[Q)Y(M
iikij2i1iiiii == . In this 

case, the algorithm for analyzing digital system is greatly simplified and the performance of 

interpretative modeling is improved in 
n2  times by increasing the amount of memory to describe 

the functionality of a circuit structure.  

 

Synthesis of Q-coverage for a digital system is reduced to performing superposition of Q-vectors 

of the functionalities included in it. For example, for three primitives (and, and-not, and-not), 

which compose a circuit, the operation of superposition generates a Q-vector of whole 

functionality, where its dimension is greater than the sum of Q-coverages of the original 

primitives: 
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a
b

0 0 0 1 c

d
e

1 1 1 0 f

c
f

1 1 1 0 g =

a
b
d
e

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 g .

 

But at that, modeling procedure for a Q-vector of the structure has a higher performance, because 

it supposes only one access to the Q-coverage for reading the content of a single cell instead of 

three ones, when a system is represented by three primitives. 

 

Three-element circuit, represented by Q-vectors above, can be defined by the circuit (useful for 

human), where corresponding decimal numbers are used instead of the vectors: 

 

g34679

e
d
b
a

g14
f
c

f14
e
d

c1
b
a

=

. 

 

When processing such form of functional coverage it is necessary to transform a binary code to a 

decimal vector and calculate the cell address, the contents of which determines the state of the 

output variable, in this case – g. Naturally, the decimal code exists on paper and in the computer 

this representation is always a binary vector. In fact, the "soft" circuitry for identifying 

(numbering) interconnects is perspective, because it is not associated with connecting wires, 

which are replaced by addresses or line numbers, creating flexible structure of a digital product 

for replacing primitives in case of detection of design errors or defects. 

 

Qubit representation of functional elements also allows introducing new circuit designations 

associated with the decimal number of Q-vector defining the functionality. If the system of 

logical elements includes n=2 inputs, then the number of all possible functions is equal to 
n22k = , where the types or numbers of functionals are presented in the bottom row of the 

following table: 

1514131211109876543210f
101010101010101011
110011001100110010
111100001111000001
111111110000000000

=  

Moreover, on the basis of a set of qubits of the first level, defining functions of two variables, we 

can enter a qubit for unitary encoding two-input functions that allows creating a structure for 

simultaneous defining and analyzing all the states of the discrete system, where the input 

variables are the functionals of the first level: 

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
01 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
10 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
11 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Q = 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  

This table summarizes four vector-primitives of input variables (00,01,10,11), forming 

42 22k
2

==  a complete set of all possible functions, which are considered as second-level 

primitives. Then primitive vectors of the output variables are represented (16 columns from 0000 

to 1111); they form 
162 22k

4
==  functional primitives, which are parts of a more complex 

discrete system and can be analyzed in parallel! Further it is possible to extrapolate creation of 

more complex system of qubits, where the vector Q=0111110000001100 represented by the 
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bottom row will be considered as one of 
1622k =  primitives of third hierarchy level. In each 

hierarchy level of qubits the number of states (the power set) is exponentially dependent on the 

number of primitives-vectors 
n22k = . If the vector Q includes all unit values 

Q=1111111111111111, it simultaneously determines the space containing 16 symbols of two-

stroke alphabet, which correspond to the power set on the universe of four primitives [3,5].  

 

The main innovative idea of quantum computation compared to the von Neumann machine is to 

move from the computational procedures of the byte operand, defining a single solution (point) in 

the discrete space to the quantum parallel processes of qubit operand, at the same time forming 

the Boolean of solutions. In this thesis the future of high-performance computers for parallel non-

digit analysis and synthesis of structures and services for discrete cyberspace are formulated. In 

other words, the computational complexity of the procedure for processing a set of n elements in 

the "quantum" processor and a single element in von Neumann machine are equal due to 

respective n-fold increase in the hardware complexity of the quantum structure. 

 

3. GRAPH STRUCTURES FOR DESCRIBING DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

 
A somewhat different circuitry, not based directly on the transistors can be presented in the form 

of graph structures, where each node (arc) is identified with the functional transformation, which 

is given by a Q-vector. The arc (node) defines the relationship between the functional Q-

coverages, as well as input and output variables. The implementation of such structures is based 

on the memory cells (LUT FPGA), which are capable to store information in the form of Q-

vector, where each bit or digit has an unique address, identified with the input word. However, 

the software implementation of the structures is competitive in the EDA market in speed due to 

address implementation of modeling processes for the functional primitives. In addition, 

hardware support for EDA systems in the form of Hardware Embedded Simulator (HES, Aldec) 

[5] acquires a new motivation for system-level design of digital products, when software and 

hardware solutions have the same qubit format. Below (Fig. 2) a combinational circuit, containing 

6 primitives and three different logic elements is proposed for consideration. 

 

Three generic graph forms of digital functionality, which use Q-vectors to define the behavior of 

logical primitives, correspond to the circuit and are shown in Fig. 3. The structure shown in Fig. 

3a contains 12 lines (arcs) associated with the quantum functionalities (1=0001 , 7=0111, 

14=1110). It is similar to the traditional structural-functional model of a combinational circuit. 

The graph in Fig. 3b like Sharshunov’s register transfer model [2], which is reversed first 

structure. Here, blue horizontal arcs are identified with functionalities, and nodes – with the 

groups of input lines for functionalities, combined in register variables by green vertical arcs. 

States of these lines form a binary vector used as an address for calculating the state of logic 

element or more complicated functional. The variables used in forming an address for a Q-vector 

of the functionality can be combined into a single node, with showing all the identificators of 

lines, which form vector-address. The register graph of the combinational circuit is ranked by 

levels of formation of input signals, enabling conditions for concurrent handling of the elements 

of the same level and performability of Seidel iterations [2], which improve the performance of 

algorithms for fault-free simulating digital systems. 

 

The structure, represented in Fig 3b, is interesting by its register implementation that can be used 

to formalize the descriptions of both software and hardware models of gate, registry and system 

levels. This presentation is difficult for perceiving by a person, but it is technological and easily 

“understood” by computer to automatically create software systems for analyzing and 

synthesizing computing structures and cyberspace services. Thus, the quantum-register graph of a 

digital circuit is discontinuous (by galvanic connections) flexible system of interconnected 
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addressed primitives for creating the functional structure of any complexity, especially on PLD, 

where all combinational primitives are implemented by memory elements (LUTs), which 

provides high operational performance and online repairing the logic modules. 

 

Figure 2. Combination structure of logical primitives  

 

                    

  a                          b                         с 

Figure 3. Graph forms of quantum functionalities 

 

A one-dimensional Q-vector is a vector describing the functionality. It can be associated with the 

output (internal) line of the unit, which is formed in the process of simulation of considered Q-

coverage. The register implementation of a combination unit can be represented by the modeling 

vector M. The functionality with arcs is associated with non-input lines going from the input 

variables, the values of which form an address of Q-vector bit that forms the state of non-input 

line under study (Fig. 3с). Otherwise, if the functionality is described by single output primitives, 

each of them can be identified by number or coordinate of non-input line associated with the 

element. If the functionality is multi-output, Q-coverage is represented by a matrix with the 

number of rows equal to the number of outputs. The preference of such primitive lies in the 

parallelism of concurrent computing the states of several outputs in one access to the matrix at the 

current address! This fact is an important argument in favor of synthesis of generalized qubits for 

fragments of a digital unit or whole circuit for their parallel processing in a single time frame.  

 

Closed to the ideal data structure in terms of compactness and processing time, where Q-vectors 

of functionalities and numbers of input variables are associated with non-input lines of the unit, is 

the following table: 

001111......

111100......

111100......
110000......Q

968612757A34......X
101110011111M
CBA987654321L

 

 

It shows external variables of a digital circuit, how many functional primitives are available in the 

structure, and which inputs are associated with each Q-vector. The advantage of the table is the 

absence of the vector of output numbers for each primitive, but it is still a need to have numbers 

of input variables for generating addresses, processing of which is time-consuming. Model for 

analyzing the circuit structure is simplified to calculating two addresses (!) when forming the 
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modeling vector )]X(M[QM iii =  by eliminating the complex address of the primitive output in 

writing output states to the coordinates of the vector M. 

The qubit-register graph of Fig. 3с can be represented as matrix q,1j;p,1i,ij ==µ=µ   for 

parallel-to-serial processing logic primitives:  

 

X14
X
XX7

X
XX1

X
X3

C14
9
697

5
771

4
32

B14
6
887

7
AA1

2
11

321ijµ

 

 

which shows the interaction of Q-coverages at three operation levels in accordance with the 

format (X–Q–Y) inputs-Q-vector-output for each primitive: [(1,2–1–A), (3,4–1–7)], [(A,7–7–8), 

(7,5–7–9)], [(8,6–14–B), (6,9–14–C)]. To provide the correctness of the functionality, it is 

necessary to generate all input variables till a given moment. Therefore quantum-register graph is 

split into operation levels, where all primitives within a single level can be processed in parallel, 

and the levels – in succession. Qubit matrix due to its regular structure is focused on solving the 

following problems: 1) Repair of logical primitives in the operation due to readdressing faulty 

elements on spare primitives (line 3) [2], just as is done in the memory matrix; 2) Index 

addressing each quantum of the matrix )Y,Q,X(, ijijijijij =µµ∈µ  for rapid repair of failed 

primitives (in the example we can replace three faulty primitives, one of each layer); 3) Providing 

high performance of combinational unit prototype based on quantum primitives implemented in 

PLD LUTs [2] due to parallel processing primitives of a single layer; 4) Developing a matrix 

quantum multi-processor, focused on synthesis of hardware prototypes of combinational units of 

large dimension to significantly speed up testing and verification of digital systems on chips like 

Aldec Hardware Embedded Simulator (HES) [2, 5]; 5) Developing methods of analysis and 

synthesis of combinational circuits, focused to matrix realizing quantum structures of logic 

elements by means of their implementation in PLD memory elements; 6) Developing a code 

generator for implementing the quantum matrix of the combinational circuit in the structure of 

PLD circuit primitives; 7) Designing a control automaton for functional processing and repairing 

the quantum matrix of combinational unit implemented in PLD structure. 

 

The model of control automaton for simulating qubit structure of the combinational circuit 

involves three items: 

 

1. The initiation of the next input action for combinational unit. 

 

2. Selection of the next layer (matrix column) with the number i for parallel processing 

qubit primitives Q to form output states at the address of an input word represented by the 

vector )X(M ij , where ijX  is a vector of numbers of input variables for the primitive 

ijQ , M is modeling vector for all lines of combinational unit:  

q,1j)],X(M[Q)Y(M ijijij == . 

 

3. Incrementing the index column i=i+1 and going to the item 2 for processing the next 

layer of qubit primitives. After the analysis of all the columns of the matrix pi =  

incrementing index of the next input pattern t=t+1 is performed, and subsequent going to 
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the item 1. When reaching a finite number of input patterns maxnt =  the loop for 

processing test of the qubit matrix ends. 
 

The hardware implementation of the quantum structure of the digital devices, based on the use of 

memory elements, is shown in Fig. 4. The structure of the circuit contains the following variables 

and functional elements: input is designed for serial entering input values of vector М; rst – 

general reset of the system (in this case for counters); clk – sync input; counter of inputs – counter 

for filling the input coordinates of the vector М; counter of element – counter of processed 

primitive number, which provides two cycles for reading the input set of two coordinates of the 

vector М; Q[3:1] – bus for number of processed primitive; Q[0] – variable for mode of reading 

input value from the vector M or writing the result to М. Memory: Ram 8x4 output – stores the 

number of primitive output lines; Ram 8x4 input 1 and Ram 8x4 input 2 – store the numbers of 

primitive input lines. Ram 16x1d – dual-port memory for storing the modeling vector М, where 

addr0 – address of the input 1 when the value 00 appears on control inputs of the multiplexer, 

address of writing result when the value 01 appears on control inputs of the multiplexer, address 

for initializing input data when the value 1X appears on control inputs of the multiplexer; addr1 – 

address of input 2 for processed primitive; di0 – memory data input when processing primitive 

(MUX=1) or external input when initializing input data (MUX=0); we – permission of writing in 

the vector М; do0 – output, corresponding to the input addr0; do1 – output, corresponding to the 

input addr1. RAM 32x1 is designed for storing Q-vectors defined functionalities of combinational 

circuit: di – data input that can be used to initialize (write) the structure of quanta; addr – [4:0]: 

addr[4:2] – element number, addr[1:0] – input set for a primitive. 
 

The complexity of hardware implementation of the combinational circuit is 150 gates, which 

include 20 LUTs of Xilinx Spartan 3E element system. The speed of the operation or generation 

of the modeling vector is 180 ns. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The qubit structure of combination devices provides an opportunity to make a simple automaton 

from the combinational circuit (integrating memory, functionality quanta, transaction operation) 

and move from the software simulation of digital systems for the hardware emulation of 

structures and processes, which are invariant with respect to implementation technologies. An 

analogue and prototype is Dr. Stanley Hyduke’s hardware accelerator of simulation processes 

PRUS (Aldec Inc.) [2, 5] focused on reducing the time of the design and verification of digital 

systems on chips. But it is proposed to use the processor for soft (address based) hardware 

simulating qubit structures for the direct functional purpose as a computing product, delivering 

services to the consumer. This maintains the high speed operation of the device, supplemented by 

an opportunity of repairing in real time that is important for critical system. 

 

1. Qubit models for describing digital systems and components are proposed, which are 

characterized by compactness of description of the truth tables in the form of Q-

coverages due to the unitary encoding input states, which gives an opportunity to improve 

the performance of software and hardware applications for the interpretative simulation 

of computing devices due to address analysis of logic primitives.  

 

2. The matrix model of qubit primitives for implementing combinatorial circuits is 

represented; it is characterized by address combining of Q-coverages by using memory 

elements, which are softly connected in the digital circuit through the state vector of lines 

that enables repairing faulty logic primitives in real-time by way of re-addressing them 

on spare components at sufficiently high speed operation of the computing device. 
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3. An innovative idea of quantum computation is described, which is characterized by the 

transition from the computational procedures with byte operand, defining a single 

solution (point) in a discrete space, to the logical register parallel processes with the qubit 

operand, simultaneously generating a power set of solutions that enables to define new 

perspectives of creating high-performance computers for parallel analyzing and 

synthesizing discrete structures and services in cyberspace. 

 

 

Figure 4. Hardware implementation of qubit structure of combinational circuit 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Twitter is a popular microblogging service where users create status messages (called 

“tweets”). These tweets sometimes express opinions about different topics; and are presented to 

the user in a chronological order. This format of presentation is useful to the user since the 

latest tweets from are rich on recent news which is generally more interesting than tweets about 

an event that occurred long time back. Merely, presenting tweets in a chronological order may 

be too embarrassing to the user, especially if he has many followers. Therefore, there is a need 

to separate the tweets into different categories and then present the categories to the user. 

Nowadays Text Categorization (TC) becomes more significant especially for the Arabic 

language which is one of the most complex languages. 

 

In this paper, in order to improve the accuracy of tweets categorization a system based on 

Rough Set Theory is proposed for enrichment the document’s representation. The effectiveness 

of our system was evaluated and compared in term of the F-measure of the Naïve Bayesian 

classifier and the Support Vector Machine classifier. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Twitter is a popular micro-blogging service where users search for timely and social information. 
As in the rest of the world, users in Arab countries engage in social media applications for 
interacting and posting information, opinions, and ideas [1]. Users post short text messages called 
tweets, which are limited by 140 characters [2] [3] in length and can be viewed by user’s 
followers. These tweets sometimes express opinions about different topics; and are presented to 
the user in a chronological order [4]. This format of presentation is useful to the user since the 
latest tweets are generally more interesting than tweets about an event that occurred long time 
back. Merely, presenting tweets in a chronological order may be too embarrassing to the user, 
especially if he has many followers [5] [6]. Therefore, there is a great need to separate the tweets 
into different categories and then present the categories to the user. Text Categorization (TC) is a 
good way to solve this problem. 
 
Text Categorization Systems try to find a relation between a set of Texts and a set of category.ies 
(tags, classes). Machine learning is the tool that allows deciding whether a Text belongs to a set 
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of predefined categories [6]. Several Text   Categorization Systems have been conducted for 
English and other European languages, 
Arabic Text Categorization [7]. Arabic language is a highly inflected language and it requires a 
set of pre-processing to be manipulated, it is a Semitic language that has a very complex 
morphology compared with English. In the process of Text Categorization the document must 
pass through a series of steps (Figure.1): transformation the different types of documents into brut 
text, removed the stop words which are considered irrelevant words (prepositions
and finally all words must be stemmed. Stemming is the process consists to extract the root from 
the word by removing the affixes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. To represent the internal of each 
document, the document must passed by the
process consists of three phases [15]:

a) All the terms appear in the documents corpus has been stocked in the super vector.

b) Term selection is a kind of dimensionality reduction, it aims at proposing a new set 
in the super vector to some criteria [16] [17] [18];

c) Term weighting in which, for each term selected in phase (b) and for every document, a 
weight is calculated by TF-IDF which combine the definitions of term frequency and inverse 
document frequency [19]. 

Finally, the classifier is built by learning the characteristics of each category from a training set of 
documents. After building of classifier, its effectiveness of is tested by applying it to the test set 
and verifies the degree of corresponden
corpus. 
 
Not that, one of the major problems in Text Categorization is the document’s representation 
where we still limited only by the terms or words that occur in the document. In our work, we 
believe that Arabic Tweets (which are Short Text Messages) representation is challenge and 
crucial stage. It may impact positively or negatively on the accuracy of any Tweets 
Categorization system, and therefore the improvement of the representation step will 
necessity to the improvement of any Text Categorization system very greatly.
 

Figure .1 Architecture of TC System
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To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose a system for Tweets Categorization based on 
Rough Set Theory (RST) [20] [21]. This latter is a mathematical tool to deal with vagueness and 
uncertainty. RST has been introduced by Pawlak in the early 1980s [20], it has been integrated in 
many Text mining applications such as for features selection [], in this work we proposed to use 
the Upper Approximation based RST to enrich the Tweet’s Representation by using other terms 
in the corpus with which there is semantic links; it has been successful in many applications. In 
this theory each set in a universe is described by a pair of ordinary sets called Lower and Upper 
Approximations, determined by an equivalence relation in the Universe [20]. 
 
The remainder parts of this paper are organized as follows: we begin with a brief review on 
related work in Arabic Tweets Categorization in the next section. Section III presents introduction 
of the Rough Set Theory and his Tolerance Model; section IV presents two machine learning 
algorithms for Text Categorization (TC): Naïve Bayesian and Support Vector Machine classifiers 
used in our system; section V describes our proposed system for Arabic Tweets Categorization; 
section VI conducts the experiments results; finally, section VII concludes this paper and presents 
future work and some perspectives. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
A number of recent papers have addressed the categorization of tweets most of them were tested 
against English Text [4] [30] [31]. Furthermore Categorization Systems that address Arabic 
Tweets are very rare in the literature [1]. This latter work realized by Rehab Nasser et al. presents 
a roadmap for understanding Arabic Tweets through two main objectives. The first is to predict 
tweet popularity in the Arab world. The second one is to analyze the use of Arabic proverbs in 
Tweets, The Arabic proverbs classification model was labeled "Category" with four class values 
sport, religious, political, and ideational. 
 
On the other hand a wide range of Text Categorization based Rough Set Theory have been 
developed most of them were tested against English Text [39] [40]. Concerning Text 
Categorization Systems based on Rough Set that address Arabic Text is rare in the literature [41]. 
 
In Arabic Text Categorization we found Sawaf presented in [32] uses statistical methods such as 
maximum entropy to cluster Arabic news articles; the results derived by these methods were 
promising without morphological analysis. In [33], NB was applied to classify Arabic web data; 
the results showed that the average accuracy was 68.78%. The work of Duwairi [34] describes a 
distance-based classifier for Arabic text categorization. In [35] Laila et al. compared between 
Manhattan distance and Dice measures using N-gram frequency statistical technique against 
Arabic data sets collected from several online Arabic newspaper websites. The results showed 
that N-gram using Dice measure outperformed Manhattan distance. 
 
Mesleh et al. [36] used three classification algorithms, namely SVM, KNN and NB, to classify 
1445 texts taken from online Arabic newspaper archives. The compiled text Automated Arabic 
Text Categorization Using SVM and NB 125 were classified into nine classes: Computer, 
Economics, Education, Engineering, Law, Medicine, Politics, Religion and Sports. Chi Square 
statistics was used for features selection. [36] Discussed that "Compared to other classification 
methods, their system shows a high classification effectiveness for Arabic data set in terms of F 
measure (F=88.11)". 
 
Thabtah et al. [37] investigate NB algorithm based on Chi Square feature selection method. The 
experimental results compared against different Arabic text categorization data sets provided 
evidence that features selection often increases classification accuracy by removing rare terms. In 
[38] NB and KNN were applied to classify Arabic text collected from online Arabic newspapers. 
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The results show that the NB classifier outperformed KNN base on Cosine coefficient with 
regards to macro F1, macro recall and macro precision measures. 
Recently, Hadni et al. team [7] presents an Effective Arabic Stemmer Based Hybrid Approach for 
Arabic Text Categorization. 
Note that, in any Text Categorization system the center point is the document and its 
representation that may impact positively or negatively on the accuracy of the system. 
 
In the following section we present the Rough Set Theory, its mathematical background and also 
the Tolerance Rough Set Model which is proposed to deal with Text Representation. 
 

3. ROUGH SET THEORY 

 
3.1. Rough Set Theory 

 
In this section we present Rough Set Theory that has been originally developed as a tool for data 
analysis and classification [20] [21]. It has been successfully applied in various tasks, such as 
features selection/extraction, rule synthesis and classification. The central point of Rough Set 
theory is the notion of set approximation: any set in U (a non-empty set of object called the 
universe) can be approximated by its lower and upper approximation. In order to define lower and 
upper approximation we need to introduce an indiscernibility relation that could be any 
equivalence relation R (reflexive, symmetric, transitive). For two objects x, y ϵ U, if xRy then we 
say that x and y are indiscernible from each other. The indiscernibility relation R induces a 
complete partition of universe U into equivalent classes [x]R, x ϵ U [22]. 
 
We define lower and upper approximation of set X, with regards to an approximation space 
denoted by A = (U, R), respectively as: 
 
                                                     LR(X) = {x ϵ U: [x]R ⊆ X}                                                      (1) 
                                                UR(X) = {x ϵ U: [x]R ∩ X ≠ Ф}                                                   (2) 

Approximations can also be defined by mean of rough membership function. Given rough 

membership function µX: U → [0, 1] of a set X ⊆ U, the rough approximation is defined as: 
 
                                                LR(X) = {x ϵ U: µX(x, X) = 1}                                                    (3) 
                                                UR(X) = {x ϵ U: µX(x, X) > 0}                                                    (4) 

Note that, given rough membership function as:  

                                                        µX(x, X) = 
| [�]�  ∩ 	 |

| [�]� |
                                                          (5) 

Rough Set Theory is dedicated to any data type but when it comes with Documents 
Representation we use its Tolerance Model described in the next section. 
 

3.2. Tolerance Rough Set Model 

Let D= {d1, d2…, dn} be a set of document and T= {t1, t2…, tm} set of index terms for D. with the 
adoption of the vector space model, each document di is represented by a weight vector {wi1, 
wi2…, wim} where wij denotes the weight of index term j in document i. The tolerance space is 
defined over a universe of all index terms U= T= {t1, t2…, tm} [23]. 
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Let fdi(ti) denotes the number of index terms ti in document di; fD(ti, tj) denotes the number of 
documents in D in which both index terms ti an tj occurs. The uncertainty function I with regards 
to threshold θ is defined as: 
 
                                                       Iθ = {tj | fD(ti, tj) ≥ θ} U {ti}                                                   (6) 

Clearly, the above function satisfies conditions of being reflexive and symmetric. So Iθ(Ii) is the 
tolerance class of index term ti. Thus we can define the membership function µ for Ii ϵ T, X ⊆ T 
as [24]: 

                                                 µX(ti, X) = v(Iθ(ti), X) = 
| 
���� ∩� | 

| 
���� | 
                                              (7) 

Finally, the lower and the upper approximation of any document di ⊆ T can be determined as: 
 
                                                      LR(di) = {ti ϵ T: v(Iθ(ti), di) = 1}                                             (8) 
                                                      UR(di) = {ti ϵ T: v(Iθ(ti), di) > 0}                                             (9) 

 

Once the documents handling is finished, the results will be the entry of any Text Categorization 
System. In the following section we present two of the most popular Machine Learning 
algorithms, Naïve Bayesian and the Vector Machine. 

 

4. BASED MACHINE LEARNING 
 
TC is the task of automatically sorting a set of documents into categories from a predefined set. 
This section covers two algorithms among the used known Machine Learning Algorithms for TC: 
Naïve Bayesian (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
 

4.1. Naïve Bayesian Classifier 
 
The NB is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Baye's theorem, and its powerful, 
easy and language independent method. [25] 

When the NB classifier is applied on the TC problem we use equation (10) 

                                      p(class | document)= 
��������.��������� |������

����������
                                     (10) 

where: 

P (class | document): It’s the probability that a given document D belongs to a given class C 
P (document): The probability of a document, it's a constant that can be ignored 
P (class): The probability of a class, it’s calculated from the number of documents in the category 
divided by documents number in all categories 
P (document | class): it’s the probability of document given class, and documents can be 
represented by a set of words: 

                                          p(document | class) = ∏ p�word# |class�#                                        (11) 
so: 

                                  p(class | document)= p(class).∏ p�word# | class�#                                   (12) 

where: 
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p�word# | class�: The probability that a given word occurs in all documents of class C, and this 
can be computed as follows: 

                                                      p�word# |class� = 
(� ) * 

+� ) ,
                                                     (13) 

where: 

Tct: The number of times that the word occurs in that category C. 
Nc: The number of words in category C. 
V: The size of the vocabulary table. 
λ: The positive constant, usually 1, or 0.5 to avoid zero probability. 

4.2. Support Vector Machine Classifier 
 
SVM introduced by Vapnik [26] and has been introduced in TC by Joachims [27]. Based on the 
structural risk minimization principle from the computational learning theory, SVM seeks a 
decision surface to separate the training data points into two classes and makes decisions based 
on the support vectors that are selected as the only effective elements in the training set. 
 
Given a set of N linearly separable points N = {xi ϵ Rn | i = 1, 2… N}, each point xi belongs to 
one of the two classes, labeled as yi ϵ {-1, 1}. A separating hyper-plane divides S into 2 sides, 
each side containing points with the same class label only. The separating hyper-plane can be 
identified by the pair (w, b) that satisfies: w.x + b = 0 

and: 
                                                          w.xi + b ≥ +1 if yi = +1                                                    (14) 
                                                          w.xi + b ≤ -1 if yi = -1 

For i = 1, 2… N; where the dot product operation (.) is defined by:  

w.x = ∑ wi.xi 

For vectors w and x, thus the goal of the SVM learning is to find the Optimal Separating Hyper 
plane (OSH) that has the maximal margin to both sides. This can be formularized as: 
 

minimize: 
.

/
 w.w 

subject to 

                                              w.xi + b ≥ +1 if yi = +1 for i = 1, 2,…, N                                    (15) 
                                               w.xi + b ≤ -1 if yi = -1 

Figure 2 shows the optimal separating hyper-plane 
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Figure .2 Learning Support Vector Classifier

The small crosses and circles represent positive and negative training examples, respectively, 
whereas lines represent decision surfaces. Decision surface 
among those shown, the best possible one, as it is the middle element of the widest set of parallel 
decision surfaces (i.e., its minimum distance to any training example is maximum). Small boxes 
indicate the Support Vectors. 
 
During classification, SVM makes decision based on the OSH instead of the whole training set. It 
simply finds out on which side of the OSH the test pattern is located. This property makes SVM 
highly competitive, compared with other traditional pattern recognition meth
computational efficiency and predictive accuracy [28].
 
The method described is applicable also to the case in which the positives and the negatives are 
not linearly separable. Yang and Liu [28] experimentally compared the linear case (nam
the assumption is made that the categories are linearly separable) with the nonlinear case on a 
standard benchmark, and obtained slightly better results in the former case.
 

5. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
 
In this section we present in detail our proposed system for Arabic Tweets Categorization.
proposed system The proposed system contains two mains components, the first component 
generate the Upper Approximation for each Tweet to extend the Tweet’s Representation by 
taking into account not just their words but also the words with which there is semantic links 
(Figure 3); the second one does the categorization using the Naïve Bayesian and the Support 
Vector Machine. 
 
The treatment goes through the following steps: each 
removing Arabic stop words, Latin words and special characters like (/, #, $, ect…). After that for 
each word in corpus we make the following operations: 
 

• Apply a stemmer algorithm to generate the root and eliminate 
algorithms have been proposed in this topic such as Khoja [11] and Light Stemmer [13] 
which are both the most known algorithms for Arabic text preprocessing; we used in this 
stage Khoja as a stemmer algorithm.

 

• Calculate the frequency in the document and also in the hole corpus.
 

• Determine the tolerance class of terms which contains all the words that occur with our word 
in the same document a number of times upper than 
the formula (6). 
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The small crosses and circles represent positive and negative training examples, respectively, 
whereas lines represent decision surfaces. Decision surface σi (indicated by the thicker line) is, 
among those shown, the best possible one, as it is the middle element of the widest set of parallel 
decision surfaces (i.e., its minimum distance to any training example is maximum). Small boxes 

ification, SVM makes decision based on the OSH instead of the whole training set. It 
simply finds out on which side of the OSH the test pattern is located. This property makes SVM 
highly competitive, compared with other traditional pattern recognition methods, in terms of 
computational efficiency and predictive accuracy [28]. 

The method described is applicable also to the case in which the positives and the negatives are 
not linearly separable. Yang and Liu [28] experimentally compared the linear case (nam
the assumption is made that the categories are linearly separable) with the nonlinear case on a 
standard benchmark, and obtained slightly better results in the former case. 

YSTEM FOR ARABIC TWEETS CATEGORIZATION

we present in detail our proposed system for Arabic Tweets Categorization.
proposed system The proposed system contains two mains components, the first component 
generate the Upper Approximation for each Tweet to extend the Tweet’s Representation by 
aking into account not just their words but also the words with which there is semantic links 

(Figure 3); the second one does the categorization using the Naïve Bayesian and the Support 

The treatment goes through the following steps: each Tweet in the corpus will be cleaned by 
removing Arabic stop words, Latin words and special characters like (/, #, $, ect…). After that for 
each word in corpus we make the following operations:  

Apply a stemmer algorithm to generate the root and eliminate the redundancy. too many 
algorithms have been proposed in this topic such as Khoja [11] and Light Stemmer [13] 
which are both the most known algorithms for Arabic text preprocessing; we used in this 
stage Khoja as a stemmer algorithm. 

frequency in the document and also in the hole corpus. 

Determine the tolerance class of terms which contains all the words that occur with our word 
in the same document a number of times upper than θ. This tolerance class is defined using 
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After these operations we can calculate the approximations for each document by using the 
formula (8) for the lower and the formula (9) for the upper approximation. Then term weighting 
in which, for each term a weight is calculated by TF-IDF which combine the definitions of term 
frequency and inverse document frequency. 
 

 

Figure .3 Example of Rough Set Application 

To illustrate the semantics links discovered by the Upper Approximation, Figure 3 presents an 
example of Arabic Tweet after the pre-processing; the initial tweet contains the word show / عرض 
we saw that the word cinema / السينما was added to the generated Upper Approximation because 
the two words are semantically related and often found with each other. 
 
Finally, the classifier is built by learning the characteristics of each category from a training set of 
Tweets. After building of classifier, its effectiveness is tested by applying it to the test set and 
verifies the degree of correspondence between the obtained results and those encoded in the 
corpus. 
 

6. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 
 
To illustrate that our proposed method can improve the Tweet’s representation by using the 
Upper Approximation of RST and therefore can enhance the performance of our Arabic Tweets 
Categorization System. In this section a series of experiments has been conducted. 
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Figure .4 Descriptions of Our Experiments

Figure 4 describes our experiment with and without applying the Upper Approximation based 
Rough Set Theory. 
 
The data set used in our experiments is collected from Twitter by using 
which is a freely Excel template that makes it super easier to collect
This corpus is manually classified into six categories (Table 1)

/News ,السينما ا�خبار  , Documentary/

.Table 2 contains some examples of Tweets collected from Twitter .ا�قتصاد
 
The dataset has been divided into two parts: training an
the documents per category. The testing data, on the other hand consist of 30% the documents of 
each category. 
 

Table 1. The 6 categories and the number of Tweets in each one

Category

Cinema/

Documentary/

Economy/

Health/

News/
Tourism/

Total/

 

To assess the performance of the proposed system, a series of experiments has been conducted. 
The effectiveness of our system 
using the NB and the SVM classifiers used in our TC system.
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Figure 4 describes our experiment with and without applying the Upper Approximation based 

The data set used in our experiments is collected from Twitter by using NodeXL Excel Template 

which is a freely Excel template that makes it super easier to collect Twitter network data [29].
This corpus is manually classified into six categories (Table 1). These categories are: Cinema/

, Documentary/ وثائقي  , Health/ الصحة  , Tourism/ السياحة   and Economics/

. Table 2 contains some examples of Tweets collected from Twitter. 

The dataset has been divided into two parts: training and testing. The training data consist of 70% 
the documents per category. The testing data, on the other hand consist of 30% the documents of 

he 6 categories and the number of Tweets in each one 

Category Number of Tweets 

Cinema/79 السينما 

Documentary/64 وثائقي 

Economy/قتصاد� 63 ا

Health/71 الصحة 

News/90 ا�خبار 
Tourism/83 السياحة 

Total/450 المجموع 

To assess the performance of the proposed system, a series of experiments has been conducted. 
The effectiveness of our system has been evaluated and compared in term of the F1
using the NB and the SVM classifiers used in our TC system. 
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Figure 4 describes our experiment with and without applying the Upper Approximation based 

NodeXL Excel Template 

network data [29]. 
. These categories are: Cinema/ 

and Economics/ 

d testing. The training data consist of 70% 
the documents per category. The testing data, on the other hand consist of 30% the documents of 

To assess the performance of the proposed system, a series of experiments has been conducted. 
has been evaluated and compared in term of the F1-measure 
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F1-measure can be calculated using Recall and Precision measures as follow: 

                                                  F1-measure = 
/ ∗ �12��#�#�� ∗ 3������

12��#�#�� ) 3�����
                                           (16) 

Precision and Recall both are defined as follows: 

                                                            Precision = 
(1

�(1)41�
                                                        (17) 

                                                              Recall = 
(1

�(1)4+�
                                                          (18) 

where: 

• True Positive (TP) refers to the set of Documents which are correctly assigned to the given 
category. 

• False Positive (FP) refers to the set of documents which are incorrectly assigned to the 
category. 

• False Negative (FN) refers to the set of documents which are incorrectly not assigned to the 
category. 

Table 2. Examples of the Tweets in the corpus 
 

Category Tweets in Arabic Tweets in English 

Cinema/السينما 

تغرق في عالم يكتنفه الجنون و 
 القتل و القوى الخارقة للطبيعة

Drowning in a world beset by 
madness, murder and 
supernatural powers 

اغتيال القصة الحقيقية لمخطط 
 الرئيس ريتشارد نيكسون

The real story of the 
assassination’s plot of the 
President Richard Nixon 

Documentary/

 وثائقي

نھر ": حرب السدود"تحت المجھر 
 النيل اGن على الجزيرة الوثائقية

Under the microscope "war 
dams": the Nile River is now 
on Al Jazeera Documentary 

أيام و يعرض البرنامج  6بقي 

على قناة " الكون الكبير"العالمي 

أبو ظبي: ناشونال جيوغرافيك   

6 days left and the global 
program the "big universe" 
will be displayed on the 
National Geographic Abu 
Dhabi Channel 

Economy/

 ا�قتصاد

مستوياته صعود الذھب إلى أعلى 
ثYثة أسابيع ونصف بعد موافقة 
واشنطن على توجيه جوية على 

 العراق

The rise of gold to its highest 
level, three and a half weeks 
after the approval of 
Washington to direct flights 
on Iraq 

المبيعات ا[جمالية لشركات 

مقارنة  2%ا�سمنت تتراجع بنسبة 
 بالشھر الماضي

Total sales of cement 
companies falls by 2% 
compared to last month 

Health/الصحة 

ذكرنا أعراض و عYمات السكتة 
القلبية في تغريدتنا السابقة في تمام 

صباحا 10الساعة   

We mentioned symptoms and 
signs of heart attack in the 
previous Tweet at 10:00 

أخصائية تغذية لعمل نظام غذائي 
 مرتفع السعرات ومناسب لك

Dietitian makes a high-calorie 
diet and suitable for you 
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News/ا�خبار 

سقوط قذيفة ھاون افضى إلى إصابة 

في تونس سباق 

Tourism/يعتبر أحد أكثر  السياحة

Figure .5 Representation of the Precision’s Average

Figure .

Figure 7. Representation of the F1
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سقوط قذيفة ھاون افضى إلى إصابة 
 محافظ ا�نبار بجروح بليغة

A mortar shell fell led to the 
injury of the governor of 
Anbar by a seriously injuries

في تونس سباق : حوارات و تقارير

 محموم للظفر بمنسب الرئيس

Dialogues and reports: in 
Tunisia a frantic race to win 
the post of president 

: ا�ماكن السياحية في تركيا

 التفاصيل

Tourist places in Turkey: 
Details 

يعتبر أحد أكثر منتجع شاموني 
 المنتجعات شھرة في فرنسا

Resort of Chamonix is one of 
the most famous resorts in 
France 

 

Figure .5 Representation of the Precision’s Average 

 

Figure .6 Representation of the Recall’s Average 

 

Figure 7. Representation of the F1-measure’s Average 
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Figure 7 shows the obtained F1-measure results with and without using the Rough Set Theory in 
our Arabic Tweets Categorization System. These results illustrate that using the Rough Set 
Theory enhances greatly the performance of Arabic Tweets Categorization. 
 
Using the SVM classifier, applying RST performed better results for the five classes: Cinema (86, 
4), Documentary (91, 9), Economy (90, 98), News (87, 52) and Tourism (88, 51) compared to the 
Categorization without using the RST: Cinema (85, 6), Documentary (84, 4), Economy (85, 35), 
News (85, 45) and Tourism (85, 54). But an average F1-measure the 87, 13 % with using the RST 
compared to 84, 39 % without using the RST. 
 
To validate our results, we used another classifier which is the NB and the results was 85, 49 % 
with applying the RST compared to 84 % without using the RST. 
The precision and the recall results showed in Figure 5 respectively in Figure 6 illustrate also that 
using the RST influence positively in the process of Arabic Tweets Categorization by enriching 
the Tweet representation with others terms that not occurred in and they have some semantic 
links with the Tweet’s terms. 
 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Tweets Categorization becomes an interest topic in recent years especially for the Arabic 
Language. Tweets Representation plays a vital role and may impact positively or negatively on 
the performance of any Tweets Categorization System. In this paper, we have proposed an 
effective method for Tweets Representation based on Rough Set Theory. This latter enriches and 
adds other terms which are semantically related with the original terms existing in the original 
Tweets. The proposed method has been integrated and tested for Arabic Tweets Categorization 
using NB and SVM classifiers. 
 
The obtained results show that using the Upper Approximation of the Rough Set Theory increases 
significantly the F1-measure of the Tweets Categorization Systems.  
 
In our future work, we will focus on using an external resource like Arabic WordNet or Arabic 
Wikipedia to add more semantic links between terms in Tweets Representation step. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Visual Cryptography is a special encryption technique that encrypts the secret image into n 

number of shares to hide information in images in such a way that it can be decrypted by the 

human visual system. It is imperceptible to reveal the secret information unless a certain 

number of shares (k) or more are superimposed. Simple visual cryptography is very insecure.  

 

Variable length key based visual cryptography for color image uses a variable length Symmetric 

Key based Visual Cryptographic Scheme for color images where a secret key is used to encrypt 

the image and division of the encrypted image is done using Random Number. Unless the secret 

key, the original image will not be decrypted. Here secret key ensures the security of image. 

 

 This paper describes the overall process of above scheme. Encryption process encrypts the 

Original Image using variable length Symmetric Key, gives encrypted image. Share generation 

process divides the encrypted image into n number of shares using random number. Decryption 

process stacks k number of shares out of n to reconstruct encrypted image and uses the same 

key for decryption. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Visual Cryptography, Secret Sharing, Random Number, Symmetric Key.   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Cryptography is study of mathematical technique to provide the methods for information security. 

It provides such services like authentication, data security, and confidentiality. Visual 

cryptography is one of the techniques used in modern world to maintain the secret massage 

transmission. In this technique no need of any cryptographic algorithms likes symmetric (DES, 

AES, TRIPLE DES etc) and asymmetric (RSA, Diffie- Hellman, Elliptic Curve Cryptographic) 

algorithms. Noar and Shamir introduce visual cryptography in 1994 [2]. This technique is used to 
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reduce complexity of encrypted and decrypted method and also two way communication can be 

achieved very securely. Traditional techniques use private and public key concepts. But it could 

be achieved only by the distribution of keys [7].  

 

Until the year 1997 visual cryptography schemes were applied to only black and white images. 

First colored visual cryptography scheme was developed by Verheul and Van Tilborg. Image is a 

multimedia component sensed by human perception. A color digital image is composed of a finite 

number of elements called pixels. In a 24 bit digital image each pixel consists of 24 bits, which 

includes three parts, namely Red, Green and Blue, each with 8 bits [1][2]. 

 

Human visual system acts as an OR function.  If shares are printed on transparencies and stack 

together then anyone can visualize the image. To make it more secure we are using variable 

length symmetric key. Fixed length key can be easily computed by combination of characters by 

the attacker. For variable length key, it is difficult to find the key as the length can be 0 to any 

number. 

 

A Key is used to provide more security so that attacker cannot retrieve the secret information 

without the key. Original image is encrypted using key and produces cipher. Cipher is decrypted 

using key and the original image is retrieved. Same key is used for encryption and decryption 

called symmetric encryption. 

 

 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Visual cryptography proposed by Naor and Shamir where encryption of image means the 

generation of shares without any cryptographic computation.  Original image is divided into n 

number by shares by applying any k-n secret sharing visual cryptographic scheme. Decryption is 

done by human visual system means if shares are printed on transparencies and stack together 

then anyone can visualize the image. So, if anyone get some number of shares can easily decrypt 

the image. Simple visual cryptography is not very secure technique [1]. 

 

      Watermarking using visual cryptography where original image is divided into shares, with k-n 

secret sharing visual cryptography scheme. An enveloping technique is proposed where the secret 

shares are enveloped within apparently innocent covers of digital pictures using LSB replacement 

digital watermarking. This adds security to visual cryptography technique from illicit attack as it 

befools the hacker’s eye. K-n secret sharing process is simple as random number is used. Shares 

contain the original image contents, if anyone get shares then original image can be obtained [10]. 

 
     The shares are enveloped into apparently innocent cover of digital pictures and can be sent 

through same or different communication channels. Invisible digital watermarking befools the 

hacker. Watermarking is a technique to put a signature of the owner within the creation. As shares 

are generated from the original image this scheme does not provide more security [2]. 
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3. PROPOSED WORK 

 

 

 

  

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.  Overall process 

 

3.1. Module – 1 

 
Image encryption using secret key    
       

 Original image is encrypted using key. A user generated any combination of characters of 

varying length gives a key. Generated key and original image are taken as input. Pixel array is 

computed from original image and  key is XOR ed with pixel array to give encrypted image. The 

contents of original image and encrypted image are totally different, this process makes encrypted 

image blur to some extent and provide security. 

 

• Take original image as a input; calculate width and height 

 
Figure 2. Original image 

 

• Convert each pixel  into 24-bit binary , so  size of image is (w*h*24) 

 

 

 

   

Encryption 

 

Share 

generation 

Decryption 

Original image 

Decrypted image 

(Original image) 

 

Encrypted image 
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Figure 3. 24-bit converted image 

 

• Enter key from user and calculate  length  also calculate 7 bit binary string 

Let key is: abcdef          length of key is: 6 

                                                                                l*7 

 

 

7-bit  

 

Figure 4. 7-bit binary String Key 

 

• XOR 24-bit converted image and 7-bit binary string key 

 

Figure 5. 24-bit encrypted image 

     

• Now the 24-bit encrypted image is reconstructed to get Encrypted image of size equal to 

original image size 

 
Figure 6. Encrypted image 
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3.2. Module - 2 

Division of encrypted image 

 

The encrypted image is then divided into n number of shares using k-n secret sharing visual 

cryptography scheme i.e. using Random Number such that the size of shares equals original 

image size. K number of shares is sufficient to reconstruct the encrypted image. k number of 

shares produced is stacked together to reconstruct the encrypted image. Decryption is impossible 

until the k number of shares are available. 

 

• Enter the number of shares you want to create,  suppose n  

and shares required for reconstruction are k  

 

Calculate recons = (n-k)+1 

 

• N number of shares equal to 24-bit converted image size will be created. 

• Take the encrypted image as input and convert it into 24-bit encrypted image. 

• Scan each bit of 24-bit encrypted image and check for bit 1, if bit is 1 then Random 

number generator will generate different numbers in the range 1 to n, (numbers generated 

will be equal to recons). 

 

• 1 is put in generated shares at the same position as in 24-bit encrypted image. 

 

• The same procedure is followed until total bits are scanned. 

 

• Then all the shares are reconstructed to make it equal to original image size. 
 

 
 

3.3. Module – 3 
 

Image decryption using secret key 
 

The decryption process consists of two steps. First step is done by human visual system where at 

least k number of shares out of n number of shares is superimposed to give reconstructed image. 

Human visual system acts as an OR function. For computer generated process,OR function can be 

used for the case of stacking k number of shares out of n. Second step is decryption of 

reconstructed image, where pixel array is computed from reconstructed image and XOR ed with 

same key used for encryption. Decrypted image is exactly equal to original image. 

 

• Input the number shares you have and the same key used for encryption. 

Shares should be equal to k or greater than k 

• Perform the bitor operation on converted shares to ger reconstructed encrypted image. 

• Now XOR the reconstructed encrypted image and converted key to get 24-bit decrypted 

image, it then reconstructed to give decrypted image equal to original image. 
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3. RESULT 

3.1. Encryption Process:  

         

                                                Original Image: onion.png

                                                Source image is

 

                                                           
 

                                             Figure 7. Original Image

 

                                           Secret Key is : 

 

                                           The Encrypted Image :
 

                                                              
 

                                                Figure 8. Encrypted Image

 

3.2. Division of image into number of shares

 

                              Number of Shares (n): 6

                                Numbers of shares for reconstruction (k): 4

 

                                              
                                         Share-

                                              
                                               Share-

                                              
                                                     Share-5

 
                       Figure 9. Image shares produced after applying k
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Original Image: onion.png 

Source image is 

 

Figure 7. Original Image 

Secret Key is : testing 

The Encrypted Image : 

 

Figure 8. Encrypted Image 

of image into number of shares  

Number of Shares (n): 6 

Numbers of shares for reconstruction (k): 4 

                  
-1                        Share-2 

                   
-3                         Share-4 

                  
5                            Share-6 

. Image shares produced after applying k-n Visual Cryptography 
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3.3. Decryption Process 
 

                                              Number of shares taken for 

 

                                                                       
 
                                       Figure 10

 

                                       Secret Key is: 

                                       Key is applied on reconstructed image. The Final image is:
 

                                                                     
 

                                               Figure

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
In visual cryptography encryption means the generation of shares and decryption in  is based on 

OR operation, so if a person gets sufficient k number of shares the image can be easily decrypted. 

So simple visual cryptography is not more secure.

 

In this paper we have proposed a variable length key based visual cryptography for color image 

with random number for share generation. In this scheme key adds robustness to the visual 

cryptography techniques and variable length of the key makes it more secur

have totally different information regards to original image. For share generation we are using 

random number which  needs very less mathematical calculation compare with other existing 

techniques of visual cryptography on color images 

for encryption and random number generator for share generation this process is more secure than 

other visual cryptography schemes [8].

Table 1.  Comparison of other processes with Proposed Scheme

 

 

Other processes 

 Share generation process is applied directly on 

original image. 

Generated shares contain the original image 

contents. 

Do not provide more security. 

Share generation process is complex.

Decryption is done by OR operation.
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Number of shares taken for reconstruction: 4 

                                                                        

10. Reconstructed Image 

Secret Key is: testing 

Key is applied on reconstructed image. The Final image is: 

                                                                      

Figure 11. Decrypted Image 

In visual cryptography encryption means the generation of shares and decryption in  is based on 

OR operation, so if a person gets sufficient k number of shares the image can be easily decrypted. 

So simple visual cryptography is not more secure. 

this paper we have proposed a variable length key based visual cryptography for color image 

with random number for share generation. In this scheme key adds robustness to the visual 

cryptography techniques and variable length of the key makes it more secure. Generated shares 

have totally different information regards to original image. For share generation we are using 

random number which  needs very less mathematical calculation compare with other existing 

techniques of visual cryptography on color images [3][4][5]. As we are using variable length key 

for encryption and random number generator for share generation this process is more secure than 

other visual cryptography schemes [8]. 
 

Comparison of other processes with Proposed Scheme 

Proposed scheme 

Share generation process is applied directly on Share generation process is applied on encrypted 

image. 

Generated shares contain the original image Generated shares have totally different contents.

Use of key makes it more secure. 

Share generation process is complex. Share generation process is simple as random 

number is used. 

Decryption is done by OR operation. Decryption is done by OR as well as XOR 

operation. 
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In visual cryptography encryption means the generation of shares and decryption in  is based on 

OR operation, so if a person gets sufficient k number of shares the image can be easily decrypted. 

this paper we have proposed a variable length key based visual cryptography for color image 

with random number for share generation. In this scheme key adds robustness to the visual 

e. Generated shares 

have totally different information regards to original image. For share generation we are using 

random number which  needs very less mathematical calculation compare with other existing 

[3][4][5]. As we are using variable length key 

for encryption and random number generator for share generation this process is more secure than 

Share generation process is applied on encrypted 

Generated shares have totally different contents. 

Share generation process is simple as random 

Decryption is done by OR as well as XOR 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Mining association rules is one of the most important data mining tasks. Its purpose is to 

generate intelligible relations between attributes in a database. However, its use in practice is 

difficult and still raises several challenges, in particular, the number of learned rules is often 

very large. Several techniques for reducing the number of rules have been proposed as 

measures of quality, syntactic filtering constraints, etc. However, these techniques do not limit 

the shortcomings of these methods. In this paper, we propose a new approach to mine 

association, assisted by a Boolean modeling of results in order to mitigate the shortcomings 

mentioned above and propose a cellular automaton based on a boolean process for mining, 

optimizing, managing and representing of the learned rules.  

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Cellular automaton, Data mining, Association Rules, Boolean modeling, Apriori-Cell 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Numerous studies on the association rules are made [2], [9], [11]. However, their uses in practice 

are difficult and still raises many challenges, especially the exorbitant number of rules learned, 

and the processing time. Recent studies have also proposed a series of solutions to improve the 

performance of the mining process [4], [5], [7], [15], [16], without eliminating the shortcomings 

of this method of search data. It became necessary to find adequate techniques and algorithmic 

solutions to minimize the cost for space and computing time. The Apriori algorithm introduced 

an approach called "test-and-generate" with pruning. However, this approach suffers from a 

number of candidates that generates, particularly for relatively small values of support. However, 

these approaches do not limit the shortcomings of these methods. Given this situation, it became 

necessary to invest in new methods to faces the following challenges: 

 

− Find heuristics to prune the search space;  

− Find technical or algorithmic solutions, specifically adequate data structures, to minimize 

the cost in space or in process time. 
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We will expose in our present article, the second part of our study (see 3.2 Step 4) and its 

experimentation that was performed with the basic Apriori in order to demonstrate relevance and 

efficiency of the approach that we have considered. Later (continuation of our study) we will 

present the first part (see 3.2, Steps 2 and 3), we adopt Apriori-Cell.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
Recent studies have proposed a series of solutions to improve the performance of extraction 

process of frequent item sets, including cellular automata [10]. Solutions were oriented 

essentially on the Reduction of I / O and the minimization of the cost of the step of computing 

the support [9]. Other studies have been based on the discovery of "closed" item sets arising from 

the theory of formal concepts [11]. Others propose to generate a representative base or generic 

association rules [14] [16] and used techniques to reduce the number of rules with the use quality 

measurements [15], syntactic filtering by constraints [2]. 

 

3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

   
We propose a new approach being located at the junction of two domains that are the Knowledge 

Discovery from Databases (KDD) on one hand and representation of knowledge from the other. 

Our approach proceeds in three steps: 

 

1. Extraction of frequent patterns and generating association rules using the algorithm 

Apriori-Cell which operates on a cell basis; 

 

2. Boolean modelling for association rules; 

3. Rules management by the inference engine ICR of the cellular automaton.  

A cellular automaton is a grid composed by cells which change states in discreet steps. After 

each step, the status of each cell is modified as states of its neighbors in the previous step [1].  

 

Our approach is implemented by two modules:   

• The module MAR (Mining Association Rules) ; 

• The module ICR (Induction of Cellular Rules). 

The dynamics of the cellular automaton. The inference engine of the cellular automaton 

simulates the basic operating principle of a classical inference engine using two finite layers of 

finite automata. The first layer CEL Fact/CEL Item for the basic facts/Items and the second layer, 

CEL Rule/CEL Transaction for the basic Rules/Transactions. Each cell at time t+1 depends only 

on the status of its neighbors and his own at time t.  
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Figure 1. System Architecture  

 

In each layer, the content of a cell determines if and how it participates in each inference step. At 

each step, a cell may be active (1) or passive (0) i.e whether or not participating in the inference. 

The principle adopted is simple: 

 

− Any cell i of the first CEL Fact/CEL Item layer is considered an established fact if its 

value is 1, otherwise it is considered as fact to establish. It is presented in three states: 

input state (EF/EI), internal state (IF/II) and output state (SF/SI); 

− Any cell j of the second layer CEL Rule/CEL Transaction layer is considered a 

Rule/Transaction candidate if its value is 1, otherwise it is considered as a Rule/ 

Transaction which shall not participate in the inference. It is presented in three states: 

input state (ER/ET), internal state (IR /IT) and output state (SR/ST).  

− Incidence matrix RE and RS represents the input / output relation of Facts/Items and are 

used in forward chaining and backward chaining by reversing their order. 

Thus, the cellular automaton will help optimize the representation of extracted knowledge 

(association rules) by the boolean principle and their management by using its inference engine 

through the basic functions δfact  and δrule which provide the dynamics of cellular automaton 

(See 4.1). 

 

3.1.The Proposed Algorithm 
 

The process adopted by our system is a succession of four major steps: 

Step 1: Selection and data preprocessing; 

Step 2: Cellular representation of preprocessed data; 

Step 3: Data mining by the cellular automaton using the algorithm Apriori-Cell; 

Step 4: Post-processing of results. 
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Algorithm : Apriori-Cell 

Input : Transactional-data-base (D), minimum-support S, confidence C 

Output : lists-of-frequent-items (Fn), Association-rules-base (Br) 

Fn ← {} 

Begin 

Input-matrix = data preprocessing for (D) 

While we can make joints Do 

For each line of input-matrix  Do 

      calculate support for (item) 

     If support(item) >=  S  Then    Fn← Fn + {item}        

     EndIf 

 EndFor 

EndWhile  

Br = Generate-rules (Fn) 

End 

 

3.2.Principle of the algorithm Apriori-Cell 

This module applies the cellular principle on the basic Apriori algorithm for mining frequent 

itemsets. It simulates the basic operating of a join engine inspired by Apriori adapted to cellular 

automaton, on two finite layers of a finite automaton. the first layer CELItems for the items base, 

and the second layer CELTransactions for the transactions base. 
 

The state of each cell at time t +1 depends only on the state of its neighbors and his own at time t. 

In each layer, the contents of a cell determines whether and how it participates in each inference 

step: a cell can be active (1) or passive (0), i.e whether or not participating in the inference. 
 

The principle is simple, we suppose that there are l cells in the layer CELItems, and r cells in the 

CELTransactions layer. The states of the cells are: EI, II, and SI, respectively ET, IT and ST are 

the input, the internal state and the output of a cell of CELItems, and respectively a cell of 

CELTransactions. The internal state II of a cell of CELItems indicates the status of the item: in 

the case of an item, II = 1 corresponds to a state type support_item ≥ minsupport_fixed. For a cell 

from CELTransactions, the internal state IT will always be equal to 1 (the transactions are 

always established). 

 

The join applied by Apriori-Cell. In the first step the join is made between items using the 

logical AND, line by line, i.e, it fixes line 1 for example, and it'll do its join to the rest of lines. 

Once completed, it will go to the second line without considering line 1, this time. And this 

process continues until the join between items become impossible. At the first iteration, the join 

is made unconditionally, but beyond 2 items, it applies the following rule: for the join of k-items 

we must have (k-1)-items in antecedent of the rule to be common. 

 

Generation rules. The module Generate-rules is used for the generation and validation of 

association rules from the lists of frequent n-itemset extracted by Apriori-Cell. This module 

allows to minimize the number of reading of the database by using to calculate the confidence of 

each rule, the data cubes, which help in the positioning of the lists of n-itemsets extracted on 

three dimensions. A dimension for transactions, another one for the antecedent and the last for 

the consequent of each rule. 
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Figure 2. Representation of the data cube, with : x: axis of transactions  (1,2) , y : axis of the list 1-frequent 

items  (F1) (aac, acpP, aacA1)  and λ : axis of the list l-frequent items  (Fl )  
 

Step 4 : post-processing of results 

(a)  Production of induction graph. An algorithm uses as input the association rules {Ri}, 

items of Antecedenti and Consequenti , and it will give on output an induction graph, with a 

summit Sp and a node p on which we make a test with possible results binary or with multiple 

values. 

(b)  Generation of boolean rules from the induction graph. Induction graph is read to generate 

boolean rules in the following form: 

Rbk  :  { Pk } Then  { Ck  , Sp} 

(c)  Representation of boolean rules. The generated rules (see step 4.b) are represented by cell 

layers where: { Rbk } gives the set of rules {Rules} and { Pk , Ck , Sp } gives the set of facts 

{Facts} 

(d)  Integration. The cellular automaton integrates the generated rules in the knowledge base 

for use through different inference strategies. 

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE REPRESENTATION OF RULES BY 

CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
 

We suppose have obtained the following two rules of association with genes aceA-2, pstS-3, 

argC and phhB, using the Apriori-Cell algorithm: 

R1 : {aceA-2=1} , {pstS-3=1} , 45, 77     

R2 : {aceA-2=1, phhB=1} , { argC=1 } ,  45, 70 

and that these two rules have generated the following boolean rules from the induction graph : 

Rb1: Si { S0 } Alors { pstS-3=1, S1 }   

Rb2: Si { S1 } Alors { argC=1, S2 } 

These rules will be represented (step 4, b) in layers CELFacts, CELRules, input matrix (RE) and 

output matrix (RS). 

Step 3 : Data mining by the cellular automaton 
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From the sample test data base (see 5. Table1 ), we proceed to data mining by Apriori-Cell. We 

suppose have obtained two association rules with the following genes: aceA-2, pstS-3, argC and 

phhB. 
 

 

  

 

 

Step 4 : post-processing of results 

a) Production of the graph induction 

 

 

 

 

b) Generation of boolean rules from the graph induction 

Rb1: If  { S0 } then { pstS-3=1, S1 }    Rb2: If  { S1 } then { argC=1, S2 } 

c) Representation of boolean rules 

The boolean rules Rb1 and Rb2 produced are represented by the layers CELFacts (Facts + 

CELFacts) and CELRules (Rules + CELRules) and input matrix (RE) and output matrix (RS). 

 
 

Facts 

s0 
pstS-3=1 
s1 
argC=1 
s2 

 

CELFacts 

EF IF SF 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

 

Rules 

Rb1 

Rb2 
 

CELRules 

ER IR SR 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

 
 

RE Rb1 Rb2 

s0 1 1 

pstS-3=1 0 0 

s1 0 0 

argC=1 0 0 

s2 0 0 

 

RS Rb1 Rb2 

s0 0  

pstS-3=1 1 0 

s1 1 0 

argC=1 0 1 

s2 0 1 

 

 

Figure 3.  Cell layers of the cellular automaton  with input state (EF), internal state (IF) and output state 

(SF), input state (ER), internal state (IR) and output state (SR) 

 

4.1. Simulation of The Cellular Inference Engine 

The cellular automaton simulates the operating of an inference engine by using the transition 

functions previously mentioned, δfact  and  δrule. 

Rule antecedent consequent Support 

% 

Confidence 

% 

R1 aceA-2=1 pstS-3=1 45 77 

R2 aceA-2=1, 

phhB=1 

argC=1 45 70 

 

S1  

aceA-2 

phhB 

pstS-3=1 

S0 

argC=1 

S2  
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We show that simulation starting from CELFacts and CELRules of the example shown 

previously (Figure 3) by considering that G0 is the initial configuration of the cellular automaton, 

and ∆ = δrule ο δfact the global transition function: ∆ (G0) = G1. 

The cellular automaton change state from  to the state with  

 if                      and  

After application of the law of global transition ∆ we obtain the configurations G1, G2 and finally 

G3. 

1. G0 is the initial configuration of the cellular automaton 
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2. Evaluation, selection and filtering (application of δfact) 
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3. Execution (application of δrule) ∆(G0) = G1 
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4. Application of the global transition function : ∆ = δrule ο δfact  ∆(G1) = G2 
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5. Evaluation, selection and filtering  (application of δfact) 
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6. Application of the global transition function      
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Final configuration G3 obtained after four iterations. 

5. EXPERIMENTATION 

 
To examine the effectiveness in practice of our system, we have implemented the engine, and we 

conducted experimental tests on a machine (Intel Celeron 540 CPU frequency 186 GHz, 512 MB 

RAM) with a sample test data base (Table 1) representing the genomic sequences mycobacterium 

tuberculosis) with the first 12 genes of each strain, and the assumption that these genes are 

sufficiently distinctive and representative of each strain taken separately. 

 
Table 1. Test Data Base 

1
 (12 genes of each strain) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.Discuss of The Results 

 
Processing time. We observe that the Apriori algorithm takes an important part in execution 

time of the system in whole, ie in its most important phases as the generation of association rules 

by Apriori and the generation of boolean rules. 
 

 

                                                                 

 

Strain Genes 
   Mt  CDC155 aac  accD  aceA-1  aceA-2  aceB  aceE   

ackA  acnA  acp-1  acp-2  acpP  acpS 

   Mt   F11 aceE  acpP  acpS  adk  alaS  alr  argC   

argD  argJ argS  aroB  aroE 

   Mt   H37Ra aac  aao  accA1  accA2  accA3  accD1   

ccD2  accD3  accD4  accD5  accD6  aceAa 

   Mt   H37Rv 35kd_a  aac  aao  accA1  accA2  accA3   

accD1  accD2  accD3  accD4  accD5  accD6 

        
G3   
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Table 2. Evolution of execution time (Basic Apriori and global) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage space. We find that cell representation is more interesting, and it will be much most 

prominently with a more substantial sample. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 . Evolution of storage space 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

After describing the disadvantages of rule-based methods in data mining, we have proposed an 

extraction rules guided by a Boolean modeling based on the Boolean principle of cellular 

automata in order to have a base rules optimized and reduced processing time enough, and thus 

make a contribution to the construction of knowledge-based systems by adopting a new cellular 

technic Thus, the advantages of our method based on the cellular automaton can be summarized 

as follows: 
 

• Simple and minimal preprocessing of association rules base, for its transformation into 

binary matrix according to the principle of cell layers, 

 

• Ease of implementation functions δfact and δrule that are low complexity and well adapted 

to situations with many attributes of rules. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 In everyday life, we are often faced with similar problems which we resolve with our 

experience. Case-based reasoning is a paradigm of problem solving based on past experience. 

Thus, case-based reasoning is considered as a valuable technique for the implementation of 

various tasks involving solving planning problem. Planning is considered as a decision support 

process designed to provide resources and required services to achieve specific objectives, 

allowing the selection of a better solution among several alternatives. However, we propose to 

exploit decision trees and k-NN combination to choose the most appropriate solutions. In a 

previous work [1], we have proposed a new planning approach guided by case-based reasoning 

and decision tree, called DTR, for case retrieval. In this paper, we use a classifier combination 

for similarity calculation in order to select the best solution to the target case. Thus, the use of 

the decision trees and k-NN combination allows improving the relevance of results and finding 

the most relevant cases. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Case-Based Reasoning, Classifier Combination, Data Mining, Case Retrieval, Decision Tree, 

Planning   

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Planning is currently of great interest because it combines two major areas of Artificial 

Intelligence, exploration and logic. The intersection of these two areas has led to improved 

performance over the last twenty years [2]. The planning emergence in Artificial Intelligence led 

to the so-called classical planning [3]. But the classical planning has multiple drawbacks like the 

unrealistic assumptions that recognize the full knowledge of the environment, it is insensitive to 

changes in the environment, it does not deal with the possibility of failure or uncertainty in the 

environment or the presence of other agents or unpredictable situations, etc. To address these 

problems, a planner must be able to reason in the real world with the notion of time and 

resources, support more expressive representation of knowledge, evolve using past experience, 

cooperate with other planners, etc [4]. The rejection of the classical planning paradigm has 

resulted in new planning techniques aimed at solving the problems which can’t be solved by 

traditional planning systems. Among these techniques, we are interested in case-based planning. 

Case-based planning is based on the reuse of past successful plans for the development of new 

plans. A plan for a set of objectives is not built piece by piece but by changing a memory map 

that partially or fully satisfies the objectives. So, the case-based planning provides significant 

time savings by avoiding trying to solve problems already treated. Then, to take advantage of past 

experience and optimize computing time, instead of synthesizing plans from primitive operators, 
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we adopt the case-based planning principle by combining the case-based reasoning and planning 

to implement our planning system guided by case-based reasoning. 

 

In a previous work [1], we proposed a new case-based planning technique based on case-based 

reasoning (CBR) and decision tree, that we called DTR (Decision Tree for Retrieval). It is a 

decision support system that fits in the medical context. We based our approach on case-based 

reasoning and decision tree for many reasons. On the one hand, in care planning it is common to 

encounter patients who need follow the same treatment plan than others. On the other hand, the 

knowledge of doctors is not based only on rules but also on their theoretical knowledge and 

experience. For this, we use the case-based reasoning which is a paradigm of problem solving 

based on past experience [5]. The case-based reasoning will allow us to optimize time, given that 

in the medical field time is an important factor which must not be neglected. Another factor to 

consider in the medical field is that the data generated in health organizations are increasing. To 

manage a large amount of data we used data mining. We introduced an induction decision tree in 

the retrieval phase of case-based reasoning process. This step requires the use of a similarity 

measure between cases. We therefore used a retrieval phase guided by decision tree as a measure 

of similarity [1]. However, we cannot always rely on the solutions proposed by the retrieval by 

decision tree that could provide impertinent solutions if there is not enough examples (cases) in 

the case base. To overcome this drawback, we propose to use different classifiers and combine 

their predictions with the majority vote in order to achieve a more relevant result. The objective 

of this work is to improve the results quality of the proposed approach by using a classifier 

combination. Indeed, the main idea behind the combination of classifiers is an increase in the 

quality of results [6]. To perform the experiment, we evaluated the approach on real cases in the 

medical field, specifically for tuberculosis treatment. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we mention some works about the similarity 

measures used for retrieval. Then, in Section 3 we give a description of the proposed approach. 

Section 4 presents some experimental results, which include a combination of classifiers. Finally, 

Section 5 is devoted to conclusions and perspectives of this work. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
The retrieval step of case-based reasoning process requires the use of a similarity measure. This 

notion of similarity between cases has been the subject of several works implementing various 

similarity measures. Nunez et al. [7] propose a new similarity measure for case retrieval. It takes 

into account the different nature of the quantitative or qualitative values of the continuous 

attributes depending on its relevance. Thus, different criterions of distance are applied for 

continuous attributes. Guo & Neagu [8] propose a similarity-based classifier combination system. 

The classifiers studied include voting-based k-nearest neighbours, weighted k-nearest neighbours, 

k-nearest neighbours model-based classifier and contextual probability-based classifier. Juarez et 

al. [9] propose a temporal similarity measure for heterogeneous event sequences, based on the 

overall uncertainty of a temporal constraint network. The temporal similarity is measured by 

describing a unique temporal scenario of temporal relations and calculating the uncertainty 

produced. Petridis et al. [10] present a system built on a similarity metric using a graphical 

representation of shapes for retrieval. The special feature of this system is that similarity is 

derived primarily from graph matching algorithms. Zhong et al. [11] propose a two-layer case 

retrieving method applied to emergency field. This method is based on structural and attribute 

similarity degrees. First, the structural similarity degrees between the historical cases and the 

current problem are analyzed. Second, the attribute similarity degrees between them are analyzed. 

At last, the synthetic similarity degrees between them are calculated. This method can avoid 

failing to calculate the similarities among the cases with the missing values and the similarity 

degrees between the historical cases. Hashemi et al. [12] propose a new measuring similarity 
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method between work pieces using numeric and some symbolic attributes. This method is a 

similarity measurement system used for fixture design. It is composed of template retrieval and 

nearest neighbor. Kumar Jha et al. [13] propose a case-based decision support system for patients 

with diabetes. This system uses similarity by ontology to retrieve similar cases from the case base 

and generates a basic care plan. 

 

A novel planning method, called DTR, is proposed here to improve the retrieval step of case-

based reasoning. Figure 1 illustrates the general architecture of the proposed approach. It consists 

of several steps going from the project description to the data classification. 

 

 

Figure 1.  General architecture of the proposed approach 

 

We call project, the set of actions to be undertaken to meet an identified need within a specified 

time. The organization and the sequence of tasks are generally in the form of tables or graphs. We 

describe the project representing the sequence of tasks in a table to generate the graph AND/OR 

[1]. Table 1 shows the project description of tuberculosis treatment. 
 

Table 1.  Project description of tuberculosis treatment. 

 

Rubric Task Description Anteriority 

 Begin Start of treatment - 

 A 

Rx thoracic + bacteriologic 

exam Begin 

 B 2RHZE/4RH (2tablets/day) A 

 C 2RHZE/4RH (3tablets/day) A 

Treatments D 2RHZE/4RH (4tablets/day) A 

 E 2SRHZE/1RHZE/5RHE A 

 F 3OKZE/18OEZ A 

 G 3EthOKZC/18EthOZ A 

 H Controls (I) B, C, D 

Controls I Controls (II) E 

 J Controls (III) F, G 

 End End of treatment H, I, J 

 

A graph AND/OR is a graph whose nodes represent tasks and the edges represent relationships 

between tasks. A task represents the action performed for a period of time and relationships 

between tasks are constraints to satisfy [3]. The graph AND/OR given in the Figure 2 is generated 

from the project of tuberculosis treatment described in the previous step. 
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Figure 2.  Graph AND/OR of project description of tuberculosis treatment 

 

Then, planning algorithms [14] are applied to the graph AND/OR to determine the possible plans. 

Each path from the initial state to the final state is a plan. Let us consider the problem of planning 

tuberculosis treatment. In what follows, we describe the process flow of a training set (case base) 

consisting of cases representing patients treated for tuberculosis. Updating Id3Rules and 

C4.5Rules requires two samples denoted Ωa and Ωt, which are subsets of the case base. The first 

one, Ωa, used for training, will serve for the construction of classification rules. The second one, 

Ωt, used for test, will serve for testing the validity of the classification model. 

 

These are real cases that we collected in the pneumo-phtisiology service of the University 

Hospital Center of Oran. Cases are described by five descriptive variables X1, X2, X3, X4, X5. X1: 

Sex, can take two values, H and F; X2: Age; X3: Weight, the weight of the patient; X4: 

Antecedent, can take two values, NT for tuberculosis and T if the patient has been treated for 

tuberculosis; X5: Type, can take four values, new if the patient has never taken treatment for 

tuberculosis or if he has taken for less than a month, interruption if the patient discontinued the 

treatment for two months or more, failure treatment failure appears for the fifth month or more,  

relapse patient declared cured but has tuberculosis again. 

 

Each case is associated with a class Y which takes its values in the set of classes C={T1, T2, T3, 

T4, T5, T6} which determines the different treatments of pulmonary tuberculosis. The population 

ΩA considered for classification in Table 2 is a sequence of observations (or cases) ωi with their 

corresponding class Y (ωi). It’s to propose an adequate treatment according to the different 

descriptors. 

 
Table 2.  Extract of the training set ΩA. 

 

Ω X1(ω) X2(ω) X3(ω) X4(ω) X5(ω) Y (ω)  

        

ω1 

H 42 51 NT New 

T2 

 

      

ω2 F 25 35 T relapse T4  

... ... ... ... ... ... ...  
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We use the data mining tool IGSS (Induction Graph Symbolic System) to build the classification 

model. IGSS has been developed in our research team SIF (Simulation, Intégration et Fouille de 

données) to enrich the graphical environment of Weka platform. It uses Boolean modeling to 

optimize the induction graph and automatic generation of rules [15]. Provided that the training set 

ΩA is representative of the original population, we can deduce classification rules which are of 

the form: If Condition Then Conclusion. Condition is a logical expression consisting of 

disjunction of a conjunction that will be called premise and Conclusion is the majority class in the 

node described by the condition. 

 

The decision tree can be used in different ways [20]: classification of new data, estimation of an 

attribute, extraction of classification rules for the target attribute, etc. In our case, it is to classify 

new data. The new data is a new case which we do not know its solution part. To find the solution 

part we apply the retrieval step of case-based reasoning. The retrieval involves looking for similar 

cases to the new data. We treat this step using decision tree. The new data will be incorporated 

into the classification model which consists of a decision tree and classification rules. The 

classification model is responsible to classify new data by assigning a plan (class). 

 

4. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 
During the construction of the classification model, we used only a single classifier to build the 

decision tree. But with one classifier and few examples in the case base, we can sometimes leads 

to an impertinent result. For this, we found useful to adopt a combination of classifiers in order to 

improve the quality of results and we test it on different datasets. First, we evaluate the proposed 

approach on six public datasets extracted from the UCI machine learning repository [18]. General 

information about these datasets is listed in Table 3. Then, we perform some experiments on a 

dataset of real cases which represent patients treated for tuberculosis. An extract of the case base 

is given in Table 2. In Table 3, the meaning of the title in each column is as follows, NA: Number 

of attributes, NN: Number of Nominal attributes, NO: Number of Ordinal attributes, NB: Number 

of Binary attributes, NI: Number of Instances and CD: Class Distribution. 

 
Table 3.  General information about UCI datasets. 

 

Dataset NA NN NO NB NI CD 
Glass 9 0 9 0 214 70:17:76:0:13:9:29 
Hepatitis 19 6 1 12 155 32:123 
Ionosphere 34 0 34 0 351 126:225 
Iris 4 0 4 0 150 50:50:50 
Wine 13 0 13 0 178 59:71:48 
Zoo 16 16 0 0 90 37:18:3:12:4:7:9 

 

We used the Percentage split method with a rate of 80% to evaluate the prediction accuracy of 

three classifiers Id3 [16], C4.5 [17], k-NN [19] and their combination. This method takes 80% of 

data inside the case base for the training set and 20% of the test set. K-NN is k nearest neighbors, 

we took k = 5 and the classifiers Id3 and C4.5 are designed for construction of the decision tree. 

Additionally, we adopted a combination of classifiers by majority vote. It is to count the number 

of votes for each class offered by different classifiers and choose the class with the highest 

number of votes (the most proposed class by the classifiers). We consider the C4.5 classifier as 

the most priority. If all classes have the same number of votes (each classifier gives a different 

result) then we take the proposed solution by the Id3 classifier. To assess the performance of the 

proposed approach, we compare our experimental results with four similarity-based classifier 

combination methods Maximal Similarity-based Combination (MSC), Average Similarity-based 

Combination (ASC), Weighted Similarity-based Combination (WSC) and MV proposed by Guo 
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& Neagu [8]. The experimental results are given in Table 4. Table 4 shows that the classification 

accuracy of the three classifiers Id3, C4.5 and K-NN is slightly better than other methods over 

five datasets while the other methods have a better performance with the Wine dataset. However, 

we note that the performance seems better with the combination of the classifiers Id3, C4.5 and k-

NN than the ensemble classifiers and other methods in most of the cases. 

 

Table 4. Comparison between classifier combination and other methods with UCI datasets. 

 

Dataset Id3 C4.5 

k-NN Classifier Other methods   

(k=5) combination MV MSC ASC WSC 

 

    

Glass 100 100 93.92 100 69.52 70.95 70.95 70.95  

Hepatitis 87.5 76.12 71.61 87.5 85.33 87.33 86.67 87.33  

Ionosphere 94.32 95.44 90.88 95.5 88.57 89.43 88.86 89.43  

Iris 96.66 96 94.66 96.7 96.00 96.67 96.67 96.67  

Wine 89.88 80.33 76.40 89.9 95.29 96.47 96.47 96.47  

Zoo 98.01 99.01 95.04 99.01 95.56 95.56 96.67 96.67  

 

Next, we calculated the metrics Precision, Recall, F-measure and Accuracy for each classifier 

(Id3, C4.5, k-NN) and for the combination of these classifiers applied to the real case base about 

tuberculosis. The performance evaluation is given in the Table 5. The experimental results 

presented in Table 5 show that C4.5 has a better performance than the other classifiers and the 

classifier combination obtains the highest Precision, Recall, F-measure and Accuracy among 

other classifiers on tuberculosis dataset. Thus, we can see that the classifier combination with the 

majority vote can improve the relevance of results. 
 

Table 5. Performance evaluation with the case base of tuberculosis. 

 

Evaluation metrics Id3 C4.5 k-NN Classifier combination 

Precision 62.5 83.3 71.4 83.3 

Recall 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3 
F-measure 71.4 83.3 76.9 83.3 

Accuracy 80.9 90.4 85.7 90.4 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have proposed a new approach of case-based planning based on case-based reasoning and 

decision trees. The objective of our approach is to provide support to practitioners in selecting the 

appropriate treatment. We implemented our approach on real cases involving patients treated for 

tuberculosis. We used the IGSS tool for building decision tree and generate classification rules 

from the training set. To improve the quality of results, we used combination of classifiers. Thus, 

the use of multiple methods simultaneously can possibly afford to combine the advantages 

without accumulating disadvantages. For this, we combined decision trees and k-NN in order to 

get the mostly proposed solution (most relevant). As a method for combining classifiers, we used 

the majority vote because it is a fairly simple feature fusion and the most used. Faced with new 

data, the system classifies this data by associating a class that corresponds to a plan. To assess the 

performance of the proposed approach, we calculated evaluation metrics. The results of 

experimentation show that the performance becomes higher with the combination of classifiers. 

Thus, the proposed solution for the new case is more relevant. As future work, we propose to 

combine with other classifiers which could probably give better results. Moreover, we intend to 

apply this approach in another important area for further search, it is the paediatric emergency 

planning. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper introduces the competency models for Operations Manager, User Interface 

Designer, and Application Developers. It will serve as a guide for Information Systems students 

to identify which among the three of the offered tracks would be most suited for them to pursue 

according to their knowledge, skills, values and interests. The Holland’s RIASEC model and the 

Values Search model of Bronwyn and Holt were utilized to determine the most dominant interest 

and most dominant values of the industry computing experts. Survey assessment forms were sent 

to IT Operations Manager, User Interface Designer, and Application Developer. Most dominant 

values and interests of industry computing experts were determined as well as the knowledge 

and skills which are mostly required by the industry in their particular area. Based on the result 

of the survey, it shows that application developer and user interface designer have a closely 

related values. Thus a second round of a survey would be needed to come up with the most 

exclusive dominant values for the particular information systems specialization track. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

e-learning, career assessment, profile matching, competency model 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Many factors are rarely considered in determining a student’s career options which starts from 

choosing their college program and even in selecting elective courses. Selecting a field of 

specialization has never been a big deal for many students. Usually, students select those courses 

which they think are easy and require less paper works or projects. A fourth year irregular student 

said, "Honestly, I just follow my friends when taking elective courses. If that would mean they will 

be my classmates, then I would definitely take up those elective courses they have enrolled 

provided that the schedule will not give me long vacant hours...” Another student said, “When I 

am choosing free elective courses my friends and I choose only 1 section to have fun in every 

vacant hour.” Moreover, students choose a college program that they think is cool, trending, or 

easy to pass courses to earn a degree. Sometimes, they choose tracks based from the strong 

influence of their parents and peers. Most often they do not completely realize the impact of their 

career choice in their career.  
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One alumna said, “Other alumnus who didn't like IT/IS/CS but was able to finish the program was 

due to the fact that they felt they needed to finish the course just to earn a degree. It's just a 

matter of formality by all means. As long as they earn a degree and get any job. I know someone 

who is underemployed. She is not confident enough to apply for any programming position 

because she is not confident of her programming skills.”Often, students would only realize the 

importance of choosing the right track once they get into the real job or even from the start of 

sending applications to the prospective companies and desired positions where there is tight 

competition. Thus, many graduates end up getting jobs that are far from their field of 

specialization contributing to the perennial problem of job mismatching. Some may easily find 

jobs which seemingly are related to their field, but promotions or career growth takes longer 

compared to others who are competent in their field. As a result, underemployment rate increases.  

 

According to National statistics Office of the Philippines, the underemployment rate last 2nd and 

3rd quarters of 2012 was 19.2. Underemployment means a situation in which a worker is 

employed but not in the desired capacity, whether in terms of compensation, hours, or level of 

skills and experience. [11] Moreover, [9] “Underemployment and unemployment varies a great 

deal depending on the major when there’s a skills mismatch. With regards to compensation, [9] 

underemployed and unemployed graduates earn as much as 10 percent less over their careers 

compared to their fully employed peers. However, despite of the compensation struggle, some 

graduates would better be underemployed rather than unemployed.  

 

Therefore, helping students determine the track of specialization according to their values, 

interests, knowledge, and skills would lead them to a more successful career. With the new 

curriculum of Information Systems program in Technological Institute of the Philippines (TIP), 

three tracks are now offered aside from elective courses it has been offering. These tracks are 

Application Development, Operations Management, and User interface designing.  

 

This study focuses on constructing a competency model for Information Systems Program of TIP 

which would help students to decide on which track of the Information Systems Program they 

would consider.  

 

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Career counselling in Technological Institute of the Philippines was not so active yet compared 

with other universities until the institution implemented the student advising system. Based on the 

Information Systems, TIP Quezon City Self Survey Report (IS TIPQC SSR) [3] new advising 

scheme is intended to provide students with knowledge and guidance on academic policies, plan 

of study progression, career options, instructional support, and job opportunities, among others, 

and to monitor the attainment of relevant student outcomes.” It is also intended to support 

students in maintaining and completing their particular plan of study on time and thus improve 

the institutional retention and completion rates. One motivation in conceptualizing the proposed 

competency model is the school’s advising scheme. Having clear background of students’ 

competencies could help faculty advisers in advising the students. The implementation of the 

competency model proposed by [5] focusing on a more specific engineering skills resulted to 

excellent performance of their students.  This paper aimed to construct a model that would help to 

determine not just knowledge and skills of the students but as well as their values and interests. 
Figure 1 represents the conceptual framework of this study. Skills and knowledge regarding the 

computing tools and theories from the aligned courses of Information Systems Program of TIP 

were identified to design a survey. While the RIASEC interest test of John Holland and value 

search test of Bronwyn and Holt were utilized to determine the values and interests of industry 

computing experts in the field related to the Information Systems three tracks. The expected 
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output of this paper is the competency model of Information Systems’ Specialization tracks which 

was based on the results of survey. 

 
INPUT    PROCESS   OUTPUT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of the study 

 

The Information Systems track of the College of Information Technology Education of 

Technological Institute of the Philippines and the aligned courses of each track are shown on the 

following tables below. 

 

Table 2 shows Information Systems Track 1 - IT Operations Management, where students 

concentrate on business operations related to computing processes; Track 2 (table 3): User 

Interface Designing, where students are trained to create interfaces that organize information for 

users; and Track 3(table 4): Application Development, where students are trained to simplify the 

tasks of the end user or resolve recurring problems through process automation. 

 
Table 1. Fundamental And Aligned Courses Of The Information Systems Program Tracks. 

 

TRACK 1 

Operation 

Management 

TRACK 2 

User Interface 

Designing 

TRACK 3 

Application 

Development 

BP(IS100) OOP  (ITE003) DS(DS201) 

MIS(101) OOP  (ITE004) Deployment & 

Maintenance 

(IS400) 

Evaluation of 

Buss. 

Performance 

(IS200) 

 IT Infrastructure 

(IT001) 

PPM(IT203)   

IT QA (IT303)   

SAD(IT202)   

DB(ITE006)   

DB Oracle 

(ITE007) 
  

Data: 
   Values, interests,      

    skills and knowledge 

Sources:  

     Industry Computing   

       Experts 

1.  Operations Managers 

2.  User Interface   

     Designers 

3. Application   

     Developers 

Tools: 

1.  RIASEC interest test 

2.  Value Search test 

3.  Knowledge and skills  

     checklist 

 

 

 

 

 
Survey 

 

(Rating forms and 

checklist) 

 

 

 

 
Competency Model 

for Information 

Systems’ 

Specialization Track 
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Table 1 shows fundamental courses mapped in each Information Systems track. The knowledge 

and skills listed on the rating form used in the survey were based from these aligned courses. 

 
Table 2. Information Sytems Track 1 -  Operations Management 

 

Course Description 

IT401 Data Mining & warehousing 

IS403 Business  Process Management 

IS404 Enterprise Systems 

SAP501 Business Analytics Using SAP BW 

 

 

Table 3. Information Sysetms Track 2 -  User Interface Design 

 

Course Description 

ITE010 Fundamentals of HCI 

IS405 Knowledge Management System 

IT504 GUI System Development 

IT200 Multimedia System Development 

 

 

Table 4. Informations Systems Track 3 - Application Developer 

 

Course Description 

ITE505 Application Development 

CS305 Computer Security 

IS503 IT audit and control 

IS504 IT Security & Risk Mgt. 

 

Figure 2 shows the Framework on the Assessment of Students’ Competency for Information 

Systems Specialization Tracks. The competency model, which is the focus of this paper, is 

constructed based on result of the evaluations conducted from the industry computing experts. 

The model could then be used to determine which Information Systems track is the most 

appropriate for the student to pursue.  The same rating tests would be sent to students to 

determine the student’s most dominant and  identified values, interest, knowledge, and skills.  
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Figure 2. The Framework on the Assessment of Students’ Competency for Information Systems 

Specialization Tracks 
 

 

3. METHODS, TECHNIQUES, MODE OF INQUIRY 
 
The assessment forms shown on the appendices were used to collect data from the industry 

computing experts particularly from the IT Operations Manager, User Interface Designer, and 

Application Developers. 
 

The table shown in appendix 4 is the assessment rating form with regards to the interests expected 

from the aspiring operations manager, user interface designer, and application developer. This 

form is based from the RIASEC test designed by the Career Educational Center of University of 

Hawaii. [4] The RIASEC Holland Code, which stands for:  R- ealistic, I-nvestigative, A-rtistic, S-

ocial, E-nterprising, C-onventional was used in this study to determine the interest of industry 

computing experts. 

 

Knowledge and skills listed on the appendix 1, 2, and 3 are based on the aligned courses for each 

track offered in the Information Systems’ curriculum which would be the possible competencies 

acquired by the students during their training in the institution. Assessment checklist of 

Knowledge and skills for user interface designer composed mainly of programming languages 

and tools used in the courses offered in the Information Systems curriculum is shown in appendix 

2. Programming languages, database systems, and other application development tools are listed 

on the knowledge and skills checklist for application developer as shown in appendix 3 while for 

the expected skills and knowledge from operations manager are shown in appendix 1. With the 

revision of the Information Systems’ curriculum industry experts were already considered as the 

program formed an advisory board composed of alumni, faculty, institution’s officers, and 

practitioners so the initial list were all based on the updated curriculum. 
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The Value Search Test found in appendix 6 was used in determining the most dominant values of 

the industry computing experts.  The Value Search Map of Bronwyn and Holt, please refer to 

figure 3, were utilized to categorize the values. It has eight value categories namely, 

Understanding, benevolence, tradition, security, power, excitement, achievement, and self-

direction. The mapping of values can help you better understand how your values can influence 

and motivate your career decisions. The values test is one necessary input to best determine the 

Information systems specialization track of the student wherein it would help in evaluating on 

how well the values are integrated in the work. [6] 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The Value Search Map of Bronwyn and Holt 
 

These value search tests were sent to at least ten of the experienced operations managers, user 

interface designers, and application developers from the industry computing expert. At least five 

years of experience in the related field was considered. Determining the minimum years in 

service, which is five years, is based on the most common requirement of recruitment process in 

the computing industry.  
 

The same assessment ratings forms will be used when the competency model is utilized in the 

identification of the most suitable Information Systems’ track for the student to pursue. 

  
Table 5.  Profile of Respondents 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

The summation of the most required knowledge and skills of the industry computing experts were 

computed. The same computation was used in coming up with the top ten most dominant values. 

Values are then categorized using the Values Search Map [6]. Meanwhile, for the computation of 

the most dominant interest of the expert, each category in the assessment form was first added 

and categorized. Finally, results of all forms were summed up and categorized to come up with 

the top three most dominant interests of computing expert in each track of specialization. 
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Table6.  Result Of Values Survey Based On The Values Search Framework 
 

 
 
 

Table 6 shows the result of the survey that was conducted to determine the most dominant values 

of experts from application developers, user interface designers, and operations manager. The 

user interface designers’ most dominating value is the openness to change which scored 33 

points. While the top values of operations manager falls under the category of self-enhancement 

with a score of 35 points, which means achievement and power are their highest concerns. 

 

On the other hand, basic knowledge on programming languages and in operating systems is 

necessary but not required in IT operations manager. Most of the listed knowledge and skills 

required from application developers and user interface designers were confirmed. Please refer to 

table 7 and assessment rating form appendix 1, 2, and 3.  

 

Finally, with regard to the top three interests: Operations Manager has Social, Investigative, and 

Conventional; User Interface Design-Artistic, Social, and Enterprise; Application Developer – 

Realistic, Investigative, and Conventional. With regard to the dominating values of the computing 

experts, openness to change and self enhancement are the top values of application developer 

which both values got the highest score of 24 points as shown in Table 8. 
 

Table 7.  Most Required Skills And Knowledge 
 

 
 

Table 8.  The Top Three Interests Of Operations Manager, Application Developer, And User Interface 

Designer 
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Top three interests of operations manager as shown on table 8 are Social, Conventional, and 

Investigative. While for the applications developer top three interests are investigative, 

conventional, and realistic. User interface designer’s top three interests are, social, enterprise, and 

artistic. 

 

5. COMPETENCY MODELS FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

SPECIALIZATION TRACKS 
 

The most dominant values of operations manager is under the category of self-enhancement. 

Among the three tracks it got the highest score of 35 which is 13% higher than that of user 

interface designer and 8% higher than the application developer as shown in table 

 
Table 9. Operations Manager Competency Model 

 

 
 

Table 10. Applications Developer Competency Model 
 

 
 

Application developer’s most dominant values are under the categories of openness to change and 

self-enhancement which got the score of 24 each respectively. However, the conformity category 
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got the highest score of 21 compared with the scores of operations manager, and user interface 

designer.  
 

Table 11. User Interface Designer Competency Model 
 

 
 

The most dominant values of user interface designer falls under the category of openness to 

change. While the values under self- transcendence got higher scores compared with other tracks. 

 

6. CONLCUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

 
Based on the result of the survey, it shows that application developer and user interface designer 

have closely related values. Thus, another round of conducting a survey would be needed to come 

up with the most exclusive dominant values for the particular information systems specialization 

track. 

 
For future works, the competency models can be implemented to a computer application that will 

cater the processing of the identification of Information Systems track to be recommended to the 

information systems students according to their competency. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Assessment Rating Form For Operations Manager – Knowledge And Skills 
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Assessment Rating Form For User Interface Designer – Knowledge And  Skills  
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Assessment Rating Form For Application Developer –Knowledge And Skills 
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Interests Assessment Rating Form For Operations Manager, User Interface Designer, And  Application 

Developer 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, an investigation of the effects of group of pictures on H.264 multiview video 

coding content over an error prone environment with varying packet loss rates is presented. We 

analyse the bitrate performance for different GOP and error rates to see the effects on the 

quality of the reconstructed multiview video. However, by analysing the multiview video content 

it is possible to identify an optimum GOP size depending on the type of application used. A 

comparison is demonstrated for the performances between widely known H.264 data 

partitioning error resilience technique and multi-layer data partitioning technique with different 

error rates and GOP in terms of their perceived quality. Our simulation results turned out that 

Multi-layer data partitioning technique shows a better performance at higher error rates with 

different GOP. Further experiments in this work have shown the effects of GOP in terms of 

visual quality and bitrate for different multiview video sequences. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Multiview Video Coding, Group of Pictures, Error rates, Bitrate, and Video quality. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Three-dimensional technology widely known as 3D technology has transformed many fields of 
discipline such as entertainment, communications, medicine and many more. 3D can be perceived 
in a number of different ways. We shall restrict our understanding to just multiview video coding 
in this paper. Generally, the main concept of video coding is to exploit the statistical correlation 
between consecutive frames. The MVC extension of the H.264/AVC exploits these similarities 
between frames, simplifies the decoding process, and advances new features that are specific to 
multiview video coding [1] . Multiview video coding has emerged as advancement in video 
coding technology. The multiview video coding system enables efficient encoding of sequences 
that are captured from different cameras at different locations at the same time. The H.264 MVC 
codec takes as an input several synchronized bitstream that are captured from several different 
cameras and generate a single bitstream as an output for storage or transmission [2]. The work in 
[3] gives a detailed overview of the MVC standard. The structure of MVC is defined by a concept 
known as matrix of pictures (MOP). In this technique, each row consists of a group of pictures 
(GOP) normally captured by the base view and each column represents the time domain of the 
video. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

 
The H.264/AVC international standard [4] has specifies a coding standard of video data. H264 
defines three picture types namely I-frame, P-frame, and B-frame. In a standard reference 
multiview video encoder all the pictures in a multiview video are encoded with a fixed GOP 
length depending on the settings and applications. The arrangement of these three picture types in 
a sequence is distributed statistically within the group-of pictures. The special type of I-frame at 
the beginning of a sequence also known as an IDR frame serves as an entry point to facilitate 
random seeking or switching between channels. This can further be used in providing coding 
robustness to transmission errors [5] which are only coded with moderate compression to reduce 
the spatial redundancies in the multiview video sequence. I frames are generally larger than P and 
B frames which means the less you have the longer the GOP size and the more compression you 
can get. But in multiview video content transmission especially in error prone channels, very long 
GOP can have an adverse effect of propagating error spatially, temporally and in interview 
direction. P frames are coded in an efficient way through the concept of motion compensation 
from either a past I or P frame which are mostly used as a reference to predict further. B frames 
have a very high compression ratio which requires the presence of both a past and future 
reference pictures for motion compensation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. MVC prediction structure with GOP size of 8 [6].  
 
Fig. 1 depicts a multiview video coding prediction structure with GOP size of 8 where I, P, and B 
represents the encoding of pictures in intra mode, predicted mode and bi-predicted mode 
respectively. The compressed multiview video data is highly sensitive to noise and information is 
loss due to the removal of statistical and subjective redundancy in the video by the compression 
scheme [7]. H.264/AVC employs variable length coding (VLC) in order to achieve higher 
compression gain. This type of predictive coding technique makes the video data highly sensitive 
to bit errors, and the effects of errors on the perceptual video quality can be quite severe. Thus, it 
is necessary to provide an effect technique and configuration settings that can make the MVV 
bitstream more robust to transmission error and to improve the visual quality of the reconstructed 
multiview video [8]. The effectiveness of H.264/AVC coding depends on many coding 
parameters one of which is GOP size and its internal organization [9]. Most standard reference 
H.264 codecs use a fixed size for the GOP to encode video sequences. The GOP size can have 
different values as specified by the standard, however, once a given size is chosen, it becomes 
applicable to the entire coding process and the corresponding standard decoder can be able to sort 
out the positioning of these frames during decoding process. 
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2.1. Concept of Data Partitioning in H.264/AVC 

 
The H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard is established to represent complete video information in a 
much lower level called the slice. A H.264 video slice consists of an arbitrary integer number of 
successive macroblocks that represent different types of video data [10]. Slice header conveys 
information that is common to all the MBs in the slice such as the slice types which determine 
which MBs types are allowed, and frame number that the slice corresponds to, reference picture 
settings and default quantization parameter. The slice data section consists of a series of MBs that 
make a slice. 
 

 

Figure 2. H.264/AVC Slice layout with data partitioning 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Multi-Layer data partitioning technique 

 
In DP technique, MV and the residual information are separated by a boundary marker which is a 
uniquely decodable codeword. The codeword indicates the end of header information in a slice 
and the beginning of residual information [11]. Recent study on the concept of DP can be found 
in [12]. Data partition, nonetheless, creates more than one bit string (partitions) in every slice, and 
rearrange all symbols of a slice into a separate partition that have a close semantic relationship 
with each other Fig. 3. In H.264/AVC, when data partition is enabled, each slice of the coded 
bitstream is divided into three separate partitions with each of the partitions being from either 
type A, type B or type C partitions. Type A partition consists of header information, Quantization 
parameter (QP), Macroblock type, reference indices and motion vectors. The intra partition also 
called type B consists of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) intra coded coefficients and the 
inter partitions also known as type C partitions contain DCT coefficients of motion compensated 
Inter-frame coded MBs. Type C partition in many cases is the biggest partition of a coded slice 
and yet the least sensitive to error because its information does not synchronise the encoder and 
the decoder [13].  Each partition is placed in a separate Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) unit 
and may be transmitted separately over a network. The use of both Types B and C will require a 
type A partition and not vice-versa. 
 
2.2. Previous Work 

 
The implementation of data partitioning technique for MVC is presented in [14]. A video slice 
without any ER mechanism may be affected by transmission errors that can lead to the loss of the 
entire information within the slice. Implementation of error resilience techniques such as data 
partitioning in the JMVC reference software is necessary because there is no provision for any ER 
technique in the MVC in the reference software. Therefore, in order to analyse the performance of 
MVC in error-prone networks, implementation of a valid error resilience technique such as data 
partitioning as shown in Fig. 2 is employed and implemented in the JMVC 8.5 reference software.  
 

A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2 C0 C1 C2 
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From the H.264 data partitioning technique, a video slice can be recovered when either partitions 
B or C, or both, are affected by transmission errors as long as the partition A is not affected or lost 
as a result of losing the header and motion information contained therein. It has been observed 
that the performance of H.264/AVC data partitioning technique in MVC is not too encouraging 
and further error performance improvements can be made through the introduction of the 
proposed multi-layer data partitioning technique depicted in Fig.3. 
 

 
Figure 4. Flow diagram of the Multi-Layer DP technique 

 
2.3. Multi-Layer Data Partitioning Technique 

 
In an attempt to make the MVV bitstream more error resilient to the transmission errors in an 
error prone network, we propose a technique that can create two-layer of partitioning for each 
slice in the multiview video bitstream. The general concept of the technique is illustrated in 
Fig.4.The assembled multiview video bitstream is parsed in the developed Multi-Layer DP 
application for increased robustness against the transmission errors before transmitting over the 
wireless network. The partitioned bitstream is received by the modified JMVC reference decoder 
in order to decode and reconstruct the multiview video bitstream for viewing at the display. 
Multi-Layer DP adopts a mechanism that restructures a video slice as shown in Fig. 3. A0 
partition consists of the header information of frame 0 from view 0, and A1 partition consists of 
the header and motion information of frame 1 from view 1 and A2 partition consists of the header 
and motion information of frame 2 from view 2. B0 consists of the residual information of intra 
coded MBs of frame 0, B1 consists of the residual of intra coded MBs in frame 1 and B2 consists 
of the residual of intra coded MBs of frame 2 and C0 is an empty partition, C1 consists of 
residuals of inter coded MBs and C2 consists of the residual of inter coded MBs of frame 2 and in 
that sequence it continues till nth view and nth last slice of the multiview bitstream.  
 
Note that, partition C0 is empty because there is no residual information of inter-coded MB’s in 
frame 0 which is an intra-coded frame. I-frames are self-referential and do not require any sort of 
information from other frames to be predicted, so it consists of only intra coded MBs.  The H.264 
compliant encoder needs not to send empty partitions to the decoder because a standard H.264 
decoder will assume missing partitions are empty partitions and are designed to handle the 
multiview bitstream accordingly [15]. During the decoding process of the MLDP bitstream, the 
decoder is modified to cope with the lost video data due to errors in the wireless channel.  
 
The effects of displaying a frame reconstructed from a corrupted data can adversely degrade 
visual perception by introducing artefacts.  In order to support the MLDP technique more 
effectively and to minimise the effects of channel errors in the multiview video bitstream, a 
simple and commonly known error concealment technique is employed and developed in the 
JMVC 8.5 reference decoder. Lost data in the bitstream can be concealed by copying the 
information from previously received error free slices. Frames that are generated by copying 
related video data in order to replace lost information are not always perceptually noticeable by a 
viewer which is an advantage of this technique especially in low-activity scenes [16]. In our 
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approach, we are able to support multi-layer data partitioning technique with improved quality by 
employing frame copy error concealment which works fairly well with MVC and is simple to 
implement; however, there are more complex techniques that use an elaborate approach to exploit 
the redundancy within the video frame in order to come up with a more efficient estimate of the 
lost data [3]. 
 
Time first coding Fig. 5 is a MVV bitstream format representation that allows all views to be 
encoded and then assembled in a time domain for suitable transmission. The decoder on the other 
side can receive and reorder the bitstream in the right decoding order, which can allow it to 
decode all the pictures in different views in the same time domain and display the videos in the 
correct order.  
 
Time first coding supports the implementation of frame copy error concealment in MVC. That is 
because of the display nature of all the frames across the views in the same time domain, which 
makes it easier to conceal missing pictures from previously received pictures in the reference list. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Time first coding [1]. 
 
Currently, the MVC reference decoder only accepts H.264 compliant bitstream and does not 
support the decoding of erroneous coded video sequence. In order to be able to decode the 
corrupted multiview video bitstream, the H.264/AVC frame copy error concealment technique is 
implemented in the JMVC reference decoder to adapt and cope with the losses within the 
bitstream. Frame copy error concealment technique is simple and usually quite effective in a 
video content where the motion is not large [17].  In Addition, the JMVC 8.5 reference codec has 
two types of reference frame lists that is also part of the standard and can be used to support 
frame copy error concealment in MVC. The first list is a reference list 0 which can be used for 
both P and B frames while reference list 1 is only applicable for B-frames. The main difference 
between the two reference lists is that list 0 utilizes the temporally earlier key frames (I or P) 
within the GOP in a sequence while in the case of the reference picture list 1; it utilizes 
temporally closer reference frames which can be a B frame [18]. Conceptually, reference list 1 
can ensure smoother pictures because the frame to be copied is nearer to the picture to be 
reconstructed. 
 

2.4. Proposed decoding scheme  

 
H.264/AVC Frame copy error concealment technique is implemented in the JMVC reference 
decoder and further modified to decode the Multi-layer DP bitstream with losses as earlier 
discussed in the previous section. The technique is optimized to reconstruct all the views 
successfully from the multiview coded bitstream with a higher level of quality in conformance 
with the standard [19].  
 
Part of the reasons and motivation to adopt frame copy error concealment technique in our work 
is its convenience to replace missing pictures especially in the case of packet loss network.  
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The flowchart in Fig. 6 illustrates the implementation of frame copy error concealment technique. 
The technique can conceal lost information in the MVV bitstream with an improved perceptual 
quality based on some experimental results presented later in the paper.  
 
When the ML data partitioned bitstream is transmitted over the network and is received, it is first 
buffered and rescheduled back to the standard H.264 DP format for processing. Note that, the 
multi-layer data partitioning technique employed during source coding is only to make the 
multiview video bitstream more resilient to channel errors during transmission or streaming over 
the simulated wireless network. After successfully delivering the bitstream across the network, 
then the received bitstream is rescheduled back to the standard H.264 data partitioned format for 
decoding. 
 
The decoder checks if the buffer is full then all the frames are sent directly for decoding. Also, 
note that all the slices are partitioned into three different partitions encapsulated into VCL NAL 
units of DP A, DP B and DP C respectively. The decoding of these types of slices is such that the 
loss of one partition might make another partition useless. In order to correctly decode partitions 
B and C, it is important for the H.264 standard compliant decoder to know how each and every 
macroblock is predicted within a slice. This information is stored in partition A as part of header 
information. Therefore, loss of partition A can render partitions B and C useless even when 
correctly received and decoded. Partition A does not necessarily require the information from 
partition B and C to be correctly decoded. 
 

 
Figure 6. Decoding scheme for erroneous MVV bitstream 
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So, if only partition A is correctly received then the error concealment algorithm can utilize useful 
information such as motion vectors to reconstruct the slice. However, if partition A is lost 
regardless of whether partition B or/and C is/are received. The frame copy error concealment is 
invoked by the decoder to replace the missing picture information by a previously received 
picture in the reference list. If the buffer is empty, then the NAL units are read from the MVV 
bitstream and the decoder determines whether it is a non-VCL NAL unit or VCL NAL unit? All 
non-VCL NAL units are sent directly for decoding while the VLC NAL units are all read until the 
next prefix NAL unit is detected and are rescheduled to the H.264 format before decoding. The 
whole process is restarted again through a looping system.  
 

3. SIMULATION 

 
To show the performance of 3D MVV bitstream over a wireless error-prone network, a number of 
coding and transmission experiments and simulations are performed in both JMVC 8.5 reference 
software and OPNET 16.1 network simulator [20]. This section describes the conditions used in 
the experimental setup. 
 
3.1. Video Encoder Settings 

 
Different MVV test sequences were used in the experiment and simulations such as Ballroom, 
Exit, and Vassar. Frame size of 640X480, Frame rate = 25 f/s, Number of Frames per view = 250, 
and Quantization parameter (QP) was carefully selected and set to 31 and an intra-coded frame 
was inserted every 13th frame in order to limit the temporal error propagation. The JMVC 8.5 
reference software and simulations were configured as in [18]. Symbol mode is set on Content 
Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) to support the DP in the extended profile, also one 
slice per NAL unit is considered as part of the H.264/AVC network friendly design [21]. Three 
views of each of the MVV test sequences were considered to generate the MVV bitstream used 
for transmission over the simulated network. 
 

3.2 Transmission Simulation Setup 

 
This section describes some of the necessary conditions and parameters used in the network 
simulation setup. The robustness of MLDP against channel errors is demonstrated by examining 
the performance of the MVV bitstream transmitted over a WIMAX simulated channel under 
varying channel conditions and error rates. Multiple Subscriber Stations (SS) that represents 
source and destination nodes are configured to share a common Base Station that is connected to 
the core network through an IP backbone. The WIMAX model in OPNET does not have a direct 
approach to upload and introduce errors in an MVV bitstream file. Trace file of the MVV 
bitstream need to be generated first and simulated across the network. Transmission error 
distribution formats have been developed for different error rates in the model. The network 
simulation methodology is similar to the work in [22]. The MVV bitstream is decoded and 
evaluated after being received by the application client for different error rates in the network. 
The objective quality of the reconstructed videos is measured and analysed in terms of Peak 
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) which is a widely known objective metric used to measure the 
reconstructed video quality [23].   
 

3.3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

 
This section describes the performance evaluation and results of the effects of GOP size on 
multiview video bitstream over the wireless network. The values of GOP sizes used in the 
experiments are 4, 8, 12, and 16 respectively. Also, the error rates used are 0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 
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15%, and 20% respectively. For every GOP size and error rate considered, ten different 
simulations are conducted, and the average results are generated. The perceptual quality of each 
reconstructed view is measured in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) for all the different 
simulations and error rates used in the experiment. Ballroom sequence experimental values for 
perceptual quality are generated in table 1 for different loss rates and GOP sizes 
. 
In Fig. 6, we evaluate both the H.264 DP and the multi-layer DP method for different error rates 
and GOP size. We have observed for different runs in our simulations that high error rate (20%) 
multi-layer DP has a better and improved quality performance than the H.264 DP technique in 
many instances. Note that, video coding works either as fixed quality and variable bitrate and 
vice-versa. 
 
In this experiment for various quality levels with GOP of 4, 8, 12 and 16, corresponding constant 
bitrates of 1909.69kb/s, 1619.76kb/s, 1527.94kb/s, and 1374.75kb/s are respectively reported for 
ballroom test sequence Fig. 7. 
 
In Fig. 8 and 9, the results of the experiment have revealed that a small number of GOP size 
means more I frames. This can have a tendency to consume more of bits because of the frequent 
occurrence of intra frames within the GOP. However, having more I-frames increases the 
multiview bitstream size. It can have a tendency of reducing the efficiency of the multiview video 
coding. Different applications can have different GOP requirements such as real time and offline 
applications each having a different latency or delay requirement [24].   
 
In Fig. 10, the results obtained illustrate that lower GOP size can give a better perceptual quality 
in the multiview video. This is because low GOP means more intra frames within the GOP with 
less prediction error which can result in a higher video quality. In video communications over-
error prone environment, trade-off between perceptual quality and bitrate consumption is 
important and necessary [25].  In most cases, applications requiring a high level of quality in an 
error-prone network can have a higher bitrate in order to make the MVV bitstream more resilient 
to channel noise and that result in visual quality improvement. [26] 
 
3.3.1. Objective and Subjective analysis 

 
Table 1.    Numerical simulation results 

 
 
Ballroom GOP4 

Ballroom GOP8 

PLR (%) H264 DP (dB) H264 ML (dB) H264 DP (dB) H264 ML(dB) 
0 35.45 35.45 35.16 35.16 

1 34.53 34.93 34.67 34.72 
5 28.54 28.90 30.28 27.97 
10 24.73 24.37 26.82 24.96 
15 21.04 22.93 21.35 21.90 
20 18.65 20.04 18.09 19.04 

Ballroom GOP 12 Ballroom GOP 16 

PLR (%) H264 DP ( (dB) H264 ML (dB) H264 DP ( (dB) H264 ML(dB) 

0 34.99 34.99 34.83 34.83 
1 34.74 32.83 34.38 33.41 
5 30.42 30.10 30.42 31.82 
10 24.24 24.22 24.61 25.59 
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Figure 6.  Quality evaluation for different error rates and GOP sizes 
 

 
 

Figure 7.   Bitrate performance for different GOP sizes 
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Figure 8.   Bitrate performance for different GOP and test sequences 
 

 
 

Figure 9.   Quality and bitrate evaluation for different test sequences 
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Figure 10.   Quality evaluation for different GOP sizes and test sequences 

 
The subjective results are presented for ballroom sequence for different views in Figures 11-13. 
In the demonstration, frame 121 is chosen from each view at 20% loss rate and a GOP of 16. It 
can be observed that Multi-Layer DP technique can improve the perceptual quality performance 
than H.264 DP technique. The greyscale effect in Multi-layer DP technique is completely 
removed. We can observe closely in the Multi-layer DP that these frames are not reconstructed 
with the best quality when compared with the original frames. This is because of the high error 
rate used in the network simulations and the inability of the frame copy error concealment to 
recover high losses. At such error rate of 20% and GOP of 16, the multi-layer DP technique could 
recover most of the lost video information with improved quality compared to H264 DP 
technique at the same error rate and GOP size. It is important to analyse the effects of error 
propagation within a GOP of the multi-layer data partitioned bitstream. In hierarchical GOP like 
the one in multiview video coding, the reference decoder uses the I-frame in the base view and 
the anchor frames in the non-base view either directly or indirectly as reference frames for all 
other frames with the GOP.  If an error occurs in the I-frame of view 1, it can result to artefacts 
that can continue to propagate throughout the GOP structure. The effect can be experienced in 
both temporal and interview manner until the next random access point. At this point, the decoder 
refreshes with the next intra coded frame in view 1 or the anchor frames in either view 2 and 3. It 
has been noticed that losses within the I-frame that does not affect the header information such as 
intra coded MBs coefficient can also propagate errors throughout the GOP.  P-frames are coded 
using motion compensation prediction from previous reference frames. From  Fig. 1, anchor 
frame such as the one in view 3 is forward predicted from the I-frame in view 1, subsequent 
prediction of other non-anchor frames in both view 3 and view 2 takes reference from their 
preceding P-frame. Any form of loss in this frame can further propagate error through the 
remainder of the GOP until the next refresh frame is received within the multi-layer partitioned 
bitstream. It can be highlighted that the impact of P-frame or anchor frame of view 3 can be 
almost as significant as losing an I-frame due many of interdependencies from other frames. Due 
to the hierarchical nature of MVC bitstream, anchor frame in view 2 that is interview predicted 
from view 1 and view 3 is used to predict other non-anchor frames temporally within the GOP. So 
the effect of error is limited to view 2 only and less severe than I and P-frames in the multiview 
video bitstream. 
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Figure 11. Subjective quality comparison of frame 121 of view 0 
at 20% error rate and GOP=16 for Ballroom sequence. 
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Figure 12. Subjective quality comparison of frame 121 of view 1 
at 20% error rate and GOP=16 for Ballroom sequence. 
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Figure 13. Subjective quality comparison of frame 121 of view 2                                    
at 20% error rate and GOP=16 for Ballroom sequence. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The GOP within a video sequence is one of the key coding parameters that determine the video 
quality perception of the viewer, more importantly, the GOP size and the motion within the 
sequence. Large GOP size improves the compression efficiency, which can allow more or higher 
video content to be transmitted for a given bitrate. However, the effects of error propagation or 
artefacts due to transmission error in an IP network might be longer. It is necessary to wisely 
decide what GOP structure and size to support any application such as streaming or transmitting 
videos.  The work in this paper examines the effect of GOP size on erroneous multi-layer data 
partition bitstream when transmitted over error-prone networks. However, the study in this paper 
focuses and illustrates the performance of the two algorithms for worst case scenario.  Two 
different techniques namely H264 DP and multi-layer DP are used to demonstrate this effect. Our 
experimental results illustrate that the Multi-Layer DP technique can improve the visual 
perception of reconstructed videos for higher error rates within allowable compression efficiency 
and bitrate. From the results obtained, we can assume and suggest that multi-layer DP technique 
can suitably be utilized for delivering multiview video content over bandwidth constraint and 
high error rate channel at a GOP size of 16.  Please note that the work in this paper is not claiming 
to achieve a remarkable visual quality. We are proposing based on simulated results a different 
approach that can apparently improve the visual quality of multiview video in a very high error 
rate channel. Part of our future work is to optimize the multi-layer data partitioning technique by 
implementing error protection technique. The idea is to protect the multiview data from the high 
error rate in the channel. The decoder error concealment algorithm is going to be extended to 
employ the hybrid method that can fully exploit the redundancies between macroblocks in both 
spatial/temporal and interview direction. We anticipate that from our current findings and results, 
more and better visual quality can be achieved when these techniques are implemented while 
considering the cost of bit rate and coding efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, a developed three-dimensional Molecular Dynamics (MD) model for AFM-based 

nanomachining is applied to study mechanical indentation and scratching at the nanoscale. The 

correlation between the machining conditions, including applied force, depth, tip speed, and 

defect mechanism in substrate/workpiece is investigeted. The simulations of nanoscratching 

process are performed on different crystal orientations of single-crystal gold substrate, Au(100), 

Au(110), and Au(111). The material deformation and deformed geometry are extracted from the 

final locations of atoms, which are displaced by the rigid indenter. The simulation also allows 

for the prediction of forces at the interface between the indenter and substrate. Material 

properties including modulus of elasticity and hardness are estimated. It is found that properties 

vary significantly at the nanoscale. In addition to the modeling, an AFM is used to conduct 

actual indentation and scratching at the nanoscale, and provide measurements to which the MD 

simulation predictions are compared. Due to computational time limitation, the predicted forces 

obtained from MD simulation only compares well qualitatively with the experimental results. 

 
KEYWORDS 

 
AFM-based Nanomachining, Molecular Dynamics (MD), Nanoindentation, Nanoscratching, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Atomic force microscope (AFM) has been considered a potential manufacturing tool for 
operations including machining, patterning, and assembling with in situ metrology and 
visualization [1]. AFM-based nanomachining generally involves nanoindentation and 
nanoscratching, which have been commonly used in the characterization of surfaces or small-
scale materials [2]. It also has the ability to perform in situ repair/re-manufacturing of the 
position, size, shape, and orientation of single nanostructures. Some applications of AFM-based 
nanomachining include fabrication of micro-/nano-devices, individualized biomedicine and drug 
delivery, molecular reading and sorting, ultrahigh density memory, nanoscale circuitry, and 
fabrication of metal nanowires [3-13]. 
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Recently, AFM tips have been used as cutting tools for surface modification. Nanochannels, 
nanoslots, and complex nanopatterns can be fabricated by directly scratching the substrate [9]. 
These AFM-based mechanical indentation and scratching techniques have been successfully 
applied to produce complex geometries and high aspect-ratio 3D nano-objects on both flat and 
curved surfaces [10]. Nanoindentation and nanoscratching are capable of fabricating complex 
structures, and advances in materials, pattern transfer processes, and cost reductions of AFM 
equipment have allowed these methods to become a viable but not yet scalable method for many 
nanoscale devices [14]. Process throughput is low due to limited removal speed, tip-surface 
approach, contact detection, desired force profile, and tool wear. Parallel fabrication using 
multiple AFM tip arrays has been reported [5]. However, parallel fabrication currently does not 
allow precise control over size, shape, position, or orientation of individual structures. A 
fundamental understanding of substrate deformations/separations and the tip is needed to achieve 
controllable nanomanufacturing [1]. Attempts have been made to study the correlation between 
machining parameters, machined geometry, and surface properties for better control of AFM-
based nanomachining processes both experimentally [15-21] and computationally [22-55]. This 
include experiments on few types of materials to investigate the effects of parameters such as 
applied load, scratching speed, feed rate, scratching direction, tip geometry, tip angle, tip radius, 
and number of scratching cycles. These parameters which also depend on material properties and 
crystal orientation of the substrate, affect the depth, width, chip formation, and surface roughness 
of the machined surface. Due to experimental limitations, computational models are therefore 
essential to achieve a more comprehensive/complete understanding of the roles of the parameters 
affecting the final nano-geometry in AFM-based nanomachining. On the other hand, a more 
extensive experimental study is necessary to inform the development of accurate and realistic 
predictive models. The experimental data is also needed to validate the computational models. 
To address the need for computational models of AFM-based nanomachining, some efforts have 
been made to model nanoindentation and nanoscratching using MD simulations [22-55]. MD 
simulation presents itself as a viable alternative to the expensive traditional experimental 
approach. Such a simulation was initiated in the late 1950s by Alder and Wainwright [56-57] in 
the field of statistical mechanics and has been successfully applied to investigate various 
phenomena at nanoscale. The advantage of MD simulation over continuum model simulation 
(FE) is that it allows for a better, more detailed understanding of the ways defects are created, the 
transition from elastic to plastic behavior, and crystal structure effects in materials [22]. 
Numerous studies have been reported on MD simulations of nanoindentaion and nanoscratching.  
The effects of several parameters such as crystal orientation [41, 45, 46], indenter shape and 
orientation [33, 39, 40, 44], penetration or scratching depth [37, 42, 47, 48], scratching speed [47, 
48], feed (on nanoscratching) [34, 35], and temperature [25, 45, 49] have been investigated on 
different types of bulk and thin film materials. In addition, mechanical properties including 
Young’s modulus, friction coefficient and hardness of materials have also been reported [26, 42]. 
MD simulation quality depends on the accuracy of the potential energy function used. Also, the 
complexity of the potential energy function directly affects computational time. The selection of 
the potential function depends on material type. Various types were investigated in MD 
simulations: silicon [22, 30, 31], gold [32], copper [25, 33-35], aluminum [36-38], silver [39, 40], 
iron [41, 42] and nickel [43, 44]. However, MD simulation involves the interaction of a large 
number of atoms as deformation occurs on an atomic scale. One major concern in MD simulation 
is the high computational time required. Existing MD models are limited in the size of simulated 
volume as well as time scale, inhibiting the ability to capture all important attributes for 
deformation. To keep the processing time under control, most existing models of nanoindentation 
use less than 100,000 atoms. The largest models of nanoindentation found in the literature contain 
approximately 10 million atoms [58], which are enabled by parallel computing.  
 
In this paper, three-dimensional MD simulations of AFM nanoindentation and nanoscratching are 
performed to investigate the effects of tip speed and crystal orientation for the case of gold 
material. The simulation allows for the prediction of forces at the interface between an indenter 
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and a substrate. The material deformation and deformed geometry are extracted based on the final 
locations of the atoms, which have been displaced by the rigid tool. Mechanical properties 
including Young’s modulus and hardness of materials are also reported. In addition, an AFM is 
used to conduct actual indentation and scratching at the nanoscale, and provide data with which to 
validate MD simulation. The results of the simulation as well as the AFM data are presented and 
compared. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 
MD simulation is used to simulate the time dependent behavior of a molecular system. MD 
simulations of AFM-based nanomachining in this study are implemented using LAMMPS 
(Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) [59, 60]. The LAMMPS code run 
in parallel uses distributed memory message passing techniques and spatial decomposition of 
simulation domain. The inputs required in MD simulation are initial positions and velocities of 
atoms in the system along with other information such as boundary conditions, potential energy 
function, time steps, etc. The outputs of the simulation include trajectories of atoms in the system, 
forces, energy of the system, and other physical quantities of interest. The MD simulation model 
and the potential functions used in this study are explained in the following sections. 
 
2.1. Simulation Model 

 
The schematic model used in the MD simulation of AFM nanoscratching is shown in Figure 1. 
The simulation model consists of a single crystal gold workpiece and a three-sided pyramidal 
indenter. Diamond is selected as indenter tip. The indenter tip is modeled as a rigid body. The 
initial positions of atoms in the model are calculated from the default lattice position. For 
example, face center cubic (fcc) structure is applied in the modeling of gold workpieces. On the 
other hand, diamond structure is used for modeling of diamond indenter. The workpiece in the 
MD simulation is divided into three different zones: boundary, thermostat, and the Newtonian 
zones. A few layers of boundary and thermostat atoms are placed on the bottom side of the 
workpiece. Fixed boundary conditions are applied to the boundary atoms. The atoms are fixed in 
the position to reduce the edge effects and maintain the symmetry of the lattice. Periodic 
boundary conditions are maintained along the x- and y-direction. The periodic boundary 
conditions are usually employed when a simulation seek to investigate the behavior of an isolated 
system, to avoid spurious edge effects and thereby simulate the behavior of a much larger crystal 
system. The thermostat zone is applied to the MD simulation model to ensure that the heat 
generated during the indentation process can be conducted out of the indentation region properly. 
The temperature in the thermostat zone is maintained by scaling the velocities of the thermostat 
atoms for each computational time step. In the Newtonian zone, atoms move according to 
Newton’s equation of motion. 
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Figure 1. Schematic MD simulation model of AFM nanoscratching 

 
2.2. Potential Energy Function 

 
The motion of the atoms in the Newtonian zone is determined by the forces derived from 
potential energy function and Newton’s equation of motion. The interaction of each atom can be 
approximated by a potential energy function in accordance with Newtonian mechanics. The 
quality of the MD simulation results depends on the accuracy of the potential energy function 
used. On the other hand, the complexity of the potential energy function directly affects the 
computational time [61]. The selection of the potential function depends on the type of material 
used in the model. The potential energy function used for the interaction between atoms in the 
gold (Au) workpiece materials is the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) potential [62]. The Morse 
potential [63] is employed for the interaction between the gold workpiece and diamond indenter 
tip in the MD simulations. 
 
The Morse potential [63] is a commonly used empirical potential energy function for bonded 
interactions The Morse potential energy function U can be expresses as a function of interatomic 
distance r as the following formula: 
 

U (r)= D exp −2α r − re( )[ ] − 2 exp −α r − re( )[ ]{ }          (1) 
 

where r is the distance between the atoms, re is the equilibrium bond distance, D is the cohesive 
energy, and α is a parameter controlling the width of the potential. The single independent 
variable in the equation is r. The constant parameters, re, α, and D, can be determined on the basis 
of the physical properties of the material. The parameters used in the Morse potential for gold are 
listed in Table 1. The parameters between gold and carbon (Au-C) are calculated from the 
following equations.  

 

 (2) 
 

(3) 
 

(4) 
 
The EAM potential [62] is an extension of the two-body potential that has been developed for 
metals. The basic approach of the EAM, which evolved from the density-function theory, is based 
upon the recognition that the cohesive energy of a metal is governed not only by the pair-wise 

DAu−C = DAu ⋅ DC

αAu−C = αAu ⋅αC

re Au−C = re Au ⋅ re C
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potential of the nearest neighbor atoms, but also by embedding energy related to the electron gas 
that surrounds each atom. 
 

Table 1.  Parameters used in the Morse potential energy function 
 

Parameter Au-Au 
[64] 

C-C 
[25] 

Au-C 

D (eV) 
α (Å-1) 
re (Å) 

0.475 
1.583 
3.024 

2.423 
2.555 
2.522 

1.073 
2.011 
2.762 

 
The interatomic force between any two atoms can be obtained from the potential energy function 
(U) such that  
 

Fij = −
∂U

∂rij  

(5) 

where Fij is the interatomic force between atom i and j at a distance rij from atom i. The 
total force exerted on a particular atom is then calculated as the following equation. 

 Fi = F
ij

(r
ij

)
j = 1,i ≠ j

N

∑

 

               (6) 

where Fi is the resultant force on atom i and N is the total number of atoms. After calculating 
force on each atom, velocities and positions are calculated from Newton’s second law of motion. 
 
In this study, material properties, Young’s modulus and hardness, are calculated using the 
formulations developed by Oliver and Pharr [65]. They used data directly drawn from the load-
displacement curve and correlated the projected contact area, Ac, to the contact depth, hc, where hc 
may be expresses as 

       
hc = hmax − 0.72

Pmax

Smax  
(7) 

where hmax is the maximum depth of indentation, Pmax is the maximum applied load and Smax is the 
slope of the unloading curve at the maximum applied load. The contact area, Ac, is thus found 
from the geometry of the indenter as a function of the contact depth, hc. Once the contact area is 
known, the hardness, H, is estimated from the maximum indentation load Pmax divided by the 
projected contact area, i.e. 

          

H =
Pmax

Ac  

 
(8) 

 
The Young’s modulus is calculated by the reduced elastic modulus, Er, which takes into account 
the combined elastic effects of indenter tip and sample, as follows:   
 

                                                        

E
r

=
1
2

π

Ac

dP

dh
 

(9) 

 
where dP/dh is the slope of tangent line at the beginning of the unloading curve and Ac is the 
projected area at the maximum depth of indentation. The Young’s modulus of the sample, Es, is 
then calculated from the following equation. 
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1
Er

=
1−ν s

2

Es

+
1−ν i

2

Ei  

(10) 

 
where Ei is the Young’s modulus of the indenter, and νs and νi are the Poisson’s ratios of the 
sample and indenter, respectively. 
 
2.3. Ensembles of Statistical Thermodynamics 

 
Statistical ensembles are usually characterized by fixed values of thermodynamic variables such 
as energy, E, temperature, T, pressure, P, volume, V, particle number, N, or chemical potential, µ. 
One fundamental ensemble is called the microcanonical ensemble and is characterized by 
constant particle number, N, constant volume, V and constant total energy, E, and is denoted as 
the NVE ensemble. Other examples include the canonical, or NVT ensemble, the isothermal-
isobaric or NPT ensemble, and the grand canonical or µVT ensemble. In the current study, 
microcanonical or NVE ensemble is applied in the Newtonian zone. The system is isolated from 
changes in number of atoms (N), volume (V) and energy (E). It corresponds to an adiabatic 
process with no heat exchange. A microcanonical molecular dynamics trajectory may be seen as 
an exchange of potential and kinetic energy, with total energy being conserved. 
 
2.4. Parallel MD Simulation 

 
The parallel MD simulations of AFM-based nanomachining are implemented using LAMMPS 
[59, 60]. The LAMMPS code run in parallel uses distributed memory message passing techniques 
and spatial decomposition of simulation domain. In spatial decomposition, the simulation domain 
is divided into a set of equal smaller sized domains. Each sub-domain is distributed to different 
processor for calculation. Since nearby atoms are placed on same processor, only neighboring 
atoms on different processor need to be communicated by Message Passing Interface (MPI). 
Communication is minimized to optimal level by replicating force computations of boundary 
atoms. Non-uniformity of data distribution can occur for spatial decomposition as interaction 
between tool and workpiece arise. The parallel MD simulation is run on the Big Red II 
supercomputer [66]. Big Red II is Indiana University's main system for high-performance parallel 
computing. Big Red II combines the longstanding leadership of Cray supercomputers with IU-
developed technology. The Cray XE6/XK7 supercomputer is capable of one thousand trillion 
floating-point operations per second, or one petaFLOPS, making it the fastest university-owned 
supercomputer in the world. 
 
2.5. MD Simulation Conditions 

 
MD simulations of AFM-based nanomachining were conducted on single crystal gold with the 
use of parallel computing. Table 2 gives the conditions used in the MD simulations of AFM-
based nanomachining. The dimensions of the workpiece and indenter, the depth of indentation 
and the tip speeds are given. The dimensions of the workpiece are expressed in terms of the lattice 
constants. The lattice constant of gold (aAu) is 4.080 Angstroms (Å). 
 

Table 2. MD simulation conditions used in the MD simulations of AFM-based nanomachining 
 

Workpiece material Gold (Au) 

Workpiece dimension 
Indent: 120aAu×120aAu×120aAu 
Scratch: 160aAu×320aAu×40aAu 

Crystal orientation Au: (100), (110), (111) 
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Number of atoms in the 
workpiece 

Indent: 6,912,000 atoms 
Scratch: 8,192,000 atoms 

Indenter tip material Diamond 

Indenter type Three sided pyramid 

Indentation depth 1 - 7 nm 

Nanoindentation tip 
speed 

1, 10 m/s 

Bulk temperature 293 K 

Time steps 1 fs (10-15s) 

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
A Veeco Bioscope AFM was used to conduct actual indent and scratch at the nanoscale, and 
provides data for evaluation of the MD simulation predictions. The AFM provides resolution on 
the nanometer (lateral) and angstrom (vertical) scales. A diamond probe (Bruker DNISP 
indentation probe) with a spring constant of 250 N/m was used in the experiments. The indenter 
tips have three-sided pyramid shapes. Nanoindentation is made by forcing the tip into the 
workpiece until the required cantilever deflection is reached. The tip is then lifted to its initial 
position above the workpiece. Nanoindentation can be made at various forces and rates, using the 
deflection of the cantilever as a measure of the indentation force. The indentation force, F, is 
directly proportional to the deflection of the cantilever can be calculated from the well-known 
Hooke’s law:   

 F =  kx (11) 

 
where k is the cantilever stiffness or spring constant in N/m and x is the deflection of the 
cantilever. Nanoscratching is performed by forcing the tip into the workpiece until the required 
cantilever deflection is reached. The tip is then moved horizontally for a specified length and then 
lifted to its initial position above the workpiece. The nanoindentation and nanoscratching 
experiments were conducted at various applied forces and tip velocities. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
MD simulation results of AFM nanoindentation and nanoscratching are presented in this section. 
All MD simulation snapshots are visualized by Atomeye [67]. The different colors shown in the 
following figures represent coordination number, which is a measure of how many nearest 
neighbors exist for a particular atom. For example, atoms in perfect fcc crystals have 12 nearest 
neighbors and their atomic coordination number is accordingly 12. Atoms with coordination 
numbers that are not 12 usually represent the location of defects and vacancies. The purpose of 
using this coordination number coloring is to clearly see the defects and dislocations of atoms.  
In nanoindentation process, the indenter tip moves vertically into the surface of substrate. The 
atoms in the substrate are compressed beneath the tip and the deformation can be seen in the 
vicinity of the tip. The material apart from the tip seems to effect very little by the motion of the 
tip. MD simulation snapshots of nanoindentation are shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the 
initial stage of indenter tip and workpiece material in nanoindentation followed by the movement 
of the tip into the workpiece material at various time intervals. At the surrounding of contact 
surface between the indenter tip and the workpiece, a material pile-up is observed. Figure 3 shows 
top and cross-sectional views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoindentation. The tip is located 
at the maximum indentation depth at the time of 55 ps (Figure 3 (a)), while the tip is moved to its 
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initial point at the time of 115 ps (Figure 3(b)). The elastic deformation on the top surface of the 
gold workpiece undergoes elastic recovery after the tool tip was moved upward from the 
workpiece. It can be seen from Figure 3 that some deformation on the surface disappeared after 
the tool tip was moved up. Moreover, the depth of indentation mark and subsurface deformation 
decrease after the tip was removed from the workpiece. 
 
Figure 4 shows the MD simulation snapshots of nano-scratching with the scratching depth of 5 
nm. The crystal orientation of workpiece material is Au(100) and the direction of scratching is 
[100]. The scratching length is 30 nm and the tip speed is 10 m/s. The atoms in the workpiece are 
compressed beneath and in front of the tip and assembled to form a small chip. The material pile-
up can be seen along the resulting groove. Several types of defects, including vacancies and 
Shockley partial dislocation loops, can be observed during the simulation. The dislocation loops 
are highly mobile and participate in various interactions among themselves and with other 
defects. The dislocation loops on the top surface are emitted in front of the tip and generally move 
out of the computation domain at a side boundary and come inside from the opposite side of 
boundary, due to the periodic boundary conditions applied to all four side boundaries. 

 
Figure 2. MD simulation snapshots of nano-indentation at various times: (a) 0 ps; (b) 10 ps; (c) 30 ps; (d) 

55 ps; (e) 80 ps; (f) 115 ps 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3. Top (left) and cross-sectional (right) views of MD simulation snapshots of nano-indentation: (a) 
time = 55 ps; (b) time = 115 ps 
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Figure 4. MD simulation snapshots of nano-scratching with a scratching depth of 5 nm. 

 
The effect of scratching depth on material deformation was investigated. MD simulations of 
nanoscratching were conducted with scratch depths varying from 1 to7 nm. Top and cross-
sectional views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching at various scratching depths are 
shown in Figs. 5 - 6, respectively. As the scratching depth increases, the deformation is found to 
penetrate much deeper from the surface and the height of material pile-up also increases. In 
addition, more dislocation loops on the top surface can be observed. With increasing depth, the 
dislocations reach side boundaries sooner and re-enter from the opposite side. Some of these 
partial dislocations interact with other defects to form more defects on the top surface. This 
indicates that a larger computation domain is needed.    

 

           

       (a)                                                 (b) 

            

       (c)                                                 (d) 

Figure 5. Top view of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching with different depths of scratch: (a) 1 
nm;  (b) 3 nm; (c) 5 nm; (d) 7 nm. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. Cross-sectional views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching with different depths of 
scratch: (a) 1 nm;  (b) 3 nm; (c) 5 nm; (d) 7 nm. 

 
The effects of crystal orientation are presented. Here, the MD simulations of nanoscratching were 
conducted on three different crystal orientations: Au(100), Au(110), and Au(111). The scratching 
depths are 5 nm for all the three cases. Figs 7 – 9 show cross-sectional (a, b) and top (c, d) views 
of different crystal orientations. Different pattern of surface and subsurface deformation can be 
observed for different crystal orientations. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7. Cross-sectional (a) and top (b) views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching of Au(100) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8. Cross-sectional (a) and top (b) views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching of Au(110) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. Cross-sectional (a) and top (b) views of MD simulation snapshots of nanoscratching of Au(111) 
 

Fig. 10 shows AFM image and cross-sectional profile of nanoindentation for different applied 
forces, increasing from right to left: 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 µN. The AFM experiments were repeated 
for five times (five rows shown in Fig. 10). The indentation depths increase as the applied forces 
increase. The variation of indentation forces with depths of indentation at different tool tip speeds 
is shown in Figure 11. It can be observed that the indentation force increases as the depth of   
indentation increases. The simulation results were compared with the experimental results. Due to 
the limitation on computational time, it should be noted that the tool tip speeds used in this MD 
simulation are a lot higher than those used in the experiment. The typical speed used in the 
experiment is approximately 5-10 µm/s. Therefore, the effect of tool tip speed on the indentation 
force is also investigated in this paper. It can be observed from Figure 11 that the indentation 
force increases as the tool tip speed decreases. Since the tip speed plays an important role on the 
indentation force, the quantitative values of the indentation force obtained from MD simulation 
are not comparable to the experimental results. However, the increasing trends of indentation 
force are the same for both simulation and experimental results. AFM experiments of 
nanoindentation were also carried out to investigate the effect of the tip speed. Fig. 12 shows the 
experimental results of AFM nanoindentation for different applied forces and different tip speeds. 
The tip speeds were increased from 1 to 10 µm/s from top to bottom rows. Fig. 12 (b) shows the 
cross-sectional profile of AFM nanoindentation. The blue line represents the cross-sectional 
profile for the tip speed of 1 µm/s. The red line represents the cross-sectional profile for the tip 
speed of 10 µm/s. It can be seen from Fig. 12 (b) that the indentation depth increases as the tip 
speed increases. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 10. (a) AFM image of nanoindentation for different applied forces (increasing from right to left); (b) 
cross-sectional profile of AFM image  

 

 

Figure 11. Variation in indentation forces with depths of indentation. 
 

 

v=1 m/s 
v = 10 m/s 
Experimental results 
v = 10µm/s 
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            (a)      (b) 

Figure 12. (a) AFM image of nanoindentation for different applied forces (increasing from right to left) and 
tip speeds (increasing from top to bottom); (b) cross-sectional profile of AFM image 

 
Figure 13 shows the AFM experimental results of nanoscratching with five different depths, 
namely 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 nm (increasing from right to left). As can be seen from figure 13(b), the 
surface roughness varies between 0 to 20 nm across the gold substrate. In order to obtain a 
meaningful result, the depths of scratch used in the experiments must be higher than 20 nm which 
are ten times the depths used in the MD simulation. For this reason, the quantitative values, i.e. 
forces, obtained from MD simulation are not comparable to the experimental results; only the 
qualitative values are discussed here. The height of the material pile-up along the scratch groove 
is found to increase as the depth of cut increases in both MD simulation and AFM experiments. 
However, the material pile-up on the left side is observed to be higher than the right side which is 
different from the MD simulation results. One possible explanation for the discrepancy may be 
that the x-rotation of the AFM probe used in the experiment was set to 12 degree as 
recommended by manufacturer. During the nanoscratching process, the pile-up material in front 
of the tip increases, but not enough to form chip. Thus, no chip formation is detected in both MD 
simulation and experiments for the observed depths of scratch. 
 

         

(a)            (b) 

Figure 13.  AFM experimental results of nano-scratching with five scratch depths of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 nm 
increasing from right to left: (a) AFM image of nanoscratching (b) cross-sectional profile 

 
Figure 14 shows load-displacement curve for the case of gold material and diamond indenter tip. 
As the indentation depth of the diamond tip continues to increase, the load curve continues to go 
up and until its reaches a maximum depth. After reaching the specified maximum depth, the tip 
begins to unload and return to it original position. The slope of the unloading curve at the 
maximum load is determined and used in the calculation of hardness and Young’s modulus in Eq. 
(8) and (10), respectively. Two different methods were used to calculate the contact area. In the 
first method, the contact area was calculated from the geometry of the indenter as a function of 
the contact depth, hc. In the second method, the contact area was estimated from the location of 
displaced atoms at the interface between tip and sample. The material properties of diamond 
indenter used in the calculation are Ei = 1140 GPa and νi = 0.07.  Table 3 shows the values of 
Young’s modulus and hardness of gold obtained from the calculations. 
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Figure 14. Load-displacement curves for the case of gold material and diamond indenter tip. 
 

Table 3.  Young’s modulus and hardness of materials at nanoscale 
 

Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Method 1 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Method 2 

 

235 

 

113.56 

 

98.13 

 
Comparing to the macroscale properties, the Young’s modulus of gold is approximately 57-120 
GPa; while it was found to be 235 GPa from our calculation. The values of hardness obtained 
from method 1 in our calculation is slightly larger than those obtained from method 2. Both 
Young’s modulus and hardness in our analysis were about two to three times larger than those at 
the macroscale. This discrepancy is a result of the scale differences. Bulk material typically has 
constant material properties regardless of its size, but size-dependent properties are often 
observed at the nanoscale.  Nanoscale material has a high surface area and a large fraction of the 
atoms are on its surface. This can give rise to size effects in material properties at the nanoscale. 
Moreover, the defect of the material such as grain boundaries and dislocations was different at 
different scales. In addition, an assumption of perfect defect-free single-crystal material was 
applied in the MD simulation; while, in general, materials at macroscale were poly-crystalline and 
contained several types of defects.  
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
MD simulations of AFM-based nanoindentation and nanoscratching were conducted to 
investigate the effect of indentation and scratching depth, crystal orientation and tip speed. 
Material properties at the nanoscale were also extracted and compared with macroscopic 
properties. Several types of defects, including vacancies and Shockley partial dislocation loops, 
could be observed during the simulation. With increasing depth of scratch, the dislocations reach 
side boundaries sooner and re-enter from the opposite side. Some of these partial dislocations 
interact with other defects to form more defects on the top surface. Due to the periodic boundary 
condition applied to all the four side boundaries, the simulation domain should be large enough to 
avoid the re-entering of dislocations. For different crystal orientations, different pattern of surface 

Loading 

Unloading 
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and subsurface deformation can be observed. The effect of indentation depths and tip speeds was 
investigated and found that indentation force increases as depth of indentation and tip speed 
increase. Material properties, e.g. Young’s modulus and hardness, of the materials at the 
nanoscale are different from those at the macroscale. Hence, due to different material properties 
between nano- and macro-scale, materials at nanoscale are typically considered new types of 
material. As can be seen from the presented results, these machining parameters affected the final 
nano-geometry in AFM-based nanomachining. The findings from this work can be applied to the 
fabrication of nanochannels/nano-fluidic devices. However, a more extensive experimental study 
is necessary to better validate the computational models. This will be reported in our future work. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The purpose of the current study is to propose discriminated management strategies for mobile 

learning environments after observing the effects of mobile self-efficacy on performance 

expectancy and effort expectancy, the social influence on intention of use, and the effects of 

facilitating conditions and intention of use on learners' actual use of mobile learning by adding 

mobile self-efficacy to the UTAUT model proposed by Venkatesh et al. (2003). We established 

hypotheses to determine whether mobile self-efficacy, performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions affect intention of use and whether 

intention of use affects actual use. Results showed that when mobile self-efficacy and 

performance expectancy is higher, so is the intention of using mobile learning services. It was 

confirmed that the factors had significant indirect effects on the actual use by mediating the 

intention of use and that the intention of use directly affected actual use. However, the current 

research reported that effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitation conditions did not 

have significant effects on the intention of using mobile learning services. These results will 

contribute substantially to the design of effective mobile learning environments. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Structural relationship, Technology Acceptance Model, Mobile learning  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Despite the tendency of cyber-universities to offer many services, e-learners are likely to limit 

their mobile learning to services within the administrative context, such as announcements. 

Actual use of mobile services connected with e-learning is insufficient (Lee, 2010). Learners in 

traditional as well as cyber-universities identify the complexity of log-in and authentication 

processes, speed problems due to simultaneous access, and limitations from unstable functions as 

factors inhibiting the use of mobile learning services (Min, Sin, Ryu, & Gwak, 2014).  

 

It was discovered that the current level of mobile learning practice consists simply of converting 

e-learning contents to mobile learning contents. Learners satisfied with using e-learning do not 
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dare to switch to mobile learning (Choi & Rho, 2014). Accordingly, it is necessary to devise 

strategies to increase mobile learning service adoption by analyzing the factors that increase 

practical use of mobile learning to expand the usage of mobile learning.   

 

Although several theories have been devised to predict the adoption and diffusion of new 

technology, such as the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), the Technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM), it is necessary to develop an integrative theory and model for the adoption and diffusion 

of new technologies because of individual differences in technology adoption and the 

heterogeneity of research environments(Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). Venkatesh 

and his colleagues (2003) proposed a Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

(UTAUT) Model that integrates the eight current models after reexamining the validity. The 

UTAUT is used as the latest model for analyzing intention of using new technology and actual 

use. The eight models are the TRA, TAM, Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), Technology 

Acceptance Model-Theory of Planned Behavior (TAM-TPB), Integrated Model of Technology 

Acceptance and Use, Motivation Model, PC Utilization Model, Diffusion of Innovation Theory, 

and Social Cognition Theory (Venkatesh et al., 2003). 

 

The UTAUT model is well known to affect performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social 

influence, and facilitating conditions. Among them, performance expectancy and effort 

expectancy directly affect social influences, and facilitating conditions and intention of use affect 

actual use (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Meanwhile, Venkatesh and his colleagues (2003) referred to 

self-efficacy as a variable directly affecting actual use in conjunction with facilitating conditions 

and intention of use. They excluded self-efficacy from the final model because of the post-

research results, which proved the non-significant effects of self-efficacy on actual use 

(Venkatesh & Zhang, 2010).       

 

However, recent empirical studies (Chiu & Wang, 2008; El-Gayar & Moran, 2006; Luarn & Lin, 

2005) have reported self-efficacy as directly affecting actual use of new technologies and 

intention of using information systems. There are contradictory research results between self-

efficacy and actual intention in the mobile learning environments. Therefore, we will examine the 

effects of mobile self-efficacy by adding it as an individual variable in the mobile learning 

environments connected with e-learning.  

 

The purpose of current study, then, is to propose discriminated management strategies for mobile 

learning environments after observing the effects of mobile self-efficacy on performance 

expectancy and effort expectancy, the social influence on intention of use, and the effects of 

facilitating conditions and intention of use on learners' actual use of mobile learning by adding 

mobile self-efficacy to the UTAUT model proposed by Venkatesh et al. (2003)  

 

We established hypotheses to determine whether mobile self-efficacy, performance expectancy, 

effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions affect intention of use and whether 

intention of use affects actual use. The research hypotheses are as follows, and the hypothetical 

research model is displayed in Figure 1.   

 

[Hypothesis 1] Mobile self-efficacy, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social 

influence will affect intention of mobile learning.  

 

[Hypothesis 2] Intention of mobile learning will affect the actual uses of mobile learning.  
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Figure 1. Hypothetical Research Model      

* Self-efficacy = Mobile self-efficacy 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 
2.1. Subjects and Research Procedure 

 

Research subjects were undergraduate students registered for the required course majoring in 

health wellness at a W cyber university. The W Cyber University provides Wellness Health 

Programs specialized in Korean culture and practical welfare through mobiles services by both 

IOS and Android platforms. Subjects were a total of 238 people. Male subjects were 80(33.6%) 

and female ones were 158(66.4%). Subjects in their 20s were eight (3.4%), 30s were 32(13.4%), 

40s were 105(44.1%), 50s were 84(35.7%), and over 60s were 8(3.4%). Mostly were in their 40s 

and 50s.  

 

2.2. Measurement Instrument 

 

The instrument used in this study contains 28 self-report items including mobile self-efficacy, 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, intention of 

use, and actual use of mobile services. Each item was revised appropriately to meet the current 

research purpose after content validity tests were conducted by two experts. All variables except 

actual use were measured on a five-point Likert scale; actual use was measured using actual 

access time. Each variable was assessed using the measures described below:  

 

To measure mobile self-efficacy, we used the instrument developed by Wang and Wang (2008), 

which consists of ten questions asking about self-ability or self-belief related to performing 

mobile operations. For reliability, the measurement has a Cronbach’s α of .92. To measure 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, and intention 

of use, we used the instrument by Venkatesh et al. (2003), which consists of three items asking 

about expecting usefulness, productivity improvement, expenditure reduction, and performance 

improvement. For reliability, the measurement has a Cronbach’s α of .83. Effort expectancy 

relates to e-learners’ perceived ease of use in mobile learning. It was measured through four items 

with Cronbach’s α of .87. Social influence was measured through four items with Cronbach’s α of 

.81. Facilitating conditions is the perceived possibility of receiving help while using mobile 

learning services. It is measured through four items with Cronbach’s α of .80. Intention of use is 

the intention of continuously using the mobile learning services. It is measured through three 

items with Cronbach’s α of .96. Finally, actual use is the degree of actual usage of mobile 

services. It was measured using actual access time to mobile learning services during a semester.  
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2.3. Research Analysis Methods 

 

We conducted reliability tests, factor analysis, descriptive statistics, and correlation analysis with 

the collected data using SPSS. We used structural equation modeling (SEM) to analyze the 

structural relationships between relevant variables and actual use of mobile learning. To analyze 

the SEM, we first evaluated the validity of the measurement model by using the AMOS program. 

After that, we used two approaches in conducting SEM. We used maximum likelihood estimation 

(MLE) to verify the data normality and confirmed model fit using a χ
2
 test, TLI, CFI, and 

RMSEA, which are widely used measures of model fit. 

 

3. RESEARCH RESULTS 

 
3.1. Examination of Measurement Model  
 

This study examined the validity of the structural model prior to analyzing it. The results are 

displayed in Table 1. Observing Table 1, although the χ
2
 results of the measurement model were 

significant (39, n = 238, CMIN = 71.980) at p level of .001, it is desirable to assess model fit by 

using other indices since χ2 is sensitive to sample size and data normality. TLI (.978) and CFI 

(.987) were both over .90, satisfying the acceptable criteria, and RMSEA (.060) was also 

acceptable. Therefore, it was confirmed that the measurement model is suitable.  
 

Table 1.  Fit of the Measurement Model (n = 238) 

 

  CMIN P df   TLI   CFI RMSEA (90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Measurement 

Model 

71.980 .001 39   .978    .987 .060(.037~.081) 

Criteria 

Value 

       **>.900*  >.900      <.080 

 

The results of confirmatory factor analysis provided robust evidence of construct and distinctive 

validity. Standard factor loadings in each path of the measurement variable ranged from .78 to 

.98, both over .50. This means that the selected index variables, which are selected to measure 

each theoretical variable in each research model, indicate adequate construct validity (Bagozzi & 

Yi, 1988). The results of examining the correlations between latent variables ranged from .47 to 

.78, showing low cross-correlations (less than .80). This shows that there is sufficient distinctive 

validity between the latent variables (Bagozzi et al., 1988). 

 

3.2. Structural Model Examination 

 
First, as shown in the Table 2, the examination result of χ2 ([50, n = 238] = 103.581, p = .000) 

was significant, and we can consider it an appropriate model with evidence of TLI = .961, CFI = 

.979, and RMSEA = .067. This means that there is a causal relationship between mobile self-

efficacy, performance expectancy, performance expectancy, social influence, facilitating 

conditions, intention of use, and actual time for use. 
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   Table 2. Fit of the Initial Structural Model (n = 238) 

 

  CMIN P df TLI CFI RMSEA (90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Initial Structural 

Model 

103.581 .000 50 .961 .979 .067 (.049~.086) 

Criteria Value       >.900 >.900    <.080 

 

We examined the direct effects between variables included in the structural model and estimated 

the path coefficients under the verification that the structural model has a good fit. As shown in 

Table 3, three paths among six direct paths are statistically significant.  

 

First, the effect of mobile self-efficacy on intention of use was significant (β = .371, t = 4.258, p < 

.05). Second, the effect of performance expectancy on intention of use was significant (β = .734, t 

= 5.852, p < .05). Third, the effect of effort expectancy on intention of use was not significant (β 
= -.122, t = -1.039, p > .05). Fourth, the effect of social influence on intention of use was not 

significant (β = -.057, t = -.668, p > .05). Fifth, the effect of facilitating conditions on actual use 

was not significant (β = -.104, t = -1.216, p > .05). Finally, the effect of intention of use on actual 

use was significant (β = .374, t = 4.177, p < .05). 

 

After examining statistical significance in the initial structural model, the direct effects of 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitation conditions were 

found to be not statistically significant. We established a succinct revised structural model under 

the supposition that there is no significant difference in model fit after removing insignificant 

paths from the initial structural model. We conducted a χ2 test to confirm if there is a statistical 

difference between the initial structural model and a revised succinct model since there is a 

hierarchical relationship between the initial structural and revised succinct models. From the 

analysis results, we selected the revised succinct research model as a final research model since 

there was no significant difference between the initial structural model and the revised succinct 

model (∆χ
2
 = 5.933, p = 115). 

 
Table 3. Examination of Fit of Revised Structural Model (n = 238) 

 

  CMIN P df TLI CFI RMSEA (90% Confidence 

Interval) 

Revised 

Structural 

Model 

109.515 .000 53 .961 .978 .067 (.049~.086)  

Initial Structural 

Model 

103.581 .000 50 .961 .979 .067 (.049~.086) 

Criteria Value       >.900 >.900   <.080 

 

The results of MLE estimation to measure the fit of the revised structural model are shown in 

Table 3. The revised structural model had good fit, with TLI = .961, CFI = .978, and RMSEA = 

.067. Accordingly, the results of investigating the effects of mobile self-efficacy, performance 

expectancy, facilitating conditions, intention of use, and actual use are shown in Table 4. 
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The effect of mobile self-efficacy on intention of use was β = .269 (t = 3.844, p < .05), that of 

performance expectancy on intention of use was β = .596 (t = 7.697, p < .05), and that of intention 

of use on actual use was β = .373 (t = 4.162, p < .05).  

 

The research results reported that mobile self-efficacy and performance expectancy affects 

intention of use, and intention of use affects actual use. The final model including standardized 

path coefficients is shown in Figure 2.  
 

Table 4. Path Coefficients of Revised Structural Model   (n = 238) 

 

*p < .05    

*Self-Efficacy = Mobile Self-Efficacy 

Figure 2. Standardized Path Coefficients of Revised Model 

 

The results show that mobile self-efficacy and performance expectancy affect intention of use, 

and intention of use affects actual use. Accordingly, we examined the significance of indirect 

effects between the variables using a Sobel test (Kline, 2011). Mobile self-efficacy (z = 2.826, p = 

0.005) and performance expectancy (z = 3.662, p = 0.000) were found to have indirect effects on 

mobile learning service by mediating intention of use. These direct and indirect effects are 

analyzed in Table 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

(B) 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

(β) 

S.E t p 

Self-

Efficacy 
→ 

Intention 

of Use 
00 .308  .269* 00.080 3.844 * 

Performance 

Expectancy 
→ 

Intention 

of Use 
000.725 .596*  00.094 7.697 * 

Intention o f 

Use 
→ 

Actual 

Use 
271.627 .373* 65.267 4.162 * 
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Table 5. Direct and Indirect Effects Analysis of Revised Structural Model (n = 238) 

 

 Relevant Variables Unstandardized Estimate Standardized Estimate 

Relevant Variables Total Direct Indirect Total Direct Indirect 

Self-Efficacy    → Intention 

of Use 

    .308   .308 - .269 .269 - 

Performance 

Expectancy      → 

Intention 

of Use 

    .725   .725 - .596 .596 - 

Self-Efficacy → Actual 

Use 

 83.650 -  83.650 .222 - .222 

Performance 

Expectancy       → 

Actual 

Use 

196.840 - 196.840 .100 - .100 

Intention of Use 

*→ 

Actual 

Use 

271.627 271.627 - .373 .373 - 

* Self-Efficacy = Mobile Self-Efficacy 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 

According to the current research results, when mobile self-efficacy and performance expectancy 

are high, so is the intention of using mobile learning services. It was confirmed that the factors 

had significant indirect effects on actual use by mediating intention of use. It was also confirmed 

that the intention of use directly affected actual use. However, the current research reported that 

effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitation conditions did not have significant effects on 

the intention of using mobile learning services.  

 

Firstly, mobile self-efficacy in the use of mobile learning service connected with e-learning. That 

is, cyber-learners’ feelings of self-confidence and self-ability when using mobile machines 

significantly affected intention of using mobile learning services.   

 

Secondly, it appeared that performance expectancy increased the intention of mobile learning, and 

mobile learning services connected with e-learning improved learning outcomes, reduced time 

and expenditure, and increased the efficiency and effectiveness of learning. The current results 

will contribute substantially to the design of effective mobile learning environments. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Mobility is one of the basic features that define an ad hoc network, an asset that leaves the field 

free for the nodes to move. The most important aspect of this kind of network turns into a great 

disadvantage when it comes to commercial applications, take as an example: the automotive 

networks that allow communication between a groups of vehicles. The ad hoc on-demand 

distance vector (AODV) routing protocol, designed for mobile ad hoc networks, has two main 

functions. First, it enables route establishment between a source and a destination node by 

initiating a route discovery process. Second, it maintains the active routes, which means finding 

alternative routes in a case of a link failure and deleting routes when they are no longer 

desired. In a highly mobile network those are demanding tasks to be performed efficiently and 

accurately. In this paper, we focused in the first point to enhance the local decision of each node 

in the network by the quantification of the mobility of their neighbours. Quantification is made 

around RSSI algorithm a well known distance estimation method. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Ad hoc, Mobility, RSSI, AODV, Localization, Distance, GPS-free. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an appealing technology that has attracted lots of research 

efforts. Ad hoc networks are temporary networks with a dynamic topology which doesn’t have 

any established infrastructure or centralized administration or standard support devices regularly 

available as conventional networks [1]. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are a set of 

wireless mobile nodes that cooperatively form a network without infrastructure, those nodes can 

be computers or devices such as laptops, PDAs, mobile phones, pocket PC with wireless 

connectivity.  The idea of forming a network without any existing infrastructure originates 

already from DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) packet radio network's 

days [2][3]. In general, an Ad hoc network is a network in which every node is potentially a 

router and every node is potentially mobile. The presence of wireless communication and 

mobility make an Ad hoc network unlike a traditional wired network and requires that the routing 

protocols used in an Ad hoc network be based on new and different principles. Routing protocols 

for traditional wired networks are designed to support tremendous numbers of nodes, but they 

assume that the relative position of the nodes will generally remain unchanged. In ad hoc, since 

the nodes are mobile, the network topology may change rapidly and unpredictably and the 

connectivity  among the  terminals  may vary  with  time. However,  since  there  is no fixed  

infrastructure  in  this  network,  each mobile node operates not only as a node but also as a router 

forwarding packets from one node to other mobile nodes in the network that are outside the range 
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of the sender. Routing, as an act of transporting information from a source to a destination 

through intermediate nodes, is a fundamental issue for networks. [4] 
 

The problem that arises in the context of ad hoc networks is an adaptation of the method of 

transport used with the large number of existing units in an environment characterized by modest 

computing capabilities and backup and fast topology changes. 
 

According to the way of the creation and maintenance of roads in the routing of data, routing 

protocols can be separated into three categories, proactive, reactive and hybrid protocols. The 

pro-active protocols establish routes in advance based on the periodic exchange of the routing 

tables, while the reactive protocols seek routes to the request. A third approach, which combines 

the strengths of proactive and reactive schemes, is also presented. This is called a hybrid protocol. 
 

Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector routing protocol (AODV) [5]  is a reactive routing protocol, 

who was standardized by the working group MANET [6] with IETF (Internet Engineering Task 

force), by the (RFC 3561).  
 

The protocol's algorithm creates routes between nodes only when the routes are requested by 

the source nodes, giving the network the flexibility to allow nodes to enter and leave the network 

at will. Routes remain active only as long as data packets are traveling along the paths from the 

source to the destination .When the source stops sending packets, the path will time out and close. 
 

In this paper we propose a solution that enables each node in the network to determine the 

location of its neighbors in order to create a more stable and less mobile road. For that purpose, 

we locally quantify the neighbor’s distances of a node as the metric of mobility using AODV 

protocol. 
 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, describes briefly the AODV 

protocol. In Section 3, a summary of related work is presented. we present in Section 4 how to 

quantify, evaluate, estimate mobility in ad hoc network. Section 5 shows the algorithm used the 

quantification of the distance in AODV protocol. Section 6 presents some simulations and results. 

Finally Section 7 concludes this paper. 
 

2. AD HOC ON-DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR 
 

AODV is an on-demand protocol which is capable of providing unicast, multicast [7], broadcast 

communication and Quality of Service aspects (QoS) [8], [9]. It combines mechanisms of 

discovery and maintenance roads of DSR (RFC 4728) [10] involving the sequence number (for 

maintains the consistency of routing information) and the periodic updates of DSDV [11]. 

At the discovery of routes, AODV maintains on each node transit information on the route 

discovery, the AODV routing tables contain: 

 

- The destination address 

- The next node 

- The distance in number of nodes to traverse 

- The sequence number of destination 

- The expiry date of the entry of the table time. 

 

When a node receives a packet route discovery (RREQ), it also notes in its routing table 

information from the source node and the node that just sent him the package, so it will be able to 

retransmit the response packet (RREP). This means that the links are necessarily symmetrical.  

 

The destination sequence number field of a route discovery request is null if the source has never 

been linked to the destination, else it uses the last known sequence number. It also indicates in 

this query its own sequence number. When an application sends a route discovery, the source 
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waits for a moment before rebroadcast its search query (RREQ) road, after a number of trials, it 

defines that the source is unreachable.  
 

Maintained roads is done by periodically sends short message application called "HELLO" , if 

three consecutive messages are not received from a neighbor, the link in question is deemed to 

have failed . When a link between two nodes of a routing path becomes faulty, the nodes 

broadcast packets to indicate that the link is no longer valid. Once the source is prevented, it can 

restart a process of route discovery. 
 

AODV maintains its routing tables according to their use, a neighbor is considered active as long 

as the node delivers packets for a given destination, beyond a certain time without transmission 

destination, the neighbor is considered inactive. An entered routing table is considered active if at 

least one of the active neighbors using the path between source and destination through active 

routing table entries is called the active path. If a link failure is detected, all entries of the routing 

tables participating in the active path are removed. 

 

3. RELATED WORK 
 

In [12], a geometric mobility metric has been proposed to quantify the relative motion of nodes. 

The mobility measure between any pair of nodes is defined as their absolute relative speed taken 

as an average over time. This metric has certain deficiencies: First, it assumes a GPS like scheme 

for calculation of relative speeds while in a MANET, we cannot assume the existence of GPS, so 

we have to resort to other techniques for measuring relative mobility. Secondly, it is an 

“aggregate” mobility metric and does not characterize the local movement of the neighboring 

nodes to another particular node. 
 

The Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGM) proposed in [13] was useful for predictive 

group mobility management. In RPGM, each group has a logical “center” and the center’s motion 

defines the entire group’s motion behavior including location, velocity, acceleration etc.  

In [14], They proposed a measure of the network mobility which is relative and depending on 

neighboring and link state changes. Each node estimates its relative mobility, based on changes of 

the links in its neighboring. This measure of mobility has no unit, it is independent of any existing 

mobility models and it is calculated at regular time intervals. 
 

The degree mobility used in [15] was calculated from the change of its neighboring to each node 

in time. The node mobility degree, represents at a given time  for each node in the ad hoc 

network, the change variations undergone in its neighboring compared to the previous time 

 . Thus, nodes that join or/and leave the neighboring of a given node will have surely 

an influence on the evaluation of its mobility. 
 

However, the last two measures are not representative’s values of a change node’s motion with 

respect to another node. 
 

We can see that none of the metrics described above are suitable for characterizing the relative 

mobility of nodes in a particular node's neighborhood in a MANET. Hence, we feel that there is a 

need to develop such a metric which can be used by any routing protocol. 

 
 
 

4. LOCAL QUANTIFICATION OF NEIGHBOURING MOBILITY 
 
 

In this section, we define how we estimate nodes mobility in ad hoc network. Mobility is 

quantified locally and independently of localization of a given node. We represent this local 

quantification node mobility, by calculating of the distance between a node and its neighbors.  

The quantification of the distance can be done using 3 methods: 
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Calculate the exact distance: this is done by two ways:  
 

1st way: The distance calculation using the GPS: This operation is done by using a terminal 

capable of being localized through a positioning system by satellites: GPS. The principle of 

localization by the GPS system is based on the use of satellite coordinates and the estimation of 

distances between the receiver satellites. Distances are obtained from the estimation of the TOA 

(Time Of Arrival) of the signals transmitted by the satellites [16]. 
 

2nd way: Distance calculation function in a simulation environment: Like NS2, OPNET, tor 

other simulator. 
 

Calculate the distance using the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication): in case that the 

absolute positioning is not accessible, dedicated equipment not available or not possible, in 

theory, to determine the distance between a transmitter and a receiver we can use the RSSI. RSSI 

is a generic radio receiver technology metric, which is usually invisible to the user of the device 

containing the receiver, but is directly known to users of wireless networking of IEEE 

802.11 protocol family. 

 

The distance using RSSI can be calculated using the FRIIS transmission formula: 

 

 
 

Then, to calculate the distance between two nodes that are equipped by transmitting antennas, the 

formula is: 

 

 
Calculate distance using GPS-free [17]: In case that the GPS is not accessible, we can use a 

GPS-free to localize the neighbor of each node. This method uses a mobile reference to calculate 

the coordinates of all the nodes in the network. However we can conclude the distance between 

any nodes. In this part, we use the distance reception power to determinate the distance between  

the reference and the others nodes. 

 

To implement this method in AODV protocol, we have to choose the reference: 
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Choice of the reference 

 
a and b are two nodes that want to communicate in a MANET network. 

 

We put i the center of the coordination system. 

 

Let N: The set of nodes in the network. 

 

      Pi: The set of one hop neighbor of the node i. 

 

      dij: the distance between nodes i and j. 
 

      Di: All distances dij 

 

We choose i /    i  є Pa  ,  i ≠  b and I ≠ a 

 
We choose p and q /  p,q  є  Pa , dpq ≠ 0,  

 

                       pîq ≠ 180° , pîq  ≠ 0° 

 
Node i defines its system of local coordination. 

 

           We set the x-axis as the line (ip). 

 

           We set the y-axis as the line (iq). 

 

 Thus the system is defined: 

 

           The node i is the center of the system. 

 

                   ix = 0      ,     iy = 0 

           p is the node situated on the axis of abscissas 

 

                px = dip        ,     py = 0 

 

 

           The node q is located on the ordinate axis 

 

   qx = diq cos α   ,   py = diq sinα 

 
                  with α = pîq  

 

  Using the theorem of Al-Kashi:  

 

 

 

  α is calculated using this formula: 
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Figure 1 :  The reference system 
 
 

 

Once the reference is selected, the calculation of the coordinates of the nodes that belong to Pi is 

easy. 

 
For b, the coordinates are:  

 

 
Then the final system is as follow: 

 
 

Figure 2: The system of localization local 

 

Changing the Benchmark:  
 

We propose in this part to replace the reference by another composed by the a’s neighbors having 

the smallest distances. 
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However, we choose i, p, q /  I,p,q  є Pa  ,  i ≠  b ,  i ≠ a ,               

                                          pîq ≠ 180°, pîq  ≠ 0° 

And      and k ≠ a,b,i,p,q  

     dak > dai , dak>dap and dak>daq.                  

After the quantification of the distance between all nodes, we can describe the behavior of the 

node in the network by calculate the average of all the distances Avg(dij). 
 

If the average is very high we say that the network nodes are very agitated else the network is 

supposedly more stable. 

 

5. ALGORITHM OF QUANTIFICATION DISTANCE IN THE AODV 

ROUTING PROTOCOL 
 

In this part, we propose to use one of those methods in the first function of a AODV protocol 

(rout establishment between a source and a destination). 
 

A node x wants to communicate with a node y.  
 

x diffuse RREQ.  

 

Each node receiving RREQ, calculates the distance between itself and the neighbor who sent him 

RREQ (in this part we use the exact distance or the distance using the Pr) and broadcasts its table 

[neighbors-distance] to its neighbors.  
 

To use the third method for the quantification of the distance, the algorithm has to change. 
 

A node x wants to communicate with a node y.  
 

x diffuse RREQ.  
 

Each node receiving RREQ, calculates the distance between itself and the neighbor who sent him 

RREQ (in this part we use the exact distance or the distance using the Pr), broadcasts its table 

[neighbors-distance] to its neighbors and choose the reference who has the smallest distance and 

recalculate the newest distances using the third method. 
 

N.B.: the node who receive the RREQ is the node a in the previous part. 
 

6. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 
 

In the following simulations, we applied our proposition to the AODV protocol .For this, we have 

been used the simulator NS-2 [18], with its implementation of AODV protocol of the version NS-

2.35 and Ying-3D [19] to represent some results in 3D. 
 

6.1. Environment 
 

The network size considered for our simulations is (1000m×1000m) . The nodes have the same 

configuration, in particular TCP protocol for the transport layer and Telnet for the application 

layer. Time for each simulation is of 60s. For each simulation the mobility of the nodes is 

represented by the choice of an uniform speed between = 0 and  = 100 m/s. The nodes 

are moved after a random choice of the new destination without leaving the 

network (1000m×1000m). 
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6.2. Discussions of results 
 

The results present the local quantification of neighbor’s distances during the simulation. 

After the application of our proposition on a AODV protocol we obtain: 
 

Table 1: Quantification's results 

 

RREQ’s source RREQ’s destination Time Distance Distance/Pr 

7 0 0,00128055 165,397 317,654 

8 0 0,00128093 277,895 897,138 

3 0 0,001281 299,47 1041,43 

17 0 0,00128117 351,078 1430,93 

15 0 0,00128119 356,321 1474,36 

19 0 0,00128119 358,238 1490,13 

11 8 0,00301544 152,84 271,179 

9 8 0,00301572 238,948 662,809 

1 8 0,00301579 258,118 773,428 

7 8 0,00301585 276,525 887,669 

0 8 0,00301585 277,731 896,079 

15 8 0,00301586 280,446 913,022 

10 8 0,00301598 315,33 1154,29 

3 8 0,00301599 318,399 1176,86 

5 8 0,00301617 371,712 1603,97 

19 8 0,0030162 380,623 1681,8 

1 15 0,00584584 308,585 1105,44 

13 15 0,00584587 316,332 1161,63 

5 10 0,00903948 103,368 124,039 

4 10 0,00903976 187,032 406,083 

9 10 0,00903978 194,023 437,009 

11 10 0,00903982 206,903 496,956 

1 10 0,00903988 224,54 585,286 

18 10 0,00903999 256,821 765,673 

16 10 0,00904017 309,608 1112,77 

12 10 0,00904037 371,486 1602,02 

13 10 0,0090404 378,926 1666,83 

19 3 0,0112602 66,4831 66,4831 

17 3 0,0112604 136,741 217,059 

0 3 0,011261 299,018 1038,29 

 

In the following figures, we observe the change of the distance between the node 1 and theirs 

neighbours in the first 3s of the simulation. 
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Figure 3: Quantification of the Distance between node 1 and its neighbors during the first 3s of the 

simulation 

 
 

Figure 4: Quantification of the Distance between node 1 and its neighbors during the first 3s of the 

simulation “Another observation angle” 

 

 
Figure 5: The distance between node 1 and its neighbor node 8 during the first 3s of the simulation 
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Figure 6: The distance and the distance using RSSI between node 1 and its neighbor node 8 during 

the first 3s of the simulation 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we tried to calculate a local distance between a node and its neighbors in a AODV 

routing protocol for the ad hoc networks. This metric of mobility that can be used to choose a 

stable rout to transmit data thus ameliorate the Quality of Service in this kind of networks. 
 
 

To allow this proposition more really feasible, we present the three methods to calculate the 

distance between two nodes. First, we use the exact distance with a GPS or using RSSI. In case 

that the absolute positioning is not accessible, we propose our improved GPS-free implementing 

in AODV protocol.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, a dual frequency resonance antenna is analysed by introducing L-shaped slot in a 

semi circular patch, different parametric studies have allows and the results in terms of return 

loss and radiation pattern are given. It is observed that various antenna parameters are 

obtained as a function of frequency for different value of slot length and width; it is easy to 

adjust the upper and the lower band by varying these different antenna parameters. The coaxial 

feed is used to excite the patch antenna. Theoretical results using Matlab are compared with the 

simulated results obtained from Ansoft HFSS and shown to be in good agreement. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
L-shaped slot, semicircular patch antenna, dual band 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the rapid development of wireless communications, it is desirable to design small size, low 

profile and wideband multi-frequency planar antennas. Over the past few years, single-patch 

antennas are extensively used in various communication systems due to their compactness, 

economical efficiency, light weight, low profile and conformability to any structure. The main 

drawback to implementing these antennas in many applications is their limited bandwidth. 

However, the most important challenge in microstrip antenna design is to increase the bandwidth 

and gain [1-10]. Several techniques that can be used to achieve multi-band performances such as 

multilayer stacked patch, multi resonator and insertion of slots and slits [2] of various shapes and 

sizes in the patch antennas have been proposed recently [1-10]. When a microstrip patch antenna 

is loaded with reactive elements such as slots, stubs or shorting pin, it gives tunable or dual 

frequency antenna characteristics [6]. The most popular technique for obtaining dual-frequency 

behavior is to introduce the slots on a single patch [1- 4].  

 

In this paper, we present a semicircular microstrip patch antenna with L-shaped slot. The 

proposed antenna can completely cover two bands and provides a significant size reduction. Dual 

frequency is tuned by changing the dimensions of the slot. In this paper the simulation resultants 

and the performance analyses using Matlab and Ansoft HFSS software of the proposed 

semicircular microstrip patch antenna with L–shaped slot are presented, a comprehensive 

parametric study is carried out to investigate the effect of antenna design parameters on the return 

loss, the bandwidth and radiation of the proposed antenna. 
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2. L-SHAPED SLOT LOADED SEMICIRCULAR PATCH ANTENNA 

 
The configuration of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 1. The semi circular microstrip patch 

of dimensions W × L printed on the grounded substrate, which has a uniform thickness of h and 

having a relative permittivity εr and the dielectric material is assumed to be nonmagnetic with 

permeability µ0. The analysis of the half disk patch antenna is similar to that of circular disk 

patch, but the effective radius changes to 50% reduction in size [6]. The L-shaped slot with 

dimension (Ls, Ws) is embedded in a semicircular patch (see Figure 2), the L-shaped patch semi-

circular antenna features dual-band behavior.  
 

The patch is fed by a probe coaxial (50Ω) which is easy to fabricate and has spurious radiation 

[11]. In this feeding technique, the inner conductor of the coaxial connector extends from ground 

through the substrate and is soldered to the radiating patch, while the outer conductor extends 

from ground up to substrate. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Geometry of L-shaped slot loaded semicircular disk patch antenna 

 

Figure 2.  Dimensions of L-shaped slot loaded semicircular disk patch antenna 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Table 1 shows the different parameters of this proposed semicircular patch antenna loaded with 

an L-shaped slot with ɛr=1. It is worth noting that the feed can be placed at any desired location 

inside the patch. In this study the feeding is accomplished with a probe coaxial located on the 

axial of symmetry of the antenna in the point of coordinates x0 and y0.  
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The simulation is done through programs in Matlab and Ansoft HFSS; we compare our results 

with those available in the reference [6]. 

 
Table1.  Design parameters of the proposed antenna. 

 

Parameters R h Ls Ws Wn Ln (x0,y0) 

Value (mm) 40 15 46.2 6 2.5 6 (12.6, 0) 

 

The return loss is studied in function of frequency; the effect of different physical parameters on 

the characteristics of the patch antenna is shown. From (figures 3a and b) given by Malab code 

and HFSS software respectively it is clear that the proposed antenna resonate at two frequencies 

with two band widths  

 

That is seen from the (Figure3. A), given by Matlab2013 code that the lower resonant frequency 

fr1=1.48GHzand the upper resonant frequency fr2=2.28GHz.  The -10 dB band width of lower 

and upper resonance frequencies are respectively BP1=14.86%, BP2=10.96% 

 

From (Figure 3. b) obtained from HFSS14.0 software the two resonant frequencies are 

fr1=1.42GHz; fr2=2.23GHz. The -10 dB band width of the previous lower and upper resonance 

frequencies are respectively BP1=8.42%, BP2=19.74%. 

 

The theoretical results using Matlab are found to be approximately in good agreement with the 

simulated results obtained with Ansoft HFSS software and with [6]. 

 

The variation of return loss S11 according to slot length “Ls” is shown by Figure 4 obtained from 

Matlab code, it is observed that the increase of the Ls, decreases both the lower and the upper 

resonance frequencies.  

 

For the variation of S11 according to slot width Ws shown by Figure 5 (obtained from Matlab 

code), it is observed that the upper gap of the resonance frequencies decrease with increasing 

value of the slot width. It can be seen clearly that the slot length Ls and slot width Ws have a 

stronger effect on the lower resonance frequencies than the upper resonant frequencies. 

 

Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of the return loss with frequency for different value of notch 

length and width respectively, it is observed that the notch length Ln and notch width Wn have a 

stronger effect on the upper resonance frequencies which increase with the increasing value of the 

notch length and width length than the lower ones which slightly increases with the increase of 

these parameters (Ln and Wn). 

 

In Figure 8, it is shown that the feed locations have a stronger effect on both the lower and the 

upper resonance frequencies; furthermore the obtained results show that the lower resonance  

 

frequencies vary more significantly when the x0 change compared to the upper resonance 

frequencies as well as the other physical parameters of the proposed antenna. 

 

Radiation pattern of the antenna is shown in Figure 9 and 10 for both upper and lower resonance 

in both principal planes E and H. 
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Figure 3.  Comparative plot of return loss with frequency along with theoretical results obtained from 

Matlab code (a) and simulated results obtained from Ansoft HFSS software (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.  Variation of return loss S11 with frequency obtained from Matlab code for different value of slot 

length Ls. 
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Figure 5.  Variation of return loss S11 with frequency obtained from Matlab code for different value of slot 

width Ws. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Variation of return loss with frequency for different value of notch length “L 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 7.  Variation of return loss with frequency for different value of notch width “Wn” 
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Figure 8.  Variation of return loss with frequency for different value of feed point “x0” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.  Radiation pattern of L-shaped slot loaded semicircular patch antenna 

for both upper resonant frequency (blue line) and lower resonant frequency (red line) at E plane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Radiation pattern of L-shaped slot loaded semicircular patch antenna for both upper resonant 

frequency (blue line) and lower resonant frequency (red line) at H plane 

 

4. CONCLUSION  
 

It is found that the proposed L-shaped slot loaded semicircular patch structure can operate at two 

resonance frequencies and consequently this proposed antenna can be used for dual band 

operation, also the effects of different physical parameters on the characteristics of this structure 

are investigated, the proposed structure can be scaled to meet different frequencies of wireless 

communication systems just by changing the dimension of the main antenna. Numerical results 

indicate that both the upper and lower resonant frequencies and the band widths depend on the 
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size of the slot dimensions, by properly choosing the location of feed point and the slots two 

bands can be achieved and controlled. Furthermore, the lower resonant frequencies and band 

widths are highly dependent on the slot dimensions as well as feed locations, however the upper 

resonant frequencies and band widths are highly dependent on the notch dimensions. In addition, 

the radiation pattern of both upper and lower resonant frequencies of the proposed antennas are 

presented in the principal planes E and H. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The Aviation Administration policy prohibits the use of mobile phones in Aircraft during 

transition for the reason it may harm their communication system due to Electromagnetic 

interference. In case the user wants to access cellular network at higher altitudes, base station 

access is a problem. Large number of channels are allocated to a single user moving at high 

speed by various Base Stations in the vicinity to service the request requiring more resources. 

Low Altitude Platforms (LAPs) are provided in the form of Base stations in the Airships with 

antennas projected upwards which has direct link with the Ground Station. LAPs using Long-

Endurance Multi-Intelligence Vehicle (LEMVs) equipped with an engine for mobility and stable 

positioning against rough winds are utilized. This paper proposes a system that allows the 

passengers to use their mobiles in Aircraft using LAPs as an intermediate system between 

Aircraft and Ground station. As the Aircraft is dynamic, it has to change its link frequently with 

the Airships, MANETs using AODV protocol is established in the prototype using NS2 to 

provide the service and the results are encouraging. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Mobile phone is one of the active radio transmitter emitting electromagnetic radiations causing 

interference in the communication between the pilot and air traffic control unit [1]. The radiations 

also interfere with sensitive galvanometer based displays of older planes. The interference is 

caused because the cellular towers might be miles below the aircraft and the phone might have to 

transmit at its maximum power to establish a connection, increasing the risk of interference with 

Aircraft system. This paper proposes a system that operates at a frequency other than the Aircrafts 

communication system. Hence, the mobile can easily establish a connection with the Ground 

Station without having to transmit at its maximum power using Airships as the intermediate Base 

Stations. Airships are placed at appropriate positions along the path of the Aircraft in the required 

region, to provide communication services. 
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2. EXISTING METHOD 
 

GSMOB (GSM On Board) [2], [3] , [4] mobile services will allow airline passengers to use their 

own mobile terminals during certain stages of flight. Passengers are able to make and receive 

calls, send and receive SMS text messages and use GPRS functionality. The frequencies used for 

onboard communication are in the GSM1800 band. The main reasons for the selection of these 

bands is due to the small transmission power for an individual terminal when compared to the 

900MHz band and emissions at higher frequencies produce higher path loss. A functional 

overview of a GSMOB system, Fig. 1. 
                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. An overview of GSMOB system. 

 

The challenges faced by the GSMOB system is to control the radio emissions of the mobile 

phones used by passengers, called Aircraft Mobile Stations (AcMS) and the on-board 

transmitters. AcMS try to connect to the cellular station even when the Aircraft is at cruising 

altitudes. Hence the AcMS transmit at higher power levels increasing the risk of interference. The 

log-on procedure used by all mobile phones on the market today is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

           
 

Figure 2. Mobile phones log-on procedure. 

 

A technical approach for controlling the radio emissions aboard the aircraft is by making use of 

Network Control Unit (NCU) which prevents AcMS from attaching to the cellular network by 

injecting wideband noise of low power density into the relevant frequency bands, by which 

signals from cellular networks are effectively screened. Hence the cellular networks become 

invisible to the AcMS and they can transmit in a controlled manner by connecting to the Aircraft 

Base Transceiver Station (AcBTS) with the end to end architecture of the GSMOB, Fig 3. 
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Figure 3. End to end architecture of GSMOB system.

 

Ground Segment- The ground segme

Ground Gateway (GGW) and network components such as Mobile Switching Centre (MSC), 

Visitor Location Register (VLR) and Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) etc. The routing of 

the Aircraft traffic towards terrestrial backbone network of the Public Domain, Billing functions, 

mobility management are taken care of by the Service Provider Domain. The Public Network 

Domain of the Ground Segment provides the interconnection of the call, data or signalling 

communication to the relevant public network end points.

 

Airborne Segment- The Airborne Segment consists of the Local Access Domain and the Cabin 

Network Domain. The Local Access Domain contains the AcBTS providing GSM access for 

passengers AcMS and the NCU. The Cabin Network Domain contains the control panel and an 

Aircraft GSM Server (AGS). The control panel enables the crew to control the states of the 

GSMOB system. The AGS combines the GSM software on

phone system with the satellite modem.

 

3. PROPOSED MODEL 

 
As the Aircraft enters the cruising altitude it spends much of its time during the flight in the range 

of 25,000 to 40,000 feet. In order to provide communication between the Aircraft and Ground 

station an Airship is used which is located at a height of about 20,000 feet. A scenario in w

communication services are rendered to multiple Aircrafts which are separated by different 

Horizontal (minimum of 300m) and Vertical (minimum of 9.26km) distances

interest is depicted, Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 4. Airship assisted 
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Figure 3. End to end architecture of GSMOB system. 

The ground segment consists of Service Provider Domain which includes 

Ground Gateway (GGW) and network components such as Mobile Switching Centre (MSC), 

Visitor Location Register (VLR) and Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) etc. The routing of 

errestrial backbone network of the Public Domain, Billing functions, 

mobility management are taken care of by the Service Provider Domain. The Public Network 

Domain of the Ground Segment provides the interconnection of the call, data or signalling 

ation to the relevant public network end points. 

The Airborne Segment consists of the Local Access Domain and the Cabin 

Network Domain. The Local Access Domain contains the AcBTS providing GSM access for 

passengers AcMS and the NCU. The Cabin Network Domain contains the control panel and an 

Server (AGS). The control panel enables the crew to control the states of the 

GSMOB system. The AGS combines the GSM software on-board and interconnects the mobile 

phone system with the satellite modem. 

ing altitude it spends much of its time during the flight in the range 

of 25,000 to 40,000 feet. In order to provide communication between the Aircraft and Ground 

station an Airship is used which is located at a height of about 20,000 feet. A scenario in w

communication services are rendered to multiple Aircrafts which are separated by different 

Horizontal (minimum of 300m) and Vertical (minimum of 9.26km) distances [5]

 
 

Figure 4. Airship assisted communication system for Aircraft. 
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ing altitude it spends much of its time during the flight in the range 

of 25,000 to 40,000 feet. In order to provide communication between the Aircraft and Ground 

station an Airship is used which is located at a height of about 20,000 feet. A scenario in which 

communication services are rendered to multiple Aircrafts which are separated by different 

[5] in region of 
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3.1. Aircraft Communication System 
 

This system consists of dedicated transceivers for users in Aircraft to communicate with the 

Ground station. The Passengers can use their own terminals to make and receive calls, send and 

receive SMS and GPRS functionalities. 
 

3.2. Communication Channel 
 

Airships are located at lower altitudes (around 20,000 feet) compared to satellite, the effects such 

as signal delay, noise and interference are less. LEMV [6], [7] are large helium-filled balloon like  

 

Airships with an aerodynamic "cigar" shape, about 91m in length, 34m in width, 26m in Height, 

38,000 cubic metres of envelope and has 4 x 350HP, 4 litre supercharged V8 diesel engines 

which can carry payloads of up to 2,750lbs. The altitude of 20,000 feet is high enough to give 

local coverage of about 30km in diameter and also offers the advantage of minimum wind speeds. 

LEMV can be optionally manned, remotely piloted or autonomously operated that consumes 

about 3,500 gallons of fuel to remain aloft continuously for a period of 21 days. The vehicle can 

fly at a loiter speed of 30kt and a dash speed of 80kt. There will be two types of antenna in 

airship: Master antenna and Slave antenna. The Airships along the path of the Aircraft are 

synchronised with one another with the help of the Master antenna to provide a regional 

coverage. The Master antennas of the Airships is also used to establish a continuous 

communication link with the ground station antenna. Slave antenna is used to capture the signal 

from the aircraft, the captured signal is then forwarded to the Master antenna and vice versa. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Proposed communication system. 

3.3. Ground Station 
 

It is the earth based communication station providing the communication link to the users in 

Aircraft. The earth station itself is usually an antenna that includes low noise amplifier, a down 

converter as well as an electronic receiver. The ground station is connected to Mobile Switching 

Centre for further switching operations. 

 

4. PROCESS 
 

In case a user in the Aircraft initiates a call, MANET routes the call to the Airship. The 

transceiver antenna in the Airship receives the call request and transmits it to the ground station 

which passes it to the MSC and connects the call to the desired user. Similarly in case a user on 

ground initiates the call is established and completed in the reverse direction. In case an Aircraft 

comes into the coverage region of particular Airship, slave antennae captures the call request 

signal and forwards it to the Master antenna which is in continuous communication with the 

ground station. In case the Aircraft comes out of the communication range of particular Airship, 

Handoff takes place. The process flow of the complete scenario is depicted, Fig. 6. 
 

5. ROUTING 
 

The Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) is a reactive routing Protocol, the routes are 

determined during requirement. AODV is capable of both unicast and multicast routing. It 

maintains the routes as long as they are needed by the sources. Each active node periodically 

broadcasts a Hello message that all its neighbours receive, in case a node fails to receive several 

Hello messages from a neighbour, a link break is detected. Data transmitted by source to an 

unknown destination broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) for that destination. At each 
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intermediate node a RREQ is received and a route to the source is created. In case the request 

receiving node is not the destination and does not have current route to the destination, it 

rebroadcasts the RREQ. In case the receiving node is the destination or has a current route to the 

destination, it generates a Route Reply (RREP). The RREP is unicast in a hop-by-hop fashion to 

the source. As the RREP propagates, each intermediate node creates and records a route to the 

destination. In case multiple RREPs are received by the source, the route with the shortest hop 

count is chosen and when a link break is detected during data flow, a Route Error (RERR) is sent 

to the source of the data in a hop-by-hop fashion, invalidates the route and reinitiates route 

discovery, Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 6. Process flow. 
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Figure 7. AODV Protocol Messaging. 

 

 

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
In order to provide communication, the Aircraft needs to consist of the subsystems, Fig. 8. 

 
 

Figure 8. Aircraft system. 

 

The users in the Aircraft requiring communication service can use their mobile devices which can 

be achieved by using a TDMA module aboard the Aircraft. The TDMA module allocates 

different time slots to different users to provide the service. The Up/Down converter in the 

Aircraft up converts the signal to be transmitted to antennas frequency and down converts the 

received signal to the mobiles operating frequency. The control unit present in the Aircraft 

receives the bandwidth information signals from the Airship and decides on the bandwidth to be 

allocated to the users in the Aircraft with the help of the TDMA module implementing AODV 

protocol to determine the shortest path and provide the point to point communication service to 

the users. 
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Figure 9. Ground station. 

 

The Airship is the intermediate router between Aircraft and Ground station, also Guidance and 

Navigation system is used to control the position of the Airship. The Airships in a specified 

region have their own dedicated Ground station for transmitting and receiving the signal. The 

Ground stations antenna should be in line of sight with the closest Airships antenna and they 

should communicate continuously with each other to render the requested service. The ground 

station is synchronized with the MSC, Fig. 9 and the Up/Down converter in it has the same 

functionality as that of Aircraft's. 

 

7. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 

Basic Model Configuration: The nodes are positioned for Airships, Ground Station and 

Aircraft. Red colour nodes serve as Airships, Green nodes as Ground stations and Blue nodes as 

Aircrafts. Since an Airship provides circular coverage of 30km diameter, they are placed 

consecutively along the path of Aircraft and all of these Airships are in sync with a dedicated 

Ground station depicted, Fig. 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Basic Model of Simulation. 
 

Experimental Analysis and Results: A TCL program is written to simulate the required 

topology of wireless network in NS2. The wireless simulation related parameters are defined as 

follows: 
 

• Channel Type   : Wireless 

• Radio-propagation model  : Two Ray Ground 

• Network interface type  : Wireless Phy 

• MAC type    : Mac/802.11 

• Interface queue type  : Queue/ Drop Tail/ Pri Queue 

• Link layer type   : LL 

• Antenna model   : Antenna/Omni 

• Max packet in ifq   : 50 

• Routing protocol   : AODV 
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Figure 11. Aircraft linking with Airship. 

 

In case an Aircraft comes within the communication range of an Airship, it sends request message 

to Ground station and in turn receives an authentication using Airships as an intermediate router. 

The exchange of information between Aircraft, Airship and the Ground station is depicted, Fig. 

11. Gradually when the Aircraft comes out of the communication range of currently linked 

Airship, the Handoff to the next Airship takes place as depicted, Fig. 12. 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Aircraft changing its link to other Airship. 
 

In case two aircrafts simultaneously arrive in a regional coverage area provided by dedicated 

Airships and Ground station, both the Aircrafts are provided with the communication services 

simultaneously, Fig. 13. The continuous communication services provided to passengers in 

multiple Aircrafts in different regions of interest is depicted, Fig. 14. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Two Aircrafts in a regional coverage of dedicated Airships and Ground station. 
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Figure 14. Continuous communication service in different regions of interest. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

The paper aims to provide seamless communication services to the mobile users in the Aircraft, 

they are enabled to operate their own devices by using the communication system installed in the 

Aircraft. The Airship is used as an intermediate router to forward the information between 

Aircraft and ground station and vice-versa. In the proposed model the delay incurred by the signal 

along its path will be reduced. As communication services can be readily established in regions of 

interest, the proposed model can be utilized in relief measures for natural disasters like Floods, 

Earth quakes etc. Since there exists a line of sight between the Airships and the Ground station, 

the use of Airships to provide communication services to the users on ground is another 

possibility. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

OpenFlow is one of the most commonly used protocols for communication between the 

controller and the forwarding element in a software defined network (SDN). A model based on 

M/M/1 queues is proposed in [1] to capture the communication between the forwarding element 

and the controller. Albeit the model provides useful insight, it is accurate only for the case when 

the probability of expecting a new flow is small. 

 

Secondly, it is not straight forward to extend the model in [1] to more than one forwarding 

element in the data plane. In this work we propose a model which addresses both these 

challenges. The model is based on Jackson assumption but with corrections tailored to the 

OpenFlow based SDN network. Performance analysis using the proposed model indicates that 

the model is accurate even for the case when the probability of new flow is quite large. Further 

we show by a toy example that the model can be extended to more than one node in the data 

plane. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Software defined networking (SDN), an academic lead initiative, has already made a lot of impact 
in the datacenters. As early as January 2012, Google had their full scaled datacenter WAN 
running as OpenFlow based SDN [2].SDN is now all set to roar in the carrier networks domain 
too. This is because SDN promises network deployment and service upgrade on software which 
has huge benefits for the network operators because in the future the network operators will not 
compete on the basis of network coverage alone but on the basis of features and services. 
 
All this has been possible due to the basic architectural principle of SDN which is the separation 
of the control plane from the data plane. The architecture involves SDN controller(s) residing in 
the control plane while the forwarding element(s) make the data plane. In order to handle the 
communication between the control plane and the data plane elements, OpenFlow is the only 
open, standard protocol[3]. 
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OpenFlow started as a test protocol in Stanford but is now managed and maintained by Open 
Networking Foundation (ONF)[3]. It started with OpenFlow version 1.0.0 and at the writing of 
the paper, version 1.4 has been specified[3]. The working principle is the same but each version 
involves some additional features. For example the version 1.1.0 has support for group tables 
which was not there in version 1.0.0. The work in this paper is based on OpenFlow version 1.0.0 
and we believe that it can be easily extended to the new versions. 
 
Under an OpenFlow network, the controller-to-switch communication takes place as follows: 
where we use the term switch and node interchangeably to represent the forwarding element in 
the data plane in an SDN network. 
 
When a flow with no specified forwarding instructions comes into a network the following 
actions are taken: 
 

i. A packet (or part of the packet) of the flow is sent by the switch to the controller, assuming 
that the switch is not configured to drop unknown packets. 
 

ii. The controller computes the forwarding path and updates the required nodes in the data 
path by sending entries to be added to the flow tables. 

 
iii. All subsequent packets of the flow are forwarded based on pre-calculated forwarding 

decisions and do not need any control plane action. 
 

It is important to model the controller-to-switch communication for the performance analysis of 
OpenFlow(OF)-based SDN networks. The modeling of OpenFlow networks will help us to 
answer questions such as how much data we can pump into the network, what is the packet 
sojourn time, when and what (switch or the controller) is the bottleneck in a network. 
 
Most of the work on performance analysis of SDN networks is based on simulations or 
experimentations. Albeit their benefits, analytical modeling is a time efficient alternative because 
setting up an SDN experiment or performing a simulation can take hours. But the real strength of 
analytical model lies in the extent to which it can be used for analysing networks and confidence 
that could be put in the obtained results. 
 
The analytical model should be able to capture actual OpenFlow working principle and at the 
same time shall be flexible to handle any amount of query traffic going to the controller. Further, 
the model shall be readily extendable to more than one node in the data plane. 
 
The analytical modeling of OpenFlow-based networks has only been attempted in a handful of 
papers before. For example feedback oriented queuing theory has been used in [1] to capture the 
control plane and data plane interaction where the Markovian servers are assumed for both the 
controller and the switch. However the model becomes less accurate as the probability of traffic 
going to the controller increases. Secondly it is not clear how the model can be extended to more 
than one switch in the data plane. 
 
In [4], a network calculus based approach is used to quantify the packet processing capability of 
the switch in the data plane. However the feedback between the nodes in the data plane and the 
controller is not considered. This shortcoming of feedback modeling is addressed in [5]. However 
the model is depicted only for a single node in the data plane and the time stopping method 
employed therein has limited real time application. Secondly the framework used in [4] and [5]is 
based on deterministic network calculus which does not provide any meaningful bounds[6]. To 
the best of our knowledge apart from these handful analytical works, almost all the other efforts 
of evaluating performance of OpenFlow-based networks are carried out by simulations or 
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measurements, for example [7], [8], [9].Moreover, Cbench tool to benchmark the controller 
performance is also introduced in [10] and is proved to be instrumental in benchmarking. 
 
It is therefore of paramount importance to have an analytical model which can capture the 
feedback interaction between the controller and the switch, is able to model any amount of traffic 
going from switch to controller (and vice versa), and can be easily extended to more than one 
switch in the data plane. The model proposed in this paper is an attempt in that direction. We 
model the OpenFlow network as a Jackson network but with a modification to accurately 
represent the traffic flow from the switch to the controller in an actual OF-based SDN network. 
 
It is highlighted later in the paper (Fig.2) that this modification to the native Jackson network is 
necessary to capture the OpenFlow working principle. The model is in turn used for performance 
analysis of OF-based SDN networks to calculate the mean packet sojourn time and to find out 
how much data we can pump into the network. The main contributions of this work are: 
 

• A model is proposed to capture the feedback interaction between the switch and the 
controller mimicking an actual OpenFlow based SDN network 

• The model is accurate even for the case when large amount of new flows are arriving at the 
switch. 
 

• The model can be easily extended to more than one switch in the data plane. 

• We show mathematically that the packet sojourn time calculated by our proposed model 
based on Jackson assumption is the same as the one explicitly calculated for OF-based SDN 
network in [1]. 

 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; we first present the system model along with the 
limitations and the necessary preliminaries in Section 2.The performance measures are outlined in 
Section 3, while the numerical results are presented in Section 4.An insight as to how the 
proposed model can be used for multi-node case is highlighted in Section 5, while the conclusions 
along with the future research directions are presented in Section 6. 

 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 
We assume that the overall traffic process at the switch and at the controller follows Poison 
process similar to [1] given that the two processes are on a different time scale. Further we 
assume Markovian servers for the switch and the controller wherein we incorporate the 
transmission time of the packets from the switch to the controller in the service time of the 
controller. As for the buffer size we assume infinite buffer for the switch and the controller. 
We use Jackson network model to represent the OF-based SDN network. To this end a recap of 
the Jackson model for open queuing networks[11], in which the nodes behaves locally as single 
M/M/1 queues, is outlined. Albeit trivial, this is done in order to highlight that Jackson model 
cannot be used as such for modeling OF-based SDNs. 
 
Let us consider a Jackson network consisting of two nodes 1 and c connected in a feedback path 
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The service rates of nodes 1 and c are exponentially distributed with 
average values of µ1 and µc,  respectively. The external traffic arrival to the node 1 is denoted as λ1 
packets per unit time. 
 
Let Γ1 be the net input to node 1 out of which Γc=q1

jack
 Γ1 goes to the node c where q1

jack is the 
probability that the packet goes to the node c. 
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Assuming that no packet is lost at the controller (infinite buffer at the controller) the balance 
equation for the system can be written as 

 

 1 =  1 + q1
jack 1     (1) 

 

It is the term q1
jack which needs modification in order to model OF-based SDN in Fig. 1(b) as a 

Jackson network in Fig. 1(a). This is because an OF-based SDN, as shown in Fig. 1(b), has the 
following two salient features: 
 
i. A packet coming to any node in the data plane will at most visit the controller once.  

 
ii. Only a fraction of the external trafficλ1 and not a fraction of the net input trafficΓ1 will go 

the controller. (Two lines directly out of the data node in Fig. 1(b) as opposed to one line in 
Fig. 1(a) are used to represent this phenomenon). 

 

 

In an OpenFlow network, let q1
nf be the probability that the packet goes to the controller in case 

there is no flow entry in flow-table of the node, then in order to use the Jackson network to 
represent the OF-based SDN we have to adjust q1

jack by demanding that the input rates to the 
nodes in both the models are the same. Hence  

 1 =  1 + q1
nf 1     (2) 

and 

q 1
jack 1 = q1

nf 1     (3) 

As a result q1
jack can be solved as 

q1
jack= 

q1
nf

1+q1
nf (4) 

Fig. 2 highlights the need of having a modified Jackson model to represent OF-based SDN 
networks where we represent mean time spent by a packet in the network (node + controller) as a 
function of load on the controller. 
 
The curve simulation is obtained from simulating the OpenFlow behavior taking into account the 
aforementioned two salient features. Further, in the simulation, we assume Poisson arrivals at the 
input and exponentially distributed service times for the nodes. 
 
The curve denoted by Jackson Model is obtained by using q1

jack as such without modification 
i.e.q1

jack
 = q1

nf while the curve Modified Jackson Model is based on q1
jack in (4). 

 

Figure 1(a): Jackson Model Figure 1(b): Simple OpenFlow Model [1] 
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It can be seen that as the percentage of traffic going to the controller dictated by q1
nf increases, the 

modification to the probability q1
jack in (4) becomes all the more important. 

 

2.1. Limitations 

The work in this paper makes the following assumptions: 
 

• The overall traffic arrival process at the switch and the controller is Poison. Further 
exponentially distributed service times are used for the switch and the controller. This 
allows us to use the Jackson network results based on M/M/1 queues. 

 

• Secondly we assume a single queue at the switch instead of a separate queue per line 
card. 
 

 

• TCP traffic is used for which only the first packet of the unknown flow is sent to the 
controller.  

 

• Infinite buffer is assumed at the switch as typically it is quite large. 
 

 

It needs to be emphasized that the main goal of this work is to develop an analytical model for 
OF-based SDN networks. The assumptions will be relaxed in the subsequent work. 
 

 
 

Figure2: Jackson model cannot be used as such 
 
 

3. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
 
One of the advantages of our proposed model is that we can leverage the well-established results 
for performance analysis of Jackson networks for analysing OpenFlow-based SDNs. In this 
section, we will use the proposed model to find two elementary performance measures, the 
average packet sojourn time, and the distribution of time spent by a packet in the network. 
 

3.1. Average Packet Sojourn Time 

The average packet sojourn time, E[W
jack

], is defined as the time spent by a packet in the network 
from the moment it enters the network at its source node, until it leaves through the destination. 
E[W

jack
] for the network in Fig. 1 is given as [11] 
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E[W
jack

]= 
1

λ1

� ρ
1

1 - ρ
1

+
ρ

c

1 - ρ
c

�                                                                        (5) 

where ρ1 = Γ1/µ1 and ρc = Γc/µc denote the load on the node 1 and the controller c, respectively. 
Further, in order to have a stable system, it is assumed that all the loads are less than unity that is 
ρ1<1 and ρc< 1. 
 

Alternatively, we can use the delay formula derived explicitly for the OpenFlow model, depicted 
in Fig. 1(b), as highlighted in [1]. 
 

To this end it needs to be highlighted that a packet arriving at the switch in the data plane of the 
OpenFlow network is confronted with two conditions. If there is already a flow entry installed in 
the switch then the packet is forwarded as such after spending time T1 otherwise it goes to the 
controller, spends time Tc then returns back to the same switch for packet matching where it 
spends time T1

(2) and is forwarded on the output interface. 
 

So the absolute value of packet sojourn time W
of in an OF-based SDN network where node 

1interacts with the SDN controller cas shown in Fig. 1(b) is given as 
 
 

W
of

= �T1                              with probability 1- q
1

nf

T1+ Tc+ T1

(2)
       with probability q

1

nf
�                                (6) 

 

whereT1 and Tc are sojourn times in node 1 and node c respectively, while T1
(2)is the sojourn time 

when a packet enters node 1 the second time after visiting the controller. 
 

Eventually, the mean of Wof is given as 
 

E�Wof�= �1- q
1

nf	 E
T1�+ q
1

nf �E
T1�+ E
Tc�+ ET1

�2���
=�1+ q

1

nf	 1

µ
1
- Γ1

+ q
1

nf 1

µ
c
- Γc

                            �7� 
 

We draft a short proof in Lemma1 to show that the mean packet sojourn time calculated by the 
two methods is indeed the same. 
 

Lemma 1:For the single node case the packet sojourn time calculated in (5) using the standard 
Jackson assumption is the same as explicitly calculated using (7). 
 

Proof: By rearranging (7) in terms of traffic loads we have: 

E�Wof�=  1+ q1nfΓ1 �  1
1 -  1

� + q1nfΓc �  c
1 -  c

�                                                 (8) 

Using Γ1 = (1 + q1
nf
) λ1 from (2) and Γc = q1

nfλ1 from (3) we obtain E[W
jack

], in (5) which proves 
the Lemma 
 

3.2. Distribution of Time Spent by the Packet 

 
In this section we take a step forward by presenting the probability density function (PDF) and 
the cumulative density function(CDF) of the time spent by a packet in the node. 
 

Lemma 2:The PDFw1
c
(t) and the CDFW� 1

c
(t) of the time spent by a packet in the node 1 are given 

respectively as 
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w1
c�t�= b1(1)a1e-a1t+b1�2�a1�a1t�e-a1t+ d1ace-act(9) 

W� 1
c�t� = P�Wof>t	 = �b1�1�+ b1�2��e-a1t+ b1�2��a1t�e-a1t+ d1e-act    (10) 

where  

a1 = µ1 - Γ1, ac = µc - Γc 

while 

b1
�1�=1- q1nf- q1nf

a1ac
(ac- a1)

2 ,     b1
�2�= q1nf

ac
ac- a1

,     d1= q1
nf a12

(ac- a1)
2 

Proof:If we assume that the sojourn times T1 and T1
(2) are independent then the Laplace transform 

W1
c
(s) = E[e-sW

of
] may be written as 

 

      W1
c�s�= �1- q1nf	 a1

a1+s
+ q1

nf � a1
a1+s

�2 � ac
ac+s

�                                                 (11) 

which can further be written as 

 W1
c�s�= b1(1) a1

a1+s
+ b1

(2) � a1
a1+s

�2
+d1 � ac

ac+s
�                                                        (12) 

Inverting the Laplace transform proves the Lemma. 
 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 
In order to verify our proposed model we developed a discrete event simulation model to mimic 
the queuing behavior in an OF-based SDN. We assume that at the arrival to the node1, packets 
are queued in the data node before being processed. The processing time of data node1/µ1 is 
considered to be exponentially distributed with a mean value of 9.8µs. The value of 9.8 is the 
average processing time taken by Pronto 3290 switch for forwarding packets of size 1500 
bytes[1]. We here assume that TCP uses maximum transmission unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes.  
 

At the controller, the number of responses per second are taken to be 4175 as reported in [1] by 
using the Cbench tool[10]. Hence this is parameterized as 1/µc = 240µs in the model.  
To enhance confidence in the simulation result, five replications for each value were run and the 
normally distributed 95% confidence interval is incorporated in the plots. 
 

We first highlight in Fig.3 that our proposed model provides a fix to the results reported by [1].To 
this end we first plot the Simulation curve from [1] as a reference. On top of it we plot the 
analytical curves; Analytical[1]} and Modified Jackson Model, obtained using the model in [1] 
and our proposed Jackson model, respectively. 
 
It can be seen that the model proposed by [1] performs very well for small loads (q1

nf=0.2). 
However in the cases when there is a large amount of query traffic coming to the controller due to 
unknown flows the model in [1] falls short. In such cases the proposed modification to the 
Jackson model is quite accurate as seen for the extreme case of q1

nf=1.0. 
 
In Fig. 4, the effect of q1

nf on network throughput is studied where the network throughput is 
defined as the amount of trafficλ1 which can be injected into the OF-based SDN for a given delay 
guarantee. In this case the delay guarantee is the average packet sojourn time.This plot also 
highlights how the proposed model can be used to dimension the network if packet sojourn time 
is considered as the design parameter.A striking feature of this plot is that the network throughput 
saturates after reaching a certain value of packet sojourn time. Subsequently, it can be inferred 
that even if the network is over-loaded after crossing a certain traffic threshold, the result will be 
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just increased packet sojourn time without further enhancing the network throughput. Similarly, it 
is also observed that the critical value for packet sojourn time remains almost the same for all the 
values of q1

nf but the resulting network throughput for each of them is quite different. 
 

 

Figure 3: Comparing Modified Jackson Model to Results from [1] 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Dimensioning Network Throughput 
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Figure 5: Effect of the controller service rate µc 

 

In Fig. 5 a fundamental performance plot is shown in which packet sojourn time is plotted against 
the controller load ρc for differing values of the controller service time µc with q1

nf constant at 0.5. 
Although the plot is mainly for evaluating performance, it can also play a role in designing a 
network with controller of known average service time and giving guarantees on packet sojourn 
time by keeping the controller load at a certain level. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: CCDF of packet sojourn time as a function of load on controller 

 
In Fig. 6, the plot shows the probability that packet sojourn time ≤ 0.5 ms for varying values of 
controller loadρc and for different q1

nfvalues. The plot can be used to determine the maximum 
load that the controller should reach before its performance is compromised. The plot in Fig. 6 is 
pilot and similar plots for different values of packet sojourn time can be obtained depending upon 
the requirements. 
 
It needs to be emphasized that blocking probabilitypb was zero for the setup which we had for the 
simulation and infinitesimal small for the analytical model. 
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(a) Multi-node Jackson Model (b) Multi-node OpenFlow Model 

5. THE MULTI-NODE CASE 
 
In a real life SDN deployment, an SDN controller is responsible for more than one node in the 
data plane.In this section we highlight how the proposed model can be used to model this 
scenario.To this end we take a toy example in which we only have two nodes in the data planeas 
shown in Fig. 8.We define q2

jack and q2
nffor node 2 similar to q1

jack and q1
nf defined earlier for node 

1. 

 

Figure 7: Modeling more than one node in the data plane 

In order to leverage the Jackson model in Fig.8(a) for modeling the OF-based SDNs in Fig.8(b), 
the probabilities q2

jackand q1
jack need to be adjusted. This is accomplished by forcing the rates at all 

the nodes in both the models to be the same as 
 

For node 1: λ1�1+q
1

nf	=  Γ1,     q
1

nf
λ1 = q

1

 jack
Γ1    (17) 

For node 2: λ1+λ2�1+q
2

nf	 = Γ2,     q
2

nf
λ2 = q

2

 jack
Γ2   (18) 

 
Solving (17) we get q1

jack same as (4) while by solving (18) we have q1
jack as 

 

q2
jack= 

q2
nf 2

 1+  2 (1+ q2
nf)

(19) 

 
We can then use the modified q1

jack and q2
jack to derive the appropriate performance metrics such 

as packet sojourn time using existing queuing theory results[11] similar to the single node case. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this work we have proposed an analytical model for an OpenFlow enabled SDN based on 
Jackson network. We have shown that the model is accurate even for the case when the 
probability of new flows is quite large. The applicability of the model is determined by 
establishing two performance measures, the average packet sojourn time and the distribution of 
time spent by a packet in the network, by using the proposed model. Secondly we showed by a 
toy example that the model can be readily extended to more than one switch in the data plane. 
Conclusively it is noted, and can be safely stated, that the model proposed in this paper caters for 
realistic OpenFlow-based SDNs and this argument has readily been validated in this paper. 
 

Furthermore, the effects of key parameters in an SDN network are studied which include the time 
required by the controller to process a request, amount of traffic going to the controller, average 
time spent by a packet in a network and the network throughput. 
 

There is more than one direction that the work presented in this paper can be taken forth. First of 
all, the work presented and validated for a single node can be extended to larger and more 
realistic topological scenarios, such as fat-tree topology. Secondly, the model in this work is 
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based on Markovian arrival and service processes which can be generalized and more realistic 
distributions or traces can be used in modeling. This can be supplemented with simulations for 
validation and verification of the model. Also, a test-bed study for verifying our model can be 
performed which will enhance the confidence in the proposed model. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Model transformation is widely recognized as a key issue in model engineering approaches. In 

previous work, we have developed an ATL transformation that implements a strategy to obtain a 

set of Raise Specification Language (RSL) modules from Feature Models (FM). In this paper, 

we present an improvement to this strategy by defining another complementary and independent 

model, allowing the incorporation of traceability information to the original transformation. 

The proposed mechanism allows capturing and representing the relationships created by the 

application of the transformation rules. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Raise Specification Language, Feature Models, Traceability, MDD, ATL. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As formal methods offer a wide spectrum of possible paths towards designing high-quality 

software, in the academia and the industry have adopted them as an alternative of development, 

especially where safety or security is important [1]. By using formal methods early in the 

software development process, ambiguities, incompleteness, inconsistencies, errors, or 

misunderstandings can be detected, avoiding their discovery during costly testing and debugging 

phases.  

 

However, formal specifications are unfamiliar to stakeholders, whose active participation is 

crucial in the first stages of software development process to understand and communicate the 

problem. This holds in Domain Analysis (DA), because its first stage is to capture the knowledge 

of a particular domain, making necessary to have a model that is comprehensible by software 

engineers and domain experts. To contribute to bridge the gap between DA and formal 

specifications, we have been working in the integration of domain analysis phase into the RAISE 

Formal Method [2]. The main purpose is to specify a family of systems to produce qualitative and 

reliable applications in a domain, promoting early reuse and reducing development costs. Feature 

models were used to represent domain analysis because they facilitate the customization of 

software requirements. 
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The integration between the models implies the definition of rules to derive an initial hierarchy of 

RSL types from a FM. We use the structural information of the FM to derive RSL (Raise 

Specification Language) [3] constructs following one of the several proposals that facilitate the 

construction of FM: the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [4]. In order to fit the main 

proposal of enhancement of formal developments with the RAISE Method into Model Driven 

Development (MDD) paradigm [5], an ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) [6] transformation 

has been developed. This transformation allows the automatic derivation of a first abstract RSL 

specification of a domain starting from a FM. The ATL rules define how features and 

relationships between them (the source model) are matched and navigated to produce the RSL 

specification (the target model) [7]. The rules follow closely the principles proposed in the 

RAISE Method, so this first and still incomplete specification may be later developed into a more 

concrete one following the RAISE Method steps. The overall strategy is explained in [8]. In this 

work, we improve this transformation by providing a simple trace mechanism that creates a trace 

relationship between the elements of the source and target metamodels.  

 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the derivation process. The core of 

the paper is in section 3, were we describe the ATL transformation that obtain RSL schemes from 

FM with the incorporation of the  trace mechanism, and exemplify it with the case study in 

section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we present some conclusions and outline possible future work. 

 

2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE DERIVATION PROCESS 

 
We have been working in the integration of DA models and formal specifications, giving a 

strategy to dine a set of RSL schemes from FM. The strategy begins with the analysis of features 

into the model to arrive to RSL schemes. Then, different constructions of the FM are analyzed in 

order to complete the structure of the schemes. Relationships between schemes are modelled from 

the feature information. The result of these steps is a set of schemes that serves as a basis for the 

RSL scheme hierarchy, reducing the gap between analysis and specification phases. The full 

derivation process may be found in [9]. In [8] we presented the rules to define schemes in an 

automatic way. These rules are a simplification of the derivation process with the objective of 

defining an automatic transformation aligned with Model Driven Architecture (MDA) framework. 

 

The transformation rules are defined by the following mappings:   

 
• A Feature Model is mapped into one or more RSL modules hierarchies. 

• A Feature Diagram (FD) is mapped into a RSL modules hierarchy. 

• A Concept Feature (root feature) is mapped into a RSL class expression with a type of 

interest. 

• Features that are not concept features are mapped into RSL modules. 

• Relationships 

 
o Grouping is mapped into RSL schemes relations. 

o Dependencies between features are mapped into RSL axioms expressing the 

corresponding restriction. 

 

Rule 1: Mapping Feature Model 

 

Description: this transformation declares that a FM will be mapped into one or more RSL 

modules hierarchy. Each hierarchy will be derived from a FD.  
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Transformation:  

 

� a FM is transformed into one or more RSL schemes  

 

Rule 2: Mapping Feature Diagram 

 
Description: this transformation declares that an initial hierarchy structure of RSL modules will 

be derived from a FM diagram. The hierarchy could have modifications later when the evolution 

of the specification is made.  

 

Transformation: 

 

� each feature of the FD will be mapped into schemes according to the following rules. 

 

Rule 3: Concept2Scheme (mapping Concept feature) 

 
Description: this transformation declares that the most abstract RSL module of the hierarchy will 

be derived from the feature concept. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� each concept in the FM will be a RSL scheme with the same name 

� the RSL scheme will have a type of interest whose name represents the system that is 

being modeled. 

 

Rule 4: Fea2SchSpec (mapping Mandatory feature) 

 
Description: this transformation declares that the schemes in a hierarchy will be derived from the 

mandatory features. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� a mandatory feature is transformed into a scheme with the same name as the feature 

and two clauses:  

 

- the value clause with the following properties: 

 

o isSolitary with TRUE | FALSE value  

o isMandatory with TRUE value 

o isSelected with TRUE value 

 

- the extend clause with the parent scheme name. 

 

Rule 5: Fea2SchSpec (mapping Optional feature) 

 
Description: this transformation declares that the schemes in a hierarchy will be derived form the 

optional features selected in a configuration time.  

 

Transformation: 

 

� an optional feature is transformed into a scheme with the same name as the feature 

and two clauses:  
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- the value clause with the following properties: 

o isSolitary with TRUE | FALSE value  

o isMandatory with FALSE value 

o isSelected with TRUE value 

- the extend clause with the parent scheme name. 

 

Rule 6: Fea2SchSpec (mapping Parameterized feature) 

 
Description: this transformation declares that a parameterized scheme will be derived from a 

parameterized feature. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� a parameterized feature is transformed into a parameterized scheme with the same 

name as the feature and the following clauses:  

 

- the context clause with the list of parameters 

- the object clause where the type of the parameters is declared 

- the value clause with the following properties: 

o isSolitary with TRUE | FALSE value  

o isMandatory with TRUE | FALSE value 

o isSelected with TRUE value 

 

Rule 7: Aggr2Sch (mapping Aggregate relationship) 

 
Description: the statement may express both a composition relationship as well as an aggregate 

relationship. Thus, a RSL specification will have one or more axioms expressing post-conditions 

ensuring the relation whole/parts. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� if the feature part is atomic and express simple types, it will be transformed into a 

component in the scheme corresponding to the parent feature. The component is a 

record into the RSL expression. It has the same treatment that the mandatory, 

optional or parameterized feature. 

 

� If the feature part is not atomic, the part will be transformed into a RSL expression 

according to the type of the feature that is being modeled, expressed as an embedded 

object of the expression that contains it.  

 

Rule 8: GroupOR2Sch (mapping Group OR) 

 
Description: this type of grouping is considered like a ´is-a´ relationship among alternative, 

mandatory or optional features with a parent feature. Thus a RSL hierarchy of modules will be 

derived from the structure of the set of features. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� the parent feature is modeled as a RSL scheme with at the least one abstract 

operation. This scheme will define: 

   

- the type clause with the lower and upper values expressing the group cardinality 
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- the value clause with the restriction expressions of the grouping. 

- in later refinement of schemes, the consistence restriction will be mapped into a 

boolean function.  

 

Rule 9: GroupXOR2Sch (mapping Group XOR) 

 

Description: this type of grouping has the same treatment that the OR group.  

 

Transformation:  

 

� the parent feature is modeled as a RSL scheme with at the least one abstract 

operation. This scheme will define:   

- the type clause with the lower and upper values expressing the group cardinality 

- the value clause with the restriction expressions of the grouping. 

- in later refinements of schemes, the consistence restriction will be mapped into 

a boolean function.  

 

Rule 10: FeaReq2SchSpec (Mapping Requires) 

 
Description: this restriction will generate two RSL schemes derived from two features related by 

the requires relationship.  

 

Transformation:  

 

� the supplier feature is mapped to a RSL scheme with the same name as the supplier 

feature  

� the requester feature is mapped to a RSL scheme with the same name as the requester 

feature  

� an axiom that defines the implication in the requester scheme expressing the requires 

restriction.  

 

Rule 11: FeaExc2SchSpec (Mapping Excludes) 

 
Description: this restriction will generate a RSL scheme derived from the relations between two 

features by the exclude relationship. 

 

Transformation: 

 

� the supplier feature is mapped to a RSL scheme with the same name as the supplier 

feature 

� an axiom that defines the implication in the requester scheme expressing the excludes 

restriction.  
 

3.  INCORPORATION OF TRACEABILTIY INTO THE ATL 

TRANSFORMATION 

 
This section describes the ATL transformation that obtains RSL schemes from FM with the 

incorporation of the trace mechanism. The complete description of the transformation rules may 

be found in [9]. This ATL definition represents the rules described before and it is a single 

module involving several ATL Rules (both matched and lazy rules) along with a set of helpers. In 

order to define the transformation and execute it, we must define the source and target models as 
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an Ecore Metamodel. Traceability is also implemented as a separate model, as we describe later 

in this section. 

 

3.1. Source and Target Models 

 
Figure 1 shows a diagram with the FM Metamodel defined for the ATL transformation. Also, we 

have defined an Ecore Metamodel for RSL by using a simplified version (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Feature Model Metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Feature Model Metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. RSL Metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. RSL Metamodel 

3.2. Traceability information 

 
The transformation process we have proposed allows a simple trace mechanism, based on [10] by 

creating a trace relationship between the source and the target elements of the corresponding 
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metamodel according to each transformation rule. For example, each RSL scheme of the module 

hierarchy is related with one feature because the scheme was originated from one of them. Each 

of the relationships has their own semantic, and there may be more than one relationship between 

those components, depending on the rules.  

 

Table 1 shows each trace relationship between elements of the source (FM) and target (RSL) 

metamodels: the left column represents the source elements and the top row, the target elements. 

Cells with data indicate a trace relationship. Trace shows the relationships that give rise to new 

elements in the target metamodel from elements in the source metamodel, i.e. forward 

relationships, but from them backward traceability ones may be also obtained. The trace 

relationships are originated from the application a particular transformation rule. 

 

For each trace relationship the following item are described in Table 1: 

 

• Cardinality of source: how many elements were used to create the new element (Table 1, 

in the left side of the parenthesis), 

• Cardinality of target: how many elements are created in that relationship (Table 1, in the 

right side of the parenthesis), 

• Name of the rule that originated the trace relationship. 

 
Table 1. Trace Relationship between FM and RSL generated by the application of the rules 

 
                     

Target                             

Source 

SchemeSpecification SchemeTypes ObjectDeclar

ation 

SchemeValue 

Concept (1/1)Rule3:Concept2

Scheme 

(1/1)Rule3: 

Concept2Sche

me 

 

  

Feature mandatory (1/1)Rule 

4:Fea2SchSpec 

 

(1/1)Rule4: 

Fea2SchSpec 

 

 (1/n)Rule4:Fea2Sch

Spec 

Feature optional (1/1)Rule 

5:Fea2SchSpec 

 

(1/1)Rule 5: 

Fea2SchSpec 

 

 (1/n)Rule4: 

Fea2SchSpec 

Feature 

parameterized 

(1/1) Rule 6: 

Fea2SchSpec 

 

(1/1)Rule 6: 

Fea2SchSpec 

 

 (1/n)Rule4: 

Fea2SchSpec 

Aggregate (1/n)  Rule 7: 

Aggr2Sch  

 (1/n) Rule7: 

Aggr2Sch 

 

GroupORAssociati

on 

(1/n) 

Rule8:GroupOR2Sch  

 

   

GroupXORAssocia

tion 

(1/n) 

Rule9:GroupXOR2S

ch  

 

   

Requires relation (2/1) 

Rule10:FeaReq2Sch

Spec 

 

   

Excludes relation (2/1) Rule 11: 

FeaExc2SchSpec 

  

   

 

3.3. An example of a rule application 

 
In order to exemplify part of the derivation strategy, we describe the ATL transformation 

corresponding to the Aggregate association (Figure 3) present in a FM Model to RSL schemes 
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explaining each of the defined rules and helpers. The Transformation Process contains a matched 

primary rule that guide the overall process of this transformation, the rule aggr2Sch. This rule 

allows the matching of all features from the FM and defines a RSL scheme for each of them. For 

each association, the rules identify the name of the association and collect all of the features 

clustered under this association. These features will be expressed under the objects declaration 

into a scheme definition. The helper getparts returns the features that are the parts of the 

aggregate. The lazy rule Feature2Obj has the input features that are part of the aggregate (this 

condition is implemented by the helper isPartofAggregate), and returns the names of these 

features. The helper isPartofAggregate verifies the type of association will be an aggregation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. AggregateAssociation Rule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. AggregateAssociation Rule 

 

3.4 Implementing the Traceability Mechanism 

 
In order to implement traceability in our transformation process, we adopt the proposal of Jouault 

[10]. In this work a trace mechanism is defined by considering traceability information as a 

separate model (Figure 4), and the code to generate trace relationship is added directly to the 

transformation rules. It is a simple mechanism that supports any form of traceability, and it is 

used in other transformations. 

 

Following this idea, we have defined our trace metamodel, and added the corresponding code to 

the rules in order to define the trace relationship presented in Table 1. All the matched and lazy 

rules are modified in order to define the trace information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Trace Metamodel 

Table 2 shows the implementation of traceability for each transformation shown in Table 1. For 

our example, during the transformation of a feature to a RSL scheme, trace information is 

generated for Feature2Object, Feature2ValueIsMandatory, Feature2ValueIsSolitary , 

Feature2ValueIsSelected  lazy rules, besides Aggr2Scheme rule.  

 module fm2rsl; 

create OUT: rsl, trace: Trace from IN: FM; 

....... 

 

rule aggr2Sch{ 

from  

 A:FM!AggregateAssociation 

to  

 S:rsl!SchemeSpecification ( 

  name <-A.name, 

  object <- A.getparts()->collect (feature | 

thisModule.Feature2Obj(feature)) 

  ), 

 TL1: Trace!traceLink ( 

  ruleName <-'aggr2Scheme', 

  targetElements <-S) 

  do  { 

  TL1.refSetValue('sourceElements', A); 

        } 

} 
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Table 2. Implementation of Trace Relationship 

 

 
 

4. CASE STUDY 

 
We applied the ATL transformation described in this paper to the case study “e-Shop” [12], as it 

is a well known one. Figures 4 and 5 show some FM features taken from the FM Model of the 

complete case study, which are necessary to exemplify how the ATL transformation works. For 

example, we consider the Eshop-Aggregate Association (Figure 4) for the Aggregate Association 

StoreFront. The features were defined in a XMI format to be used as source in the derivation of 

the RSL schemes.  

 

Figure 5 shows the XMI definition for the Trace-Eshop-AggregateAssociation, using the Sample 

Reflective Ecore Model. This Figure presents an extract of the ADITIONAL trace information 

produced after the ATL transformation. Each trace link includes a reference to an element in the 

source model (Feature Model), and another one to an element in the target (RAISE Model). For 

example, trace link with rule name aggr2Scheme produce the trace link for Feature2Obj for the 

three object declaration (Catalog, BuyPaths and CustomerService) and the trace link for 

StoreFront. 
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Figure 5.  Sample Reflective Ecore Model for Eshop-Aggregate Association 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Trace-Eshop-AggregateAssociation 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Traceability plays a crucial role in MDD. The transformation process we have proposed and 

implemented in the ATL rules allows making a trace between the source and the target models. 

This concept is quite simple: to follow relationships or links. It is essential for software 

development because a lot of information is used and produced and it should be kept traceable. 
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A domain component (source model) is traced forward, for example, when the component is 

changed and we want to investigate the impact of the change. A scheme is traced backward, for 

example, when there is a change and we want to understand it, investigating the information used 

to derive this scheme. Also, we may want to know how a RSL scheme is related with others in a 

hierarchy, for example, if the derived scheme has a parent or it has some restrictions among 

features. 

 

In this work, traceability information is easily created but, until the moment it is not managed. 

There are several difficulties related to the implementation and use of traceability [13]. Wieringa 

[14] points out that the major problems of realising traceability are organisational, not technical. 

As future work, we must incorporate trace supporting in order to recorded traces became useful 

for the entire development process. The traceability generating code is easily added to the ATL 

code, and can be automated 

 

To help those who are responsible for the specification phase, it is helpful if the work team has 

traceability policies to traceability information be maintained. Maintaining traceability 

information is tedious, time-consuming a labour- intensive. Therefore, the policies may be fine, if 

they cannot be implemented, they are useless [11]. Although in this paper we focused on the 

transformation rules and the traceability, we know that a lot of information is used and produced 

and it should be kept related. So, we believe that this approach could be adapted to approach for 

visualizing traceability in (compositions of) model transformations. The main purpose will be to 

study the effects of the evolution of a source model, or changes in the transformation model.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, the unsteady motion of a spherical particle rolling down an inclined tube in a 

Newtonian fluid for a range of Reynolds numbers was solved using a simulation method called 

the Differential Transformation Method (DTM). The concept of differential transformation is 

briefly introduced, and then we employed it to derive solution of nonlinear equation. The 

obtained results for displacement, velocity and acceleration of the motion from DTM are 

compared with those from numerical solution to verify the accuracy of the proposed method.  

The effects of particle diameter (size), continues phase viscosity and inclination angles was 

studied. As an important result it was found that the inclination angle does not affect the 

acceleration duration. The results reveal that the Differential Transformation Method can 

achieve suitable results in predicting the solution of such problems. 

 

KEYWORDS 
 

Spherical particle; Acceleration motion; Inclination angle; Non-linear equation, Differential 

Transformation Method (DTM). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The description of the motion of immersed bodies in fluids is present in several manufacturing 
processes, e.g. sediment transport and deposition in pipe lines, alluvial channels, chemical 
engineering and powder process [1-6]. Several works could be found in technical literature which 
investigated the spherical particles in low and high concentration [7-9]. A particle falling or 
rolling down a plane in a fluid under the influence of gravity will accelerate until the gravitational 
force is balanced by the resistance forces that include buoyancy and drag. The constant velocity 
reached at that stage is called the “terminal velocity” or “settling velocity”. Knowledge of the 
terminal velocity of solids falling in liquids is required in many industrial applications. Typical 
examples include hydraulic transport slurry systems for coal and ore transportation, thickeners, 
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mineral processing, solid–liquid mixing, fluidization equipment, drilling for oil and gas, 
geothermal drilling.The resistive drag force depends upon drag coefficient. Drag coefficient and 
terminal velocities of particles are most important design parameters in engineering applications. 
There have been several attempts to relate the drag coefficient to the Reynolds number. The most 

comprehensive equation set for predicting 
DC  from Re for Newtonian fluids has been published 

by Clift et al. [10], Khan and Richardson [11], Chhabra [12] and Hartman and Yutes [13]. 
Comparing between most of these relationships for spheres, demonstrates quite low deviations 
[14]. 
 
The most of mentioned applications involve the description of the particle position, velocity and 
acceleration during time e.g. classification, centrifugal and gravity collection or separation, where 
it is often necessary to determine the trajectories of particle accelerating in a fluid for proposes of 
design or improved operation [15,16]. Unfortunately, there are few studies in the literature in the 
filled of rolling particles and the major part of the available investigations are related to the use of 
a rolling ball viscometer to measure viscosity of liquids [5,6]. Hasan [7] studied the role of wall 
effect on the rolling velocity of spherical particles in Newtonian media. He found a very limited 
correlation for (d/D) > 0.707 as follows: 

 
                                                                  

)1(    

                                                                             
 

Where, Reynolds number is defined as follow: 
 

                                                                               
                                                                                                                    (2)                                                                                   
 

 
Where Re, d, and D, are the particle Reynolds number, particle diameter and tube inner diameter 
respectively. Chhabra et al. [12] presented a valuable experimental work for drag on spheres in 
rolling motion in inclined smooth tubes. They used an enough number of sphere made of glass 
and steel with four smooth walled glass tubes of different diameter. They used numerous aqueous 
solutions of glycerol and glucose syrup to cover a wide range of Reynolds number. The angles of 
inclination and sphere-to-tube diameter ratios were varied from 3 to 30 and 0.114 to 0.58, 

respectively. Therefore, the Reynolds number range was 610− < Re < 3000. They had 900 data 

points to define their empirical correlations. It was concluded that the sphere-to-wall diameter 
ratio (d/D), is not a significant parameter at the 95% confidence level. Consequently, the authors 
presented a three-part equation as follows: 
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Eqs. (3-5) predict the transition points within about 5%, and correlates the experimental set of 
data within an average error of 8%. To describe a general correlation covering the experimental 
data we describe a new correlation using Chhabra et al. experimental points [12] as: 
 

                                                        
                                                           (6)                                                                            

The third term in the right hand side of the Eq. (6) is important in low Reynolds number and its 
effect vanish by increasing of the Reynolds number and reduction of the drag coefficient. Eq. (6) 
is in very good agreement with results of the reference [12] and correlates the data with average 
error of 8.4883%.The maximum difference between values of Eqs. (5) and (6), and experimental 
data, is related to the transient region where the Reynolds number is in the range of 

5.4Re108.5 2 ≤≤× − .Aside from mentioned work of Chhabra et al. [12], all other surveys of 

the rolling motion of the particles are related to open channels [12–15]. In reality, when a sphere 
is rolling in a tube, the wall exerts an extra retardation effect on it due to upward motion of the 
fluid through the eccentric annular gap between the particle and the wall this issue distinguishes 
the mechanism of rolling in tubes from open channels. It is clean that a few studies are performed 
on rolling motion of particles, especially in tubes while it is an important practical issue both in 
nature and industry. Moreover, most of the previous studies in particles motion and 
sedimentations are experimental or numerical. However, an exact analytical expression is more 
opportune for engineering calculations, and is also the evident starting point for a better 
understanding of the relationship between the physical properties of the sphere-fluid combination 
and the accelerated motion of the sphere. In addition, In contrast to steady-state motion of 
particles much less has been reported about the acceleration motion of spherical particles in 
incompressible Newtonian fluids. The accelerated motion is relevant to many processes such as 
particle classification, centrifugal and gravity particle collection and/or separation, where it is 
often necessary to determine the trajectories of particles accelerating in a fluid [14]. Furthermore, 
for other particular situations, like viscosity measurement using the falling-ball method or rain-
drop terminal velocity measurement it is necessary to know the time and distance required for 
particles to reach their terminal velocities. In this case study, similarity transformation has been 
used to reduce the governing differential equations into an ordinary non-linear differential 
equation. In most cases, these problems do not admit analytical solution, so these equations 
should be solved using special techniques. The differential transform method is based on Taylor 
expansion. It constructs an analytical solution in the form of a polynomial. It is different from the 
traditional high order Taylor series method, which requires symbolic computation of the 
necessary derivatives of the data functions. The Taylor series method is computationally taken 
long time for large orders. The differential transform is an iterative procedure for obtaining 
analytic Taylor series solutions of differential equations. Differential transform has the inherent 
ability to deal with nonlinear problems, and consequently Chiou [17] applied the Taylor 
transform to solve non-linear vibration problems. Furthermore, the method may be employed for 
the solution of both ordinary and partial differential equations. Jang et al. [18] applied the two- 
dimensional differential transform method to the solution of partial differential equations. Finally, 
Hassan [19] adopted the Differential Transformation Method to solve some problems. The 
method was successfully applied to various practical problems [20-21].  
 
The aim of current study is the analytically investigation of acceleration motion of a spherical 
particle rolling down an inclined boundary with drag coefficient in form of Eq. (3), using the 
Differential Transformation Method (DTM). Investigation and solution of falling objects’ 
equation is a new application for DTM which was used for some other engineering problems.  
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 
Consider a spherical particle of diameter d and density of ρs rolling down a smooth tube having 
angle of inclination a with the horizontal, and filled with an incompressible Newtonian fluid of 
density ρ Let u represent the velocity of the sphere at any instant t and g the acceleration due to 
gravity. Figure. 1 illustrates a schematic view of the present problem.  

 

 
 

Figure.1 a schematic figure of current problem [15] 

 
The forces acting on the spheres are the fluid-drag, FD, fluid lift force, FL, buoyancy force, FB, 
gravitational force, Fg, solid–solid resistance force due to rolling, FR, virtual mass force, FVM due 
to relative acceleration of the fluid around the particle. It is reasonable to postulate that since 
smooth walled tubes have been studied, FR is expected to be negligible (or alternately FD + FR can 
be regarded as the total resistance to sphere motion, which is included in the drag coefficient). 
The all of detail of problem was explained at [15].The equation of motion is gained as follow 
from [15]: 
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To simplify the post processes of the problem we had generated four coefficients in the equation 
above. Therefore, Eq. (7) is reduced to: 
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With change of variation as bellow we obtain velocity, 
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By substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (6) we will have:  
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Eqs.(8) and (14) are non-linear ordinary differential equations which could be solved by 
numerical techniques such Runge–Kutta method. We employed DTM and compared our results 
with numerical solution of 4th order Runge–Kutta method using the Maple package. 
 

3. DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMATION METHOD 

 
We suppose )(τx to be analytic function in a domain D  and 

iττ = represent any point in D . The 

function )(τx is then represented by one power series whose center is located at
iτ . The Taylor 

series expansion function of )(τx is in the form of [23]:  
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The particular case of Eq. (13) when 0=iτ  is referred to as the Maclaurin series of )(τx  and is 

expressed as:  
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As explained in [25-31] the differential transformation of the function )(τx  is defined as follows:  
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Where, )(τx is the original function and )(kX is the transformed function. The differential 

spectrum of )(kX  is confined within the interval [ ]H,0∈τ , where H is a constant. The 

differential inverse transform of )(kX is defined as follows:  
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It is clear that the concept of differential transformation is based upon the Taylor series 

expansion. The values of function )(kX at values of argument k are referred to as discrete, i.e. 

)0(X  is known as the zero discrete, )1(X  as the first discrete, etc. The more discrete available, 

the more precise it is possible to restore the unknown function. The function )(τx consists of the 

T-function )(kX , and its value is given by the sum of the T-function with  ً◌ ( )k

H
τ as its 

coefficient. In real applications, at the right choice of constant H , the larger values of argument 

k  the discrete of spectrum reduce rapidly. The function )(τx is expressed by a finite series and 

Eq. (16) can be written as:  
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Eq. (19) implies that the value ∞→+= 1nk  is negligible. 

 

If )(tu and )(tv are two uncorrelated functions with time t  where )(kU and )(kV are the 

transformed functions corresponding to )(tu and )(tv then we can easily proof the fundamental 

mathematics operations executed by differential transformation .The fundamental mathematical 
operations performed by differential transformation method are listed in Table 1 [25-30]. 
 
 

Table 1. The fundamental operations of differential transformation method 

Original function Transformed function 
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4. APPLICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMATION METHOD 

 
Now we apply Differential Transformation Method into Eq. (8) for find )(tw  as displacement. 

Taking the differential transform of Eq. (16) with respect to t according table 1 gives:  
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By suppose 
0W  and 1W  are apparent from boundary conditions by solving Eq. (20) respect

2+kW , 

we will have:  
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The above process is continuous. Substituting Eq. (20-24) into the main equation based on DTM, 
Eq. (19), it can be obtained the closed form of the solutions,  
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Substituting Eq. (21-24) into the main equation based on DTM, it can be obtained the closed form 
of the solutions. In this stage for achieve higher accuracy we use sub-domain technique, i.e. the 
domain of t  should be divided into some adequate intervals and the values at the end of each 

interval will be the initial values of next one. For example for first sub-domain assume that 
distance of each interval is 0.005. For first interval, 005.00 →   boundary conditions are From 

boundary conditions in Eq. (8) at point 0=t . By exerting transformation, we will have:   

 

00 =W
                                                                                                                                 (26)

                                                                                

 
The other boundary conditions are considered as follow:  
 

0
1

=W
                                                                                                                                  (27)

                                                                                

 

As mentioned above for next interval, 10.0005.0 → , new boundary conditions are:  

 

)005.0(0 wW =
                                                                                                                    (28)

                                                                                

 
The next boundary condition is considered as follow:  
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)2.0(1
dt

dw
W =

                                                                                                                       (29)
                                                                                

 

For this interval function )(tw  is represented by power series whose center is located at 005.0 , by 

means that in this power series t  convert to )005.0( −t .   

As we can see bellow in similar case for achieves the solution for )(tu as velocity we should 

apply DTM on Eq. (14) to find transformed function. 
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By assuming that 
0U  is apparent from boundary condition by solving Eq. (30) respect

1+kU , we 

will have:  
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As mentioned above this process is continuous. By substituting Eq. (31-35) into Eq. (19), closed 
form of the solutions is,  
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And for achieve higher accuracy we use sub-domain technique as described above. By 

substituting Eqs. (9-12) into Eq. (25) and Eq. (36), an exact solution for )(tw and )(tu  can be 

obtained which is only related to the particle and the fluid properties. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The mentioned method was applied for real combination of solid-fluid. A single Aluminum 
spherical particle with versus diameter was assumed to roll down a smooth inclined plane in an 
infinity medium of Ethylene–glycol, glycerin solution and water. Required physical properties of 
selected materials are given in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 Physical properties of materials 

Material Density  Viscosity  

Water 996.51 0.001 

Ethylene–glycol 1111.40 0.0157 

Glycerin 1259.90  0.779 

Aluminum 2702.0 - 

 

In the modeling, Aluminum with density of 
sρ = 2702.00 kg/m3is used for dispersed phase 

(particle).Inserting above properties into Eqs.(9) to (12) ,different combinations are gained which 
are classified in Table 3.  

 
By substituting above coefficients in Eq. (8), and for four different inclination angles, twelve 
different nonlinear equations are achieved. Inclination angles were selected to be 5˚, 15˚, 22˚ and 
30˚.  Differential Transformation Method was applied to gained equations and results were 
compared with numerical method. The influence of particle size is studied where the diameter of 

the particles is varied in the range of 1 mm < pd < 3 mm. Figs. (2 - 4) shown the variations of the 

displacement and velocity and acceleration for three different particles rolling in a tube inclined 
with the angle of 15˚ and filled with the water.  
 

 
 

Figure.2  displacement variation for three spherical particles rolling in a tube filled with the water 
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Figure.3 velocity variation for three spherical particles rolling in a tube filled with the water 

 

 
 

Figure.4 Acceleration variation for three spherical particles rolling in a tube filled with the water 

 
These figures clearly illustrate that how different diameters affect the displacement and velocity 
and acceleration of particles while other conditions are equivalent.  Observably, it is shown that 
the value of the displacement and velocity and acceleration in a rolling procedure is significantly 
increased with adding to the particle size. The variation of displacement and velocity and 
acceleration of the particle versus time for the different inclination angles are shown in Figs. (5-
7).  
 

 
 

Figure.5 displacement variation of a spherical particle rolling in a tube for different angles 
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Figure.6 Velocity variation of a spherical particle rolling in a tube for different angles 

 

 
 

Figure.7 Acceleration variation of a spherical particle rolling in a tube for different angles 

 
For a given the fluid viscosity, by increasing inclination angle, displacement and acceleration 
duration are increasing. Results show that increasing of inclination angle increases the terminal 
velocity as well as acceleration and displacement. Outcomes illustrated that higher acceleration is 
obtained for larger inclination angle. Variable displacement and velocity for sphere which its 
fluid is water, results of the present analysis are tabulated and comprised with the numerical 
solution obtained by fourth-order Runge–Kutta method in Table 4 and 5. 
 

Table 4 the )(tu  obtained from DTM and NS for water, α = 15˚, d=1mm 

t UDTM UNS Absolute 

Error(UDTM- UNS) 

0 0 0 0 

0.05 0.02047928110 0.02047930816 2.70611E-08 

0.1 0.02499292820 0.02499294991 2.17E-08 

0.15 0.02589242595 0.02589245023 2.42859E-08 

0.2 0.02606797450 0.02606799339  1.88962E-08 

0.25 0.02610209443 0.02610211188 1.74534E-08 

0.3 0.02610872071 0.02610873515 1.44461E-08 

0.35 0.02611000738 0.02611002114 1.38E-08 

0.4 0.02611025723 0.02611026728 1.01E-08 

0.45 0.02611030573 0.02611031057 4.84E-09 

0.5 0.02611031515 0.02611032008 4.93E-09 
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Table 5 the )(tw   obtained from DTM and NS for water, α = 15˚, d=1mm 

T WDTM WNS Absolute 

Error(WDTM- WNS) 

0 0 0 0 

0.05 0.000629372276 0.000629371444 8.32E-10 

0.1 0.001794953256 0.001794952721 5.35E-10 

0.15 0.003072942044 0.003072941443 6.01E-10 

0.2 0.004373099347 0.004373098915 4.32E-10 

0.25 0.005677574236 0.005677573848 3.88E-10 

0.3 0.006982887961 0.006982887666 2.95E-10 

0.35 0.008288364581 0.008288364307 2.74E-10 

0.4 0.009593872830 0.009593872669 1.61E-10 

0.45 0.01089938727 0.010989387220 5E-11 

0.5 0.01220490284 0.012204902801 3.9E-11 

 
 Presented results demonstrate an excellent agreement between DTM and numerical solution. In 
Figs.(8,9) the agreement between DTM and numerical solution for displacement and velocity of 

Eq.(8) when the fluid is water, α= 15˚, mmd p 1=  is shown. 

 
 

Figure.8 DTM and numerical solutions of Eq. (8) when the fluid is water, α = 15˚, d=1mm 

 

 
 

Figure.9 DTM and numerical solutions of Eq. (8) when the fluid is water, α= 15˚, d=1mm 

 
In this case, a very interesting agreement between the results of two methods is observed which 
confirms the excellent validity of the DTM. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper, Differential Transformation Method (DTM) is applied to obtain the solution of the 
unsteady motion of a spherical particle rolling down an inclined tube in a Newtonian fluid. 
Equation was solved generally and for some real combinations of solid-liquid. Instantaneous 
velocity, acceleration and position were obtained as results and outcomes were compared with 
Runge–Kutta method solution. Very good agreement has been seen between numerical and 
current analytical method. Results show that for a given condition of particle and fluid, an 
increase in inclination angle, α, results in an increase in terminal displacement and velocity and 
acceleration. Current work approved the simplicity and capability of Differential Transformation 
Method. Solution of equation of motion for an object rolling down an inclined boundary is a new 
application of DTM and could be used in wide area of scientific problems, especially hydraulic 
and sedimentation engineering. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Majority of the computer or mobile phone enthusiasts make use of the web for searching 

activity. Web search engines are used for the searching; The results that the search engines get 

are provided to it by a software module known as the Web Crawler. The size of this web is 

increasing round-the-clock. The principal problem is to search this huge database for specific 

information. To state whether a web page is relevant to a search topic is a dilemma. This paper 

proposes a crawler called as “PDD crawler” which will follow both a link based as well as a 

content based approach. This crawler follows a completely new crawling strategy to compute 

the relevance of the page. It analyses the content of the page based on the information contained 

in various tags within the HTML source code and then computes the total weight of the page. 

The page with the highest weight, thus has the maximum content and highest relevance. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Web Crawler, HTML, Tags, Searching Relevance, Metadata 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The World Wide Web is a huge collection of data. The data keeps increasing week by week, day 

by day and hour by hour. It is very important to classify data as relevant or irrelevant in 

accordance with users query. Researchers are working on techniques which would help to 

download relevant web pages. Researchers say that the huge size of data results in low exposure 

of complete data while search is performed and it is predicted that only one third of the data gets 

indexed[1].The web is so large that even the number of relevant web pages that get download is 

too large to be explored by the user. This scenario generates the need of downloading the most 

relevant and superior pages first. Web search is currently generating more than 13% of the traffic 

to Web sites [2]. Many policies have been developed to schedule the downloading of relevant 

web pages for a particular search topic. Some of the policies are Breadth First Search, Depth First 

Search, Page Ranking Algorithms, Path ascending crawling Algorithm, Online Page Importance 

Calculation Algorithm, Crawler using Naïve Bayes Classifier, Focused Web Crawler, Semantic 

web Crawler etc. Each technique has its pros and cons. Focused Web Crawler is a technique 

which uses the similarity major to map relatedness among the downloaded page and unvisited 
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page. This technique ensures that similar pages get downloaded and hence the name Focused web 

crawler[3]. Web crawler needs to search for information among web pages identified by URLs. If 

we consider each web page as a node, then the World Wide Web can be seen as a data structure 

that resembles a Graph‘. To traverse a graph like data structure our crawler will need traversal 

mechanisms much similar to those needed for traversing a graph like Breadth First Search (BFS) 

or Depth First Search (DFS). Proposed Crawler follows a simple Breadth First Search‘approach. 

The start URL given as input to the crawler can be seen as a start node‘ in the graph. The 

hyperlinks extracted from the web page associated with this link will serve as its child nodes and 

so on. Thus, a hierarchy is maintained in this structure. Each child can point to its parent is the 

web page associated with the child node URL contains a hyperlink which is similar to any of the 

parent node URLs. Thus, this is a graph and not a tree. Web crawling can be considered as putting 

items in a queue and picking a single item from it each time. When a web page is crawled, the 

extracted hyperlinks from that page are appended to the end of the queue and the hyperlink at the 

front of the queue is picked up to continue the crawling loop. Thus, a web crawler deals with the 

infinite crawling loop which is iterative in nature. Since crawler is a software module which deals 

with World Wide Web, a few constraints [4] have to be dealt with: High speed internet 

connectivity, Memory to be utilized by data structures, Processor for algorithm processing and 

parsing process Disk storage to handle temporary data. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
 Mejdl S. Safran, Abdullah Althagafi and Dunren Che in Improving Relevance Prediction for 

Focused Web Crawlers‘[4] propose that a key issue in designing a focused Web crawler is how to 

determine whether an unvisited URL is relevant to the search topic. this paper proposes a new 

learning-based approach to improve relevance prediction in focused Web crawlers. For this study, 

Naïve Bayesian is used as the base prediction model, which however can be easily switched to a 

different prediction model. Experimental result shows that approach is valid and more efficient 

than related approaches. 

 

S. Lawrence and C. L. Giles in Searching the World Wide Web‘[1] state that the coverage and 

recency of the major World Wide Web search engines when analyzed, yield some surprising 

results. Analysis of the overlap between pairs of engines gives an estimated lower bound on the 

size of the indexable Web of 320 million pages. Pavalam S. M., S. V. Kasmir Raja, Jawahar M., 

and Felix K. Akorli in Web Crawler in Mobile Systems‘ [6] propose that with the advent of 

internet technology, data has exploded to a considerable amount. Large volumes of data can be 

explored easily through search engines, to extract valuable information. Carlos Castillo , Mauricio 

Marin , Andrea Rodriguez in Scheduling Algorithms for Web Crawling‘[7] presents a 

comparative study of strategies for Web crawling. It shows that a combination of breadth-first 

ordering with the largest sites first is a practical alternative since it is fast, simple to implement, 

and able to retrieve the best ranked pages at a rate that is closer to the optimal than other 

alternatives. The study was performed on a large sample of the Chilean Web which was crawled 

by using simulators, so that all strategies were compared under the same conditions, and actual 

crawls to validate our conclusions. The study also explored the effects of large scale parallelism 

in the page retrieval task and multiple-page requests in a single connection for effective 

amortization of latency times. 

 

Junghoo Cho and Hector Garcia-Molina in Effective Page Refresh Policies for Web Crawlers‘ [8] 

study how to maintain local copies of remote data sources fresh, when the source data is updated 

autonomously and independently. In particular, authors study the problem of web crawler that 

maintains local copies of remote web pages for web search engines. In this context, remote data 

sources (web sites) do not notify the copies (Web crawlers) of new changes, so there is a need to 

periodically poll the sources, it is very difficult to keep the copies completely up-to-date. This 
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paper proposes various refresh policies and studies their effectiveness. First formalize the notion 

of Freshness of copied data by defining two freshness metrics, and then propose a Poisson 

process as a change model of data sources. Based on this framework, examine the effectiveness of 

the proposed refresh policies analytically and experimentally. Results show that a Poisson process 

is a good model to describe the changes of Web pages and results also show that proposed refresh 

policies improve the freshness of data very significantly. In certain cases, author got orders of 

magnitude improvement from existing policies. The Algorithm design Manual‘[9] by Steven S. 

Skiena is a book intended as a manual on algorithm design, providing access to combinatorial 

algorithm technology for both students and computer professionals. It is divided into two parts: 

Techniques and Resources. The former is a general guide to techniques for the design and 

analysis of computer algorithms. The Resources section is intended for browsing and reference, 

and comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources, implementations, and an extensive 

bibliography. Artificial Intelligence illuminated‘ [10] by Ben Coppin introduces a number of 

methods that can be used to search, and it discusses discuss how effective they are in different 

situations. Depth-first search and breadth-first search are the best-known and widest-used search 

methods, and it is examined why this is and how they are implemented. A look is also given at a 

number of properties of search methods, including optimality and completeness[11][12], that can 

be used to determine how useful a search method will be for solving a particular problem. 

 

3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
 

In general, a web crawler must provide the features discussed [13] , 

 

1. A web crawler must be robust in nature Spider traps are a part of the hyperlink structure 

in the World Wide Web. There are servers that create spider traps, which mislead 

crawlers to infinitely travel a certain unnecessary part of the web. Our crawler must be 

made spider trap proof.  

2. Web pages relate to web servers, i.e. different machines hosting these web pages and 

each web page has its own crawling policy, thus our crawler must respect the boundaries 

that each server draws. 

 

3.1 Existing Methodology [14] [15] [16] 
 

 
 

Figure1. High-level architecture of a standard Web crawler 
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Components of the web crawler are described as [4]: 

 

1. Seed - It is the starting URL from where the where crawler starts traversing the World 

Wide Web recursively. 

2.  Multithreaded Downloader: It downloads page source code whose URL is specified by 

seed.  

3. Queue: Contains unvisited hyperlinks extracted from the pages.  

4. Scheduler: It is FCFS scheduler used to schedule pages in Queue.  

5. Storage: Storage may be volatile or non-volatile data storage component. 

 

3.2 Proposed Approach 

 
1. This paper proposes a PDD crawler‘, which is both links based and content, based. The 

content that had been unused by the previous crawlers will also take part in the parsing 

activity. Thus, Rank Crawler is a link as well as content-based crawler.  

 

2. Since true analysis of the web page is taking place (i.e. the entire web page is searched 

for the content fired by the user), this crawler is very well suited for business analysis 

purposes. 

 

3.3 Architecture 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed Architecture 

 

Before describing the actual working of proposed Crawler, it is important to note that:  

 

1. Every URL has got a web page associated with it. Web pages are in the form of HTML 

source code in which information is divided in various tags. Thus, page parsing and 

information retrieval are solely based on the tags of HTML source code.  

2. Web pages have a certain defined structure, a hierarchy of sorts. This hierarchy defines 

the importance of tags with respect to a web page. Meta‘is the most important tag or the 

tag with the highest priority, whereas body‘ is the one with the lowest priority. 
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Proposed PDD Crawler‘ follows these steps:  

 

1. The seed URL used to connect to the World Wide Web. Along with the seed, a search 

string is to be provided by the user. The search string will act as the query that the user is 

searching for. If the URL is valid and the string is valid, then the crawler proceeds else it 

stops.  

2. Every Web page has got tags that may contain information. Weights in the form of 

integers have been assigned to the tags of the page. If the content is found on the page 

(once or multiple times), the weight is to be multiplied by the number of occurrences in 

each tag and the total weight is added up to get the total page weight.  

3. The Seed downloaded and all the URLs on the seed pages are extracted. The seed page is 

then checked to see whether it contains any relevant information. If yes, then the weight 

is calculated and it is set aside for further use, else the page is irrelevant to users query 

and has to be thrown away.  

4. The URLs extracted are then scheduled to be downloaded one by one and the above 

process is followed (i.e. download a page and check its contents). If it returns a positive 

page weight, then set it aside and recursively do the same for every page.  

5. The page with the most weight has the highest content. Thus, the results have to be 

descending sorted.  

 

3.4 Architecture Components 

 
1. Page Repository: Repository refers to the web pages that have been traversed and parsed. 

It may be a temporary storage from where the crawlers can refer the pages or it can be the 

browsers cache or storage from where it can refer the pages for faster access.  

 

2. Page Parsing Mechanism: Page parsing mechanism takes pages one at a time from the 

page repository and searches for the keyword or the string in the page and based on that 

assign weight to the page.  

 

3. Content Analysis: Final phase, which decides whether the page is relevant or whether it 

has to be discarded. Relevancy is decided on the basis of relevancy threshold which we 

have maintained in the algorithm.  

 

3.5 Working of ‘PDD Crawler  

 
Proposed PDD Crawler‘ works using the source code of the page i.e. the downloader uses the 

source code to analyze the tags and contents of the page so as to get the page weight and calculate 

the degree of relevancy of a page. To make a simple web page you need to know the following 

tags: 

 

1. < HTML > tells the browser your page is written in HTML format  

2. < HEAD > this is a kind of preface of vital information that does not appear on the 

screen.  

3.  < TITLE > Write the title of the web page here - this is the information that viewers see 

on the upper bar of their screen.  

4. < BODY > This is where you put the content of your page, the words and pictures that 

people read on the screen.  

5. <META> This element used to provide structured metadata about a Web page. Multiple 

Meta elements with different attributes are often used on the same page. Meta elements 

can be used to specify page description, keywords and any other metadata not provided 

through the other head elements and attributes.  
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Consider the source code associated with the web page of the URL: 

http://www.myblogindia.com/html/default.asp as given below- 

 

<html>  

<head>  

<meta name="description" content="Free HTML Web tutorials">  

<meta name="keywords" content="HTML, CSS, XML"> 

 <meta name="author" content="RGCER">  

<meta charset="UTF-8"> 

 < title > HTML title of page< /title >  

</head>  

< body>  

This is my very own HTML page. This page is just for reference. 

 < /body > 

 < /html > 

 

The downloader gets this content from a page. Downloading a page refers to the function of 

getting the source code of the page and analyzing as well as performing some actions on it. This 

method is what we call Parsing. The analysis part of the source code is as follows: 

 

1. Let the Total weight of the page be t‘ units  

2. The body tag has got the weight B‘ units  

3.  The title tag has got the weight T‘ units  

4. The Meta tag has got the weight M‘ units  

5. The heading tag (h1 through h6) has weight H‘ units  

6.  The URL has weight U‘ units  

7.  The no. of occurrence of the search string in body be Nb  

8.  The no. of occurrence of the search string in title be Nt  

9.  The no. of occurrence of the search string in META be Nm  

10.  The no. of occurrence of the search string in heading be Nh  

11. The no. of occurrence of the search string in URL be Nu  

12.  
The total weight of the page would be – 

 

t = (Nb*B)+(Nt*T)+(Nm*M)+(Nh*H)+(Nu*U) 

 
Assumptions for calculating page weight are defined below: M = 5 units, U = 4 units, T = 3 units, 

H = 2 units, B = 1 units Suppose the search string the user entered is: html (not case-sensitive). 

The number of occurrences of html in the following tags is as follows: Nb = 1, Nt = 1, Nm = 2, 

Nh = 0, Nu =1 The total weight of the page comes out to be: 
 

t = (1*1) + (1*3) + (2*5) + (0*2) + (1*4)  

t = 1 + 3 + 10 + 4 

 t = 18 

Conclusion:  

 

1. The page weight (t) > 3, thus the page is relevant.  

2. Page is Relevant if and only if t > 3.  

3.  All pages with t<=3 will be discarded.  

4. Will only work for static pages.  

5.  Static pages are the one which do not change or update or alter their content on regular 

basis i.e. the data change that is there on pages is either periodic or none what so ever.  

6. Some pages are non-crawl able (e.g. the pages with META as robot). 
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4. RESULT 

 
The proposed PDD Crawler‘ was implemented on the following hardware and software 

specifications: OS Name- Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate, Version-6.1.7600 Build 7600, 

Processor- Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3230M CPU @ 2.60 Ghz, 2601.and compared its performance 

with intelligent web crawler which is link based crawler , after running both the crawlers in same 

hardware and software environment with same input parameters, observed following rate of 

precisions for both the crawlers as shown in Table 1. evaluate the performance of proposed 

framework by comparing it with Intelligent web crawler by applying both the crawlers to the 

same problem domains such as Book Show, Book to read, Cricket match and Match making. The 

experiments are conducted on different social aspects database (web) having same words with 

different meaning as book meaning reserving some resource for the domain Book showǁ while as 

book meaning a physical entity made up by binding pages for the domain book to read. From the 

above test cases it is vibrant that if correct Seed URLs are provided according to domain sense of 

the word then: 

 

1. The precision range comes out to be 20 to 70% which is fairly acceptable for the crawl.  

2. The test results show that the search is now narrowed down and very specific results are 

obtained in sorted manner.  

3. The sorting of the results cause the most relevant link to be displayed first to the user so 

as to save his valuable search time  

 
Table 1: Result Comparisons 

 

                  
 

4. The testing of the framework is carried out on live web, thus by precision reported 

accuracy of proposed Focused Web Crawler is promising.  
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Above test results completely depend on Seed URLs. The Seed URLs provide the correct domain 

for the search. Seed URLs help to initiate and guide the search in interested domain. Later on the 

Focused nature of the proposed Crawler will always deviate the search towards target links. 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The main advantage of proposed crawler over the intelligent crawler and other Focused Crawlers 

is that it does not need any Relevance Feedback or training procedure in order to act intelligently; 

two kinds of change were found after comparing result of both the crawlers. 

 

1. The number of extracted documents was reduced. Link analyzed, and deleted a great deal 

of irrelevant web page.  

2. Crawling time is reduced. After a great deal of irrelevant web page is deleted, crawling 

lode is reduced.  

 

In conclusion, after link analysis and page analysis in proposed crawler, crawling precision is 

increased and crawling rate is also increased. This will be an important tool to the search engines 

and thus will facilitate the newer versions of the search engines 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A management policy evolves over time by addition, deletion and modifications of rules. 

Policies authored by different administrators may be merged to form the final system 

management policy. These operations cause various problems such as policy overlap. Static and 

dynamic conflicts are Considered  as two classes of conflict which need to be understood and 

independently managed. Furthermore, the distinction between these two classed is important; as 

detecting and resolving of conflict can be computationally intensive, time consuming and hence, 

costly. However, a dynamic conflict is quite unpredictable, in that it may, or may not; proceed 

to a state of a realized conflict. In this paper we present static analyses to address the overlap 

cased when there are two or more policies are enforced simultaneously. Moreover, the paper 

provides temporal specification patterns to avoid each type of conflicts, and to ensure that 

policies are enforced correctly. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Policy-conflict, overlap, policy-based management, static analysis 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Policy-based management is a well-established approach where policies are specified as Event-

Condition-Action (ECA) rules which specifying the management actions to be performed when 

certain situations occur. However, the main challenge limits the development of policy-based 

approach is the policy conflicts. Conflicts may arise in the set of policies and also may arise 

during the refinement process, between the high-level goals and the implementable policies [1]. 

The system must be able to handle conflicts such as exceptions to normal authorization policies. 

For instance, in a large distributed system there will be multiple human administrators specifying 

policies which are stored on distributed policy servers. Conflict detection between management 
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policies can be performed statically for a set of policies in a policy server as part of the policy 

specification process or at run-time [2]. 

 

In policy-based management system, policies are specified by the system manager to govern 

system behavior. Such governing policies evolve over time by policy composition, rule 

modifications and due to system dynamisms [2]. Multiple policies can become simultaneously 

eligible for enforcement in a situation and the order of enforcement may determine the final 

system state. However, in such cases, changes in policies at run time may result in system 

instability, overlap and cycles among rules which are lead to policy conflicts [3]. The resulting 

conflicts can be detected and avoided during system design. In this paper, the relationship 

between policies is a crucial to our discussion of policy conflicts as it is our contention. 

 

Overlap may arise in many situations related to sharing of resources for which both domains have 

applied to policies that have management responsibilities on the same set of object [4]. 

Overlapping domains reflect the fact that multiple managers can be responsible for that multiple 

policies apply to the object or an object. Obviously this can lead to conflicts between policies or 

managers. Existing approaches to conflict detection are limited in scope and can only detect 

conflicting actions if they are explicitly stated. In addition, current techniques do not detect 

overlaps in management policies. This paper presents static analyses to specify and detect 

potential overlap in order to be avoided earlier since the design time, where most of the required 

specification can be detected. Moreover, the paper provides temporal specification patterns to 

avoid the potential overlaps, and to ensure that policies are enforced correctly. 

 

In section II of this paper, briefly presents an introduction of PobMC, and the smart mall system. 

Section III presents system architecture management. In section IV overlap Analysis is presented 

and discussed. Sections V provides and discusses conflict analysis. Related work is presented in 

VII. Finally, conclusions and further work are discussed in section VIII. 

 

2. THE APPLICATION OF POBMC 
 

A. Introduction to PobMC 
 

In PobMC [5], policies are used to control the system behavior. Policies provide a high-level of 

abstraction and allow us to decouple the adaptation concerns from the application code. Thus, we 

can change the system behaviour as well as adaptation schemas by changing policies. PobMC is 

composed of a set of modules; called Self-Managed Module (SMM) is the policy-based building 

block of PobMC. In our case study, we consider three SMMs including SenModule, LocModule 

and SecModule to manage sensors, locations and security constraints respectively. An SMM is a 

set of actors which can manage their behavior autonomously according to predefined policies. 

PobMC supports interactions of an SMM with other SMMs using well-defined interfaces in the 

model 

 

Each module in PobMC consists of managers and actors. Actors, which are manage their 

behaviour autonomously according to predefined policies. Managers, which are manage 

and provide autonomic behaviour to corresponding actors. Interaction among managers is 

supported in PobMC. 
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B. Illustrative Case Study 
 

This section, briefly presents an example that we use throughout the paper to illustrate the 

supported concepts of adaptation and the underlying modelling techniques. 

 

The Smart Mall System (SMALLS) is a system that allows users to navigate their location in the 

mall. The users could be able to query the place that they are heading such as baby area, shoes 

area, food area, banking services area etc. The system directs user how to find the area. SMALLS 

operation can be summarized as follows. Each user carries a mobile device such as a smart phone 

as well as a wireless sensor. In addition, locations in the environment shopping area or services 

area are associated with their own wireless sensors. The sensors determine which area is closest 

to the user at a given moment and pass this information to a server, which provides specific Web 

services for each individual object. 

 

SMALLS is required to adapt its behaviour according to the changes of the environment. To 

achieve this aim, we suppose that the system runs in normal, vacation and failure modes and in 

each context it enforces various sets of policies to adapt to the current conditions. For the reason 

of area, here we only identify policies defined for sensing control module while the system runs 

in normal or failure modes. 

 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MANAGEMENT 
 

The main concepts of our system architecture management are grouping objects “domain”, 

support the specification “a policy service” and reflect the organizational structure “storage of 

policies and roles”, responsibilities and relationships between the system components 

“managers”, “coordinator”, and “managed elements”. 

 

Domains are used to group system objects according to object type, responsibility and authority. 

A sub-domain is a member of another domain “parent domain”. However subdomain is not 

subset of the parent domain, an object or subdomain may be member of multiple parent domains, 

figure 1 illustrates the relationship between SMALLS domains. In Figure 1, all the objects in sub-

domains SenModule, LocModule and SecModule are members of parent domain 

SMALLS_Management which therefore overlap. 

 
 

Figure 1. SMALLS Domains 
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Domains can be identified by path name such as: 

 

/SMALLS_Management/SenModule , // which identify the domain SenModule 

 

Policy applying to domain SenModule will also apply to members of domain 

SMALLS_Management. Some policies which applying to domain SenModule can be applied to 

domains SecModule and LocModule. However, all system policies are applying to domain 

SMALLS_Management. 

 

Using union ∨ ∧, intersection  and difference − operators, domains can be combined to form a 

new set of objects for applying a policy. The advantage of combining domains is that deletion and 

addition of objects from/to the domains can be done without changing the policies. 

 

Two domains overlap if there are objects which are members of both domains, for example 

SenModule & LocModule in figure 1. Overlap arises in many situations related to sharing of 

resources for which both domains have applied to policies that have management responsibilities 

on the same set of object. Overlapping domains reflect the fact that multiple managers can be 

responsible for that multiple policies apply to the object or an object. Obviously this can lead to 

conflicts between policies or managers. 

 

A policy, whether it is concerned with obligations or with authority, has the following attributes 

[6]: 

 

(i)   Modality; each policy has positive or negative modality (see figure 2), which are important 

and adequate for the analysis in this work, 

(ii)  Policy subjects; which define a set of users to whom the policy is directed, 

(iii)  Policy target objects; define the set of objects at which the policy is directed, 

(iv)  Policy goals; can be expressed as high-level goals which specify what the manager should 

achieve in abstract terms which do not identify how to achieve the goals, and 

(v)  Policy constraints can be expressed in terms of system properties, such as extent or duration, 

or some other condition. 

 
 

Figure 2.Policy Configuration 

 

For any set of policies {pi , qj , Ok} has been enforced in the system, the term policy conflict can 

be defined as follow: 

 

Tow policies pi and qj are in conflict if and only if one of the following cases takes place: 

 

(i)  pi and qj have been enforced simultaneously, then the system cannot choose a policy to 

enforce. 

(ii)  The execution of pi violates the action of qj . 
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(iii)  Executing pi makes qj impossible to be enforced and vice versa (eg. turn-on and turn-off for 

the same device simultaneously). 

(iv)  Executing of pi before qj while it must be executed after qj (the ordering). For instance, qj is 

“authorize the user” and pi is “download the system files”. 

 

While in the system specification, the system must authorize the user before he gets the system 

files. 

 

In order to detect the conflicting policies first we must identify and define conflicting actions 

explicitly. Then, the simultaneous triggering of those policies should be investigated. Second, the 

ordering of events and actions should be identified clearly. Third, the inconsistent policies should 

be identified to prevent them from simultaneous execution. Finally, all system policies should be 

checked to identify whether policies make the action of another policies by violating their 

conditions. For instance, in our SMALLS example if Ok is the policy that “identify the mobile 

phone location”, while the mobile phone is currently attached to the corresponding APs, no policy 

that disable the database server must be applied before the policy that “send the required 

information to the mobile phone”. 

 

4. OVERLAP ANALYSIS 
 

In this work, static analysis is used to determine whether an event specified in the policy 

condition matches received event. A trigger graph is created after the policy compilation to 

identify the overlap between set of subjects, targets and actions (see figure 3), in simultaneously 

triggered policies. Furthermore, specifying the overlap will eventually avoid modality conflicts 

and multimanager conflicts, thereby improves system scalability. Static analysis is capable to 

evaluate only potential conflicts rather than actual conflicts. However, static analysis is limited to 

evaluate policy constraints, because of that constrains are completely depending on run-time 

state; moreover domain membership may change at run-time. 

 

 
Figure 3. Overlapping Target (T) Role (R) and Subject (S) 

 

A. Overlapping of Subjects 
 

This occurs when the subject of two or more obligations or authority policies overlap, this means 

that it is expected in some cases the same subject may manage different group of targets. Figure 4 

shows that P1 applies {s1, t1, r1} and p2 applies {s2, t2, r2}, while there are some subjects {s′} 

are included in both P1 and P2, this means that, the subject of p1 is (s ∪′  s1) and the subject of P2 

is (s ∪′  s2). Both p1 and p2 applies {s′, t1, r1} and {s′, t2, r2} respectively. 
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Figure 4. Overlap of Subjects 

Example1 in our SMALLS scenario the same manager may enforce two different policies, the 

first policy to govern a group of Wi-Fi access points, while the other policy is to govern a group 

of users in the SMALLS active area as follows. 

 

P1: “turn off all the sensors in the supermarket shopping area from 12:00 pm to 7:59 am” 

P2: “Users with the description name Security are allowed to perform any action on any resource 

at anytime from anywhere in the mall” 

 

B. Overlap of Roles 
 

This occurs when the roles of two or more obligations “O” or authority “A” policies overlap, this 

means that it is expected in some cases the same object may be directed by different actions. The 

roles of such policies are in conflict if-and-only-if for any two policies p1 and p2 in one of these 

forms {O-/O+, A-/A+, O+/A-}, such that (+) indicates that the policy is permitted and (-) 

indicates that the policy is forbidden. Figure 5 shows that P1 applies {s1, t1, r1} and p2 applies 

{s2, t2, r2}, while there are some roles {r′} are included in both P1 and P2, this means that, the 

role of p1 is (r′ ∪ r1) and the role of P2 is (r′ ∪ r2). Both p1 and p2 applies {s1, t1, r′} and {s2, t2, 

r′} respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Overlap of Roles 

 

C. Overlap of Targets 
 

Similarly, when the targets of two or more obligations “O” or authority “A” policies overlap, 

means that it is expected in some cases the same target may be managed by different set of 

policies. The targets of such policies are in conflict when there are some constraints on the target. 

Figure 6.6 shows that P1 applies {s1, t1, r1} and p2 applies {s2, t2, r2}, while there are some 
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targets {t ∪′} are included in both P1 and P2, this means that, the role of p1 is (t′  t1) and the role 

of P2 is (t ∪′  t2). Both p1 and p2 applies {s1, t′, r1} and {s2, t′, r2} respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Overlap of Targets 

 

5. CONFLICT ANALYSIS 
 

This work is concentrating on static conflict analyses which assist to specify policies, roles and 

relationships. In the following sections, we show how to avoid the modality conflicts, 

inconsistency and multi manager conflicts. 

 

We discuss overlap as the most important factor to policy conflicts. There are several possibilities 

for overlapping between policies (see figure 7), triple overlap “the set of subjects, targets and 

actions, of two or more policies with modality of opposite sign to the same subjects, actions and 

targets overlap”; double overlap “both the subjects and the target of the policies overlap”; 

subjects-targets overlap “the subjects of one policy and the target of another policy overlap”, 

target overlap and subjects overlap. 

 

Modality conflict is expected when there is a triple overlap; here we give some example using our 

case study to show that modality conflict can arise due to different modalities in the set of 

policies. 

 

In SMALLS system there are different managers (managers and coordinators), managers’ tasks 

are coordinated by a coordinator. Moreover, each manager has some responsibilities such as 

manages and governs system services (positioning service), resources (Wi-Fi access points, 

computer servers and smart phones). Both managers and coordinators use policies to manage and 

control the system. However some policies enforced by coordinators may restrict the managers 

from performing their tasks, and managers’ policies may restrict each other. When two or more 

policies applying to a tuple, there is a potential conflict and the policies can be checked to see 

whether there is an actual conflict “positive and negative policy with the same subjects, targets 

and actions”. 

 

Let S = {s0, s1, s2, … . , sn} be a list of subjects, T = {t0, t1, t2, … . , tm }be a list of targets and 

R = {r0, r1, r2, … . , rk }be a list of roles in the system. For any two policies P1 and P2, let P1 

being negative and P2 is positive. Figure 7 below show the overlapping between p1(s1, t1, r1) 

and p2(s2, t2, r2) for common subjects, actions and roles. 
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Figure 7. Triple Overlap Between Two Policies 
 

Modality conflicts are expected if and only if a triple overlap between the policies -P1 and +P2 

occurs and create the following tuples to which different sets of policies apply: P1 applies (s1, t1, 

r1) + (s′ , t′ , r′ ), while P2 applies (s2, t2, r2)+ (s′ , t′ , r′ ), what mean that both P1 and P2 applies 

(s′ , t′ , r′ ).  Example2, in SMALLS system there will be some policies pertaining to all staff and 

customers as well as some more specific policies related to part of the staff. Let us assume P1 and 

P2 be three polices assigned by different managers. 

 

P1: “Users are not authorized to send requests or perform any action on any resource from 12:00 

pm to 7:59 am” 

P2: “Users with the description name ADMIN are allowed to perform any action on any resource 

at any time” 

 

Modality conflicts can be avoided either by changing one policy or block system managers from 

the managed objects [6]. However, changing policies is not desired in the system, due to the fact 

that rewriting a policy is time consuming and may not be convenient or desirable in the general 

case. Blocking system managers means preventing them from controlling objects for a while, 

however this way is not desirable because the system is completely governed by policies enforced 

by managers. Thus, the best way to solve the conflicts between P1 and P2 in example 2, is 

allowing both of them as they enforced and determine which policy should be enforced first. 

Therefore we can identify the priority for each single policy of each conflicting pair. The assigned 

priority helps to determine which policy should be ignored when at least one of the policies 

actions is constrained 

 

Definition 1, Definition 6.1 let ρi = {pri , ei , ci , ai} and ρj = {prj , ej , cj , aj} are two policies, 

where pr is the priority, e is the event, c is the condition and a is the action. The action x.m means 

the message m is sent to object x, where ai = xi .mi and aj = xj .mj . We assume ρi and ρj which 

have simple actions are enforced by manager Mgrk , and Trigρi 

denotes the triggering of policy ρi . 

 ∧ ∧Trigρi => (ei  ci)  O(-> ei)………………… (1) 

 

Formula (6.1) illustrates that policy ρi is triggered if and only if its event and conditions are true, 

O(-> ei) is to reset event after enforcing the policy. 

 

To identify where a conflicts occurs and where potential conflict should be resolved in a set of 

policies, we should enumerate all subjects, targets which have a different set of policies applying 
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to them. Moreover, overlapping area should be determined explicitly. Therefore, the simultaneous 

triggering of ρi and ρj policies should be investigated. The LTL formula 2 requires policies ρi and 

ρj not to be triggered simultaneously by enforcing the higher priority policy first. 

 

[ (pri > prj ) ? pi : pj]----------------------------  (2) 

 

The overlap detection algorithm in figure 8, marks the triggered events of all managers to prevent 

calling the conflicting rules twice. 

 
Figure 8. Overlap Ddetection Algorithm 

 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The algorithm in figure 8, was executed using ponder language under the Linux redhat operating 

system, for three sets containing 100 ” SecModule”, 150 ” LocModule”, 50 ” SenModule” rules. 

The output reports 91.8% of the conflicts between managers. The execution was repeated for 

different number of policies. 

Each of the evaluation was measured four times, assuming the number of policies in the location 

is the same throughout the execution. In figure 9, we can see that the average time required for 

the 4 times executions according to the execution stages are as follow: 

 

• generate the object file 0.7888s, 

• send a query to managers 0.5278s, 

• retrieve context information 0.5677s, and 

• send back result to the mobile 0.575s. 
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The amount of time required to perform static conflict avoidance at compile time is 2.46s. 

 

The evaluation result shows that the performance of PobMC is better than the previous works. 

Less than a second was the enough to perform every task as individual. Furthermore, by this 

evaluation, it is possible to compare PobMC to other existing approaches in term of its avoiding 

overlap and policy conflicts. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Performance Results for Overlap Algorithm 

 

7. RELATED WORK 
 

There are some techniques to static conflict detection discussed in the literature. Shiva [7] 

proposed an extended model of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) called ECA-Post condition to 

enable developers and administrators to annotate actions with their effects. The ECA-P 

framework uses static and dynamic conflict detection techniques to detect failure in policy 

execution by using post condition to verify successful completion of policy actions. However, 

Policy actions may not execute to completion due to various reasons such as changing active 

space configuration, device and component failure or software errors. Also Khakpour et al. [8] 

presented an analysis using Rebeca [9] which is an actor-based language for modelling 

concurrent asynchronous systems which allows to model the system as a set of reactive objects 

called rebecs, interacting by message passing. In order to introduce this, a new classification of 

conflicts may occur during governing policies. Moreover, they introduced a number of 

correctness properties of the adaptation process in the context of their models. Then, they used 

static analysis of adaptation policies in addition to model checking technique to verify those 

properties. While their system includes many different managers, there may be more than event, 

 

While a considerable attempt at static and dynamic conflict detection has been presented in 

previous work, the very complex and crucial issue of dynamic conflict detection in policy-based 

management has gone largely unresolved. Moreover, current research has revealed that there is 

still a large class of policy conflict which simply cannot be determined statically. The current 

state of the art in policybased approach suffers from two main limitations. Firstly, they have 
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limited ways of detecting and resolving conflicts in policies. Secondly, they do not have 

mechanisms to ensure that policies are enforced or executed correctly. These limitations severely 

limit the effectiveness of policies as a way of managing ubiquitous computing environments. 

 

One approach to avoid conflicts in authorization rules is presented by Yu et al, in [10]. They 

argue that a large number of rules may apply to a service and detecting and resolving conflicts in 

real time can be a daunting task. However, their system is completely static and assumes that is it 

always possible to determine priorities ahead of time and avoid conflicts. Another approach for 

avoiding conflicts in policy specification is proposed by Agrawal, et al, for defining authorization 

policies for Hippocratic databases [11-13]. Their system allows system administrators to specify 

system policies for administration and regulatory compliance and these policies have the highest 

priority. Moreover, the system allows users to manage their privacy preference as their policies 

do not conflict with the system policies. 

 

While a considerable attempt at static and dynamic conflict detection has been presented in 

previous work, the very complex and crucial issue of dynamic conflict detection in policy-based 

management has gone largely unresolved. Moreover, current research has revealed that there is 

still a large class of policy conflict which simply cannot be determined statically. The current 

state of the art in policy based approach suffers from two main limitations. Firstly, they have 

limited ways of detecting and resolving conflicts in policies. Secondly, they do not have 

mechanisms to ensure that policies are enforced or executed correctly. These limitations severely 

limit the effectiveness of policies as a way of managing ubiquitous computing environments. 

 

In our framework, the potential cycles specified and avoided earlier since the design time, here 

most of the requirement can be detected and catch during the analysis. The users policies may 

override other polices or be overridden based on context information. 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The analysis of the policy conflicts is implemented using policy specification language called 

PONDER to check and detect policy cycles. Same as other existing approaches described in sthis 

paper, PobMC is evaluated using SMALL case study, based on PobMC modeling and policy 

conflict results. Our experiments show that the PobMC framework leads to effective policy-based 

management and is a feasible approach. In addition, our evaluation with PobMC has the ability to 

enhance the existing approaches to support software adaptation. PobMC which enables the 

coordination among system managers in order to adapt to system changes and avoid the potential 

overlap is the main contribution of this paper. 

 

Our future work includes the static analysis to avoid inconsistency when a set of rules is enforced 

by different managers which are managing the same system. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The paper deals with the problem of control of continuous-time linear systems by the dynamic 

output controllers of order equal to the plant model order. The design procedure is based on a 

solution of the set of linear matrix inequalities and ensures the closed-loop stability using 

Lyapunov approach. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the design procedure and 

relevance of the methods as well as to validate the performances of the proposed approach 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In practice, online measurements of all state variables of a process are rarely available and since 
only their observable outputs are accessible, the output feedback control laws have to be 
considered. Since, really, the system dynamic may be affected by unmeasurable disturbances the 
H ∞  approach is proposed to be used in the static and dynamic output feedback control law 
design.  
 
The static output feedback problem seems to be one of the most important questions in linear 
control system design, see, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4] and the reference therein. Because of the 
importance of these kind control systems, considerable attention was dedicated to the study of 
suitable design methods. Reflecting the fact that the static output feedback stabilization is a 
concave-convex problem [5], the design conditions based on solution of various mutually coupled 
matrix equations or coupled linear matrix inequalities (LMI) was discussed, e.g., in [6], [7]. 
 
Exploiting the approaches which potentially allow converting dynamic output controller synthesis 
into an LMI optimization problem, LMI computational technique has brought a tool to solve also 
this task. An iterative algorithm for designing the linear time-invariant dynamic output controllers 
of the prescribed structure was presented in [8], formulating the solution as an optimization based 
on LMIs in which either the Lyapunov matrix or the controller parameter matrix are alternately 
regarded as the optimization variables. Another iterative approach was proposed in [9], where a 
convexifying function is reduced in each iteration step to zero to guaranty the feasibility of the 
problem. Applying the controller parameter transformation and a mix of performance measures, 
the no recursive approach noted as the multi-objective synthesis of linear dynamic output-
feedback controllers is presented in [10], [11] where each objective is formulated relative to a 
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variety of the closed-loop transfer function and more relaxed sufficient conditions are derived in 
terms of LMIs. 
 
The aim of this paper is to compare the existing results in design of non-proper and proper 
dynamic output controllers, but above all to formulate a new design conditions based on the set 
LMIs and, as yet, one linear matrix equality (LME) the non-proper dynamic output control as 
well as to extend the methodology for the proper dynamic output control [12]. Applying to the 
multi-input and multi-output linear systems convexifying assumptions are solved by modifying 
the H 2  control problem. The stability of the closed-loop system is ensured by finding a suitable 
Lyapunov matrix within a resolution of the proposed LMIs and LME structure. 
 
The paper is organized in six sections. Following the introduction in Sec. 1, the considered 
structures of the dynamic output controllers are presented in Sec. 2. The main results are outlined 
in Sec. 3 and 4, formulating stability analysis and suitable design methods for the given types of 
output control by use of LMIs. In Sec. 5 the numerical example is given in order to discuss the 
performances and limitations of the proposed design methods and the last section draws some 
concluding remarks. 
 
Throughout the paper, the notations are narrowly standard in such a way that Tx , TX  denotes the 

transpose of the vector x  and matrix X , respectively, 0T
X X= >  means that X  is a symmetric 

positive definite matrix, rank( ⋅ ) remits the rank of a matrix, diag[ ]⋅  designates a block diagonal 

matrix, the symbol nI  indicates the n -th order unit matrix, R  denotes the set of real numbers and 
nR , n rR ×  refer to the set of all n -dimensional real vectors and n r×  real matrices, respectively. 

 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 

The systems under consideration are continuous-time linear MIMO systems, described in the 
state-space form by the set of equations 

  (1) 

                                                                                                     (2) 

where ( ) nq t R∈ , ( ) ru t R∈  and ( ) my t R∈  are vectors of the system, input and output variables, 

respectively and the matrices n nA R ×∈ , n rB R ×∈ , m nC R ×∈  are real matrices, provided that 
( , )A B  is stabilisable and ( , )A C  is detectable. 
 
It is assumed that the system is stabilized by the full order time-invariant be-proper dynamic 
output controller 
 

  (3) 

  (4) 

and by the full order time-invariant strictly proper dynamic output controller 
  

                                                                                                (5) 

     (6) 
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where ( ) n
p t R∈  is the vector of the controller state variables, the controller matrices 

 •, 0
o J L J L

K K
M N M
   = =
      

 (7) 

( ) ( )n ro n mK R + × +∈ , ( ) ( )n ro n mK R + × +∈  has the prescribed structure with respect to the real matrices 
n nJ R ×∈ , n mL R ×∈ , r nM R ×∈  and  r mN R ×∈  or 0 r m

R
×

∈ . 
 
Considering that the plant (1), (2) is square, i.e., r m= , the objective is to present design 
conditions to expose the above described matrix parameters of the dynamic controllers. 

 

3. BI-PROPER DYNAMIC OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

 
To analyse the stability of the closed-loop system structure with the bi-proper dynamic output 
controller, the following form of the closed-loop system description can be introduced 
 

                         

After introducing the notations 

                                                   ( ) ( ) ( )oT T Tq t q t p t =                                          (10) 

 [ ]
00 0

, , , 0
00 0 0

n

m
o o o o

n

BA I
A B C I I

I C

    
= = = =    
    

                               (11) 

where, in general, 2 2o n nA R ×∈ , 2 ( )o n n rB R × +∈ , ( ) 2o n m nC R + ×∈ , ( )mo m nI R × +∈ , the closed-loop 
state-space equations takes the form 

                                                                      (12) 

                                  ( ) ( )o o o o
y t I C q t=                                                                  (13) 

In the sequel, so it is supposed that  ( , )o o
A B  is stabilizable, ( , )o o

A C  is detectable [15] and the 

matrix product C B° °  is nonzero matrix.  
 

Theorem 1 

 
The closed-loop system consisting of the plant (1), (2) with the be-proper dynamic output 
controller (3)-(4) is stable if there exist a symmetric positive definite matrix 2 2o n nQ R ×∈ , a 

regular matrix ( ) ( )n mo n mH R + × +∈  and a matrix ( ) ( )n ro n mY R + × +∈  such that 

                                                               0o oT
Q Q= >                                         (14) 

                                             0o o o oT o o o oT oT oTA Q Q A B Y C C Y B+ + + < .              (15) 

                                                       o o o oC Q H C=                                                 (16) 
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When the above conditions hold, the common control law gain matrix is given by the equation 

 1( )o o oK Y H −=  (17) 

Proof: Defining the Lyapunov function as follows 

 ( ( )) ( ) ( ) 0o oT o ov q t q t P q t= >  (18) 

where 0o oTP P= > , then 

  (19) 

Substituting (12) and (13) into (19) it yields 

  (20) 

where  

 oo
c

o o o
A A B K C= +  (21) 

and (20) implies 

 0ooT o
c c

o
A P P A+ <  (22) 

Since oP  is positive definite, it also yields 

 0oT o
c

o o
cQ A A Q+ <  (23) 

where 1( )o o
Q P

−=  and writing (23) in the open form, it is obtained 

 ( ) ( ) 0o To o o o o o o o oQ A B K C A B K C Q+ + + <  (24) 

Analysing the matrix product in (24) it can be set 

 1( )o o o o o o o o o oB K C Q B K H H C Q−=  (25) 

where H °  is a regular square matrix of appropriate dimension. 

Defining the following equality 

 1 1( ) ( )o o o oH C C Q− −=  (26) 

and using the notation 

 o o oY K H=  (27) 

then  

 o o o o o o o
B K C Q B Y C=  (28) 

(24) implies (15) and (26) implies (16). This concludes the proof.               

In practice, the case with r m=  (square plants) is often encountered, where it is generally 
associated with each output signal a reference signal, which is expected to influence as wanted 
this output. Such regime, reflecting nonzero set working points, is called the forced regime. 
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Definition 1 

 

The forced regime for (1), (2) with the bi-proper dynamic output controller (3),(4) is given by the 
control policy 

   (29) 

.  (30) 

where r m= , ( ) m
w t R∈  is desired output signal vector, and m mW R ×∈  is the signal gain matrix. 

 
Theorem 2 

 

If the system (1), (2)  is stabilizable by the control policy (29), (30) and [13] 
 

 rank 0
A B

n m
C
  = +
  

 (31) 

then the matrix W  in (29), designed by using the static decoupling principle, takes the form 

 ( )
11 1( )W C A BMJ LC BNC B

−
− −= − − +  (32) 

Proof: In a steady state which corresponds to  the equality y w° °=  must 

hold. Denoting n
oq R∈ , ,o o

m
y w R∈  as the vectors of steady state values of ( )q t , ( )y t , ( )w t , 

respectively, then (1) – (3) and (30) imply 
 
 0 o oAq Bu= +  (33) 

 0 o oJp LCq= +  (34) 

 o oy Cq=  (35) 

 o o o ou Mp Ny Ww= + +  (36) 

Since now (34) – (36)  implies 

 1( )o o ou MJ LC NC q Ww−= − + +  (37) 

then, substituting (37) into (33), it yields 

 10 ( ) o oA BMJ LC BNC q BWw−= − + +  (38) 

 1 1( )o oq A BMJ LC BNC BWw− −= − − +  (39) 

respectively, and with (35) 

 1 1( )o oy C A BMJ LC BNC BWw− −= − − +  (40) 

Thus, considering o oy w= , then (40) implies (32). This concludes the proof.                

The W  matrix is nothing else than the inverse of the closed-loop static gain matrix. This gain 
matrix can be obtained so by setting 0s =  in the state-space expression of the transfer function 
matrix of the closed-loop system with respect to the forced input. Note, the static gain realized by 
the W  matrix is ideal in control only if the plant parameters, on which the value of W  depends, 
are known and do not vary with time. 
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The forced regime is basically designed for constant references and is very closely related to shift 
of origin. If the command value ( )w t  is changed "slowly enough," the above scheme can do a 
reasonable job of tracking, i.e., making ( )y t  follow ( )w t  [14].  
 
In most cases the control using the non-proper dynamic output control is practically equivalent to 
the static output control, as the control law component defined by the output direct part ( )Ny t  is 
dominant. So the static output control is preferred, or the proper dynamic output control is fitted. 
 

4. STRICTLY PROPER DYNAMIC OUTPUT CONTROLLER 

 

Considering the strictly proper dynamic output controller, the following form of the closed-loop 
system description is obtained 
 

  (41) 

                                                                (42) 

Using the notations(10), (11) the closed-loop state-space equations takes the form 
 

  (43) 

  (44) 

where oI , oC  are given in (11) and 

  (45) 

Note, only the square system ( r m= ) is considered in the following. 
 

Theorem 3 

 

The strictly proper dynamic output controller (5), (6)  to the system (1), (2) exists if there exist 

symmetric positive definite matrices 1 1, n nQ S R ×∈  and matrices 1
n m

L R
´

Î , 1
r n

M R
´

Î  such 

that 

 1
1 1 1 1

1
0, 0, 0T T S I

Q Q S S
I Q

 
= > = > >  

 (46) 

 1 1 1 1 0T T TAQ Q A BM M B+ + + <  (47) 

 1 1 1 1 0T T TS A A S L C C L+ + + <  (48) 

When the above conditions hold, the control law gain matrices are given as follows 
 
 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) , , ( )J J R S L S L M M R S− − − − −= − = − = −  (49) 

where  
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 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ( ) )TJ S A S A L C Q S BM−= + + +  (50) 

Proof: Defining the Lyapunov function as in (18) then analogously can be obtained 
 
 • • 0T

c cA P P A° °+ <  (51) 

 • • 0T
c cQ A A Q° °+ <  (52) 

respectively, where 1( )Q P° ° -= . Considering that 

 
1 2

32

0T

T

Q Q
Q Q

Q Q

° °
 

= = > 
 

 (53) 

 
hen the Schurov complement of (53) (with respect to 3Q ) is 
 
 1 1

1 1 2 3 2 3 30, 0T TS Q Q Q Q Q Q− −= − > = >  (54) 

and it can be set 

 1 1
1 1 2 3 2 0TQ S Q Q Q− −− = >  (55) 

Using 1
1S − , the following transform matrices can be defined 

 

 
1 1

1 2 1
2 3

0
,

00

IS S
T T

Q QI
° °

−

  
= =   

−   
 (56) 

and it yields 

 

1 2 2 1

1 2 11 1
1 1

2 3 2 3 3 2 1

1
1 2 11 1 2 3

1
2 3 3 2 1

1
1 11 1 2 3

2 1

0 0

0 0 00

00

>
0

0
0

T T

T T

T T

T

T T Q T T

I Q Q I S IS S

Q Q Q Q Q Q SI

Q Q S IS S Q Q

Q Q Q Q SI

I Q S IS S Q Q

Q I QI

° ° ° ° °

− −

−

−

−

=

        
= =         − −        

     −
= =     

−    

     −
= =     

    

  (57) 

where also (55) yields. Analogously, 
 

    

and denoting 

                        1 1
1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 1 2, ,T TJ Q Q JQ L S Q Q L M MQ− −= = − =                          (59) 

(58) can be rewritten as follows 
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 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 1

1 1

( )
T T

S A L C S A L C Q S BM S J
T T A Q T T

A AQ BM
° ° ° ° ° °

+ + + − 
=  

+ 
 (60) 

Finally, it yields 

 

• •
1 2 2 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

( )

0

T T T
c c

T T T

T T T T

T T A Q Q A T T

S A A S L C C L U

U AQ Q A BM M B

° ° ° ° ° °+ =

 + + +
= < 

+ + + 

 (61) 

where   
 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( )TU A S A L C Q S BM J= + + + −  (62) 

Setting 0U = , i.e., 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( )TS J A S A L C Q S BM= + + +  (63) 

then (61) imply (47), (48). It is evident that (47), (48) are conditioned by the inequalities (46) and 
(63) implies (50). 
 
Writing as follows 
 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1( )( ) ( )TQ S Q Q Q Q S Q S Q S− − − − − −− = = − − −  (64) 
 
then with respect to (55) it can be set 
 

 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1( )( ) ( )T

Q Q Q Q S Q S Q S
− − − − −= − − −  (65) 

which leads to 

 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 3, ,TQ Q Q S Q Q S Q Q I- - -= = - = - =  (66) 

and, using(59), then (59) gives 
 
 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 11 1( ), , ( )J J Q S L S L M M Q S− −= − = − = −  (67) 

Thus, (67) implies (49). This concludes the proof.                  
 

Definition 2 

 

The forced regime for (1), (2) with the strictly proper dynamic output controller (5), (6) is given 
by the control policy 

  (68) 

  (69) 

where ( ) mw t R∈  is desired output signal vector, and m mW R ×∈  is the signal gain matrix. 

Theorem 4 

 

If the system (1), (2) is stabilizable by the control policy (68), (69) and satisfies (31) then the 
matrix W  in (69), designed by using the static decoupling principle, takes the form 
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 ( )
11 1( )W C A BMJ LC B

−
− −= − −  (70) 

Proof: Setting 0N =  in (32) then (70)  is obtained. This concludes the proof.              

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

 

The features of the considered schemes and the effectiveness of the proposed design conditions 
are presented using the illustrative example. 
 
The state space representation, describing the chemical reactor model [16], consists of the 
following matrices 
 

 

and this system in the considered closed loop structures under the non-proper dynamic output 
control (3), (4) as well as under the proper dynamic output control (5), (6) was used in the 
presented simulations. Note, the pair ( , )A B  is controllable and the pair ( , )A C  is observable.  
 
Within the above system parameters, solving (14)-(16) using the SeDuMi package for Matlab 
[17], the matrix parameters of the non-proper dynamic output controller were as follows  
 

 [ ]
1.2788 3.8548

diag 0.7195 0.7195 0.7195 0.7195 ,
2.8385 5.9951

J N
− 

= − − − − =  
− 

 

 10 10

0.3131 0.5737

0.1464 0.0096 0.0244 0.0446 0.0831 0.0799
10 , 10

0.1889 0.1022 0.0432 0.0684 0.2439 0.6788

0.2996 0.8917

M L− −

− 
 

− − − − −   = =   − − − − − 
 
− 

 

and the resulting global closed-loop system eigenvalues spectrum was 
 
 ( ) { 0.0387, 0.0461, 0.0752 0.0770i, 0.0072, 0.0072, 0.0072, 0.0072}cAρ ° = − − − ± − − − −  

It is evident that in this case the static output control part, determined by the matrix N , is 
dominant. 
 
Applying the same toolbox to solve LMIs (46)-(48) the obtained set of the proper dynamic 
controller matrix parameters was as follows 
 

 

2.0338 0.2364 11.4248 6.4693

0.2450 0.0236 1.7606 9.5833

7.0794 7.1070 7.4777 2.5268

1.1450 7.2147 4.2238 5.9784

J

− − 
 
− − − − =
 − − −
 

− 
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The both dynamic controller design methods, previously described, were applied to the 
simulation benchmark. The conditions in simulations were specified for system in the forced 
regimes, where 

 

and the signal gain matrices dnW , dpW  were computed using (32), (70), respectively, as follows 

 

 
1.2128 3.8408 0.0518 0.3335

,
2.3680 5.9708 0.3510 0.3335dn dpW W

− −   
= =   

− −   
 

Since the same desired output variables have been utilized to assess the each controller ability 
response and to demonstrate performance with respect to asymptotic properties, the results of the 
both proposed design method can be immediately compared. 
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Figure 1: system variable responses using the dynamic output controllers 

The left part of Fig. 1 shows the closed-loop system response with the dynamic output controller 
(3), (4) and the control policy (29), (30),  which matrix parameter was obtained solving (14)-(16), 
(32). Using the dynamic output controller (5), (6) with the gain matrix parameters satisfying the 
conditions (46)-(48), (70),  the right part of Fig. 1 shows the system response of the closed-loop 
system for the same system initial conditions and the control policy (68), (69). It is obvious from 
these figures that both controllers which parameters were obtained using the solutions of the LMI 
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problems specified by Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 can successfully provide for the closed-loop 
system steady-state properties and asymptotic dynamics. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

New approach for output dynamic feedback control design is presented in this paper. By the 
proposed procedure the control problem is parameterized in such LMIs set with one additional 
LME which admit more freedom in guaranteeing the output feedback control performance for a 
bi-proper dynamic controller and by LMIs set only for a strictly proper dynamic output controller. 
Sufficient conditions of the controller existence manipulating the stability of the closed-loop 
systems imply the control structure, which stabilize the system in the sense of Lyapunov and the 
controller design tasks is a solvable numerical problem. An additional benefit of the method is 
that controller uses minimum feedback information with respect to desired system output and the 
approach is enough flexible to allow the inclusion of additional design condition bounds. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The generalized design principle of TS fuzzy observers for one class of continuous-time 

nonlinear MIMO systems is presented in this paper. The problem addressed can be indicated as 

a descriptor system approach to TS fuzzy observers design, implying the asymptotic 

convergence of the state observer error. A new structure of linear matrix inequalities is outlined 

to possess the observer asymptotic dynamic properties closest to the optimal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
As is well known, observer design is a hot research field owing to its particular importance in 

observer-based control, and fault diagnosis. The nonlinear system theory using Lipchitz 

conditions has emerged as a method capable of use in state estimation design for nonlinear 

systems [1], although Lipschitz condition is a restrictive condition which many classes of systems 

may not satisfy. However this principle used in state estimators design means that the observer 

satisfies a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of error system, but in fact there is not a 

straightforward method for selecting the observer gain to fill such conditions [2]. Because the 

Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy approach is a suitable representation of certain class of nonlinear 

dynamic systems [3], employing the fuzzy modelling approach to approximate sector-bounded 

nonlinear systems, other well-known nonlinear observers are based on Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy 

models [4], [5]. To design TS fuzzy observers, usually the technique utilizing the linear matrix 

inequalities is used [6]. 

 

Although the state observers for linear and nonlinear systems received considerable attention, the 

descriptor design principles have not been studied extensively. Adapting the descriptor observer 

design principle [7], the first result giving sufficient design conditions, but for linear time-delay 

systems, can be found in [8]. Reflecting the same problems concerning the observers for 

descriptor time-delay nonlinear systems represented by TS fuzzy models, an LMI method was 

presented in [9], but a hint of this methodology can be found only in [10]. 
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Adapting the results on the TS fuzzy observers for bilinear systems [11] as well as their potential 

extensions, the main issue of this paper is to use the descriptor principle in TS fuzzy observer 

design. Preferring LMI formulation, although partly conservative, the stability condition proofs 

use standard arguments on 2H  approach to obtain the design conditions requiring only solving of 

LMIs without additional constraints. To the best author's knowledge, the proposed LMI structure 

in design conditions formulation were not fully addressed yet in the previous works. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the TS fuzzy model is briefly described and the TS 

fuzzy observer design problem for given class of nonlinear systems is formulated in Sec. 3. The 

new LMI structure, describing the TS fuzzy observer design conditions, is presented in Sec. 4 and 

analysed and algorithmically explained in Sec 5. Finally, Sec. 6 draws conclusions and some 

future directions. 

 

The notations throughout the paper are narrowly standard in such a way that Tx , TX denotes the 

transpose of the vector x  and matrix X , respectively, > 0TX = X  means that X is a symmetric 

positive definite matrix, the symbol nI  indicates the n -th order unit matrix, R denotes the set of 

real numbers nR , and n rR × , refer to the set of all n -dimensional real vectors and n r×  real 

matrices, respectively.  

 

2. TAKAGI-SUGENO FUZZY MODELS 

 
The systems under consideration are from the class of multi-input and multi-output nonlinear 

(MIMO) continuous-time dynamic systems, represented in TS form as  

  (1) 

 ( ) ( )y t Cq t=  (2) 

where ( ) nq t R∈ , ( ) ru t R∈ , ( ) my t R∈ , are vectors of the state, input, and output variables, 
n nA R ×∈ , , m nC R ×∈  are real finite values matrices, ,m r n<  and h ( ( ))i tθ  is averaging weight for 

the i -th rule, representing the normalized grade of fuzzy membership (membership function). By 

definition, the membership functions satisfy the convex sum properties 

 
1

0 h ( ( )) 1, h ( ( )) 1 1, ,
s

i i

i

t t for all i sθ θ
=

≤ ≤ = ∈ 〈 … 〉∑  (3) 

where s  is the number of linear models (fuzzy rules) and 

 [ ]1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pt t t tθ θ θ θ= L  (4) 

is p  dimensional vector of the premise variables. It is assumed that the premise variable is a 

system state variable, or a measurable external variable, while none of the premise variables does 

not depend on any element of the input variables vector ( )u t . In the above sense, the fuzzy model 

of a system can be interpreted as a combination of s  linear models through the set of 

membership functions{ ( ( )), 1,2, , }ih t i sθ = … . More details can be found, e.g., in [6], [12]. 

 

It is supposed that the couples ( , )iA C  are observable for all 1,2, ,i s= … , as well as the matrix C  

occurs in all local models and the number of input variables r  is equal to the number of output 

variables m (the dynamic system is a square system). 
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3. TAKAGI-SUGENO FUZZY OBSERVER DESIGN 

 
The conventional fuzzy observer can be constructed as follows 

  (5) 

 ( ) ( )e ey t Cq t=  (6) 

where ( ) n
eq t R∈  is estimation of the system state vector (the fuzzy observer state vector) 

and , 1,2, ,n m
iJ R i s×∈ = …  is the set of the observer gain matrices. 

 

Lemma 1 

 
The fuzzy observer  (5), (6) is stable if there exist a positive definite symmetric matrix 

n nP R ×∈  and matrices n m
iY R ×∈  such that for all 1,2, ,i s= …  

 

 0TP P= >  (7) 

 0T T T
i i i iPA A P Y C C Y+ − − <  (8) 

When the above conditions hold, i.e. if iY  and the non-singular matrix P  are solutions of 

(7), (8), the set of the observer gain matrices iJ  is given by the following equations  

 

 1
i iJ P Y−=  (9) 

Proof: (compare, e.g., [11]) Introducing the error between the system state vector and the 

observer state vector as follows 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ee t q t q t= −  (10) 

 

and performing the time derivative of the error ( )e t , then exploiting (1) and (10) it is  

  (11) 

 

which can be written using (2), (11) as follows 

 

  (12) 

where 

 ei i iA A J C= −  (13) 

Defining the Lyapunov function of the form 

 

 ( ( )) ( ) ( ) 0Tv e t e t Pe t= >  (14) 

where 0TP P= > , then evaluating the time derivative of (14) it yields 
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  (15) 

Substituting (12), (13) into (15) gives  

  (16) 

 ( ) ( ) 0T
i i i iP A J C A J C P for all i− + − <  (17) 

respectively.  

Therefore, setting 
 

 i iPJ Y=  (18) 

(17) implies (8). This concludes the proof.   

            

Considering the affine properties of the TS fuzzy models, to reduce the conservatism in 

solution the enhanced design criterion can be derived by using two slack matrices. 

 

Theorem 1 

 

The fuzzy observer (5), (6) is stable if for given positive scalar Rδ ∈  there exist a 

symmetric positive definite matrix n nP R ×∈  and matrices 3
n nS R ×∈ , n m

iY R ×∈  such that for 

all 1,2, ,i s= …  

 

 0TP P= >  (19) 

 

 
3 3

3 3 3 3

0
( ) 0

T T T T
i i i i

T T
i iC

A S S A Y C C Y

P S S A Y S Sδ δ δ

+ − − ∗ 
< − + − − + < 

  (20) 

When the above conditions hold, the set of the observer gain matrices iJ  is given by the 

equations 

 1
3( )T

i iJ S Y−=  (21) 

Here and hereafter ∗  denotes the symmetric item in a symmetric matrix. 

 

:Proof Since the property of (3) and (12) asserts that 

  (22) 

using arbitrary square slack matrices 3 4, n nS S R ×∈  it yields 

  (23) 

Adding (23) and transposition of (23) to (15) gives 
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  (24) 

Then, introducing the notation 

  (25) 

after straightforward computation it can be obtained 

  (26) 

where 

 
3 3 3 4

3 4 4 4

( ) ( ) ( )
0

( )

T T T T
i i i i i i

i
T T

i i

A J C S S A J C P S A J C S
Q

P S S A J C S S

°
− + − − + − 

= < − + − − − 
 (27) 

 4 3 3, T
i iS S Y S Jδ= =  (28) 

where 0δ > , Rδ ∈ , then (28) implies (20). This concludes the proof.  

   

The importance of Theorem 1 is that the Lyapunov matrix P  is separated from the system 

matrices iA , C , i.e. there are no terms containing product of P  and any of them. This enables to 

derive design conditions with respect to natural affine properties of TS models. 

 

It is evident, that Theorem 1 can be simple reformulated considering a symmetric matrix 3 3
TS S= . 

 

4. DESCRIPTOR PRINCIPLE BASED DESIGN METHOD 

 
The results given by Theorem 1 can be generalized using descriptor principle and are formulated 

as the following theorem. 

 

Theorem 2 

 

The fuzzy observer (22), (23) is stable if for given positive scalar Rδ ∈   there exist a symmetric 

positive definite matrix 1
n nP R ×∈  and matrices 2 3, n nP P R ×∈ , n m

iY R ×∈  such that for all 

1,2, ,i s= …  

 1 1 2 20, 0T TP P P P= > + >  (29) 

 
3 3

1 3 3 2 2 3 3

0
( )

T T T T
i i i i

T T T
i i

A P P A Y C C Y

P P P A Y C P P P Pδ δ δ

+ − − ∗ 
< − + − + − + 

 (30) 

When the above conditions hold, the set of the observer gain matrices iJ  is given by the set of the 

equations 

 1
3( )T

i iJ P Y−=  (31) 

:Proof Using the equality (22), then with the identities 
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  (32) 

an equivalent form of (22)can be written as 

  (33) 

or more generally 

  (34) 

where ( )e t°  is given in (25) and 

 
0 0

,
0 0

n nT
ei

ei n

I I
E E A

A I

° ° °
   

= = =   −   
 (35) 

Defining the Lyapunov function of the form 

 

 ( ( )) ( ) ( ) 0T Tv e t e t E P e t° ° ° ° °= >  (36) 

where 

 0T TE P P E° ° ° °= ≥  (37) 

then the derivative of (36) becomes 

  (38) 

Inserting (34) in (38) it yields 

  (39) 

 0 forallT T
ei eiP A A P i° ° ° °+ <  (40) 

respectively. Defining 

 
1 2

3 4

P P
P

P P

°
 

=  
 

 (41) 

then (35), (37) implies 

 1 1 0TP P= >  (42) 

and using (35) within (13) in (40) it yields 

 

 
1 2 1 3

3 4 2 4

0 ( ) 0
0

T T T
i i n

T T
n n i i n

A J C P P P P I

I I P P P P A J C I

−       
+ <       − − −       

 (43) 

 

After some algebraic manipulations (43) takes the following form 

 

 
3 3 4 1 3

1 3 4 2 2 4 4

( ) ( ) ( )
0

( )

T T T T T
i i i i i i

T T T
i i

A J C P P A J C A J C P P P

P P P A J C P P P P

− + − − + − 
< − + − + − − 

 (44) 
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Setting 

 4 3 3, T
i iP P Y P Jδ= =  (45) 

 

where 0δ > , Rδ ∈ , then (44) implies (30). This concludes the proof.    

Remark 1 

 

It is naturally to point out that Theorem 2 is an extension and generalization of Theorem 1, since 

setting 

 2 1 3 30, ,P P P P S= = =  (46) 

(29), (30) implies (19), (20), respectively. The extension of (30) reflects the Krasovskii theorem 

property [13] allowing either to consider (24) in the following form 

 

  (47) 

or, equivalently, to define the Lyapunov function in the proof of Theorem 2 as follows 

 

  (48) 

and, as initially, to apply (24) in the proof and, finally, to compare the obtained result with (29), 

(30) setting 

 

 1 3 3 2 2, ,P P S P S P= = =  (49) 

 

Corollary 1 

Considering 

 2 4 1 30, 0,P P P P= = =  (50) 

then (44) reduces to 

 
1 1( ) ( ) 0

0
0 0

T T
i i i iA J C P P A J C− + − 

≤ 
 

 (51) 

which implies 

 1 1( ) ( ) 0T T
i i i iA J C P P A J C− + − <  (52) 

It is obvious that with 

 1 1 1,T T
i i iP P P Y P J PJ= = = =  (53) 

(52) implies (8). 

These modifications give the possibility to achieve the degree of conservatism that is most 

appropriate for a TS system. 
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5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
 
The considered system is represented by the TS fuzzy model (1), (2)  with s = 3 and the system 

model parameters 

 1 2

1.0522 1.8666 0.5102 1.0565 1.8661 0.5116

0.4380 5.4335 0.9205 , 0.4380 5.4359 0.9214

0.5522 0.1334 0.4898 0.5565 0.1339 0.4884

A A

− − − −   
   = − − = − −   
   − − − −   

 

 3

1.0602 1.8657 0.5133 3 1 1 0

0.4381 5.4353 0.9216 , 1 1 , 1 1

0.5602 0.1343 0.4867 3 0 0 1

TA B C

− −     
     

= − − = − =     
     − −     

 

where matrices iB  are the same for all i  and the premise variable and the membership functions 

for approximation of 1( ( ))f q t   in the prescribed sector are given as 

 

 

1 1 1

2 2 1

3 3 1

( ) ( ) if ( ) is about 5,

( ) ( ) , { ( ) if ( ) is about 0,

( ) ( ) if ( ) is about 5,

i

t t q t

t t t q t

t t q t

θ θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ

  
 = =  
  −  

 1 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 3

1 1 1
( ( )) 1 | ( ) 5 |, ( ( )) 1 | ( ) |, ( ( )) 1 | ( ) 5 |

5 5 5
h t t h t t h t tθ θ θ θ θ θ= − − = − = − +  

Solving the variables P , iY , 1,2,3i =  satisfying (7), (8) via the LMI technique using toolbox 

SeDuMi [14] gave the following results 

 

 

0.6353 0.1200 0.0377

0.1200 0.2368 0.0521

0.0377 0.0521 0.6776

P

− − 
 = − 
 − 

 

 1 2 3

0.0969 0.1124 0.0992 0.1120 0.1002 0.1118

0.3185 0.1973 , 0.3173 0.1979 , 0.3170 0.1977

0.0101 0.1690 0.0089 0.1698 0.0082 0.1709

Y Y Y

− − − − − −     
     = − − = − − = − −     
          

 

and, besides, the fuzzy observer gain matrices were obtained as follows 

 

 1 2 3

0.4474 0.3634 0.4502 0.3632 0.4517 0.3627

1.5966 1.0859 , 1.5925 1.0888 , 1.5914 1.0881

0.1126 0.3127 0.1104 0.3140 0.1092 0.3157

J J J

− − − − − −     
     = − − = − − = − −     
          

 

guaranteeing the stable eigenvalues spectra of the local observer system matrices in such a way 

that 

 

 1 2( ) { 0.7560, 1.7011 1.1316i}, ( ) { 0.7575, 1.7029 1.1269i}e eA Aρ ρ= − − ± = − − ±  

 3( ) { 0.7599, 1.7034 1.1265i}eAρ = − − ±  

Applying the same toolbox to solve LMIs (19), (20) conditioned by 1δ = , the obtained set of 

matrix variables was as follows 
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 3

0.6415 0.1152 0.0157 0.3577 0.0386 0.0348

0.1152 0.7158 0.0994 , 0.1063 0.1468 0.0100

0.0157 0.0994 0.7004 0.0595 0.0316 0.3587

P S

− − −   
   = − − = −   
   −   

 

 1 2 3

0.0188 0.0224 0.0191 0.0248 0.0227 0.0237

0.1142 0.0324 , 0.1155 0.0323 , 0.1138 0.0327

0.1452 0.1856 0.1465 0.1828 0.1458 0.183

 

3

 Y Y Y

− − −     
     

= − − = − − = − −     
     − − −     

 

so that the local observers gain matrices were given as 

 

 1 2 3

0.2067 0.1318 0.2097 0.1226 0.2171 0.1270

0.7449 0.3663 , 0.7543 0.3616 , 0.7449 0.3652

0.4039 0.5149 0.4076 0.5079 0.4067 0.5088

J J J

− − − − − −     
     

= − − = − − = − −     
     − − −     

 

This set of gains embedded the eigenvalues spectra of the local observer system matrices as 

follows 

 

 1 2( ) { 4.1633, 1.0047 0.0879i}, ( ) { 4.1600, 1.0016 0.0804i}e eA Aρ ρ= − − ± = − − ±  

 3( ) { 4.1703, 0.9967 0.0917i}eAρ = − − ±  

Finally, solving LMIs (29), (30) conditioned by 1δ = , a feasible solution produced the following 

LMI variables 

 

 1 3

1.0236 0.2562 0.0263 0.7114 0.1530 0.1444

0.2562 1.0633 0.1593 , 0.1842 0.2562 0.0228

0.0263 0.1593 1.1439 0.1177 0.1345 0.7273

P P

− −   
   

= − − = − −   
   − −   

 

 1 2 3

0.1798 0.0085 0.1816 0.0096 0.1833 0.0106

0.1937 0.0745 , 0.1938 0.0745 , 0.1937 0.0744

0.3158 0.1619 0.3186 0.1637 0.3210 0.1655

Y Y Y

− − −     
     = − − = − − = − −     
     − − −     

 

where, for simplicity, 2P  is not listed. This result provides TS fuzzy state observer with the 

following local gain matrices 

 

 1 2 3

0.5430 0.0672 0.5462 0.0653 0.5491 0.0635

0.8942 0.4476 , 0.8950 0.4475 , 0.8951 0.4470

0.3544 0.2220 0.3576 0.2241 0.3604 0.2262

J J J

− − − − − −     
     

= − − = − − = − −     
     − − −     

 

and with the eigenvalues spectra of the local observer system matrices 

 

 1 2( ) { 4.0034, 0.6547 0.1088i}, ( ) { 4.0056, 0.6553 0.1090i}e eA Aρ ρ= − − ± = − − ±  

 3( ) { 4.0060, 0.6557 0.1095i}eAρ = − − ±  

Applying the designed to the TS fuzzy system model with the initial condition 

 

 [ ](0) 0, ( ) 0, (0) 0.3 0.6 0.9T T T
eq u t q= = =  
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the simulation results are stated in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 to illustrate the estimated output behaviour of 

the system sequentially as the observers parameters were computed using Lemma 1, Theorem 1 

and Theorem 2. It is evident that the best compromise in the settling time and overshooting gives 

the result of Theorem 2.   

 

Figure 1: TS fuzzy observer output variables response (based on Lemma 1 results) 

 

 
 

Figure 2: TS fuzzy observer output variables response (based on Theorem 1 results) 

 

 
Figure 3:  TS fuzzy observer output variables response (based on Lemma 2 results) 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
New approach for output dynamic feedback control design is presented in this paper. By the 

proposed procedure the control problem is parameterized in such LMIs set with one additional 

LME which admit more freedom in guaranteeing the output feedback control performance for a 

bi-proper dynamic controller and by LMIs set only for a strictly proper dynamic output controller. 

Sufficient conditions of the controller existence manipulating the stability of the closed-loop 

systems imply the control structure, which stabilize the system in the sense of Lyapunov and the 

controller design tasks is a solvable numerical problem. An additional benefit of the method is 

that controller uses minimum feedback information with respect to desired system output and the 

approach is enough flexible to allow the inclusion of additional design condition bounds. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
There are formalisms in literature where behavior can be described by a finite set of rules that 

maps the current device’s state into a new one like the finite state machines, statecharts and 

petri nets. Those formalisms are named as rule-driven devices. A formal device is said to be 

adaptive if its behavior changes dynamically in response just to its input stimuli and its current 

state without any external help. Adaptive rule-driven devices can be used for modeling complex 

problems in artificial intelligence, natural language, reactive systems, synchronous system and 

others applications. General game playing (GGP) is a research subfield of Artificial 

Intelligence which aims at developing systems able to play a variety of games, knowing and 

understanding the rules only in execution time. Most of the proposed GGP systems are based on 

statistic methods. This paper aims at a new approach in GGP systems, proposing a solution 

based on adaptive technology modeling. In brief, a GGP system has been developed in a way 

that it  changes its behavior dynamically in response to rules information and its history of 

games played.  This proposal is presented here as well as results of some games played 

comparing their strategies approach. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
 Modelling, Reactive System, Cooperating Adaptive Devices, Rule-Driven Formalisms, Self-

Modifying Machine, Adaptive Automata, General Game Playing, Adaptive Device  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Many traditional formalisms can be described as a finite set of rules which maps its current state 

into a new one in response to some stimulus or event. Some states are defined as final states and 

indicate successfully finished operations. Such formalisms are named rule-driven devices. 

 

A formal device is said to be adaptive if its behavior changes dynamically without any external 

help. The behavior changes in response to stimuli occurred in the environment. Such device 

property is called self-modification or adaptivity and has been formally described in [1].  

 

In some situations, modeling of the problem requires simultaneous usage of devices of different 

nature types.  

 

General Game Playing (GGP) research is in the field of Artificial Intelligence and its purpose is 

to design and implement systems with the ability to understand the rules of new games and be 

able to play any game described in a specific language called Game Description Language 

(GDL). So, the most meaningful characteristic of the GGP is that players do not know the games 

rules before beginning to play. Hence, this field encourages the development of learning 
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algorithms and search mechanisms which could be applied in a wide range of games, similar to 

human learning in playing games.  

 

Concerning the feature of the adaptive technology and the general game playing, this work 

presents a GGP system where the behavior is modeled based on adaptive technology. 

 

 In this work is presented an approach based in adaptive technology and learning process which 

uses the history of games, thereby as more games are played, the system will provide more and 

more options of new moves. 

 

In section 2, we briefly describe the static rule-driven devices. Afterwards, we introduce the 

concept of adaptivity in section 3. In section 4, we present the concept of  Cooperating Adaptive 

Devices. In section 5, we introduce the main ideas of general game playing. In section 6, we 

present our system proposal and the results of the tests. Section 7 brings the conclusion and some 

remarks. 

 

2. RULE-DRIVEN DEVICES 
 
Many formalisms change their state in response to an environment stimulus according to their set 

of rules. The state of the device comprehends the contents of the whole set of elements that hold 

information along with the current status of the device. 

 

Some of these traditional formalisms include finite state machines, statecharts, natural language 

grammars and parsers, ontologies, decision trees, decision tables and petri nets. These devices 

have been used to model and represent complex problems in many fields such as Artificial 

Intelligence and Natural Language Processing. One of the most popular among these formulations 

is the finite state machine, which is widely used for describing the behavior of real time systems, 

communication protocols, software design and language parsing. 

 

A rule-driven device is characterized by a set of rules that determines its reaction to a given set of 

conditions. Each rule represents a change in its state in response to a set of conditions and events. 

The device starts its operation at some known initial state and modifies its state by applying the 

best suited of its rules.  

 

The device is said to be deterministic if and only if, for any given state and for any input stimuli, 

there is just a single next state defined by its set of rules. Otherwise, the device is said to be non-

deterministic. In other words, a non-deterministic device has a set of rules that maps at least one 

possible state into more than one next state. We usually achieve better efficiency from 

deterministic devices than from non-deterministic equivalent ones. Unfortunately, for some 

problems, it may be very difficult or even impossible to obtain solutions based on deterministic 

devices. 

 

3. ADAPTIVE RULE-DRIVEN DEVICES 
 
A formal rule-driven device is said to be adaptive if its behavior may change dynamically. The 

concept of adaptivity applies to any device that is able to change its own behavior. In particular, 

when the behavior is determined by a set of rules, adaptivity is easily achieved by changing the 

set of rules that define the device’s behavior. 

 

The general formulation for rule driven adaptive devices, can be thought as an adaptive layer 

placed around the original subjacent non-adaptive device (standard rule-driven device). 
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By building such devices, one can conceptually identify two major components: an equivalent 

underlying device similar to those described in the previous section and an adaptive mechanism 

responsible for the adaptivity. One notation elaborated for representing adaptive formalisms in a 

way as similar as possible to its original non-adaptive underlying formulation was presented in 

detail in [1].  

 

Historically, adaptive devices emerged from automata theory and most of the early applications 

were in the fields of formal languages, and later, in computer languages. Some of those early 

works are described in [2], [3] and [4]. 

 

In [5], we have the formal formulation of the Adaptive Automaton. Hereafter, some works have 

been developed applying the adaptive technology using classical formalisms like Finite 

Automaton [6], Statechart [7], Markov Chain [8], Grammar [9] and Decision Table [10]. In [11], 

we have the conceptual proof that Adaptive Automaton and the Turing Machine have the same 

power of expression.   

 

In [12], the use of adaptive technology is presented as an alternative approach for modeling 

biological species while in [13] we have the adaptive version of the GARP (Genetic Algorithm 

for Rule-set Production) algorithm for mapping the environmental distribution of the “Penonapis” 

and “Cucurbita”. 

 

The adaptive technology has been applied also in other fields like robotic [14], programming 

language [15], [16] and [17] and reactive system modeling [18], [19] and [20]. 

 
4. COOPERATING ADAPTIVE DEVICES 
 
We have briefly mentioned the adaptive rule-driven device´s main idea in the previous section. In 

this section, we present the Cooperating Adaptive Devices. Concisely, this formalism is formed 

by a group of adaptive devices with the feature of communication between them, increasing the 

number of real complex problems that can be modelled. One device can send messages to any 

other devices, that in response, can modify its state. Based on this behavior, one device can 

cooperate with another one, sending messages to communicate a condition in the environment 

that may cause a state changing in the second device.   

 

Cooperating Adaptive Devices (CAD) are composed of a finite group of rule-driven devices of 

potentially heterogeneous types with a common communication mechanism (CCM). A further 

device or mechanism is employed for managing and coordinating message communication 

(MCM), resulting from interactions between a pair of distinct devices. The main consequence of 

such a decision is that devices have now the capability of sending a message that may cause the 

behavior changing of other devices.  

 

The concept of the CAD can be summarized as the property in which, based on its behavior or on 

the basis of its current situation and input stimuli, any member of the group of heterogeneous 

devices can send communication instructions resulting in changing device rules. 

 

Any action for changing rules belonging to any other device is initiated by a message 

communication from a source device to a target device, using a common communication 

mechanism as an intermediary agent for such interactions. We call this intermediary agent the 

common communicate mechanism (CCM). 
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Figure 1 illustrates an adaptive interaction among devices. Device 4 sends a message to device 1 

through the common communicate mechanism (CCM). Such interaction between devices is 

represented by the red arrow in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Illustration of cooperating adaptive devices 

 

Technically, we can say that each adaptive device itself changes its own rules, however, any 

device belonging to the group of CAD has the capability to send messages to any other device of 

the group, which may cause rules modifications. This capability is represented in figure 1 by the 

layer of communication and interpretation.  
 

Communications between devices, managed and controlled by CCM mechanism is performed 

using a communication protocol, which is named CP protocol. The communication between 

devices is formed of a sequence of standard messages from CP, like “insert rule”, “delete rule”, 

“trigger event”, etc. 

 

Definition 

 
Similar to the behavior of adaptive devices, a built-in counter T2 is defined for cooperating 

adaptive devices with initial value 0 and automatic increments by 1 whenever a non-null 

communication message is executed. Thus, each name of a device during a step tk (tk ≥ 0) is 

identified for each value assumed by T2. 

 

Thus, the cooperative adaptive device can be described as:  

 

                       CADtk = ( { AD1
k1,tk , AD2

k2,tk , ... , ADm
km,tk } , CCM, MCM)                   (1) 

 

 

In this formulation AD
r
kr,tk represents an adaptive device. CADtk is said cooperative adaptive 

device when for all operations, in each step tk (tk ≥ 0), any element of the set of devices follows 

the behavior of the corresponding element  until the execution of some non-null message in the 

common communicate mechanism (CCM), when the current step tk terminates and the next one 

(tk+1) starts. 
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Similar to adaptive actions, each step increment is composed of two groups of messages. The first 

one is performed before the rule execution and the second one after the execution. For a non-null 

message, at least one of the components must be non-null. A message is formed by elementary 

messages and its execution may cause multiple additions and/or multiple deletions in some other 

device´s rules. 

 
The cooperative adaptive device starts its operation at some known initial shape for all m (m > 1) 

devices of the CAD, (AD1
0, AD2

0, …, ADm
0) from the perspective of the message 

communications. Remembering that each device AD
r
 can change its rules through conventional 

adaptivity, we can express CAD as (AD1
k1,0, AD2

k2,0, …, ADm
km,0) whereas each ADr

kr,0 (for 

r=1,..,m and kr=k1,…,km ; all kr ≥0) means a device at some internal step of the adaptivity and at 

the initial step of the message communications. So, in this state, no message communication has 

occurred. However, each device can have changed its own rules through conventional adaptivity. 

 

At step tk (tk≥0), an input stimulus changes the cooperative adaptive device CAD to the next step 

(tk+1) if, and only if, any non-null message communication is performed. Then, in any 

combination of step kr for all m devices (kr=k1, k2, …, km) and the step tk, every device can be 

represented in the form AD
r
kr,tk. In this formulation, kr indicates the step of its adaptivity while tk 

indicates the step of the message communications for all devices. 

 

So, we have: 

 

                                                               CAD = {(ADr)tk}                                                          (2)   

 

                                                              (AD
r
)tk = AD

r
kr, tk                                                           (3) 

 

                AD
r
kr, tk = (C

r
kr,tk, IAR

r
kr,tk, S

r
, c

r
kr,tk, A

r
 , NA

r
, BA

r
, AA

r
, IBA, IAA)                   (4) 

 

 

 

Where  r=1,..,m;  kr=k1,…,km and tk ≥ 0.  

 

• In this formulation, we have: 

 

• CAD = ( { AD0
1
 , AD0

2
 , ... , AD0

m
 }, CCM, MCM ). The cooperative adaptive device 

consists of an initial set of m adaptive devices, a common communicate mechanism 

(CCM), managed by a mechanism in order to ensure only one concurrent communication 

(MCM). 

 

• (AD
r
)tk , for  r = 1, ... , m represents the adaptive state of each device of the cooperative 

adaptive device, (ADr)0 is its initial state (tk=0) and it is defined by its set of rules IARr
kr,0 

for kl step of the adaptivity (kr ≥ 0).  

 

•  GADMtk = {AD
1

k1,tk , AD
2
k2,tk , ... , AD

m
km,tk} represents the devices at step tk of message 

communication, being AD
r
kr,0  its initial state. Each device (AD

r
kl)tk is the mirror of 

adaptive device ADr at step tk, each one within its own step kl ( kr ≥ 0 and m > 1;  for kr 

= k1 ...,km ) of adaptivity. 

 

• C
r
kr,tk  is the set of all possible states for AD

r
kr,tk  for tk and kr steps ( tk ≥ 0 e kr ≥ 0 , for 

r=1...m ). 
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• IBA e IAA  (for r=1,…,m) are sets of message communication, both containing the null 

action ɛ ( ɛ ∈ IBA ∩ IAA ). 

 

• Sr (for  r=1,…,m)  is a finite set of all possible events considered valid input stimuli for 

AD
r
, containing the null event ( ε ∈ S

r
 ). 

 

• The input stimulus w
r
 is: 

• w
r
= w1

r
 w2

r
 w3

r
 w4

r
........wn

r
 ( w

r
 ∈  S

r
) (for r=1,...,m and nr ≥ 0). 

 

• c
r
kr,0 belongs to C

r
 and is the initial device configuration (c

r
kr,tk ∈ C

r
kr,tk), for r = 1 .... , m; 

kr= k1 ...,km and tk ≥ 0. Before the occurrence of the first adaptive action ( kr = 0 ) and 

the first communication message ( tk = 0 ), cr
0,0 is the initial configuration of the device 

“r”.  

 

• A
r
 is the subset of its accepting states ( acceptance ) of device r, A

r
 ⊆ C

r
 (for r=1,...,m) 

 

• NA
r
  is a finite set of output symbols of device r (for r = 1, ... , m). 

 

• IAR
r
tk is the finite set of all possible CAD rules, given by a relation IAR

r
tk   ⊆   IBA x 

BAr x Cr x Sr x Cr x NAr x AAr x IAA.  The rules of IARr
0 (for r=1,...,m) define the initial 

performance of CAD devices. Device rule containing message communication changes 

another device rules set by adding and/or deleting rules. The rules HAR
r
tk  (r=1, .., m) 

have the form harr = (iba, bar, ci
r, sr, cj

r, zr, aar, iaa), meaning that, in response to some 

stimulus sr є Sr, harr initially performs the first group of message iba (group before), then, 

the adaptive rule ar
r
 = (ba

r
, ci

r
, s

r
, cj

r
, z

r
, aa

r
) and finally performs the second group of 

message iaa (group after). The adaptive rule action, arr, is performed as described in [1].  

 

5. GENERAL GAME PLAYING 
 
General game playing is associated to the system’s  main goal which is to play games without 

previous knowledge with respect to its rules. The challenge is to construct a system able to 

understand the games rules, which are described in GDL  (General Definition Language) [21], 

similar to the Prolog language. 

 

Many works have been developed in Artificial Intelligence related to playing specific games like 

chess. In these systems, the programmer designer specifies the strategies of the programs to play 

just one game based on a set of known rules. The strategies are specific to a game play and it is 

difficult to use the same programs to play another game. Such programs have in common that 

they depend heavily on elaborated game-dependent knowledge provided by the developers.  

 

In general game playing, on the contrary, the aim is to create programs capable of playing a wide 

range of different games, even those that may have never been played before. Since 2005, the 

Stanford Logic Group organizes yearly a competition in GGP games, improving studies 

concerning artificial intelligence, search techniques and knowledge representation, machine 

learning, knowledge discovery and online optimization. 

 

The GGP games are synchronous and finite and can be modeled using the finite state machine 

formalism. In this representation, in every step of the game, we must have moves of all players. 

After the moves of all players, the environment is updated as a response without any external 

interference according to the set of rules. By definition, every GGP has at least one terminal state 

that can be reached after a finite number of rounds. 
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GGP is similar to the traditional game theory, however, there are some exceptions like the 

movement and modeling. GGP is modeled as a state machine while the traditional games are 

modeled as a tree. The GGP movements are synchronous. 

 

The challenge in GGP systems is developing general method learning strategies concerns only the 

definitions rules. For example, a simple game has around many possible states, so identifying all 

possible moves leading to a final state is not feasible. 

 

Concerning the restriction described, there are two main questions to be addressed in developing 

GGP systems: search and evaluation. Search implies in the ability of the system to think forward 

while evaluation intends to provide a mechanism that associates the merits of the current position. 

The merit value must be as greater as possible, meaning the maximum value is associated to a 

winning state. And the main challenge is to discover the relevant information that must be 

considered to build the mechanism during the game. 

 

In GGP, the current state-of-the-art approach to search the game tree is the Upper Confidence 

Bounds Applied to Tree (UCT), where the goal is to provide balance between exploration and 

exploitation. In earlier competitions, one of the most applied approach was the Monte-Carlo Tree 

Search (MCTS) [22]. 

 

The basic idea of the MCTS simulation is to play in a randomly way until reaching a terminal 

state. In this state, a goal value is assigned to all states reached in the path. Each state value 

assigned is estimated by the average result of all simulations which visited this state. In short, the 

MCTS approach is comprised of four phases: selection, expansion, simulation and back 

propagation of results. 

 

The work presented in [23], is a related work to the proposal presented in this paper. See more 

details concerning general game playing in works [24], [25], [26] and [27]. 
 

6. GENERAL GAME PLAYING APPLICATION 
 
A problem related to developing a general game playing is to design a system which plays any 

game described in GDL language with the capability of learning play strategies dynamically.  
 

 
Figure 2. Three devices: an automaton, a decision-tree and a GDL parser 
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A problem related to developing a general game playing is to design a system which plays any 

game described in GDL language with the capability of learning play strategies dynamically. This 

problem can be modeled by the Cooperating Adaptive Devices, which has the feature of 

representing dynamic and autonomous behavior. 

 

The modeling is based on three distinct type rule-driven devices. The first is an automaton, called 

“Control layer”, which is responsible to analyses the history of the games already played and the 

game rules to learn new strategies to play the game. Based on the learned strategy information, 

this device causes the inclusion of new rules in the second device, the decision tree, which is 

responsible for deciding what move is the best choice to apply in each round play of the game 

with respect to its rules and the strategy information. The third device, the GDL parser, is 

responsible to execute the rules, changing the current state of the game.  Figure 2 illustrates these 

Cooperating Adaptive Devices. 

 

6.1. Strategies Approach  

 
We developed a GGP system where strategies are based on learning from historical information 

about the games played. In our approach, we have four different strategies based on history, one 

based on random strategy and one based on statistics. The statistic strategy is based on MCTS 

approach mentioned in section 5. The random strategy was used to compare the efficiency of each 

different strategy. 

 

Our strategies are based on two simple ideas. The first is to follow some path of a successful 

game, comparing the state of the current game with the historic games. Based on this idea, we 

have come up with strategies A and B. The second idea is to follow a final state of a successful 

game. Based on this idea, we have come up with strategy C. The strategy D is based on a final 

state, but it considers only relevant information that leads to a final state.  

 

 

Figure 3. Example of “noughts and crosses” game stored in the historic database 

 
To illustrate our ideas, let’s suppose our historic database formed only by one game played as 

showed in figure 3 (history of game 1). In this situation and in another “noughts and crosses” 

game, with current configuration as showed in figure 4, a role player “X” has only one option to 

move based on strategies A or B, the cell(1,1), like the third round of the game 1. On the order 

hand, based on strategy C, we have three options considering the final state of game. Strategy D 

considers only two positions, the last row positions considering the game 1. In every round, we 

consider all possible moves. After, we analyse all next configurations, concerning the strategy. 
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Concisely, our strategies are: 

 

• Strategy R. 

In every step of the game, there is a random choice of all valid moves. 

 

• Strategy E. 

The statistic strategy verifies the state with the highest average of the visited number 

and the number of victories. 

 

• Strategy A. 

It looks for a game state that is the same as the current game state. If there is more than 

one choice, the most recent one is chosen. 

 

• Strategy B. 

It looks for a game state that is most similar to the current game state. If there is more 

than one choice, the most recent one is chosen. 

 

• Strategy C. 

It looks for a final state of a successful game that is most similar to the current game 

state.  

 

• Strategy D. 

It looks for a final state of a successful game that is most similar to the current game 

state, considering only the relevant information in the final state.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Example of possible moves, according strategy 

 

6.2. Result of Games Played 

 
In our tests, we played the “noughts and crosses” and the “cross-block” games. The “noughts and 

crosses” game is the classical game for two players who take turns marking the spaces in a 3×3 

grid. The player who succeeds in placing three respective marks in a horizontal, vertical, or 

diagonal row wins the game. The “cross-block” game is for two players who take turns marking 
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the spaces in a 4×4 grid. The cross role wins if its marks link the left side to the right side or the 

upper side to the bottom side. The block role wins if the cross loses. 

 

 

Figure 5. Results of “noughts and crosses” games played 

 

We played several games combining all possible strategies for the “x” role player in the “noughts 

and crosses” games and maintaining the same strategy for the opponent, the random one. For the 

“cross-block” game, we combined all possible strategies in the cross role, maintaining the same 

strategy (random) for the block role. Each combination was played 500 times. In figures 5 and 6, 

we have the graphs of the results of games played 

 

 

Figure 6. Results of “cross-block” games played. 

 

Based on result analysis, we conclude that the best strategy is “D”, because it only considers the 

information that is essential in the final conditions, having fewer no important moves. 
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It is important to highlight that all strategies have improvements comparing to the random 

strategy. These results stimulate new studies in learning algorithm, knowledge representation and 

adaptive technology applied to GGP.  

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The GGP system behavior depends which game will be played, represented in the rules of the 

game. Thus, it is a typical application that can be modeled using adaptive devices. 

 

This work´s main result is the use of the adaptive technology to model and develop a general 

game playing system. The results have showed that this proposal encourages new approaches 

concerning techniques in knowledge representation and learning reasoning. We have many GGP 

application based on statistic approaches and this work presents a new perspective of dealing with 

unknown environment. The preliminary results have encouraged new challenges and we intend to 

test the system under even more complex games thus improving the techniques in learning 

strategies. 

 

We hope this work will assist in the conception and building of Cooperating Adaptive Devices for 

a new and cleaner perspective in activities involving complex problem solving with adaptive 

technology. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Lately, the concept of VANETs (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) has gotten a huge attention as 

more wireless communication technologies becoming available. Such networkis expected to be 

one of the most valuable technology for improving efficiency and safety of the future 

transportation. Vehicular networks are characterized by high mobility nodes which pose many 

communication challenging problems. In vehicular networks, routing Collision Avoidance 

Messages (CAMs) among vehicles is a key communication problem.Failure in routing CAMs to 

their intended destination within the time constraint can render these messages useless. Many 

routing protocols have been adapted for VANETs, such as DSDV (Destination Sequenced 

Distance Vector), AODV (Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector), and DSR (Dynamic Source 

Routing). This work compares the performance of those routing protocols at different driving 

environments and scenarios created by using the mobility generator (VanetMobiSim) and 

network simulator(NS2). The obtained results at different vehicular densities, speeds, road 

obstacles, lanes, traffic lights, and transmission ranges showed that on average AODV protocol 

outperforms DSR and DSDV protocols in packet delivery ratio and end-toend delay. However, 

at certain circumstances (e.g., at shorter transmission ranges) DSR tends to have better 

performance than AODV and DSDV protocols. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The World Health Organization (WHO) presented a report on road safety covers 182 countries 

which account for almost 99 % of the world’s population. The report indicated that worldwide the 

total number of road traffic deaths remains unacceptably high at 1.24 million per year [?]. The 

advances in many technologies have helped many courtiers around the world implement plans to 

reduce the road traffic fatalities. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) is very promising that 

plays an important role in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). VANETs assist vehicle drivers 

to communicate (through enabling Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) 

communications) to avoid many critical driving situations.VANETs supports variety of safety 

applications such as co-operative traffic monitoring, control of traffic flows, blind crossing, 

prevention of collisions, nearby information services, and real-time detour routes computation. 

VANETs consist of two entities: access points, called Road Side Units (RSUs), and vehicles, 
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called On Board Unit(OBUs). RSUs are fixed and can act as a distribution point forvehicle 

networks. Figure ?? shows VANETs communication model of VANETs system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: VANETs Connection topology 

 

In addition to road safety applications, VANETs provide Internet connectivity to vehicles while 

on the move, so passengers can download music, send emails,book restaurants and/or play games. 

 
 

Due to vehicle’s high speed, vehicular networks are characterized by rapid topology changes. The 

latter makes designing an efficient routing protocols for vehicular environment very difficult. 

Designing an adaptive routing protocols to such rapidly changing network typologies is very 

critical to many vehicular safety applications as failing to route collision avoidance messages to 

their intended vehicles can render these messages to be useless. 

 

Considerable effort has been spent in performance comparison of VANETs routing protocols: the 

authors in [?] evaluated the performance of Ad hoc On demand Distance Victor (AODV) and 

Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) for VANETs in city environment, in their study 

all the characteristics are handled through the vehicle mobility model. Their study showed that 

OLSR has better performance than AODV in the VANETs, as the AODV protocol has higher 

routing overhead compared to OLSR. The performanceanalyses of traditional ad-hoc routing 

protocols like AODV, Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV), and Dynamic Source 

Routing (DSR) for some highway scenarios have been presented in [?]. The authors argued that 

these routing protocols are not suitable for VANETs. Their simulation results showed that these 

conventional routing protocols have higher routing overhead which cause less packet delivery 

ratio. The work in [?] compared AODV and DSR with SWARMIntelligence based routing 

protocol by varying mobility, load, and size of the network. Their results showed that AODV and 

DSR have less performance than swarm intelligence routing algorithm in VANET environments. 

The authors in [?], [?] compared the performance of the routing protocols: AODV, DSR, Fisheye 

State Routing (FSR) and Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA), in city traffic 

scenarios. Their results showed that both protocols AODV and DSR have the lowest routing 

overheads and deliver packets quite fast. 

 
Most previous studies on VANETs routing protocols focused on single driving environment. 

Therefore, in our study we focus on evaluating these protocol at different environments,i.e., 

downtown, residential, and suburban. Moreover, the performance of different routing protocols 

have not been well measured since each researcher used different simulator and performance 

metrics for performance evaluation. Due to aforementioned problems, there is continuous need to 

study various ad hoc routing protocols in order to select appropriate routing protocols for 

different driving environments of VANETs. In this work we evaluate the performance of DSDV, 

AODV, and DSR in different driving scenarios using the mobility generator (VanetMobiSim) and 

network simulator (NS2) to model all the driving environment and networking details of the 

vehicular ad hoc networks. 
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The remaining of this work is organized as follows: in Section ?? we give background about the 

objectives behind VANETs and how the standard work is produced. Section ?? classifies the 

routing protocols and shows their scope and structure. Mobility generator and network simulator 

tools which used to create different driving environments and scenarios are explained in Section 

??. Section ?? defines the scope and structure of the simulation model framework. The obtained 

results are presented and analyzed in Section ??. Finally our concluding remarks are presented in 

our conclusion in Section ??. 
 
 

2. VEHICLE ADHOC NETWORKS (VANETS) 
 

Vehicles independently produce and analyze large amount of data such as time, heading angle, 

speed, acceleration, position, brake status, steering angle, headlight status, turn signal status, 

vehicle length, vehicle width, vehicle mass, and even the number of occupants in the vehicle. 

This data is selfcontained within a single vehicle. VANETs enable vehicles to share this data 

among themselves and with the road infrastructure.This shared driving information can then be 

used to implement many road safety applications that help to avoid many critical driving 

situations such as road side accidents, traffic jams, speed control, free passage of emergency 

vehicles and unseen obstacles and etc. In October 1999, the United States Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band to 

Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). As shown in Figure ?? two standards are 

primarily involved: the IEEE 1609 standards (which defines the communications services and 

also known as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE)) and IEEE 802.11 p (which 

defines the physical and medium Application Layeraccess layer details).The IEEE1609 standard 

breaks down into the following components: 1609.1 (WAVE resource manager), 1609.2 (WAVE 

security services for applications and management messages), 1609.3 (WAVE networking 

services), and 1609.4 (WAVE multi-channel operations). The IEEE task group ”P” has approved 

the IEEE 802.11p amendment of IEEE 802.11 standard to support VANETs applications. The 

main enhancements include short latency and higher ranges, up to 1000 meters. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: protocol Stack 

 

3. ROUTING PROTOCOLS FOR VANETS 
 
The main goal of routing protocols is to provide optimal paths between network nodes at 

minimum overhead possible. Figure ?? classifies the routing protocols into: topologybasedand 

position-based routing protocols. In topology-basedrouting, each node should be aware of the  
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Fig. 3: Routing Protocols hierarchy 
 

Network layout also be able to forward packets using information about available nodes and links 

in the networks. Topology-based routing protocols use link’s information which stored in the 

routing table as a basis to forward packets from source to destination node; they are commonly 

classified into two categories (based on their underlying architecture): Proactive (periodic) and 

Reactive (on-demand) routing protocols. 

 
Proactive protocols (also called table driven protocols) allow a network node to use the routing 

table to store routes information for all other nodes in the network, each entry in thetable contains 

the next hop used in the path to the destination,regardless of whether the route is actually needed 

or not. To reflect the network topology changes, the proactive protocols frequently update their 

routing table. The topology changes are broadcasted periodically to all neighbors. In proactive 

routing protocols routes to destinations are always available when needed. Proactive protocols 

usually depend on shortest path algorithms to determine which route is chosen. They generally 

use two routing strategies: Link State (LS) strategy and Distance Vector (DV) strategy. The most 

representative are DSDV [?], ADV (Adaptive Distance Vector) [?], GPSR (Greedy Perimeter 

Stateless Routing) [?] and OLSR [?]. 
 

 
Reactive routing protocols (also called on-demand) reduce the network overhead by maintaining 

routes only when needed. The source node starts a route discovery process if it needs a non-

existing route to a destination. It does this process by flooding the network by a route request 

message. After the message reaches the destination node or to the node that has a route to the 

destination, the receiving node sends a route reply message back to the source node using unicast 

communication. Depending on how the routing method is implemented, reactive routing 

protocols can be divided into source routing protocols and hop-by-hop or point-to-point 

protocols. 

  

In source routing protocols every data packet carries the whole path information in its header. 

Before a source node sends data packets, it must know the total path to the destination, that is, all 

addresses of intermediate nodes which compose the path from source to destination. There is no  

need that intermediate nodes update their routing tables, since they only forward data packets 

according to the header information. The most representative source routing protocol is DSR [?].  

 

On the other hand, hop-by-hop routing protocols try to improve the performance by keeping the 

routing information in each node. Every data packet does not include the whole path information 

any more. They only include the address of the following node where data packet must be 

forwarded to get the destination as well as the destination address. Every intermediate node, along 

the path, must look up its own routing table to forward the data packets to the intended   

destination, so that the route is calculated hop-by-hop. The most representative hop-by-hop 

routing protocol is AODV [?]. 
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4. VEHICULAR SCENARIOS AND ENVIRONMENTS MODEL 
 

In this work we used VanetMobiSim simulator which models all the VANETs traffic and 

environment details. The Vanet- MobiSim framework includes a number of mobility modules, 

parsers for geographic data sources in various formats, as well as visualization module. The 

framework is based on the concept of pluggable modules so that it is easily extend the model to 

cover many traffic and environment details. The chosen scenario is based on random street 

configurations. While vehicles are distributed randomly and move in a random direction. Roads 

in different driving environments are configured with single-lane as well as multi-lane.  
 

The simulated scenario also includes different traffic flows and traffic lights located in different 

places. Several speeds have been selected as well as level of congestion. The selected mobility 

pattern is Random Waypoint mobility (RWP) with obstacles avoidance [?], in which vehicles 

move randomly and freely without restrictions. In addition, vehicles motion is enhanced with 

IntelligentDriving Model (IDM) which incorporates intersection management and lane changing 

mechanism [?]. IDM with Intersection Management (IDM-IM) module describes perfectly 

vehicle-to-vehicle and intersection managements. This module allows vehicles to adjust their 

speed based on the movements of neighboring vehicles (e.g., if a vehicle in frontbrakes, the 

succeeding vehicles also slow down and stop at intersections, or act according to traffic lights). 

IDM with Lane Changing (IDM-LC) is an overtaking module which interacts with IDM-IM to 

manage lane changes, vehicle accelerations, and deceleration. Based on IDM-LC module, 

vehicles are able to change lane and perform over takings in presence of multilane roads. 

Continuous bit rate (CBR) traffic sources are used in vehicles. The source-destination pairs are 

spread randomly over the simulation area. The number of source-destination pairs and the packet 

sending rate in each pair is varied to change the offered load in the network. 32-byte data packets 

are used. Table ?? lists the mobility model parameters and their values used in the simulation. 
 

TABLE I: Mobility modele parameters 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

To model the vehicular driving environment as close as possible to the real world environment, in 

our created model we divide the simulation area into three clusters: downtown, residential, and 

suburban. Clustering in VanetMobiSim tool are used to create different simulation areas with 

different driving environment and obstacles. Figure ??depict the different simulation areas: 

downtown, residential, and suburban. The clustering density parameter describes how many 

clusters per squared area (i.e., clusters/m2). In this model we set the cluster density to be 4 

clusters per 1000000 m2 which is 250000 m2 per cluster area. Based on the simulated area which 

is 
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Fig. 4: Different driving environments 

 
TABLE II: simulation area configurations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3000000 m2 we have 12 clusters in our simulation model. Table ??lists the number clusters and 

obstacles configured in each simulation area. 

 

5. SIMULATION MODEL FRAMEWORK 
 

Figure ?? depicts the simulation process framework which is divided into three stages: stage 1, 2, 

and 3. In stage 1, we first define the scenario by writing all the vehicle mobility and environment 

details using XML file. Next we run the VanetMobiSim simulator to generate vehicular traffic 

trace file which contain all the details related to vehicular network including environment details 

such as node identifier, time, position, speed and etc. Figure ?? depicts a snapshot of the created 

model using VanetMobiSim at one instance time. The generated trace file is going to be the input 

to NS2 simulator in stage 2. In stage 2 we writing the details related to communications and 

network configuration using script Tcl programming language. The scripting files from stage 1 

and 2 are used to run NS2 simulator. At stage 3, after running the NS2 simulator, the NS2 tool 

generates two files: Network Animator (NAM) file (*.nam) and a trace file (*.tr) as the outputs. 

The NAM file records all the positioning and graphical information performed during the 

simulation time. The trace file (.tr) (generated by NS2) contains all of the information about the 

simulation, e.g. packets sent, received, dropped, attached sequence number, protocol type, packet 

sizes, and etc. The trace file is simply available in a text format and could be called as a log file of 

the simulation. 
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To extract the statistics (such as transmitted/received bytes and packet loss) from the generated 

file of NS2, we utilize AWK tool. 

 

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

The results obtained from modeled traffic and environment of vehicular networks using 

VanetMobisim and NS2 simulators are presented and analyzed in this section. We evaluate the 

scenarios using global metrics such as packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay. The results are 

studied at different driving environment parameters such as node’s density, speed and/or  

transmission range. We used different node densities (i.e., 20 to 45 nodes/km2) while the speed of 

the nodes are configured randomly between 30 to 50 km/h. 
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Fig. 7: Average packet delivery ratio vs node densities 
 

Figures ??shows the average packet delivery ratio versus node densities at different transmission 

ranges. The adaptability of reactive protocols to the rapid network topology changes of VANETs 

networks, make AODV and DSR outperform DSDV protocol, the latter protocol is belong to 

proactive protocols category. We notice that at different node density levels, the performance of 

three protocols produce the bell shape during the middle values of network node densities. That is 

because for small node densities (i.e., at sparse networks) only few nodes are available for routing 

functions. This shortage in forwarding nodes reduces the probability of finding multiple paths 

between the sources and the destinations. As the vehicular network density increases (e.g., from 

30 to 35 nodes/km2), the probability of finding multiple paths through multiple intermediate 

nodes increases which can result in higher packet delivery ratio. However, as vehicular network 

density increases(i.e., beyond the optimum range) the performance decreases.That is because 

higher node densities make more intermediate nodes available for routing, this can produce 

higher number of paths characterized by higher number of hops compared with small density 

nodes. Higher number of hop count increases the probability of packet collision and loss as for 

each hop there is a chance of packet loss introduced by medium access or any other channel 

related parameters such as fading. Figure ??shows that at different transmission ranges, the 

evaluatedrouting protocols tend to have slightly different performance. For example, when we 

increase the transmission range (as in Figure ??(c) and ??(d)), the AODV protocol achieve higher 

packet delivery ratio compared to DSDV and DSR protocols. That is because in AODV protocol 

all the intermediate nodes share the routing load, i.e., every node along the path uses fresh and 

updated routing information to forward the packets. However, DSDV and DSR protocols do not 

seem to gain a substantial improvement at higher transmission ranges. The poor performance of 

DSDV protocol is resulted from the protocol trying to maintain network connectivity by flooding 

the network for any topology change. Higher number of paths can cause DSDV protocol to 

produce higher network overload which turn to overall poor performance. Being source routing 

protocol, packets in DSR protocol caries the whole path routing information. Intermediate nodes 

only forward the packets based on the loaded information in the header. For any path break the 

source node has to use another path stored for the same destination or flood route request if none 

is available.Higher number of paths and/or hops per each path can also result in network 

performance degradation in DSR protocol 
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Fig. 8: End-to-End delay vs node density 
 

Figure ??shows the average end-to-end delay at different node densities and transmission ranges. 

At all ranges and network densities used, DSDV protocol tends to have the lowest end-to-end 

delay compared to AODV and DSR protocols. Comparing these results to the packet delivery 

ratio in Figure ??, we observe that DSDV also has the lowest packet delivery ratio. As explained 

above, DSDV is proactive protocol where every node in the network stores routing path for every 

node in the network. Due to the fast topology change of VANETs environment, DSDV can not 

maintain valid paths to the other destinations specially paths with multiple hops. The stale routing 

table entry of DSDV protocol, make the latter protocol forwards packets toward broken links. 

Due to this, the successfully delivered packets are only those of few number of hops which then 

can result in small end-to-end delay. It is apparent from Figure ??that AODV outperforms DSR in 

terms of end-to-end delay at all network densities and transmission ranges. That is because in 

AODV protocol all nodes along the path share the routing load, where in DSR protocol only the 

source node is responsible for maintaining the whole path information. Larger header size of DSR 

(because of routing information stored in the header) consumes higher network capacity which 

then can result in higher network delay compared to AODV. As shown in Figure ??, the three 

evaluated protocols tend to have higher packet delivery ratio at the density range of 30-35 

nodes/km2. They similarly tendto have lower end-to-end delay for the same density range as 

shown in Figure ??. That is because higher packet delivery ratio means more packets have made 

it cross the network to the destination, this, as result, indicates the optimum availability of number 

of routing paths and network congestion during these values of node densities. As we increase the 

transmission range, the end-to-end delay is decreasing for all the evaluated protocols. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9: Packet delivery ratio vs speed 
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Next we evaluate the performance the routing protocols at different vehicle speed ranges. In this 

scenario, the number of nodes is fixed to 100 nodes (i.e., 33.33 nodes/km2) and the average node 

speed increases from (25-30) km/h to (50- 55) km/h. Figure ??shows the average packet delivery 

ratio at different average node speed and transmission ranges (i.e., 100, 150, 200, and 250 

meters). 

 

It is apparent that, on average, all the evaluated protocols tend to perform better as the 

transmission range is increased. However, at different vehicle speeds the protocols start having 

different performance. For example, the performance of all protocols is degrading during high 

speed ranges. However, the adaptability of AODV protocol to higher network topology changes 

caused by high node speed, improve the performance of AODV compared to DSR and DSDV 

protocols in terms packet delivery ratio. Reactive source routing protocol (i.e., DSR) slightly 

perform better than AODV protocol at small transmission range and medium node speed. We 

think short transmission range can be the cause of higher link failures. Link failures trigger new 

route discoveries in AODV since it has at most one route per destination in its routing table. 

Thus, the frequency of route discoveries in AODV is directly proportional to the number of route 

breaks. The reaction of DSR to link failures in comparison is mild and causes route discovery less 

often. The reason is the abundance of cached  routes at each node. Thus, the packet delivery ratio 

seems to be better for DSR during short transmission range and mild node speed. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

VANETs is a mile stone enabling technology for ITS applications.VANET system supports many 

collision avoidance applications. Due to the high mobility of vehicular networks, many 

challenging problems are still open and requires more focus research. Routing collision avoidance 

messages in vehicular networks is a vital function for vehicular ad hoc networks. Failure to route 

these critical message to their desired destinations can make vehicles end up in road crashes. In 

this work we have studied three routing protocols: AODV, DSR, and DSDV. We used different 

clusters in VanetMobiSim simulator to create different vehicular driving environments: 

downtown,residential, and suburban areas. Each created area is characterized by different driving 

environment parameters: different road obstacles, road lanes, and/or traffic light. The obtained 

results showed that the routing protocols perform differently at different combination of 

transmission ranges, vehicular densities, and vehicle speeds. On average, the adaptability and the 

network load sharing of AODV protocol improved its performance compared to DSR and DSDV 

protocols. Although DSR protocol showed better performance, at certain values of simulation 

parameters, than AODV and DSDV protocols, these combination of parameters only represent 

vehicular environment for only certain cases of transmission range, vehicular density, and/or 

vehicle speeds. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 Imaging and Image sensors is a field that is continuously evolving. There are new products 

coming into the market every day. Some of these have very severe Size, Weight and Power 

constraints whereas other devices have to handle very high computational loads. Some require 

both these conditions to be met simultaneously. Current imaging architectures and digital image 

processing solutions will not be able to meet these ever increasing demands. There is a need to 

develop novel imaging architectures and image processing solutions to address these 

requirements. In this work we propose analog signal processing as a solution to this problem. 

The analog processor is not suggested as a replacement to a digital processor but it will be used 

as an augmentation device which works in parallel with the digital processor, making the 

system faster and more efficient. In order to show the merits of analog processing the highly 

computational Normalized Cross Correlation algorithm is implemented. We propose two novel 

modifications to the algorithm and a new imaging architecture which, significantly reduces the 

computation time.      

 

KEYWORDS 
 
Analog Signal Processing, Parallel Architecture, Image Alignment, Stereo Correspondence & 

Normalized Cross Correlation.    

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 
The imaging and image sensor industry is going through a huge wave of change. Very soon there 

is going to be a great demand in the market for wearables like smart watches, headbands, glasses 

etc. Cameras will be an integral part of these devices. However these devices have severe Size, 

Weight and Power (SWaP) constraints. On the other hand companies are also trying to develop 

multi-megapixel sensors and there have been talks of developing gigapixel sensors for use in 

defence, space and medical applications. Collecting such huge amounts of data and processing it 

is not an easy task. There are a of lot emerging applications in the field of computer vision, 

biometric analysis, bio-medical imaging etc. which require ultra-high speed computations. 

Another area that is gaining traction is the use of stereo cameras, camera arrays and light-field 

cameras to perform computational imaging tasks. Current imaging architectures and digital image 

processing solutions will not work in all of these situations because they will not be able to handle 

the high computational loads and meet the SWaP requirements simultaneously. Hence there is a 

need for novel ideas and solutions that can address these requirements.  
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In this paper we reintroduce the concept of analog image processing and present it as a solution to 

the above problems of reducing SWaP and high computational load. Generally the use of the term 

analog image processing has been restricted to film photography or optical processing. We are 

using neither of these approaches but we are performing analog signal processing by considering 

the image data to be a continuous stream of analog voltage values.    

 

In order to show the advantages of analog processing we chose the problem of image alignment in 

stereo cameras. Image pairs captured from the stereo cameras can be used for a variety of 

purposes like constructing disparity and depth maps, refocusing, to simulate the effect of optical 

zoom etc. Image alignment can be used for stitching images to create panoramas, for video 

stabilization, scene summarization etc. Whatever the application, one of the most important steps 

in stereo image processing is to find correspondence between the points in the two images which 

represents the same 3D point in the scene. This has been an active area of research for many years 

now and there are a lot of stereo correspondence algorithms that have been developed. However 

some of these algorithms are either slow or have poor performance in the presence of noise or low 

light. The reason for these algorithms being slow is the very high computational requirement. In 

this work we pick one such stereo correspondence algorithm, Normalized Cross Correlation 

(NCC). NCC is very robust to noise and changes in the image intensity values but it is not 

preferred because of its high computational intensity. In this paper we propose two novel 

modifications to the algorithm which improves the computational speed without compromising 

the performance and also making it efficiently implementable in hardware. We also propose a 

new circuit architecture that can be used to implement the modified NCC algorithm in the analog 

domain. The analog domain implementation provides further speedup in computation and has 

lower power consumption than a digital implementation.   

 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the NCC 

algorithm. Section 3 discusses the proposed modifications to the NCC algorithm. In section 4 a 

hardware circuit architecture for the implementation of the NCC algorithm is proposed. 

Experimental results are discussed in section 5. The work is concluded in section 6.    

 

2. NORMALIZED CROSS CORRELATION 

 
All stereo correspondence algorithms can be broadly classified into intensity based algorithms 

and feature based algorithms. In feature based algorithms features such as edges and contours are 

extracted from both stereo images and then a correspondence is established between them. In 

intensity based algorithms, blocks of pixels from one image are compared to blocks of pixels 

from other images and a similarity measure such as correlation or sum absolute difference is used 

to find the best matching block. Each of these algorithms have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. Both algorithms are used widely. 

 

The Intensity based algorithms are very simple to implement, they are robust and they produce 

dense depth maps. They fail to perform well when the distance between the stereo cameras is too 

large or if there are rotations and shears in the stereo images. However the major drawback of the 

intensity based algorithms is that they are highly computational and hence it will be the algorithm 

of interest in this paper.  In this study we address the issue of high computational load of the 

intensity-based algorithms through novel modifications to the algorithm and by the way of analog 

signal processing. 

 

2.1. Review of Related Work 

 
There has been a lot of research done on stereo image registration techniques as it relates to 

multiple fields like computer vision, medical imaging, photography etc. A variety of algorithms, 
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both feature based and intensity based have been developed. In [1], the author provides a survey 

of different image registration techniques used in various fields.  

 

In this study we are mainly concerned with the implementation of an intensity based image 

alignment algorithm in hardware. There has been some work done in this regard but most of them 

are improvements to the old algorithms and some are digital hardware implementations of these 

algorithms.  

 

In [2] Lewis proposes a fast normalized cross correlation algorithm, which reduces the 

computational complexity of the normalized cross correlation algorithm through the use of sum 

table methods to pre-compute the normalizing denominator coefficients. In [3] the authors take 

the fast normalized cross correlation algorithm one step further by using rectangular basis 

functions to approximate the template image. The number of computations in the numerator will 

then be directly proportional to the number of basis functions used to represent the template 

image. Using a smaller number of basis functions to represent the template image will certainly 

reduce the computation but it may give a bad approximation of the template image, which would 

result in poor image alignment. In [4] the author uses a pipelined FPGA architecture to perform 

the Normalized Cross Correlation operation. This increases the computation speed significantly.  

   

There have been various other improvements and implementations of the NCC algorithm in 

literature however none of the implementations, to our knowledge, try to tackle the computational 

intensity problem of the normalized cross correlation algorithm from an analog signal processing 

perspective. 

 

2.2. Reasons for Choosing Normalized Cross Correlation 

 
There are a lot of intensity based stereo correspondence algorithms. We chose Normalized Cross 

Correlation (NCC) as the algorithm that we would implement because of the following reasons: 

 

1. The images being aligned have translation in the X and Y direction but no rotation or 

shear. NCC algorithm performs well for such images.  

2. NCC is less sensitive to variation in the intensity values of two images being aligned. 

3. The NCC algorithm is computationally intensive. Hence it would be challenging to come 

up with methods to reduce the computation and make it implementable in real time or 

near real time and we believe analog signal processing would have a lot of value in such 

situations.  

 

2.3. The General Algorithm 

 
Template matching is one of the simplest methods used for image alignment. There are two 

images to be aligned. One image is called the template and the other image is called the reference. 

The template image is generally divided into blocks of smaller images. There is always a tradeoff 

between the depth accuracy that can be achieved and computation that can be handled in a NCC 

algorithm. Increasing the number of blocks by reducing the block size increases the accuracy to 

which depth can be estimated but it also increases the number of times the computations have to 

be performed. There is also a limit to which the block size can be reduced. If the block size is 

made too small then it might not have enough information to align with a matching block. 

Therefore choosing an optimum template block size is important.  
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Each template block is shifted on top of the reference image and at each point a correlation 

coefficient is calculated. This correlation coefficient will act as a similarity metric to identify the 

closest matching blocks. 

 

The disadvantage of using cross correlation as a similarity measure is that it is an absolute value. 

Its value depends on the size of the template block. Also the cross correlation value of two exactly 

matching blocks may be less than the cross correlation value of a template block and a bright 

spot. The way around this problem is to normalize the cross correlation equation.  

 

Equation (1) shows how the NCC algorithm is implemented [2].  

 

                                      (1)                                             

    

In the above equation  represents the mean of the template image block and  is the mean 

value of the reference image present under the template image block. The two summation terms 

in the denominator of the above equation represent the variances of the zero-mean reference 

image and template image respectively. Due to this normalization, the correlation coefficient is 

independent of changes to image brightness and contrast. 

 

The denominator of the NCC equation can be calculated efficiently through the use of sum tables 

as suggested in [2]. However the numerator of the NCC is still computationally intensive. A 

direct implementation of the numerator of NCC algorithm on a template image of size (Tx x Ty) 

and a reference image of size (Rx x Ry) would require (Tx*Ty) multiplications and additions for 

each shift (u,v). Reducing the template image size would reduce the number of computations per 

block but it will also increase the total number of blocks on which the NCC has to be performed.  

 

3. MODIFICATIONS TO THE NCC ALGORITHM 
 
In a general Normalized cross correlation algorithm the template image is divided into blocks and 

each block is shifted on top of the reference image. At each shift a normalized correlation 

coefficient is calculated. All the pixels in the block are used to perform this calculation as shown 

in equation (1). Once this is done for all shifts, a best matching block is picked and all the pixels 

in the template block are assigned the same shift/disparity value.  

 

In the worst case scenario where there is no information available about the camera system or the 

scene, a brute force approach has to be used where the template image blocks have to be shifted 

all over the reference image. The computational complexity in this case would be very high. 

When some information is available about the camera system the maximum disparity that will be 

observed can be calculated and hence the number of shifts can be restricted. However this does 

not address the fact that the number of computations that have to be performed per block for each 

shift is still high.  

 

A pre-processing step that is generally used in most stereo correspondence algorithms is image 

rectification. Image rectification projects stereo images onto a common reference plane so that the 

correspondence points have the same row coordinates. This essentially transforms the 2D stereo 

correspondence problem to 1D. However the rectification process itself will add to the 

computational complexity of the algorithm.  
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In order to further reduce the computation and address the above mentioned issues we decided to 

use only the diagonal elements of the template image block and the reference image blocks to 

compute the correlation coefficient. All the other steps in the algorithm are followed as given by 

equation (1). The thought behind this approach is that the diagonal elements of a block have 

enough information to calculate the disparity. By introducing this modification we have 

effectively converted the problem of 2D NCC operation to a 1D NCC operation. This is very 

similar to the image rectification operation but since we are choosing only the diagonal elements 

we introduce two advantages both of which contribute to the reduction in computation.  

 

1. We are not using an algorithm to reduce the NCC operation from 2D to 1D, it is a natural 

result of the data selection process and hence it does not involve any additional 

computations.  

2. Since we are choosing only the diagonal elements, the number of computations per block 

is reduced to a great extent i.e. if we have a template image of size Tx x Ty the total 

computations per block in the numerator now reduces from (Tx x Ty) additions and 

multiplications to only Tx(=Ty) additions and multiplications per shift. This reduction in 

the computation is even more significant when the template and reference image sizes are 

very large. 

  

Another advantage of the modified NCC algorithm is in situations where the information of the 

camera systems capturing the images is not known and brute force shifts have to be applied. This 

modified algorithm will be a good solution for such cases.  

 

In some pathological cases the images or particular template blocks might not have a lot of 

features like edges and contours or the features may all be located on the upper or lower 

triangular side. In such situations just using the diagonal elements to perform the NCC algorithm 

might not work. The solution to this problem may be as simple as using the off-diagonal elements 

instead of the diagonal elements. However in most practical applications we always have images 

with some features on the diagonal element so using all the pixels in a template image block is 

unnecessary as it will only add to the computation without producing any significant 

improvements in the results.   

 

4. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

 
In a standard CMOS image sensor there are photodiodes that produce electrons proportional to 

the amount of light intensity that strikes them. This is then converted into voltage levels which are 

read out by the readout circuitry. In order to remove noise, a process called correlated double 

sampling (CDS) is used. After this the signals are amplified. All this happens in the analog 

domain. These signals are then digitized using analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and stored in 

memory or are sent to digital processors for further processing. So the signal for the most part is 

in the analog domain and we can utilize this to our advantage to perform analog processing. 

  

With this in mind we have come up with a new imaging architecture which would best utilize the 

features of both analog and digital domains. Figure 1 shows a top level block diagram of the 

proposed architecture. In this architecture we have the digital system accessing the sensor and it is 

pre-processing, digitizing and storing the images in memory as before. However we now have an 

analog system that is accessing the analog data on the sensor, processing it and then feeding it 

into a digital machine for any further computations. By doing this we have separated the process 

of image acquisition which is being done by a digital system and image processing which is being 

done by an analog system. The biggest advantage of such an architecture is that they are operating 

in parallel i.e. the image acquisition is independent of the processing. This is not true in the case 

of completely digital systems. In a fully digital system the image processing operation cannot 
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start until the images have been completely acquired and stored in memory.  In this hybrid system 

the analog block is performing the computationally intensive task of running the NCC algorithm 

as and when the image data is being read off the sensor. This means that by the time the digital 

system has acquired the images the analog processor would have finished its computation and the 

outputs will be ready to be used by the digital system.   

 

Another important point to be noted is that the analog processing block is not in the signal plane 

but in the control plane. One of the biggest disadvantages of an analog system is the amount of 

noise added by it. However in this kind of an architecture the analog block is not responsible for 

signal acquisition and hence the problem of signal being corrupted by noise vanishes 

immediately.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture for the new Imaging systems 

 

4.1. Implementing the modified NCC algorithm  

 
Figure 2 shows the implementation of the modified NCC algorithm in the new imaging 

architecture. We have a digital system (shown on the left) which is accessing the sensor data, pre-

processing, digitizing and storing it in memory. We have N analog channels which read the 

analog data from the sensor directly.  

 

These N analog channels can be grouped into pairs in which one (odd numbered) channel is used 

to read the reference image data and the other (even numbered) channel is used to read template 

image data. The CMOS image sensors are capable of accessing individual pixel data. The readout 

circuitry is used to selectively read the diagonal elements of template and reference image blocks.  

Once the analog data has been read from the sensor we have it available to perform the NCC 

algorithm. According to eq. (1) in order to perform the NCC algorithm we first need a zero mean 

template image and zero mean reference image. In the case of digital systems it is not hard to 

compute the zero mean images from stored information. However in the new architecture we are 

directly accessing the analog data from the sensor and we would have to wait for an entire block 

of data to be read out in order to compute the mean and subtract it from the original signal. This 

would be a waste of processing time since this has to be done multiple times i.e. for each image 

block. In order to get around this problem we propose a second modification to the NCC 

algorithm. Here we use moving averages instead of regular averages and the moving average is 

subtracted from the original signal. The moving average circuit can be implemented as a low pass 

filter. The analog data from the sensor is passed through the moving average filter, the output of 

which is subtracted from the original signal. This is then fed to the multiplier and integrator which 

together perform the correlation operation. This calculates the numerator of the NCC algorithm. 

For calculating the denominator we plan to use the sum table method. This can be done efficiently 

by a digital system. So once the numerator calculation is done the analog signal is sampled and 

then fed into a DSP which normalizes the numerator and performs the decision making. The 

output will be disparity values in the X and Y direction. We also ran MATLAB simulations to 
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ensure that a change from an actual zero-mean image to one with moving averages does not affect 

the performance of the NCC algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Implementation of NCC algorithm in the new Imaging architecture 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
In this section we compare the performance of the modified NCC algorithm to the original 

algorithm to show that the modified algorithm is faster and has a performance similar to the 

original algorithm. Since the modified algorithm has been developed to be implemented in analog 

hardware various other simulations are run that measures the performance of the modified 

algorithm.  

 

We have run simulations on 15 sets of unrectified, grayscale stereo image pairs. These images 

have been captured under different illumination conditions which include incandescent light 

(In_Incd), outside bright light (Out_brt), outside low light (Out_clds), outside mixed shade 

lighting (Out_mxdshd). This allows us to test the performance of the algorithm in a more robust 

manner. All simulations have been done in MATLAB.  

 

5.1. Cropping the template image  

 
The stereo cameras have overlapping fields of view but the amount of overlap depends on the 

distance between the centres of the two cameras. In this work we have considered cameras whose 

centres are 6.5mm apart. Their hyperfocal distances are 70cm which means that all objects which 

are 35cm and beyond are in sharp focus. Since the distance between the centres are 6.5mm there 

will be some points in the scene that will be present in one of the images but not in the other. 

These points cannot be used for alignment and hence one of the images (template image) is 

cropped around the edges. 
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5.2. Evaluating the performance of the algorithms 
 

The performance of the image alignment algorithms can be evaluated in a variety of different 

ways. Here the correlation coefficient is used as a performance measure. Once the final disparity 

values for all the template blocks are obtained, each template block is shifted by the disparity 

values obtained for that block. In order to get a uniform disparity variation across the entire image 

an interpolation technique is used. At the end of this process the two stereo images have been 

aligned. The correlation coefficient is calculated between the two aligned images and it is used as 

an indicator of the performance of the algorithm.   

 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the correlation coefficients obtained for 15 stereo image pairs by 

using the original NCC algorithm and the modified NCC algorithm. Each stereo image pair has a 

size of 1080x1920 pixels. The cropping of the template image around the edges is not more than 

10% of the entire image size. The template block size chosen here is 128x128 pixels. As can be 

seen from the figure the performance of the modified NCC algorithm is very close to the original 

NCC algorithm. The performance was also tested for various other template block sizes and 

uniform performance was obtained for all. A speedup of 2x in MATLAB run time was observed 

for the modified NCC algorithm over the original algorithm.  

 

 

Figure 3: Performance comparison of the original NCC algorithm to modified NCC algorithm 

It has to be noted that the objective of the above simulation is to compare the performance of the 

algorithms and not the digital and analog implementation of the algorithms.  

Another performance measure that was used was the percentage improvement in the correlation 

coefficient values of the stereo images before and after alignment. Figure 4 shows these results. 

As it can be seen there is significant improvement in the correlation coefficients for all the 

images. It must be noted that for some images we see a very low percentage improvement. This is 

not because of the performance of the algorithm but because the input images were themselves 

almost aligned before the algorithm was applied.  
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Figure 4: Percentage improvement in the correlation coefficient after alignment using modified NCC 

algorithm 

As an example of the performance the modified NCC algorithm two figures 5 and 6 are shown. 

Figure 5 shows an overlap of a pair of stereo images before alignment. The areas of magenta and 

green show the areas of misalignment between the two images. The correlation coefficient 

measured for these two images before alignment is 0.7247. Figure 6 shows the overlap of two 

images after aligning them using the modified NCC algorithm. As can be seen from the figure 

there is hardly any misalignment between the two images.  The correlation coefficient observed in 

this case is 0.9923.  

 

 

Figure 5: Overlap of two stereo images before alignment 
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Figure 6: Overlap of the two stereo images after alignment 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the disparity variation for the image shown in figure 5 and 6 in X 

and Y direction respectively. These disparity values have been obtained through the modified 

NCC algorithm. The disparity values have been colour coded and the colour bar indicates the 

different disparity values. The disparity values vary from 18 to 33 for Figure 7 in the X 

(horizontal) direction. The disparity values vary from 43 to 53 for Figure 8 in the Y (vertical) 

direction. 

 

 

Figure 7: Disparity variation in the X(Horizontal) direction 
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Figure 8: Disparity variation in the Y(Vertical) direction 

5.3. Measuring the robustness of the modified NCC algorithm  

We know that the NCC algorithm is robust to changes in the intensity values of the images. Here 

we try to measure the robustness of the modified NCC algorithm to changes in intensity values by 

changing the intensity values of one of the two stereo images. In the first case we reduced the 

intensity values of the template image by 90% uniformly across the image and used the modified 

NCC algorithm to align the images. This analysis addressed the fact that the illumination of a 

scene might change between the capture of two stereo images and the change in illumination was 

assumed to be uniform. However there might be rare situations where illumination on parts of the 

scene varies between captures of two stereo images. To address this issue we randomly varied the 

intensity values of the template image and analysed the performance of the modified NCC 

algorithm under these conditions as well. Figure 9 shows the results of these analyses. As it can 

be seen the modified NCC algorithm is very robust to changes in the image intensity values. 

  

 

Figure 9: Robustness of the modified NCC algorithm to changes in image intensity values 
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Since the algorithm has been developed to be implemented in analog hardware it is very 

important to characterize the performance of the algorithm in the presence of noise. The two 

analog circuits that have been considered to be the primary contributors of noise are the multiplier 

and the integrator. In order to simulate the addition of noise by analog circuitry we first find the 

RMS value of the image intensity values. We multiply this RMS value by a number which 

indicates the percentage of noise being added by the circuit. This value is then multiplied by a 

random number picked from a Gaussian distribution. The outcome of this process is a noise value 

which is then added to the original image intensity. In our simulations it was found that the 

algorithm is more sensitive to the noise added by the multiplier than that by the integrator. Hence 

we maintain the noise added by the integrator at 20% and vary the amount of noise added by the 

multiplier. Figure 10 shows this performance variation. We have shown the performance for 3 

different noise values added by the multiplier, 1%, 10% and 20%. As it can be seen the 

performance of the modified NCC algorithm is still good in the presence of noise added by the 

analog circuitry.  

 

 
 

Figure 10: Performance of the modified NCC algorithm in the presence of Noise 

5.4. Dynamic Range requirements and Power analysis 

The amount of noise that can be tolerated by a circuit determines the dynamic range requirements 

for that circuit. The noise analyses done above will give us an idea of the dynamic range 

requirements for the analog circuits to perform the NCC operation. Analog circuits can easily 

achieve dynamic ranges of 40dB. This corresponds to a noise level of 1%. From Figure 10 we see 

that the modified NCC algorithm has excellent performance for a noise level of 1%.  

 

The dynamic range requirements also dictates the power consumptions for analog circuits. The 4 

major analog circuits required to implement the modified NCC operation are the low pass filter, 

analog summer, multiplier and integrator. We have performed initial circuit simulations for these 

components. Table 1 shown below gives approximate values of the power consumption for these 

components calculated for a dynamic range of 40dB based on these simulations. Here we assume 

that we have 64 analog channels in the architecture shown in Figure 2 and the number of 

components required are calculated based on that. The actual power consumptions can only be 

obtained once the components are realized and integrated.  
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Table 1: Approximate power consumption values for the analog circuits 

Component Quantity Power Consumption 

LPF 64 2.8mW/LPF*64 = 179.2mW 

Summer 64 0.549mW/sum*64=35.13mW 

Multiplier 32   1.83µW/mul*32 = 0.058mW 

Integrators 32 0.024mW/int*32 = 0.768mW 

 

The total power consumption by the analog circuitry is 215.15mW. Based on some of the digital 

implementations such as [11] and [12], we see that the power consumption for an analog 

implementation will be very low compared to that of a digital implementation. This shows that 

we have significant power savings as well.  

 

5.5. A Note on Computation Time 

The modifications proposed to the NCC algorithm contribute to a significant reduction in the 

computation of the algorithm. Simulation results show a 50% reduction in computation time for 

the modified NCC algorithm over the original algorithm. The other factors which add to the 

reduction of computation time are the novel imaging architecture and analog processing. In the 

new imaging architecture the analog processor works in parallel with the digital acquisition 

system and hence it does not have to wait for the entire image to be acquired before the 

processing starts. By the time the acquisition is done the analog processor would have finished its 

computation. So the image acquisition time can also be added towards the reduction in 

computation time. The implementation of the NCC algorithm is being done in analog hardware. 

The analog processor is not limited by the data converters (ADCs) or logic delays. The settling 

times of well-designed analog circuits are very small. Hence an analog implementation of the 

NCC algorithm would be faster than a digital implementation and would contribute towards a 

further reduction in computation time.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this work we propose analog signal processing as a solution for handling the high 

computational load of some of the image processing algorithms while simultaneously meeting the 

reduced SWaP requirements. The analog processor will be used to augment the digital processor 

and work in parallel with it to perform key computations, making the system faster and more 

efficient. We implement a highly computational stereo correspondence algorithm to align stereo 

image pairs. Two novel modifications were proposed to the NCC algorithm which reduced the 

computation and made the algorithm efficiently implementable in analog hardware. The modified 

algorithm has a 50% reduction in MATLAB computation time over the original algorithm. The 

actual analog hardware implementation of the algorithm and the new imaging architecture will 

contribute to a further reduction in computation time as compared to a digital implementation. An 

approximate power consumption of 215.15mW for obtained for the analog correlation block. 

Various other simulations were also run to check the robustness and performance of the 

algorithm. The experimental results obtained are very promising and we believe analog 

processing will be a viable solution to these problems. As a part of the future work and as a proof-

of-concept the analog image correlator circuit will be built from commercially available off the 

shelf components. A test plan will be setup for this circuit.  Once the required results are obtained, 

the next step will be to build the architecture in silicon.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

Smart nanotechnology materials have been recently utilized in sensing applications. Carbon 

nanotube (CNT) based SoC sensor systems have potential applications in various fields, 

including medical, energy, consumer electronics, computers, and HVAC (heating, ventilation, 

and air conditioning) among others.   In this study, a nanotechnology multisensory system was 

designed and simulated using Labview Software. The mathematical models were developed for 

sensing three physical quantities: temperature, gas, and pressure. Four CNT groups on a chip 

(two for gas sensor, one for temperature, and a fourth one for pressure) were utilized in order to 

perform sensing multiple parameters. The proposed fabrication processes and the materials 

used were chosen to avoid the interference of these parameters on each other when detecting 

one of them. The simulation results were translated into analog voltage from Labview software, 

transmitted via Bluetooth network, and received on desktop computers within the vicinity of the 

sensor system.  The mathematical models and simulation results showed as high as 95% 

accuracy in measuring temperature, and the 5% error was caused from the interference of the 

surrounding gas. Within 7% change in pressure was impacted by both temperature and gas 

interference. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Nanosensors 

 
Nanotechnology has recently explored unique features related to smart nanomaterials such as 

fullerene, carbon nanotube, graphene, quantum dots, nanophotonic crystals, magneto resistance 

material, and nano polymers [1]. Figure 1 shows the image of the Fullerene, quantum dots and 

CNTs, that can sense physical quantities such as temperature, pressure, gas, and magnetic fields 

by changing their electrical or magnetic properties. They can change their conductivity when 

exposed to a gas. The capacitance of the device will also change when the CNTs are exposed to 

these physical quantities [2-3].  There are mainly three types of CNTs: Single-walled (SWCNT), 

double-walled (DWCNT) and multi-walled (MWCNT) as shown in Figure 1. Single-walled 

CNTs can be seen as a closed-loop of graphene (diameter of about 1 nanometer), while double-

walled and multi-walled CNTs are basically several single-walled ones placed in a coaxial 

configuration (diameter of about 10s of nanometers) [4]. Reference [5] discussed the design of a 

radio frequency (RF) based system that detected the change in the reflected RF power due to the 

change in the device capacitance, and accordingly, to the exposed gas. The fabrication of the 

CNTs may be demonstrated by separation and enrichment [6].   
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Figure 1: Image of Fullerene, Quantum Dots and CNTs. 

 
Researchers have succeeded to implement nanotechnology sensors that sense one parameter such 

as temperature, gas, or pressure. There is a need, however, to have multiple sensors on a chip that 

can detect a combination of parameters simultaneously to perform multiple bio functions. Since 

the CNT material changes with all parameters when exist simultaneously, it is hard to detect the 

impact of each parameter on the CNT based sensor. The exposure of the CNT device to both 

temperature and gas present in the same chamber are conducted. The resulting change in the 

resistance cannot precisely predict the change of each, separately. Furthermore, the change in the 

pressure in the presence of the temperature and gas may not reflect the true value of the pressure 

quantity. A reliable system should resolve the interference in order to separately detect the impact 

of every parameter separately. Therefore, building three sensors in the same chip, each to detect 

one quantity separately is quite challenging since the three sensors are set into the same chip and 

exposed to all parameters’ changes. Other issues may include the type of assembly of the CNT 

materials that may be chosen to provide the range of temperature, gas, or pressure to be suitable 

for Bio-applications. 

 

1.2 Processing Unit 
 
An interface unit may be necessary to provide the power requirement to drive the processing unit. 

A signal conditioning unit may be needed to provide the current levels suitable for driving the 

output stages. A nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS) may be implemented on board with the 

processing unit to provide data analysis and wireless transmission. The processing unit may take 

advantage of the available hardware board system associated with the Labview software. This 

research approach accommodated each sensor separately to sense one quantity. This was 

accomplished by shielding it from the interference of other quantities. The small percentage error 

can be incorporated in the mathematical model of the processing unit. 
 

2. SYSTEM DIAGRAM  

 
The temperature and pressure sensor system may be utilized in bioengineering applications, 

including electrocardiography (ECG), human temperature, and heart rate, among others. Figure 2 

shows a general medical setting for the use of multiple sensor system via wireless network. 
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Figure 2: System Diagram. 

 

3. SENSOR MODELS 

 
3.1 The Pressure Sensor 

 
The pressure sensor designed for this system was based on detecting the change in conductivity 

caused by pressure, resulting in a change of the material resistance. The substrate material 

selected for this purpose was chosen based on its linearity and pressure coefficients. PMMA 

(polymethyl methacrylate is a versatile polymeric material that is well suited for many imaging 

and non-imaging microelectronic applications. It is a common positive resist for e-beam, x-ray,  

and deep UV microlithographic processes) substrate material was found to be appropriate for this 

design [7]. Figure 3 gives the shape of the device. The detection of a clamped circular shape 

under a uniform pressure P is denoted by w and is given by [8]: 

 w = � ��
��	
[1-(r/a)2]2 

                            (1) 
 

Where r and a are the radial coordinate and diaphragm radius, respectively. It is clear from Figure 

3 that r is the original radius and a is the radius change. D is a measurement of stiffness and is given 

by: 

 � = � � ��(����)                                                                     (2) 

 

Where E, h, and v are Young’s modulus, plate thickness, and Poissons ratio, respectively. 
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Figure 3: The Shape of PMMA Device. 

 
The room temperature resistance at 0 kPa of a sensor was typically ranged from several kΩ to 

several hundred kΩ. Some works have been done previously [9] showed that the resistance across 

the CNTs increases linearly with applied pressure up to 70 kPa. Figure 4 gives the pressure-

detection curve, showing the effect of the diameter size of the substrate  

 

 

 
Figure 4

: 
The Pressure/Deflection and Strain Curves. 

 

3.2 Resistance Model 
 

The gauge factor of the CNT is given by [2]: 

 � = ��� (��)    (3) 
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Where R and ∆R are the initial resistance of the sensor before the pressure is applied, and the 

resistance change of the CNT under the pressure, respectively, and ε is the strain of the sensor 

material. 

 

The resistance as function of the strain parameter is given by [3,4]: 

 

 �(�) = �� + ����                           (4) 

 

In this expression, R0 is the resistance without strain, ��� is the strain coefficient.  The model with 

the strain coefficient is given by [5]: 

 �(�) = �� + �|�|�  !� "1 + exp '(�)�*+,-. ≈ '�� + �|�|� 	!�- + ( (�)|�|�  !�*+,)�   (5) 

Where �� is the series resistance of the junction due to SWCNT metal contacts, |0|� is the 

transmission through the nanotube, and  12 = 1�2� is the strain-dependent band gap for metallic 

nanotubes, neglecting the torsion contributions. Figure 4 shows a typical resistance-stain curve, 

showing the effect of the diameter size in the pressure range, leading t o the proper deflection that 

may be detected by the processing unit.   

 

The sensitivity of CNT to detect pressure changes was found to be 54pA/mbar for three different 

strain coefficients averages [6]. Figure 5 shows the sensitivity curve considered for the design of 

the pressure sensor.   Heartbeat pressure is about 170mbar, and the current change is about 10nA 

current change (Vds=200mV, Vg=4V), which make the design of the sensor system appropriate 

for bio-engineering applications. This shows the appropriate sensitivity of the selected material.   

 

 
 

Figure 5: The Sensitivity Curve of Pressure Sensor.  

 

As it can be seen from the data information of this sensor, the sensor is appropriate to measure up 

to 200 mbar linear range. The minimum current observed was near 200 mbar at 0.5µA, which is 

still appropriate to be processed by the hardware processing unit.  
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3.3  The Temperature Sensor Model 

 
3.3.1 The Concept 

 
The concept of the temperature sensor is based on exhibiting the change in the CNT resistance 

material when exposed to change in temperature. The temperature change may also alter the 

pressure, and the thermal expansion (or contraction) of the Polyamide material.  

 

3.3.2 The Device Model 

 

When the temperature changes, the polyamide alters its volume, and accordingly, the pressure 

from it to the CNTs sensing material. Then the CNTs will exhibit a change in resistance that can 

be detected, and the change will be processed by the DSP unit, producing the pressure data in the 

form of electrical energy. The model of the pressure sensing element of the temperature sensor is 

the same as the pressure sensor model.  Thermal stress pressure can be written as  ∆4 = 15∆6, 

Where E is young’s modulus which is near 1.1 GPa for polyamide, and α is the thermal expansion 

coefficient and it is about 110x10
-6

 m/mK for the same material.  

 

3.4  The Gas Sensor Model 

 
3.4.1 The CNT Schottkey Model 

 

A Schottky barrier diodes (or MS diodes) are characterized by the so-called Schottky barrier 

height (SB), and denoted by the metal semiconductor potential barrier ΦB.  In our model, the 

CNTs were semi conductive SWCNT and the base is metal. When the CNT exposed to the gas, 

such as NO2, the SB height increases, following the model given in [4], and [5], and given below 

for a P-channel device:  

 78 = '79:, + ()� - − 7<              (5) 

 

Where 79:, = 4.7@A.  12 and 7<  are the band gap and metal work function respectively.  For 

the nanoscale devices such as in CNTs, the potential barrier as determined by [6] is modeled as: 

 

  7B8 ≈ *,C ln F GH I)�JK
LMGH I)�JK�N+JK

O      (6) 

In the above expression,  5 = !�(�P)��
QRCGST9  (β = 0.7, α = 0.142 nm C-C bond length, d = CNT 

diameter, γ = 2.5eV is tight-binding overlap integral, e = electron charge, k = Boltzmann 

constant, T = 300K, and C = capacitance per unit area between metal-CNT).   Assuming that 7B8.U and final 7B8.V are the initial and final value of the SB height before and after the gas 

adsorption, respectively, with the assumption that the band gap of the CNT does not change after 

gas, tℎ@ exp "∆XY+*, .  0@Z[ \]^ _@ `Za00@^ ]b: 

 exp "�XY+*, . = @cd "XY+.e�XY+.f*� . (7) 
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Combining equations 6 and 7, we get,  

 

exp "�XY+*, . = exp "XY+.e�XY+.f*� . = exp g�C ln F GH I)�JK
LMGH I)�JK�N+.eJK

O − �C ln F GH I)�JK
LMGH I)�JK�N+.fJK

Oh =
exp [�C ln FLM GH I)�JK�N+.fJK

LMGH I)�JK�N+.eJK
O] = [ LM GH I)�JK�N+.fJK

LM GH I)�JK�N+.fJK �N+.ekN+.fJK
]lm = [ ��� no+

JK(pq rH I)�JKkN+.fJK )
]lm (8) 

 

It is clear from Equation 7, that the SB height change is related to the change in Φ8.  With a 

reasonable approximation, Equation 8 can be expressed as:  exp "∆XY+*, . = (1 − _s<)�lm, Where b 

is a constant dependent  ∝ ∆Φ+
*,uvw GH I)�JK�N+.fJK x , and s<  is the metal surface coverage given below. 

s< = y1 − @�*z{�|, s:, = y1 − @�*}K{�|,  s< = ~z{~z{��, s:, = ~}K{~}K{��.    The surface 

coverage, θM and θNT are obtained from the Langmuir model [6][7].  The polarizability and dipole 

moment of the gas molecule are determined whether b is positive or negative, which corresponds 

to either a decrease or increase in conductance.  The resistance change includes two components: 

the contact resistance (RM) and the CNT channel resistance (RCNT). Assuming that the initial and 

final resistances are �� = (�< + ��:,) and �V = ���<.V + �9:,.V . Then the CNT resistance is 

inversely proportional with the carrier density (�9:, ∝ �M�) [5, 9].  

 

Δ� = �V − �� = �< '�z.e�z − 1- + �9:, '��}K.e��}K − 1- = �< �M�Me @nNY+J+K − 1� + �9:, �M�Me −
1. = �< �(�s:, + 1)��(1 − _s<)�lm − 1� + �9:, ���}K��}K��  (9) 

 

���� = �e����� = �e�� − 1 = ���e − 1 = ����e�e = �������� = ���(��}K��)kl(����z)klm��z���}K ��}K��}K�l
(��}K��)kl(����z)klm�z���}K l��}K�l

 

                (10) 

G is the conductance. 

 

4. WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 
 

In this section, the complete wireless transmission based on BBB (developed by N.I.) and the 

Bluetooth techniques were introduced. 

 

4.1 Hardware Board System 
 

The assembly of the hardware system consists of three main components: BBB board, Bluetooth 

chip, and the control unit. The micro USB port of BBB simply works as a power source port; the 

micro HDMI port was linked to a monitor; the micro SD card was attached to the reader, which 

worked as a hard disk to the system. The standard USB port was interfaced to the USB hub and 

then attached to the USB based Bluetooth chip, and the mouse and keyboard adapter. Figure 6 
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shows the BBB board used in this work.  In this application, the BBB board functions as a mini 

PC that communicates with the Bluetooth system.  It receives the data from the Labview software 

and transmits it to another Bluetooth device.  

 

 
 

Figure 6:  Connection Diagram of BBB Board. 

 

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
 

In this section, we report simulation results from Labview for the integrated sensor system, 

including the temperature, gas, and pressure sensors.  The wireless transmission for the dynamic 

responses of the sensors was verified.   The simulation here presents data for one sensor as 

sample data for the multisensory system.  

 

5.1. The Temperature Sensor 
 

The range of the temperature used for testing the sensor was from 283.15 to 353.15 K, which 

corresponds to 10 and 80 °C, respectively. This range was chosen in order to perform linear 

response with the CNT resistance.  Figure 7 shows the details of the response following the 

mathematical model.  As it can be seen, the curve fits linearly well within the temperature range 

of 283 to 353K, and beyond this range, the response is not linear.  This is the useful range of Bio 

and HVAC applications.  The x axles in Figure 7 are time (s). The resistance is changing from 75 

to 700 kΩ and the sensitivity range of the CNT pressure sensing part is 0~8400 kPa.  Figure 7 

describes the resistance-temperature direct relationship.  The slope of the curve (within the 

desired range of temperature) gives the sensitivity determined by ∆R/∆T.  In this case, the 

sensitivity is 0.7 kΩ/K.  This indicates that the sensor can detect as small as milli K change, since 

the corresponding change in resistance is still in the 10s kΩ range, and this can be easily detected 

by the processing unit of the system.   
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Figure 7: The Simulation Result of the Temperature Sensor. 

 

5.2. Discussions 
 

The design of the integrated sensor system built on the same chip, detecting temperature, gases, 

and pressure that interfere with each other is demonstrated. The nanodevices utilized CNT smart 

nanomaterials that are appropriate for bio-engineering applications as evidenced by the power 

level have been determined.  The range of detection is determined from the linear part of the 

sensor characteristics.  The error factor from interference was compensated within the DSP unit.  

The proposed system can be expanded to include more sensors such as liquid and gas flow or 

blood sugar detectors.  For the temperature sensor, an indirect detection method was introduced. 

The CNTs worked as the pressure sensor to detect the volume change of the thermal expansion 

elements to avoid the gas influence. In this case, a read-out circuit was to be interfaced to the 

sensor in order to process the data. 

 

For the gas sensor, the CNTs coating with SS-DNA device was given. The two sequences of SS-

DNA made the CNTs significantly more sensitive to the gas. To raise the accuracy of the sensor, 

the twin-sensor with both sequence 1 and sequence 2 SS-DNA coated CNTs was used.  The DSP 

chip could be modified to incorporate both sequence 1 and sequence 2   %∆I/I data, into the table 

look up.  For the pressure sensor, the CNTs placed between source and drain of the CMOS device 
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was introduced. To reducing the effect of the temperature and gas, the CNTs were coated with 

Parylene C material.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Spectrum sensing is an essential concept in cognitive radio. It exploits the inefficient utilization 

of radio frequency spectrum without causing destructive interference to the licensed users. In 

this paper we considered spectrum sensing of Digital Video Broadcast Terrestrial (DVB-T) 

signal in different scenario. We compared various spectrum sensing algorithms that make use of 

the second order statistics; the energy detector was also included for comparison. The results 

show that it is possible to obtain good detection performance by exploiting the correlation 

method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Spectrum sensing can be said to be the process of performing measurement on a part of a 

spectrum and thereby forming a decision based upon measured data [1]. Spectrum sensing is an 

essential operational block of the cognitive radio which consists of spectrum sensing, 

management and spectrum mobility. Measurement of spectrum has shown unused spectrum 

resources in frequency, time and space [2]. The frequency bands of the wireless communication 

are currently not efficiently used. This is due to the strict frequency allocation policy. The issue 

of spectrum utilization brought about the cognitive radio concept. This concept has proven itself 

as a promising technique to improve spectrum utilization by exploiting the spectrum holes. 

However, the introduction of cognitive Radio in an existing network increases interference. 

Hence the impact on the primary network must be kept as low as possible. Therefore the 
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secondary users must sense the spectrum and detect whether the primary user is occupied. For 

this to be achieved, the secondary users should be able to detect very weak primary user signals 

[4]. 

 

A notice of proposed the rulemaking (NPRM) issued by the U.S. federal communication 

commission (FCC) in 2004 indicated that the unutilized TV Channels in both very high 

frequency (VHF) and ultra high frequency (UHF) bands could be used for fixed broadband access 

[5]. This factor increased the interest within the research community to develop a standard for 

wireless regional area network (WRAN) system operating on a TV white space making use of 

cognitive Radio techniques [6]. According to the IEEE 802.22 standard a secondary user should 

be able to detect a primary user of DVB-T signal with the probability of detection of at least 0.9 

and the probability of false alarm of not more than 0.1, at -22.2dB SNR [7-8]. The cognitive 

functionality of this standard is channel sensing, channel classification and maintenance of 

channel information. A description of all the functionalities of an 802.22 WRAN is given in [7]. 

 

In this research, we evaluated various detection algorithms for detecting primary DVB-T signals 

in different scenarios. We considered a number of feature detectors and compared them with 

energy detectors. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, section II, show characteristics of DVB-T signals, 

section III, problem formulation and section IV shows the various detection algorithms, section V 

shows the simulation results and finally section VI concludes this paper. 

 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF DVB-T SIGNALS 
 

From the draft of the European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI), the characteristics 

of the physical layer were discussed in detailed [9]. But in the scope of this work, we are going to 

summarize our main area of interest which is the channel coding and modulation. The system 

input stream which is organized in fixed length packets of the digitized multiplexed MPEG-2 

signal that carries the payload data is divided in lengths of 188bytes [9]. The major modulation 

constellation used are QPSK, 16 QAM, 64 QAM, non-uniform 16 QAM, or non-uniform 64 

QAM. Details can be found in section 4.3.5 in [9]. The modulated signals are determined by three 

main parameters which include; bandwidth, mode and length of the cyclic prefix. The bandwidth 

usually takes one of the following values 5MHz, 6MHz, 7MHz or 8MHz. The number of 

subcarriers that are used in the OFDM modulation are determined by the mode parameters which 

can take values of 2k or 8k mode which is 2048 or 8192 respectively. The cyclic prefix is used in 

order to avoid inter symbol interference (ISI) in wireless transmission. The length of the cyclic 

prefix is determined in terms of fractions of the duration of OFDM symbol part and assigns the 

values 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32. A sequence of 68 consecutive OFDM symbols constitutes a frame 

and four of such frames are gathered to form a super frame. The continuous DVB-T signal in 

time domain can be defined as: 

 

                                                 (1) 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL 
 

It is assumed that the DVB-T Signal mode is known; hence the parameter of the DVB-T signal 

that we want to detect is known. Let x (t) be the received continuous baseband signal, then the 

time received sequence becomes: 

 

 
 

where M is the total number of samples. The difficulty of spectrum sensing is to decide whether 

there is transmitted signal or not. Hence we have to be able to discriminate between the following 

hypotheses: 

 

The H0 and H1  correspond to either the absence or presence of DVB-T signal. The sequence s[k] 

is the sampled version of the signal  s(t) defined in equation (1). Where  and sampling rate 

is  The amplification factor  hi and the delays ki describe the multipath fading environment. 

The model assumes that the signal propagates through multipath fading environment. The noise 

 is assumed to be complex white zero-mean Gaussian with variance  The decision on the 

presence or absence of DVB-T signal is based on a test statistics which is a result of the 

received sequence  

 

                                                        (2) 

 

In order to decide upon a hypothesis we compare to a threshold  and decide whether the 

signal is present. The probability of false alarm (Pfa) and the probability of  detection are defined 

as:-  

 

 
 

                                     and          

 

These are the two main detector performance indicators. The test statistic can be chosen in 

different ways in the rest of the paper we would show some of the choices. 

 

4. SPECTRUM SENSING ALGORITHMS 

 
This section presents the various algorithms that were considered for the detection of the DVB-T 

signals. 

 

4.1. Energy Detection 
 

Energy detection is an optimal way to detect primary signals when prior information of the 

primary signal is unknown to the secondary user. It measures the energy of the received signal 

waveform over a specified observation time [10-11] and compares it to a predefined threshold. 

The test statistic for energy detector is: 
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                                                                                   (3) 

 

The performance of the energy detector is well known and can be written in closed form. The 

probability of false alarm  PFA is then given as 

 

                                         (4) 

 

Where  is the cumulative distribution function of a x
2 
 - distributed random variable 

with 2M degrees of freedom. Therefore, given a false alarm. Then we can derive the threshold 

 from the following equation :- 

                                                                              (5) 

 

The probability of detection is then defined as:- 

 

                                                (6) 

where  the average is received signal power. From equation 5 it shows that the energy detector 

requires the noise power  to be known, else the detector would perform poorly. However, it is 

a known fact that the energy detector deteriorates when noise power estimate is imperfect [12]. 

 

5. FEATURE DETECTORS BASED ON SECOND ORDER STATISTICS 
 

The term feature detector is mainly used in the context of spectrum sensing and usually refers to 

the exploitation of known statistical properties of the signal [13]. The features of the transmit 

signals are results of the redundancy added by coding of the modulation and formatting schemes 

used at the transmitter end. For example OFDM modulation adds a cyclic prefix that manifest 

itself through a linear relationship between the transmitted samples. It is also known that most 

communication system multiplex known pilot symbol into transmitted data stream or better still 

superimpose pilot symbol on the transmitted signals and by so doing it results into very 

destructive signal feature. 

 

In this section we would show the simulation results of some state of the art detectors that exploit 

signal features suitable for spectrum sensing application in cognitive radio. The methods 

proposed here are recent advances in spectrum sensing and there are still ongoing researches in 

this area. 

 

A. Autocorrelation Based Detection 
 

The autocorrelation detector is a simple and computationally efficient spectrum sensing scheme 

for OFDM based primary user signal using its autocorrelation coefficient. OFDM signals have a 

very explicit correlation structure imposed by the insertion of a cyclic prefix (CP) at the 

transmitter [14]. This method exploits the correlation of an OFDM signal using knowledge of the 
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Td. The method proposed in [14], uses the empirical mean of the sample value product r[k], 

normalized by the received power as test statistic. The theoretical approximation of the values of 

the threshold and probability of detection are given in equation 20-21 [14]. The noise variance 

does not need to be known to make a decision. The test statistics is defined in [14] is given as- 

 

                                                         (7) 

 

B. Detection Based on Cyclic Prefix Sliding Window Correlation 
 

To protect the DVB-T signal against ISI, a CP which copies the last part of the symbol is added 

at the beginning of each OFDM symbol. The duration of the CP could be 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 of 

the original symbol duration. The detector of [15] uses a sliding window that sums Tc  which is 

the consecutive samples. The approach of taking the sum of the real part was proposed in [16] the 

test statistics is given as;- 

 

                                                                   (8) 

 

C. Detection based on second order statistics 

 
The repetition of data in the CP causes a structure to an OFDM signal. This structure can be 

exploited for detection. The detector proposed in [13] is assumed to know the size of the OFDM 

symbol that is Tc and Td and exploits the structure obtained by the CP, where Sθ indicates the Tc  

consecutive correlated samples. Detailed equation is given in [13]. Contrary to the Energy 

detector, this does not require any prior knowledge of the noise power. The test statistic for this 

proposed detector is given as:- 

 

                                                              (9) 

 

6. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS  
 

In this section, we present the simulated results of the spectrum sensing algorithms described in 

previous sections showing their comparisons. Five scenarios were considered, the DVB-T signal 

model is the same for all scenario. The following setting was used for all scenarios: 

 

• DVB-T signal model: 2k 

• Cyclic prefix: Tc/Td=1/4 

• Probability of false Alarm: 0.05 
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• DVB-T bandwidth: 8 MHz 

• Number of realization for simulated Pd: 1000 

 

Abbrevation Detector 

2
nd

 Order Detection based on second order statistics 

ACD Autocorrelation based detector 

SW Detection based on cyclic prefix sliding 

window 

ED Energy Based detector 

 
Table 1. Detectors Simulated 

 

Scenario 1 
 

In this scenario AWGN channel was considered with the sensing time of 10ms and Pfa of 0.05 

using 1000 simulations. The results are shown in figure 1 

 

 
Fig.1. Probability of detection for AWGN channel sensing time 10ms 

 

Scenario 2 
 

In this scenario the AWGN channel was considered using the sensing of 50ms and Pfa of 0.05 

using 1000 simulation 
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Fig.2. Probability of detection for AWGN channel sensing time 50ms 

 

Scenario 3 

 
In this case a Rayleigh flat fading channel was considered using the built in Matlab fading 

generators with a sensing time of 10ms and Pfa of 0.05 using 1000 simulation result are shown in 

figure 3 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Probability of detection for Rayleigh flat fading 10ms sensing time 
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Scenario 4 
 

In this case a Rayleigh flat fading channel was considered using the built in Matlab fading 

generators with a sensing time of 50ms Pfa of 0.05 using 1000 simulation result are shown in 

figure 4. 

 

 
Fig.4. Probability of detection for Rayleigh flat fading 50ms sensing time 

 

Scenario 5 
 

In this section a Rayleigh flat fading channel with shadowing was considered with 10ms sensing 

time. The standard deviation of the log – normal shadowing is 10dB. The results are shown in 

figure 5 

 

 
Fig.5. Probability of detection for Rayleigh flat fading channel with shadowing 10ms sensing time 
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Scenario 6 

 

 
Fig.6. Probability of detection for Rayleigh multipath fading with 10ms sensing time 

 

In this scenario the Rayleigh multipath fading channel was considered using the extended 

vehicular model using the sensing 10ms. The simulated channel model was done by the built in 

functions in MATLAB for Rayleigh fading environment. 

 
The presented algorithms do not rely on any information about the structure of the waveform; the 

only assumption is the knowledge of the CP and the total duration of OFDM symbol of the 

feature detectors while the energy detector does not require prior knowledge of the signal. 

Though the energy detector tends to show better performance among the others, its major 

drawback is that it assumes perfect knowledge of the noise floor level. Therefore, if the noise 

power is known the energy detector works excellently well. The performance of the energy 

detector is drastically affected id the noise power knowledge is erroneous. In practical scenario 

the noise power is never perfectly known hence estimated. Also if there is interference i.e. a 

signal from another secondary user, the feature detectors would be able to distinguish between 

the primary signal and the interfering signal whereas the energy detector would not be able to 

make the detection. In the case were the knowledge of the noise power is completely unknown 

only the second order statistics and the autocorrelation detectors would be able to work 

effectively. From observation of the graphs it can be seen that the second order statistics out 

performs the autocorrelation based detector in all scenario in the region of Pd ≥ 0.15.  

 

When we observe the result of the Rayleigh multipath fading channel, we can see that the channel 

does not much influence on the performance of the presented detectors because a frequency 

selective channel, exploits the inherent correlation of the OFDM signal obtained by repetition of 

data caused by the cyclic prefix is then exploited for detection. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper we considered various sensing algorithms which uses the second order statistics for 

the detection of the DVB-T signal and compared the result to the energy detector. The second 

order based statistics method performed well with less information and they would make good 
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candidates for implementation in cognitive Radio spectrum sensor. In this work we did not 

consider the carrier frequency offset (CF0) because such imperfect knowledge would decrease 

the correlation structure of the OFDM signal. In future we would make comparison of spectrum 

sensing algorithms under such conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
ROP is an eye disease in premature infants. In infants who are born earlier than normal, retinal 

vessel growth stops. Early treatment is very crucial in this case as it can end up to blindness if 

the diagnosis has not done in a short time. The purpose of this research is to design an 

intelligent automated system for the early detection of disease at an early stage to prevent these 

babies from dangerous consequences. In this study, we analyzed the images in the Lab color 

space, and evaluated the efficiency of applying filters named, Canny Laplacian and Sobel. The 

results indicate relatively higher efficiency and quality of the Laplacian filter in ROP diagnosis. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Retinopathy of prematurity, Canny filters, Laplacian filters, Sobel operator, Lab color space, 

ROP   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
ROP is an eye disease in premature infants which is due to the abnormal growth of retinal blood 

vessels that leads to scarring in the retina eventually. The main cause of visual impairment and 

blindness in ROP is retinal detachment which is the subsequence of the scars in turn. Swollen and 

twisted veins contribute to Plus-disease (PD) that is considered as the most severe type of 

ROP[4]. In Figure 1, retinal detachment of scleral membrane due to the stretching of the wound 

contraction caused by abnormal blood vessel growth is shown.  
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Figure 1. Retinal detachment caused by abnormal vessel growth [1].     

In infants born earlier than normal (premature infants) the growth of retinal vessel stops before 

the retinal surface can completely be covered by retinal vessels. So the 

would be unable to receive enough oxygen and food by blood circulation that consequently 

causes the disease. It is more common in infants weighing less than 1500 gr and gestational age 

less than 31 weeks[5]. Thus, the ROP normal growth

vessels grow, if left untreated it can lead to vision loss or blindness. Severity of ROP is 

determined by following factors: 

 

1- Which area the new vessels have been located. Figure 2 illustrates the defined areas. 

2- How much retinal vessel network is grown? 

3- How much swollen the veins are?

4- The presence or absence of plus

 

Figure 2. Defined areas of the eye [1]

Structural changes in the vessels can be studied in several ways:

 

- Examining by ophthalmoscope directly

- By examining images of the retina

 

Ophthalmoscope is an instrument that helps the

retina, it is challenging to use though, due to

displays a typical ophthalmoscope.
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Figure 1. Retinal detachment caused by abnormal vessel growth [1].      

 

In infants born earlier than normal (premature infants) the growth of retinal vessel stops before 

he retinal surface can completely be covered by retinal vessels. So the uncompleted sections 

would be unable to receive enough oxygen and food by blood circulation that consequently 

causes the disease. It is more common in infants weighing less than 1500 gr and gestational age 

. Thus, the ROP normal growth of blood vessels stops and abnormal blood 

vessels grow, if left untreated it can lead to vision loss or blindness. Severity of ROP is 

determined by following factors:  

Which area the new vessels have been located. Figure 2 illustrates the defined areas. 

retinal vessel network is grown?  

How much swollen the veins are? 

The presence or absence of plus-disease. 

 
 

Figure 2. Defined areas of the eye [1] 

 

Structural changes in the vessels can be studied in several ways: 

ophthalmoscope directly 

By examining images of the retina 

Ophthalmoscope is an instrument that helps the physician so that they can see a perspective of the 

it is challenging to use though, due to the need for expertise and experience

s a typical ophthalmoscope.  

In infants born earlier than normal (premature infants) the growth of retinal vessel stops before 

uncompleted sections 

would be unable to receive enough oxygen and food by blood circulation that consequently 

causes the disease. It is more common in infants weighing less than 1500 gr and gestational age 

of blood vessels stops and abnormal blood 

vessels grow, if left untreated it can lead to vision loss or blindness. Severity of ROP is 

Which area the new vessels have been located. Figure 2 illustrates the defined areas.  

physician so that they can see a perspective of the 

and experience. Figure 3 
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Figure 3. Ophthalmoscope[2]. 

 

So it is important to have a system that can be used to increase the accuracy of the examination 

done by physicians or practitioners (e.g. by replacing trained nurses). Figures 4, 5 and 6 show 

abnormal growth, tortuosity of vessels and scarring of the retina. Given these figures, it seems it 

is possible to extract vessels automatically and use it to diagnose ROP.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Retinal vessel tortuosity and scars 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Incomplete vascular growth 
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abnormal growth of blood vessels 

 

Factors that affect vessel segment

 

- Vessel’s width, shape and colo

to 12 pixels. 

- There are other structures in images 

boundary, or nerves. 

- Crossing points and bifurcations could 

- Edge of the disk may be 

- Sometimes the local contrast 

Particularly, thin veins have

 

Despite many successful works in the field of image processing techniques performed on adult 

retinal images, most of these techniques 

several parameters are different in adults and infants images,

vessels thickness and noise ratio.

adults; however, both are equally important issue

between the infants and adult images

 

Figure

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT) 

 
abnormal growth of blood vessels [1] 

segmentation are as follows: 

, shape and colour are not the same. Vessel’s widths differ from

structures in images similar to vessel structures, such as retinal disc 

Crossing points and bifurcations could confuse the techniques. 

 classified as vessel incorrectly. 

e local contrast between the vessels and the background is very low. 

have less contrast with their background [4, 6]. 

Despite many successful works in the field of image processing techniques performed on adult 

most of these techniques fail when it comes to infants images. That’s 

are different in adults and infants images, such as resolution of images,

noise ratio. Vessel detection in images is more difficult in infants than 

ly important issues[7]. Figure 7 and 8 show structural differences 

images. 

 
 

Figure7. An examples of infant retinal image 

 

widths differ from one pixel 

such as retinal disc 

and the background is very low. 

Despite many successful works in the field of image processing techniques performed on adult 

s images. That’s because 

images, blood 

difficult in infants than in 

structural differences 
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FIGURE 8. AN EXAMPLE OF ADULT RETINAL IMAGE [3]. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
In this paper, the image is segmented in Lab color space. For this, clustering is applied on 

channels a and b in the Lab color space. The number of clusters are considered two, constituting 

of veins and background. After separating the gray segment, the ratio of the number of pixels in 

gray segment is evaluated to the total pixels in the image. This represents the area in which 

vessels are not fully grown and need regular checkups to ensure that it is fully developed in time 

and if not, the urgent treatments are needed to help the vascular structure grow normally. Figures 

9, 10 and 11 show the clustering. The original image can be seen in Figure 9.  

Figure 10 and 11 represent the clusters including the background and the vessels respectively. 

The second cluster of pixels ratio to the total number of image pixels demonstrates the 

performance of this function in isolating the area of the vessels. In figure 11 this ratio was 2.17.  
 

 
 

Figure 9. The original image 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The first cluster, consisting undeveloped vessels 
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Figure 11. the second cluster with the ratio of 2.17 

 

Table 1 illustrates the results of applying a threshold 0.5 to the ratios in terms of accuracy, 

specificity and sensitivity. 

 
Table1. The result of thresholding the ratios with threshold 0.5 

 
Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 

69%  50%  74%  

 

In this paper, we also used the three operators named; Canny, Laplacian and Sobel operator to 

compare the results of edge detection in finding vessels the performance of these three are shown 

in Figures 12 to 18. After applying Laplacian operator, two different morphological operators 

used for the sake of noise removal; morphological opening with 3× 3 squares and lines with a 

difference of 15 degrees (0, 15, 30, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165) and 17 pixels length.  

 

Laplacian filter can be seen in Figure 12, it has been accurately able to isolate the vessel. The 

morphological operators are used to remove noise from the image. 

 

Figure 13 shows the result of opening morphological operator on Figure 12. 

 

Figure 14 shows the result of applying lines 15 degree difference lines of length 12 to open Figure 

12. 

 

Figure 15, 16 are the result of applying Sobel and Canny operators respectively.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. The result of applying Laplacian filter 
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Figure 13. The result of opening by the 3 3 square 

 
 

Figure 14. The result of opening by lines with a difference of 15 degrees 

 

 
 

Figure 15. The result of applying Sobel operator 
 

 
 

Figure16. The result of Canny operator 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper we compared methods of edge detection for extracting vessels. We also segmented 

the retinal vessels in Lab color space images. It is conducted from the results that noise is 

removed followed by Laplacian filters as well as the opening operator on Laplacian filtered 

images of the retina. Thus, the detection of retinal vessel network provides determining the 

possibility of ROP risk. This plays an important role for newborn infants who born with 

undeveloped retinal vessels to be followed in a regular basis so that it would prevent them from 

blindness in future. 
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